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or fetes collected the few mammals forming the 
t h-papet, ppenbering. 43 specimens, and repre- 
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about these cenotes is rich and varied, in strong contrast to the 

scrubby second-growth of the surrounding country. These 
wells therefore attract animals of many kinds, and traps were at 

once set about them in the expectation of securing small mam- 
mals. ‘The Black Rat (J/us rattus) was, however, the only species 

caught, and its abundance doubtless accounts for the apparent 
absence of other Muridz at these cenotes. 

The only special papers known to us saat to the mammalian 

fauna of Yucatan are Mr. Oldfield Thomas’s ‘ List of Mammals 

obtained by Mr. G. F. Gaumer on Cozumel and Ruatan Islands, 
Gulf of Honduras’ (P. Z. S., 1881, p. 129), enumerating five 

species from Cozumel, five from Ruatan, and one each from 

Bonacca and Meco Islands, making altogether 11 species ; and 
Mr. D. G. Elliot’s enumeration (Field Columbian Museum, 

Zodlogy, 1, 1896, pp. 80-81) of six species collected by Mr, H. H. 
Brown at San Felipe and Rio Lagotos (/ege Lagartos) on the 
northern coast of Yucatan. In the ‘ Biologia Centrali-Americana,’ 
Mammals (1879-82), reference is made by Mr. Alston to 14 spe- 

cies in the Boucard Collection, collected by Mr. Gaumer in 

Yucatan. These are nearly all additional to those collected by 
Mr. Chapman, and are, under the current names of to-day, as 

follows : 

Sturnira lilium (E. Geoffroy). Biol., p. 208. 
Felis eyra Desm. Biol., p. 64. 

Urocyon cinereo-argenteus (Miill.).’ Biol., p. 67. 

Nasua narica (Linn.).  Biol., p. 75. 
Putorius frenatus (Licht.).  Biol., p. 78. 

Galictis barbara (Linn.). Biol., p. 79. 
Spilogale, sp. indet. Biol., p. 83. 

“ Cariacus toltecus (Sauss.).” Biol., p. 117. 

Sciurus yucatanensis (Allen). Biol., p. 125. 
“ Geomys hispidus Le Conte.” Biol., p. 160. 
Synetheres mexicanus (Kerr). Biol., p. 170. 
Dasyprocta punctata Gray. Biol., p. 172. 

Tatusia novemcincta (Linn.). Biol., p. 189. 
“ Didelphis virginiana Kerr.” Biol., p. 196. 

: Bike distinguished by Mr. D. G. Elliot as Urocyon cinereo-argentatus 
(Field Columb. Mus., Zoél., Me I, No. 3, May, 1896, p. yon San Felipe, pate 
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atan is also the source of the Cervus yucatanensis Hays (Ann. 
.Y., X, 1874, p. 218, pl. x), referred by Alston to C. ¢o/tecus. 

specimens of a small Hare, from Merida, Yucatan, have been 
€ od to Lepus sylvaticus astecus Allen (this Bel, III, No. 1, 

: 1891, p. 191; also Elliot, 7. ¢., p. 80). 

_Artibeus perspicillatus (Zinn.). Four specimens of a 
ties of Artibeus from Chichen-Itza do not appear separable 

1 specimens from other parts of Mexico and the West Indies, 
_we have heretofore referred to A. carpolegus Gosse.’ 

is evident that a number of well-marked forms are covered 
the term Artibeus perspicillatus (Linn.), as commonly used. 

ing an abundance of specimens from Cuba and Jamaica, and 
om various parts of Mexico and Trinidad, it seems desirable to 

‘mpt to decide whether or not any or all of them should be 
rred to the Linnzan A. perspicillatus.’. 
n examination of the literature of the subject shows that 

erlilio perspicillatus Linn. rests on the following basis. In the 
tenth (1758) edition of the ‘Systema Nature,’ from which the 
~ name erspicillatus must date, no characters are given beyond an 

dication that the species was a tailless leaf-nosed bat from 
America. The citations are: (1) Syst. Nat., 7th ed., 1748; 
(2) Mus. Adolphi Frederici, 1754; (3) Seba, Mus., 1734, who 
gives a short general description of a leaf-nosed bat, without 
specifying any locality; (4) Edwards, Birds, 1751, who gives a 

S figure and a description of a leaf-nosed bat, which he says “ was 
brought from Jamaica, by Mr. Harper, Surgeon, late of Plastow, 
Essex ;” (5) Sloane, Jamaica, 1725, who briefly refers to a leaf- 

_ nosed bat as found in Jamaica, which Edwards supposes is the 
_ Same as that he figures (Edwards, pl. cci, fig. 1). 
ei Linnwus’s Vespertilio perspicillatus must therefore be considered 
as based on Edwards and Sloane, as the other references are 

--vague and practically meaningless. This definitely fixes the type 
locality of the species as Jamaica, and makes it clear that the 

_ species was the tailless leaf-nosed bat described later > Leach 

1 CF. this Bulletin, II, No. 1, pay 1890, pp. 170-173, 181; Vi, 1894, P. 341. 
_ * On the so-called Artibeus perspicillatus from the Island of Trinidad, see the following 

paper in this volume relating to Trinidad mammals, 
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(1822) as Artibeus jamaicensis, and still later by Gosse (1851) as 
Artibeus carpolegus. It seems therefore certain that whatever the 

various forms of South American bats referred commonly to 

perspicillatus may be, the name is at all events strictly applicable 

to the Jamaican form, the synonomy of which will stand as 
follows : 

Artibeus perspicillatus (Zzz.). 

? Vespertilio, Americanus, vulgaris, SEBA, Loc. Rer, Nat. Thes, I, 1734, p. 90, 
l. lv, fig. 2 

Vespertilio, rostro, appendice auricule forma, donato, SLOANE, Nat. Hist. 
Jamaica, II, 1725, p. 330. 

Bat from Jamaica, Epwakps, Nat. Hist. Birds, IV, 1751, p. 201, pl. eci, 
upper fig. 

Vespertilio perspicillatus LINN. Mus. Adol. Frid. 1754, 7 (ex SEBA and 
EDWARDS). 

Vespertilio perspicillatus LINN. Syst. Nat. ed. 10, 1758, p. 3% (ex SEBA, 
SLOANE and Epwarps) ; zéid. ed. 12, 1766, p. 47. 

Artibeus perspicillatus CHAPMAN, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. IV, 1892, p. 316 
(Cuba). 

Artibeus jamaicensis LEACH, Trans. Linn. Soc. XIII, 1822, £2 765 my 
SAUSSURE, Rev. et Mag. de Zool. 1860, p. 428 (Mexico) ; ALLEN 
Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. III, 1890, p. 173 (Porto Rico and Virgin Gorda). 

Artibeus carpole, hy GossE, Nat. Soj. in Jamaica, 1851, p. 271, pl. vi, $0 
ALLEN, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist: III, 1890, pp. 173, 181 (M 
CHAPMAN, ibid, VI, 1894, 341 (Florida). 

A series of nearly 30 specimens from Jamaica, in alcohol, pre- 

sented by Mr. Francis C. Nicholas, includes 10 old adults, and 
about 20 more or less immature, ranging in age from half-grown 

to full-grown young. They agree in color with the Yucatan 
specimens, and practically in size, when corresponding ages are 

compared. The fore arm averages 56 (54-57) mm. in length, as 

against 59 (57-62) mm. in a selected lot of very old Jamaican 

specimens. 

A series of 60 Cuban specimens, mostly in alcohol, collected by 
Mr. Frank M. Chapman (¢/. this Bull., IV, 316), average still 
smaller than the Yucatan specimens, the fore arm averaging in 
31 females 55 (52-58) mm., and in 20 males 54.5 (52-56) mm. 

The range in color covers the whole range of variation in this 
respect shown by specimens from Yucatan and other localities in 
southern Mexico. In each series the females are found to aver- 
age slightly larger than the males. 
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yson (Cat. Bats Br. Mus., 1878, p. 519) says: “ Two 
white streaks on the head are generally well-defined in 

wn individuals, and also a white patch on each shoulder 
of origin of the antebrachial membrane,” in contrast 

mirostris,in which these marks are generally absent. 
the hundred or so examples of 4. perspicillatus before 

amaica, Cuba and Mexico, is a white shoulder-patch 

d generally the head-stripes are either absent or so 
lete as to be traced with difficulty ; in a few only are 
apparent. 

n the chambers of the numerous ruined temples and 
the limestone at Chichen-Itza offered excellent hiding 

la: 1 narica (Linn). —A single specimen, a very old 
‘it h the pelage much bleached. 

é 3 cone yucatanensis (4//en). 

var. yucatonensis ALLEN, Mon. N. Am. Roden. 1877, 

5 us” to ta characterize this fine soecien originally 
20% by the senior author as a ‘var.’ of S. carolinensis. 

Z nthe kindness of Mr. F. W. True, Curator of Mammals, 

Th four specimens from Ci tee-Itca, taken March 7-18, and 
three from Merida, measure as follows :' 

Me The first four in the table are from, Chichen-Ita, Siis'ahcd ast dak Goes, Merida. The 
of the latter are from skins, and are transcribed (reduced to mm.) from Mon. 

: Roden., p. 711, Table XX. 
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Headand Tail Tailtoend Total . 

Body. Vertebra. of Hairs. Length. Hind Foot. Ear 

Am. Mus., 12033, 2-.--- 230 230 307 537 55 30 

ie £9034, 9.555% 240 222 297 537 55 

si 12035, ¢ ....225 195 267 492 55 30 

us 12036, 8..... 218 222 287 506 55 23 

Nat. Mus., 8502, ¢..... 254 184 235 489 53 

+ eS eee 229 Igo 241 470 50 

re 8503, %..--. 267 216 267. 534 53 

Sciurus yucatanensis differs from S. carolinensis externally in 
many important points, and still more strikingly in cranial char- 
acters. While similar in size and general proportions, the tail is 

much broader and heavier, and the ears are much narrower and 

more pointed, being scarcely more than half the breadth of the 
ears in .S. carolinensis. The pelage is long, coarse, and harsh, 
instead of short, soft, and woolly, as in .S. carolinensis, and every- 

where lacks entirely the strong fulvous suffusion that pervades 
the pelage of .S. carolinensis ; also the brownish yellow dorsal 

area and lateral line, so characteristic of the latter. In yucatan- 
ensts the hairs of the dorsal surface are broadly d/ackish plumbe- 
ous at base, then broadly ringed with pale buffy gray, or soiled 

whitish, and conspicuously tipped with black, and the underfur 
is sparse. In carolinensis the underfur is abundant ; the pelage 
is grayish plumbeous at base, and the hairs are ringed with dusky, 

tawny, black and white, successively from the base outward, with 

many hairs wholly black or wholly fulvous, or black crossed by a 
broad bar of fulvous. 

The tail in S. yucatanensis is black above, the hairs broadly 
ringed in the middle and tipped with grayish white ; below is a 
broad median area of grayish white, the hairs for the basal two- 
thirds being mainly of this color with two narrow bars of black ; 
a broad band of black bounds the central area, and the hairs are 

finally tipped rather narrowly with whitish. In the tail of caro- 

linensis there is much less black, the grayish white central area is 

replaced by tawny, and the hairs are broadly tipped with clear 
white. 

In S. yucatanensis the skull (not before available for examina- 
tion) is remarkably short and broad, the length of the facial por- 

tion being especially reduced, and the dorsal convexity of the 

parietal region is much depressed, in comparison with S. caro/i- 

eS a 
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ens of carolinensis of corresponding age, as shown by 
g@ measurements of each: No. }}}#4, $ ad., Chichen- 

, 45, 47-5; length of nasals, 16.5, 20; least inter- 
, 18, 17.5; greatest zygomatic breadth, 32, 34; 

sly, from the above comparison of the two forms, S. 
is has no very close relationship to S. carolinensis. 

4. Peromyscus affinis (4//en). 

y: (Vesperimus) affinis ALLEN, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. XIV, 1891, 
oe [=State of saan Mexico.” 

in the gray pelage, and fully equal in size the ‘ old adults’ in 
oe Pegi As none of the specimens shows any yellow- 

aap doubtless due, as conjectured by both Dr. Coues and the 
ber (Z. ¢.) to soiling. 
ie types of afinis came from Barrio, near Oaxaca. If the 
nt specimens are correctly referred to this species, its range 

nds northeastward to northern Yucatan. 
Peromyscus affinis bears some resemblance to Peromyscus 

urnsi and P. canus ; it is, however, somewhat smaller, with a 
- shorter hind foot and more naked tail, and in adult pelage is 
ae 

much browner above, the back being strong cinnamon brown, 
_ instead of drab gray, as in canus. 
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The 7 adults (3 males, 4 females) from Chichen-Itza measure | 

as follows: Total length, 162 (150-172); tail vertebra, 72 (69-75); 

hind foot, 18.6 (17-19.5); ear, 14.7 (14-15). 

Since writing the above we have been able through the kindness 

of Mr. F. W. True, Curator of Mammals, U.S. National Museum, 

to compare the three specimens on which Peromyscus affinis was 

originally based with the series from Chichen-Itza here referred 

to afinis, and fail to see any tangible differences between the two 

series. 

5. Peromyscus yucatanicus, sp. nov. 

Above fulvous, strongly varied with black-tipped hairs over the middle area 

of the back, passing into a well-defined clear fulvous lateral line ; below white, 

the fur plumbeous at base ; outer surface of limbs like the adjoining parts of 

the dorsal area ; fore feet white to above the wrists ; hind feet white to base of 

tarsus ; ears large, brownish, naked; tail naked, nearly unicolor, slightly 

lighter below. 

Total length (of type), 210; tail vertebra, 100; hind foot, 22; ear, 20. 

Five additional specimens measure as follows: Total length, 204 (190-210) ; 

tail vertebrae, 97 (93-101); hind foot, 21 (19.5-22) ; ear from notch, 18 (17-20). — 

Skuil,—Anterior portion of interorbital region markedly depressed medially ; 

a well-developed supraorbital ridge extends to the posterior border of the parie- 

tals ; posterior palatal border slightly depressed, with a minute median spine ; 

postpalatal opening with parallel sides, not expanded anteriorly ; audital bullze 
large. Total length, 31; basal length, 25; least interorbital breadth, 5 ; 

greatest width of brain-case, 12; length of nasals, 12. 

Type, No. 4$%$4, ¢ ad., Chichen-Itza, Yucatan, March 17, 1896; Frank M. 

Chapman, 

This species is based on 6 specimens, taken March 15-27, all 

adult, four of them being breeding females. They are all, how- 

ever, in gray pelage, except the type, which is in the ‘old adult’ 
fulvous pelage. The gray specimens all show a faint wash of 
fulvous on the sides, with traces of a fulvous lateral line, as yet 

not well defined. | 

Peromyscus yucatanicus differs from Peromyscus aztecus (De 
Saussure) in its naked and unicolor tail, but appears to resemble 

it in size and proportions. It also appears to agree essentially 

in size and proportions with ?. gymnotis Thomas (Ann. & Mag. 

a a a re 

Pe Se ee ee 
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rode ntomys mexicanus gracilis, subsp. nov. 

brown, slightly varied over the median area with blackish 

coloration of the dorsal area joins the pure white of the lower 

r surface of fore feet whitish, of hind feet soiled white. Ears 
ish, naked on both surfaces; tail brown, unicolor, naked 

is the tip, where the annulations are still distinctly visible 
very short hairs. 

th (of type, ¢ad.), 165; tail, 98 ; hind foot, 16 ; ear (from notch), 
er specimen, ¢ad., measures: Length, 154; tail, go; hind foot, 

unfortunately imperfect). Total length, 20 (?); greatest width of 
Fic: least interorbital breadth, 3; length of nasals, 7 ; length of 

ears are relatively larger, and the length of the hind 
mm. as compared with 19-20 mm. in true mexicanus. 

t breeding female, another is practically adult, and the 

are just acquiring the fulvous tint on the sides. 

hispidus toltecus (De Sawussure).—Three 
about one-third grown, are provisionally referred to 

Mus rattus Zinn.—Common about the cenotes, to the 
clusion of other Muride. 

9. Heteromys gaumeri, sp. nov. 

ze large. General color of dorsum dusky or dark smoky gray, mixed with 
m8, paler and more fulvous on the sides, with a broad bright orange-ochra- 

lateral line extending from the side of the nose to the base of the tail, 
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and sharply separating the dorsal from the ventral surface ; ventral surface and 

fore and hind feet white ; outer surface of fore limbs bright orange ochraceous, — 

inner surface white ; outer surface of hind limbs like the back, inner surface 

white ; soles 6-tuberculate, hairy from the heel to the posterior tubercle ; ears 
dusky, narrowly edged with white, thinly covered on both surfaces with short 

hairs ; tail dusky above, grayish white below, slightly crested and tufted at the 

tip, but in general so thinly haired that the annulations are distinctly visible. 

The pelage of the middle of the dorsal surface, from the crown to the base 

of the tail, forming a broad median area, consists of a dense covering of thick, 
grooved spines, black apically and whitish toward the base, mixed with slender, 

bright orange-ochraceous hairs ; laterally the spines become gradually thinner, 
paler, and more like rigid hairs, Along the middle of the back the pelage 
consists almost wholly of stiff, grooved spines, with no, or only the slightest, 

admixture of ochraceous hairs, the quantity of these hairs varying much in 
different individuals. 

Total length of type ( 4 ad.), 292 ; tail vertebrae, 162 ; hind foot (with sank: 

32; ear from notch, 14.5. Two adult females measure respectively as follows: 

Total length, 260, 265 ; tail vertebra, 140, 142; hind foot, 30, 34; ear from 

notch, 15.5, 16. 

Skull of adult ¢ (No. 4$$#}), greatest length, 37; basal length, 31; 

greatest breadth, 16; interorbital breadth, 10.5 ; nasals, length, 16; interpa- 

rietal, breadth, 11, length, 6; diastema, 10; palate, 20; crown surface of 

upper tooth series, <3 

Type, No. 43$%}, ¢ad., Chichen-Itza, Yucatan, March 17, 1896; Frank M. 

Chapman. 

This species is based on 7 specimens, 2 males and 5 females, 
taken at Chichen-Itza, March 11-20, 1896. Two of the females 
are not fully adult, being still in the rather soft pelage of the 
young, the dorsal pelage consisting of rather stiff blackish hairs, 
without spines, scantily mixed with softer, pale yellowish hairs ; 
the lateral line is paler and narrower than in the adult, in one 

specimen, and obsolete in the other. 

Heteromys gaumeri is one of the largest species of the group ; ; 
though smaller than 1. anomalus, it is larger than either 7. allent 
or H. /ullert. In general coloration it appears to resemble most 
nearly H. du/leri, but it has the ears rimmed with white, and the 

soles hairy and 6-tuberculate, instead of naked and 5-tuberculate. 

From A. pictus it differs in much larger size, and in the nasals and 

premaxillaries terminating posteriorly on the same line, instead 
of “the premaxillaries surpassing the nasals by 1.5 mm.,” as in 
pictus.’ 

1 Oldfield Thomas, in lit., Oct. 26, 1896. 

—— ee ee ee a 
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d honor of Dr. George F. Gaumer, of Izamal, Yuca- 
om we are so largely indebted for our knowledge of the 

na and flora. . 

eterogeom torridus Merriam—A single two- 
wi _— of Heterogeomys is provisionally referred 

ss _ were particularly common at the bottoms of dry 

vs in the forest. During the winter they are said to be 
ly inactive. Lack of suitable traps prevented the 

bservec but neither was secured. 
subspecies was originally based on specimens from the 
of Tehuantepec, to which examples from Merida, Yuca- 

also referred (this Bulletin, III, No. 1, 1890, p. 191). 
ave also had an opportunity to examine the specimens re- 

| to this form by Mr. Elliot (Field Columb. Mus., Zodl., I, p. 
collected at San Felipe. 

Mazama, sp. ind.—Deer were common about Chichen, 
ging from the signs observed and reports of the Indians, but 
were observed alive, although their flesh was often served at 
-at the hacienda. 

This is probably the species described and figured by Hays 
ler the name Cervus yucatanensis (Ann. Lyc. New York, X, . 
4 p- 218, pl. x), but whether the same as De Saussure’s Cervus 
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toltecus (Rev. et Mag. Zool., 1860, p. 247, pl. xv, fig 
it has been referred, we are by no means assured. — 

’ Hays, however, it “is found throughout Yucatan ar 
ern part of Mexico.” 

15. Dicotyles tajacu (Zinn.).—Signs of — 
seen, and the animals were said by the natives: 

A semi-domesticated inividenl, about one ere, 
a pet at the hacienda. 



hree others not before recorded from the island. This 
total number of species attributed to the mammalian 
the island to 70. One of these is now reduced toa 
and four should probably be deducted as based on un- 

; evidence, namely, Cercoleptes caudivolvulus, Dicotyles 
is, Cholapus didactylus, and Myrmecophaga jubata, respecting 

hon p information could be obtained of their occurrence on 
ne _ This leaves 65 as the number of thoroughly authen- 

Ss eollected. in 1893, forms a very satisfactory basis 

V of the — of Trinidad. Doubtless some 

A ere _ 

of Mammals from _ Inland of Trinidad, with Sine of New 
. A. Allen and Frank M. Rae Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. V, 183, 

att 
: on Tri a Description of a New Species of Synal/aris. 

y kM. Chapman. /é/d., Vol. Vii ts 1-326. 23 
Yor a further account of the localities 4 ty this Bulletin, Vol. VII, 2895, pp. 321, 322. 

13 
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Messrs. Albert B. Carr and J. E. Lickfold for the generous hospi- 
tality and assistance that rendered his sojourn at these localities 
so agreeable and his labors so successful. He is also greatly 
indebted to Mr. F. W. Urich for many favors. 

An asterisk is prefixed to the species not taken in 1893. 

1. Mycetes seniculus (Zinn.).—Two specimens, adult male 

and female, were taken and presented by Mr. Arthur Carr. Not 

uncommon at Caparo. 

2. Saccopteryx bilineata (7Z¢emm.)—Four specimens— 
Caparo, 1 ; Caura, 3. 

3. Saccopteryx leptura (Schreder).—Eleven specimens— 
2 from Port-of-Spain, 2 from Caura, 4 from Caparo, and 3 from 

Caroni River, the latter collected and presented by Mr. F. W. 

Urich. 

*4. Saccopteryx canina (W/ed).—Six ‘specimens, all from 
Port-of-Spain. 

The species observed of the genus Saccopteryx are low-flying 
bats that course rapidly to and fro for insects through the open- 

ings in the forest or over tree-bordered roads. As at Princes- 

town, they were sometimes seen feeding in the shade of the forest 

during the day. 

5. Molossus rufus Geoffr.—Eleven specimens—s5 from Ca- 
paro, 6 from Port-of-Spain. 

This is one of the most common and by far the most frequently 

observed bats in Trinidad. Both at Caparo and Caura it appeared 
in large numbers just after sunset, flying rapidly to and fro and, 

as a rule, at such a height as to be out of gun-shot. 

6. Molossus obscurus Geoffr.—This species was not ob- 
served at either Caparo or Caura, but it is apparently very com- 

mon at Port-of-Spain, where one specimen was collected. 

*7. Pteronotus davyi Gray.—One specimen, Port-of-Spain, 
presented by Mr. J. H. Hart. 
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9 from Caparo, 8 from Caura, and 4 from Port-of- 

» Jatter collected and presented by Mr. F. W. Urich. 
non at both Caura and Caparo. 
is is the only one of the fruit-eating bats which was commonly 

d at Caparo. It frequented the vicinity of the house in 
rs, and could be easily trapped by using a bit of ripe 
as bait. At Caura they were equally common, and large 

bers nightly visited a small tree growing in the door-yard to 
d on a small, green fruit with which it was laden. So quickly 

y pick this fruit and fly away with it, that even with the 
1s western sky as a background it was so difficult to shoot 

that only one bat was killed during three weeks’ stay at 
although the attempt was made every evening. 

a Artibeus hartii 7%omas.—Two specimens, collected by 
A. B. Carr, at Caparo. 

"14. Artibeus bilobatus (/eters).—Six specimens, from 
_ Caparo. Two females contained each a single embryo. These 
_ bats were found hanging in groups of four to seven individuals 
i" beneath the leaf of a palm or banana. 
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15. Artibeus palmarum, sp. nov. 

Artibeus, ep nov. ? ALLEN & CHAPMAN, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. V, 1893, 

po area perspicillatum GEOFFROY, Ann. du Mus, XV, 1810, . 176, 185 
(La Guyane). Not Vespertilio perspicillatus Linn. Cf. ante | pp. 3-5. 

Artibeus perspicillatus, in part, of recent authors, but not of Linnaeus. 

Color, both above and below, Prout’s brown, is basal two-thirds of iil fe 

lighter ; on each side of the face a broad conspicuous white stripe runs from the — 

outer posterior base of the nose leaf to a point opposite the middle of the ear ; a 

short, narrower, but very distinct white stripe occupies the middle half of the 
distance between the angle of the mouth and the lower edge of theear. Mem- 

branes dark brown, the metacarpals, phalanges and the wing tips lighter, the 
outer phalanx of the second digit nearly white. Short fur, colored like that of 

the adjoining parts extends to the middle of the fore arm, varying in amount in 
different specimens. 

The color varies in different specimens from hair brown to light Prout’s brown, 

rather duller below. In one specimen the head and body anterior to the — 

shoulders is pale cinnamon brown, in rather sharp contrast with the rest of the 

body. 

Measurements.—Adult male (type, No. 7481), head and body, gt ; head, 33; 
nose leaf, 15x9.5 ; ear, from inner base, 21, from crown, 13.5; fore arm, 68 ; 

thumb (with claw), 13; 3d digit, metacarp. 64, 1st phal. 23, 2d phal. 38, 3d + 

phal. 18 ; calcaneum, 9 ; foot, 14 ; width of interfemoral membrane, 17. 

An adult female (No. 7480) is slightly larger, measuring as follows: Head 
and body, go; head, 33; nose leaf, 13x8.5; ear from inner base, 21, from 

crown, 13; fore arm, 69 ; thumb (with claw), 13; 3d digit, metacarp. 68, Ist 

phal. 24, 2d phal. 39, 3d phal. 19; tibia, 30; calcaneum, 9; foot, 15; width 
of interfemoral membrane, 18. 

Five females average : fore arm, 68 ; thumb, 12 ; 3d digit, metacarp. 67, Ist 

phal. 24, 2d phal. 38 ; tibia, 26. | 
Skull (gad., No. 7478), total length, 31; basal length, 24; zygomatic 

breadth, 19 ; sential breadth, 16. 

Type, No. 7481, 6 ad., Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, April 27, 1894; Frank M. 
Chapman. 

This species is represented by a skin, without skull, taken in 
1893, and six specimens (1 male and five females) taken, with the 
assistance of Mr. W. E. Broadway, in the Botanic Gardens, at 
Port-of-Spain, April 27, 1894. 

This is, in part, the Artibeus perspicillatus of most authors, but, 
as already shown (anfed, p. 3), it is not the Vespertilio perspicillatus 

on 

a 
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sus, which was based practically on Sloane and Edwards 
*r references given by Linnzeus are valueless, because not 
»le), and is the tailless leaf-nosed bat of Jamaica, to which 
e perspicillatus should be restricted. From true Artibeus 
atus the present species differs notably in color, particu- 
the presence of two prominent broad white head stripes, 
narrowerand shorter whitish cheek stripes. It is also very 

| larger, the fore arm measuring 68 mm. against 56 in true 
¥ pict a yfus, with all the other dimensions proportionately larger. 

1 is much more massive, at least one-third larger in gen- 
k, and about one-sixth larger in linear measurements. 
specimen from Yungas, Bolivia, is practically of the same 

nidad specimens, and resembles it in the possession of 
though much darker in general coloration, it is proba- 

the bat here described as 4. pa/marum has a wide range 
mainland of South America, subject doubtless to much 

mad tigrina Zrx/—A two-thirds grown male, taken by 
r. Arthur Carr at Caparo, is provisionally referred to this species. 

Thi: is. Riobakiy the species recorded in Mr. Thomas's List 
umn. Trinidad Field Naturalists’ Club, No. 7, 1893, p. 7] as 

—_ Procyon (Euprocyon) cancrivorus (Cuwv.). — One 
n, young adult female, Caura, April 2. 

_ Specimens, of which 22 are from Caparo and 4 from Caura. 

, A, 1897.) 2 
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21. Rhipidomys couesi 4//en & Chapman. 

Tylomys couesi ALLEN & CHAPMAN, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. V, 1893, 
p. 211. 

Five specimens, Caura, three of which are young adults, and 

two are two-thirds grown young. The adults closely resemble 
the type in coloration, but are very much smaller, The young 
examples differ from the adults in being above dull hair brown, 
with a slight yellowish wash, most developed on the sides. 

With only a single bad skin of Zy/omys, with no skull, and no 
example whatever of the genus RAipidomys, we were misled by 
external resemblances into referring this species to the genus 
Tylomys, as Mr. Oldfield Thomas has kindly pointed out to us 

(‘nm ditt.) on our sending a specimen to him for examination. 
Three adults measure as follows: 

Total Length. Tail Vertebra. Hind Foot. Ear. 

No. 5956 4..... 460 252 35 24 
eo), SRS cole 378 196.5 30 21 
shtedly [<a Sets, 185 31 ai. 

This is a tree-inhabiting rat, and is said to do considerable 
damage to cacao pods, which it gnaws in order to procure the 
seeds. 

22. Oryzomys speciosus A//en & Chapman.—One speci- 
men, not quite adult, Caparo, Differs from the adult type in 

being brown washed with yellowish, instead of being strong 
yellowish rufous, as in the adult. 

23. Oryzomys trinitatis A//en & Chapman.—Thirty-four 
specimens—r3 from Caparo and 21 from Caura. 

24. Oryzomys velutinus A//en & Chapman. hee speci- 
mens—2 from Caparo, 6 from Caura. 

25. Oryzomys brevicauda A//en & Chapman.-—Thirty speci- 
mens—g from Caparo, 21 from Caura. 

1 Alcoholic. 
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a Oryzomys delicatus, sp. nov. 

ee 

only specimen, No. {$4}, 4ad., Caparo, Trinidad, March 20, 

n een 

rr row er nose, the narrower and much more delicate teeth 
z the more striking differences. It is entirely unlike any 

pecies known from Trinidad. 

27. Akodon urichi, sp. nov. 

¢ caliginosus ALLEN & CHAPMAN, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. V, 
ae (Provisional reference.) 

“Above dark rusty chestnut finely punctated with black; below 
e yellowish, with often a slight grayish cast. Ears large, black, 
: , clothed on the outer margin within with short, dark rusty 

often quite thickly. Tail about one-third the total length, black, 
arently naked, but with a lens short black hairs can be seen, which do not at 

ure the annulations. Feet entirely naked below ; above clothed thinly 

=, ru i. —Darker, pelage softer and thinner, but in coloration not very differ- 

urements (of type, ¢ ad.).—Total length, 200; tail, 68 ; hind foot, 24 ; 
ire notch), 15. Six adults, total length, 192 (188-196) ; head and body, 

121-125) ; tail, 69 (65-70) ; hind foot, 24.6 (23-27) ; ear, 13 (12-15). 
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Skuil.—A slight raised line in old skulls over the posterior half of the orblte, 

continuing faintly posteriorly ; anterior palatine foramina terminating opposite 
anterior third of m'; interparietal very narrow antero-posteriorly. Total 

length (of type), 30; basal length (front border of premaxillaries to posterior 

border of occipital condyles), 27.5; from end of pterygoids to inner base of 

incisors, 17.5; palatal floor, 13; zygomatic breadth, 15; mastoid breadth, 

12.5; length of nasals, 11.5; upper tooth row, 5; lower jaw (inner base of 

incisors to end of coronoid), 16; height of coronoid, 6.5; length of sooth 

row, 5. 

Type, No. }4%%, 9 ad., Caparo, Trinidad, March 15, 1894; Frank M. 

Chapman. 

Represented by 14 specimens, 11 of which are from Princes- 
town, 2 from Caparo, and 1 from Caura, There is very little 
variation in coloration among the adults ; some are a little darker 
and more ruddy than others. The young are darker—very dark 
yellowish brown with less chestnut. 

With the accession of much additional material, including good 
skins with skulls, from Costa Rica, this species proves to have no 

real relationship with what we have heretofore identified as 
“Abrothrix caliginosus.” The Costa Rican species proves to be 
not even congeneric with the Akodon (= Abrothrix) here described 
from Trinidad, although the external resemblances are so close, 

especially in color, that the two forms are separable only after 
comparison. What the nearest relative of 4. urichi may be among 

the thirty or more species of Akodon described from western and 

southern South America we are unable to say. Judging by de- 
scriptions it is not closely related to any of the forms recently 
described from Ecuador, the nearest locality to Trinidad from 
which the genus has been reported ; but it presents a rather close 
resemblance, apparently, in coloration to Tomes’s Hesperomys 

caliginosus ; but the latter has a longer tail, and seems not likely 
to prove the same. 

This species is named in honor of Mr. F. W. ‘Urich, Secretary of 
the Trinidad Field Naturalists’ Club. 

*28. Akodon frustrator, sp. nov. 

In general coloration quite similar to M/us musculus. Above dark brown, 

slightly washed with yellowish brown, slightly darker along the median line, 

a a ee 
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ron the sides; sides of nose yellowish buff ; lower surface 
See ay taped wie yolleriak gray ; no dintinc line of 

een upper and lower surfaces; upper surface of feet dark 

; lower surface of feet naked, blackish in the hind feet, 

fore feet ; ears rather small, blackish externally, rusty brown 
well haired, ee tail about half 

es) eden ae: eis doled shin), 10. 
/ length, 26 ; basal length, 20.5 ; zygomatic breadth, 13 ; least 
adth, 5; width of brain-case, 11 ; length of nasals, g; length of 

, 10.4 ; length of upper tooth row, 4.5 ; length of lower jaw, 13; 
dyle, 4.5; lower tooth row, 4.8. 

“young adult,’ apparently of mature size. At first 
rs a striking external resemblance to a large Mus 
ui tcloser inspection reveals many differences. It is 

nt from 4. urichi in coloration, from which it differs 
nuch smaller ears and in the form of the skull, which 

amore convex than in 4. urichi. In coloration A. 

ae anomalus ( Z7%oempson).—Forty specimens, 
33 are from Caura and 7 from Caparo. 

2 Echimys trinitatis A/iin & Chapman.—Represented by 
ecimens, of which 14 are from Caparo and 18 from Caura. 
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33. Loncheres guianez 7/omas. 

Loncheres castaneus ALLEN & CHAPMAN, Bull. Am. Mus, Nat. Hist. V, 1893, 
p. 232. 

Seven specimens—s5 from Caura and 2 from Caparo. Also 4 
specimens from the Caroni River have been received from Messrs. 
Urich and Mole. 

The reception of this additional material shows that our type 
of Loncheres castaneus was an exceptionally strongly colored 

example of the Zoncheres found in the interior of Trinidad, and that 
the coast specimens, which we in the same connection identified 
with Z. guéane, represent the other extreme in coloration, being 

very pale, with almost none of the deep chestnut color that 
characterized the example of Z. cas/ancus. The present series of 
13 specimens completely bridges the former wide gap in colora- 
tion. The skull of the type of Z. castaneus proves also to be 
exceptional in most of the features alleged as distinctive. 

We have now also available for comparison a topotype of Z. 
guiane, which agrees with average Trinidad specimens in colora- 
tion and cranial characters. 

*34. Dicotyles tajacu (Zinn.).—One specimen, collected at 
Caparo, and presented by Mr. Carr. 

35. Mazama’' rufa (/. Cuvier). 

Cariacus (Coassus) nemorivagus ALLEN & CHAPMAN, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. 
Hist.V, 1893, p. 228. Not Cervus nemorivagus F. Cuv., Dict. Sci. Nat., 
VII, 1817, p. 485. 

Represented by an adult female, skin and skull, taken at 

Caparo, March 13, and by an adult male skull obtained at 

Princestown in 1893. 
The material now at hand renders it evident that the Trinidad 

Deer, as thus represented, is not M/azama nemorivaga but a form 

1 Mazama Rar. Am. Month. Mag. II, 1817, p. 44. Type, M. tema Rar. Cf Merriam, 
Science, N. S., 1, p. 19, Jan. 4. 1895. 
Mazama antedates Coassus Gray, 1843 (=Passalites Gloger, 1841). M. tema Raf.=Cervus 

rufinus Bourcier and Pucheran, 1851. 
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d to, but probably subspecifically separable from, J. 
adjoining mainland. More material representing each 
es for examination before the separation can be 
ly made. As a slight contribution to the subject we 

with a description of the adult female from Trinidad. 

ale (Trinidad, as above).—Pelage thin, hairs short and rather harsh, 
d much of the ventral surface very sparsely clothed. General color 
ed at the distance of a few feet, liver brown ; on closer inspection it 

, darker along the median line, paler on the flanks, and fading 
Surface to pale brown with very little rufous ; top of head, ears 

brown, without rufous ; throat and posterior part of ventral 

I region) whitish ; tail rufous above, pure white below ; legs 

‘'s.—Total length to end of tail vertebra, 1118 ; tail vertebrz, 

at shoulder, 645 ; girth, 711; fore leg, 396; ear, 89; tip of nose 

r, 205.5. Weight, 8014 pounds, including a foetus which weighed 

’ female ; Total length (from front border of premaxillaries to poste- 
er of occipital condyles), 202 ; basal length, 190; breadth across lower 

rbits, 92 ; width of brain-case, 53; greatest interorbital breadth, 62 ; 
_nasals, 65; length of molar-premolar series, 62 ; length of lower 

height (angle to top of coronoid process), 82 ; length of tooth row 

Tatusia novemcincta (Zinn.).—One specimen, adult 
Ca March 20, and 4 embryos from a female taken 

I by Mr. Carr. 

| e 37. Didelphis karkinophaga Zimmermann. 

gad ZIMMERMANN, Geograph. Geschichte, II, 1780, p. 226. 
on Le Crabier, Burron, Hist. Nat. Suppl. III, 1776, 

pl. liv, from Cayenne. 
cancrivora GMEL. Syst. Nat. I, 1788, p. 108. Based exclusively 

on Buffon, as above. Also DL. cancrivora of TRMMINCK, WATER- 
ous: and probably of authors generally who have used the name. 

‘The two collections from Trinidad include 8 specimens of this 
ge Opossum, collected as follows: Princestown, collection of 
93, 3 Specimens (2 males, 1 female); Caparo and Caura, collec- 
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tion of 1894, 5 specimens (3 males, 2 females), making a total of 
8 specimens, all old adults, 

Three specimens from,the Island of Dominica, W. z , prove to 
be identical with the Trinidad form, which is presen the 
same as the Cayenne animal, on which the names harkinophaga 
Zimmermann and cancrivora Gmelin were based. 

As shown by the measurements given below, the tail averages 
nearly as long as the head and body, and the total length exceeds 
that of the very largest specimens in a large series of D. virginiana 
from various localities in the United States (as New York, Ohio 

and Florida). Yet the skull, in actual bulk, is found to be one- 
fourth to one-third smaller than in strictly comparable specimens 
of the northern animal. There are also other cranial differences 
besides size that are sufficiently constant to merit consideration. 

These are, notably, the position of the infraorbital foramina, which 
in D. karkinophaga are placed considerably nearer the anterior base 
of the zygoma than in D. virginiana—over the pm." instead of 
over pm.*; the inner angle of the molars is shorter and blunter 
in D. karkinophaga than in D. virginiana, in the latter the width of 
the tooth being equal to the length, while in the former the width 
is much less than the length. The whole structure of the 
skull in D. karkinophaga is lighter and much more delicate, at 
all ages, which is strikingly noticeable in the slenderness of the 
zygoma. 

There are also color differences that are noteworthy when Trini- 
dad specimens are compared with northern (New York and Ohio) 
examples of D. virginiana, as the entire absence of white on the 
ears and feet, and the blackness of the general coloration; but 

these features in a measure disappear in the comparison of Trini- 
dad and Texas examples. Yet the cranial differences already 
pointed out, in conjunction with the difference in size and pro- 
portions, render it desirable to treat these forms as species till 
material can be brought together in sufficient quantity from many 
different points in the wide range of the so-called ‘ marsupialis 
group’ to show clearly the character of the various forms of late 
combined under this name, and their interrelationships. 
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: rs or Didelphis harkinophaga, FROM TRINIDAD. 

. onal, Heed and Tail, Hind Foot. 
385 425 55 

66 

3 § 

[lJaeleart F 

Tail. Hind Foot. 

279 _ 
273 _ 
344 74 
287 64 
294 64 

_267 poe 
294 67 

‘measurements : Total length, 111 ; basal length, 
natic breadth, 64; breadth at postorbital processes, 
| of postorbital constriction, 10.5 ; breadth across 

ti — 71; aia of achidtulead processes, 28; 
f -interorbital constriction, 12; breadth across m* 135. 
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38. Philander trinitatis 7/vmas. 

Dide endl (Philander) philander Auten & CHAPMAN, Bull. Am, Mus, Nat. 
893, P. 230. 

Didelphys (Philonde) trinitatis THomas, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ©), XIII, 

May, 1894, p. 438. 

A single specimen in the 1893 collection was provisionally 
referred to P. philander, with the suggestion that the “ Trinidad — 
animal....may prove separable from D. philander of the main- 
land—a point further material must decide.”” Some months later _ 
the Trinidad form was described as Didelphys (Philander) trinita- — 
tis by Mr. Oldfield Thomas (Z. ¢.). As the present collection con- 

tains a series of 16 specimens, we are able to add some further 
particulars to his description, based on two specimens from Port- 
of-Spain. There is practically no sexual difference in size, as 

shown by the following measurements, taken from the fresh 

specimens. 

Mus. No Sex am Sl i 

DERN cay Vekaek Fae RS $ 475 282 30 31 
WE Dos hon kane Pade 8 483 290 31 33 
Se ere 4 490 290 31 34 
RRB as owe 08 bie ba eis e é 500 305 32 34 
WRT. os ioe case ue i te $ 503 303 29 31 
RSS ih swia aie ora cuca tt é 525 308 30 35 
ERM ac aiviniotn ects} clals g 480 285 30 33.5 
i SS: Ee ye g 480 286 30 30 

7553 g 485 292 30 31 
RRR ga ead i Ke oo ere « g 495 - 294 30 32 
Ws ins, «bist aicet g 504 302 31 34 
ESA eet va 5 ee aia g 520 310 _ 32 _35 

Average of 6 males....... 496 2096 30.5 33 

6 females..... 494 295 30.3 32.7 

Not only is the tail not light colored for the apical half, as in 
P. philander, but the general color of the upper surface of the 

body is also much darker, and the pelage less crinkled and woolly. 
This species appears to be common only in the mountainous 

parts of the island. Only one specimen was secured at Princes- 
town during the month’s collecting, and none were secured at 
Caparo. 

Five of the fifteen specimens taken at Caura had from five to 

seven young attached to their nipples. These young are large in 
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.. Their eyes were as yet unopened. 
ypment of the pouch in this species varies greatly in 
iduals. Ina female having six young, which aver- 

. in length, the opening of the pouch measures 55 mm. 
n line, and one side of the cavity is capacious enough 

0 of the rong 

mosa wsirtbn (Zinn.).—Represented by a series of 
s, from Caura and Caparo. It proved to be exceed- 

ndant at both localities. Respecting size and colora- 
is little | to add to the account previously given, based 
s of 20 specimens from Princestown. 

» (No. 7428, Caparo, March 23) has six mamme func- 
veloped; to each was attached a young one about 
. A-second female (No. 7429, March 31) has eleven 

rinling that such an arboreal animal, as this Opossum 
‘se can climb about in trees and bushes without i injury 

a ne 

'Thylamy’s Gray. 
List Mamm. Br. Mus. 1843, p. ror. No description. Type, Didelphis 
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brown, antero-interior basal projection moderate, much longer than high ; tail 

naked, pale brown, lighter below than above, rather longer than head and body. 

Length (of type, éad.), 315 mm.; tail, 175 ; hind foot, 22 ; ear from notch, 

27.5. The corresponding measurements of a second specimen ( é ad.) are 310, 

170, 20, and 29. 

Skull.—No postorbital processes, nor supraorbital ridges ; nasals not expanded 

posteriorly. Greatest length, 37.5; basal length (anterior border of foramen 

magnum to front border of premaxillaries), 34 ; greatest (zygomatic) width, 

19; least interorbital width, 6; width of brain-case, 13; length of nasals, 

17.5; greatest width of nasals, 2.5 ; least width of nasals, 2; length of palate 

(posterior border to gnathion), 20.5 ; breadth at m*, 11 ; length of crown sur- 

face of molars, 7 ; length of upper tooth row (canine to m‘), 15. 

Type, No. £344, éad., Caparo, Trinidad, March 20, 1894; Frank M. 

Chapman. 

This species is based on two adult males and a half-grown 
female, taken at Caparo, March 19 and 20 and April 17. They 

present no variation in coloration, except in respect to the pro- 
longation posteriorly of the dusky eye spot, which is somewhat 
more developed in one of the specimens than in the others. 

The only species with which this needs comparison is the 
Chilian Zhylamys elegans (Waterhouse) and 7. marmota (Oken= 
griseus Desm.) with which it agrees in the character of the nasals, 

but from which it differs decidedly in coloration. 
This species is named in honor of Mr. Albert B. Carr, of 

Trinidad. 

In our former paper on Trinidad mammals we gave at the close 

(2. ¢., pp. 231-234) a nominal list of the mammals of Trinidad, 

based on Mr. Oldfield Thomas’s ‘ Preliminary List,’ then recently 

published, and on our own material. This list numbered 65 
species, one of which (Zoncheres castaneus), as shown above, proves 

untenable, and four others there is good reason to believe were 
included on insufficient evidence. In the present paper five species 

are either renamed or described as new. The list as now 
amended contains 65 species, the same number as before. The 
changes may be summarized as follows : 
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_ Cercoleptes caudivolvulus. 
ms Loncheres castaneus (= L. guianz). 

fe) -Dicotyles labiatus. 
-  Choleepus didactylus. 

‘j 1 ra on jubata. 

Changes i in Nomenclature. 

es, sp.=Mycetes seniculus. 
H A yen eNOS Artibeus palmarum, sp. nov. 

x Scdddked Riighdomvs couesi. 
thrix caliginosus=Akodon urichi, sp. nov. 

Ss (Coassus) nemorivagus= Mazama rufa. 
s marsupialis= Didelphis karkinophaga. 
sie apes philander= Philander trinitatis. 

+ Species Added. 

_ Vampyrus spectrum. 
Artibeus bilobatus. 
Oryzomys delicatus, sp. nov. 

_ Akodon frustrator, sp. nov. 
apa carri, sp. nov. 

a 1) at this island for the purpose of learning whether it 
ed any indigenous small mammals. Traps were set daily 

specimens of Mus no mammals were caught. 
i ; result, therefore, while negative, is nevertheless of value, 

for it seems to indicate that, with the exception of Dasyprocta cris- 

fa, which is distributed throughout the Lesser Antilles, Dominica 
no indigenous terrestrial mammals, and this opinion is held 

the residents of the island. 
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Mus rattus Zinn—Four typical examples, as regards c 
tion, but with longer tails than are usually seen in the 
States specimens. | 

‘Mus alexandrinus Geefr.—Two typical examples o' 
species. oF 

Mus decumanus Zinn.—Two specimens. 

Dasyprocta cristata (Desm.).—A single specimen 
chased of a native. Said to be common in the inte ic 1 

island. 

Didelphis karkinophaga Zimmerm.—Three specimens 
bought of a native collector. They appear not to differ in an 
appreciable respect from Trinidad examples of this sj 
which would seem to render it certain that the animal 
duced from South America, as suggested by Colonel H. W. F 
(Trans. Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society, Vol. V, 188 
p. 39), rather than from Virginia, as some have suppos 
have been. 



tic III.—ADDITIONAL NOTES ON COSTA RICAN 

a MAMMALS, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW 

SPECIES. 

By J. A. ALLEN. 

oe Through the kindness of Mr. Anastasio Alfaro, Director of the 
“Museo Nacional of Costa Rica, and Mr. George K. Cherrie, for- 

baer _merly assistant at the Museo Nacional, | have had the opportunity 
____ of examining much material relating to the mammals of Costa 
Boe Rica, a considerable part of which material has been contributed 

to this Museum, either by Messrs. Alfaro and Cherrie personally 
or by the Costa Rica Museum. A small collection has also 

_____ recently been purchased of Mr. Cherrie. These combined collec- 
_____ tions number about 300 specimens, and represent 65 species. In 

: ‘ April, 1891, I published a paper entitled ‘ Notes on a Collection 
of Mammals from Costa Rica’ (this Bulletin, III, pp. 203-218), 
‘In which 38 species were recorded as represented in the material 

aa then under review. This was followed in September, 1892, by a 
second paper, entitled ‘ Further Notes on Costa Rica Mammals, 
with description of a new species of Oryzomys’ (this Bulletin, V, 
pp. 237-240), adding 9 species to the 38 previously recorded. 

Since the publication of this latter paper various small lots of 
Costa Rica mammals have been received from Mr. Alfaro, and a 
small collection purchased of Mr. Cherrie. These later sendings 
were found to contain a number of undescribed species, which 
have been published from time to time in this Bulletin. No 
general report has been made upon this later material, which is 

‘now taken as the basis of the present paper, and adds some 20 
___, Species to the number here previously recorded. As a matter of 
‘convenience for future reference, it has been deemed advisable to 

include in the present communication all of the species men- 
tioned in the previous papers, with references to the place of 

____ mention, or description, in the case of the new species separately 
described.’ This paper is, therefore, not only a report on the 

a eee ee ee ee ee ee — ee aoa e* ros LU 4 

1 The new Costa Rican mammals already described in this Bulletin from material received 
from Messrs. Alfaro and Cherrie are 14 in number, to which 4 more are now added, and two 
new genera are characterized. 

(31) 
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recent accessions, but a summary of my previous papers on Costa 
Rica mammals. The nomenclature is here revised to conform to 

numerous recent changes. A star is prefixed to the species not 

given in the former papers. 

It is a pleasure in this connection to call attention to the excel- 
lent annotated list of Costa Rican mammals recently published by 

Mr. Anastasio Alfaro." While doubtless not complete, it thor- 
oughly represents our present knowledge of the mammalian fauna 

of Costa Rica, and forms an admirable basis for further work in 

this field. The total number of species enumerated is 121; of 
these 10 species are domesticated animals, and 4 are introduced 

species of Mus, leaving 107 as indigenous to Costa Rica. A few 

species, chiefly Bats, are introduced on general grounds as likely 
to occur from their known distribution both to the northward and 

southward of Costa Rica; but the basis of their inclusion is 

always duly indicated. 

I. Mycetes palliatus Gray. (Bull. III, p. 204.) 

2. Ateles geoffroyi Avi/. (Bull. III, p. 204.) 

3. Cebus hypoleucus (Humé.). (Bull. III, p. 204.) 

4. Adelonycteris fusca (Zeauz.). (Bull. III, p. 204.) 

5. Rhogeéssa parvula HW. Allen. (Bull. V, p. 237.) 

6. Atalapha borealis frantzii Peters. (Bull. III, p. 204; 

V, Pp. 237-) 

*7. Vespertilio nigricans Wied.—One specimen. . 

8. Saccopteryx bilineata ( Zemm.). (Bull, V, p. 237.) 

*9, Rhynchonycteris naso (Wied).—Eleven specimens, 
without definite neue? ; G. K. Cherrie. 

1 Museo Nacional |—! Mamiferos! e J Peers: Fae or | Anastasio Alfaro |—| Estudio | corre- 
gido y aumentado por el Profesor | J. Allen |—| Impreso para | La primera E 
entroamericana |—| San José, Cone Rica | Tipografia nolan |—| 1897—12mo, pp. 51. 

Oe 
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iclidt albus Wied. (Bull. V, p. 237.)—Also two 

specimens from La Palma, August, 1891, and October, 

: olossus rufus Geof'r.—One specimen, ¢ ad., Boruca, 
kas: G. K. Cherrie. 

Dec men from Jimenez and another from San José; A. 

: 35. Artibeus intermedius, sp. nov. 

ALLEN, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. III, No. 2, 1r8g1, 

; V, 1893, p. 238. 
smaller than A. falmarum, and much darker, with the head stripes 

rower and much less distinct, and the cheek stripes obsolete. 
Adult abc dark sooty gray, scarcely lighter on the ventral surface, where 

are indistinctly grayish tipped. Color of the pelage everywhere nearly 
to the base. Membranes blackish brown, haired about as in 4. 

r.—Darker, blackish sooty gray, without any indication of head stripes. 

wements (from skin, type, $ ad.).—Fore arm, 65; thumb (with claw), 
digit, metacarp. 57, 1st phal. 20, 2d phal. 31, 3d phal. 15 ; tibia, 22; 

ee narrow and high, the ee 

Represented by 2 adults from San José, and 5 nearly full-grown 
ung from Limon (May 27, 1891), all collected by Mr. Cherrie. 
¢ one are darker (decidedly blackish) than the adults, and 

some inadvertance, two specimens pare scented as Artibens cinereus! 
| A pes record for Riga Dobson, Cat. Chirop. Br, Mus., 1878, 

Foose tent is very properly included by Mr. Al aly his list of Costa Rica mammals. 

larch, 1897.) 3 
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are probably in first pelage, the outer pair of milk molars bein 

still in place. 

This form is apparently intermediate between A. pa/marum and 
A. perspicillatus, but differs from either so much in the form of 
the skull as to warrant at least its provisional separation from 
both. . 

16. Vampyrops lineatus (Geofr.). (Bull. V, p. 238.) 

*17. Blarina nigrescens A//en. (Bull. VII, p. 339.) 

*18. Blarina orophila A//en. (Bull. VII, p. 340.) 

19. Blarina costaricensis A//ev. (Bull. III, p. 205.)—As 
stated in the original description, there is little to distinguish B. 
costaricensis from B. brevicauda, except the alleged locality. For 
this reason Dr. Merriam (N. Am. Fauna, Nov. 10, 1896, pp. 10, 

12) has referred costaricensis to brevicauda, considering that it 
doubtless came from Iowa instead of Costa Rica, and that the 

alleged type locality is due to accidental error. On the other 
hand, Mr. Cherrie, the collector of the type, still affirms that such 
an error was impossible, and that the specimen was actually taken 

at La Carpentera, Costa Rica, in October, 1890. Consequently 

Mr. Alfaro, in his ‘ Mamfferos de Costa Rica’ (Jan., 1897, p. 15), 
has compromised the case by including Blarina brevicauda in his 
list of the mammals of Costa Rica. I enter it here under the 
original designation, awaiting further developments. 

20. Felis pardalis Zimn. (Bull. III, p. 204.) 

21. Procyon lotor hernandezii Wag/er. (Bull. III, 
p. 204.) 

*22. Bassaricyon gabbii A//en. (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. 
Phila., 1876, p. 23, pl. i.) 

*23. Bassariscus sumichrasti Savss.—One specimen, with- 

out definite locality, collected by Mr. Cherrie. 

24. Cercoleptes caudivolvulus (7a//.). (Bull. III, p. 204.) 
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s barbara (Zinn.). (Bull. III, p. 204.) 

felina (J/o/.).—A flat skin, without skull, 4, 

atus marpurito (Gme/.). (Bull. III, p. 204.) 

s hypopyrrhus Wag/er. (Bull. III, p. 206.) 

rus zstuans hoffmanni Peters. (Bull. III, p. 206.) 
specimen, Tuis, July 17, 1894; G. K. Cherrie. 

us (Microsciurus) alfari A//en. (Bull. VII, p. 

lon nudicaudus Peters. (Bull. III, p. 210.) 

jon teguina (A/sfon). (Bull. III, 208; V; P. ote 

"eromyscu: cherriei A//en. (Bull. III, p. 211 ; not V, 

ch eer elaneny: costaricensis.) 

nudipes A//en. (Bull. Ill, p. 213; V, 

; resin sp. ind. (=Hesperomys (Vesperimus) leuco- 
pula Bull. III, p. 211.)—The specimen recorded as 

> is probably not * sonoriensis’ (=texanus) as that form is now 

rstood. It is a short-tailed Peromyscus, of the size and gen- 

oT perc the ¢exanus group. At present the specimen 

A spirits) is drab brown above, lower parts and feet white, tail 

ite hairy and bicolored, being much darker above than below. 
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The specimen measures: Total length, 136; tail vertebra, 58; 

hind foot, 18; ear (from notch), 13. The skull (that of a young - 

adult) is not distinguishable from skulls of the 7. /exanus group 
of corresponding age. 

*39. Reithrodontomys costaricensis 4//en. (Bull. VII, 

P- 139.) 

*40. Reithrodontomys australis 4//en. (Bull. VII, p. 328.) 

41. Oryzomys alfaroi A//en. (Bull. III, p. 214.)—Repre- 
sented by 26 additional specimens, taken at Tuis, July, 1894, by 

Mr. Cherrie. 

42. Oryzomys costaricensis A//en. (Bull. V, p. 239.) 

43. Oryzomys couesi A/séon. (Bull. V, p. 240.) 

*44. Oryzomys talamance Aden. (Proc. U. S. Nat. 
Mus., XIV, 1891, p. 193.) : 
Through the kindness of Mr. F. W. True, Curator of Mammals 

in the United States National Museum, I have before me the type 

and only known specimen of this species for examination. In 

some features it appears to resemble Mr. Oldfield Thomas’s recently 
described O. melanotis (Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), XI, 1893, 
p. 404), particularly in its large ears and very short anterior pala- 
tine foramina, which occupy but about one-half the ‘distance 
between the inner base of the incisors and the front border of m+, 

instead of two-thirds to three-fourths, as is the rule in this genus. 
It is, however, a much larger animal than O. me/anofis, with an 
absolutely, as well as relatively, much shorter tail, so that the two 
species are apparently not very closely allied. 

There is little to add to the original description, except to give 
a few additional measurements of the skull, as follows : 

Width of brain-case, 12; width of interparietal, 8.5; length of same, 3; 

distance from m+ to inner base of incisors, 7.5 ; length of anterior palatine 

foramina, 3.8 ; greatest breadth of same; 2.3 ; length of lower jaw (inner base 

of incisors to posterior border of condyle), 16; height of same at condyle, 
7.1. 
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fabrothrix) caliginosus ALLEN, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. III, 
, Pp. 210. Not Hesperomys caliginosus Tomes. 

yove dark (blackish) brown finely mixed with bright yellowish 
+hter and more rufous on the sides; below strong yellowish brown, 
ht grayish cast. Ears small, black, nearly naked within and without 
black hairs visible under a lens on both surfaces) ; feet blackish 

ked below and nearly so above ; tail about half the length of head 
y, black, unicolor, naked (very short black hairs discernible with a lens); 
thorn color, in contrast with the dusky feet. 

Ni uniform blackish brown above, below somewhat lighter, 
ge of gray. 

ts (from skin).—Total length (of type), 187; tail, go; hind foot, 

| ie che great breadth of the supra- 

ridges, considering the size of the animal, which are developed into a thin 
shelf. The anterior palatal foramina do not quite reach the line of the 
eee ee a 

5; length of upper tooth row, 5.3. 

893 (/. ¢., supra) I referred provisionally a number of skins 
bad condition (skulls not available for examination) from San 
rl 9s and Pacuare to Tomes’s Hesperomys caliginosus, from 

ador. All but one of these specimens soon passed out of my 
. Recently the Museam has purchased of Mr. George K. 
aseries of 5 very good skins with separate skulls in good 

An examination of this material shows that the 

tion, but the latter is a much more slender animal, with the tail, 

both absolutely and relatively, very much longer, while the skull 
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is much smaller and otherwise very different from that of O. 

chrysomelas. 

_Zygodontomys, gen. nov. 

Type, Orysomys cherriei Allen. 

PLATE I, Fics, 1-7. 

Pelage full and soft, and with the general external appearance of Sigmodon. 

Skull characters in general much as in Oryzomys, but with a very different 

tooth-pattern. Teeth, in respect to relative size and general outline, as in Ory- 

zomys, but the cross furrows between the successive pairs of cusps are cut off 

by a longitudinal bar of enamel, yoking together the pairs of cusps on the 

median line of the tooth. Thus the anterior cone of m+ is connected with the 

two succeeding pairs of cones by a median longitudinal ridge, and the two 

pairs of cones in m® are similarly connected. The same structure also charac- 

terizes the lower molars. (Plate I, Figs. 2, 4, 6, 7.) 

This peculiar arrangement of the enamel pattern of the teeth 

is combined with a pelage very different from that found in true 
Oryzomys, the external resemblance being more with Sigmodon. 
The type species, Z. cherriez, has the rostral portion of the skull 
very broad and short, with very broad anterior palatine foramina. 

A second species, Z. brevicauda (=Oryzomys brevicauda All. & 
Chapm.), from Trinidad, has the rostral portion of the skull nar- 

rower and longer, about as in Oryzomys. 

*46. Zygodontomys cherriei (4//en). 

Oryzomys cherriei ALLEN, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. VII, 1895, p- 329. 
(Published Noy. 8, 1895.) 

Sigmodontomys, gen. nov. 

Type, Sigmodontomys alfari Allen. 

PLaTE I, Fics. 8-14. 

Pelage very thick and soft as in Zygodontomys, or as in the soft pelaged species 

of Sigmodon (e.g., S. boruce) and the voles (AMicrotus). Skull peculiar in many 

respects. Supraorbital ridges very strongly developed, thin and inclined 

upward at the orbits. Anterior plate of the zygoma very broad, but not devel- 

oping a point at the anterior upper border, as in Sigmodon. Nasals rapidly 

tapering posteriorly, terminating in a narrow point beyond the premaxillary 

suture. Anterior palatine foramina broad, short, not nearly reaching the 



and th r palatal border only slightly hollowed ; palate 

ee Oryzomys. 
ery the length about one-half the breadth, rounded at the 
anterior and posterior borders only slightly convex. Audital AF 

e teeth obliquely implanted. The enamel pattern of the molars is 

intermediate between that of Sigmodon and Oryzomys, but the teeth 
\ proach in form and structure those of the latter. General out- 

size of the teeth as in Oryzomys, m* being about one-third the 
ge coeecies are less eet: On the outer border (teeth 

ng nearly to the median ine, two in mt one in m®, none in m®. 
| molars the pian, as usual, is reversed, there being no reéntrant 

ing os | ee eee there are two on my, and one on 

, Shaded with dusky brown over the middle region, lighter on the 

ng into clear yellowish brown along the lower edge of the dorsal 

d, blackish ; tail unicolor, dark brown, naked. 
vents (approximate, from skin).—Total length, 278 ; head and body, 

hind foot, 37 ; ear (from notch), So ; ratio of tail length to total tail, 155; 
56. 

‘Shull,—Total length, 35.2; basal length, 25.4; zygomatic breadth, ?; 
interorbital breadth, 12 ; width of brain-case, 13.2; length of nasals, 

; length of palatal surface, 15 ; distance from m* to inner base of incisors, 

; length of anterior palatine foramina, 5.3; length of upper tooth row 
n surface), 5.3; length of lower jaw (inner base of incisors to outer 

der of condyle), 18 ; height of jaw at condyle, 8.5 ; length of lower tooth 

(crown surface), 6. 
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This species is based on a single specimen, collected at Jimenez, 
by Mr. Alfaro. Externally this species is strongly suggestive of a 

Sigmodon, particularly S. doruce, described later in the present 
paper, which it greatly resembles in its long, soft, thick pelage, 
and in coloration. The tail, however, is more than half the total 

length, instead of considerably less, as in the longest-tailed 
species of Sigmodon. It is generically distinct from any other 
Central American species, but what its nearest relatives may be 
among the South American forms of the family, lack of material 
renders it impossible to determine. Its large, almost naked hind 

feet, long, hairless tail, relatively small ears, and peculiar denti- 
tion, seem to exclude it from any hitherto recognized genus. 

This species is named in honor of Mr. Anastasio Alfaro, 
Director of the National Museum of Costa Rica, to whom I am 

so greatly indebted for the material that has served as the basis of 
this and my former papers on Costa Rican mammals. . 

48. Sigmodon boruce, sp. nov. 

Adult,—Pelage full and rather soft for a Sigmodon. Above yellowish brown, 

with a slight tinge of chestnut, grizzled with black and gray, darker over the 

median area, lighter on the sides; lower surface whitish gray, tinged with 

plumbeous, the plumbeous of the basal portion of the pelage showing more or 

less at the surface. Ears dusky, naked externally, thinly clothed with very 

short yellowish gray hairs within; fore and hind limbs like the adjoining parts 

of the body ; feet dark gray ; tail dark brown, a little lighter on the lower sur- 

face than above, nearly naked. 

Young.—Pelage soft, above nearly uniform dark yellowish brown, with a 

slight reddish shade ; below the tips of the hairs are more or less buffy, tinged 

with the gray of the under pelage. Ears, feet and tail darker than in the adult. 

In changing to the adult pelage the under surface presents a more or less 

patchy appearance, the buffy tints of the first pelage being mixed in irregu- 

lar areas with the new whitish tipped hairs of the second pelage. - 

Size medium, The type (2 ad.) measured in the flesh: Total length, 275 ; 

tail, 115 ; hind foot (in skin), 30 ; ear, from notch (in skin), 15. Eleven speci- 

mens, mostly young adults (none very old), measured in the flesh by the col- 

lector, give the following: Total length, 248 (230-275); tail, 110 (100-125); 

ratio of tail to total length, 44.2: 
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rather broad ; infraorbital opening very broad, evenly and 

oul above posteriorly ; anterior palatal foramina extending to just 

ee ton of wit Total length, 33; basal length, 29; zygo- 

th, 18; least interorbital breadth; 6; width of brain-case, 13; 

Seubils, 29% Width of nadals, 5.8 ; palatal length, 15 ; length of upper 

-5 ; length of palatal foramina, 8. 

r Hath, 2ad., Boruca, Costa Rica, Dec. 12, 1891; George K. 

Bases i is based on a series of 22 specimens, collected by 
George K. Cherrie at Boruca, Costa Rica, on the Pacific 
not far from the coast, during the months of November 

1d December, 1891. The series consists mostly of young 
ts, none of the specimens being apparently very old. It 

es four examples in first pelage, and several young in change. 
vodon boruce is very distinct from any of the forms of Sig- 

m found in southern Mexico. In coloration it presents a 
ly close resemblance to S. Aispidus, as represented in the 
s and northern Florida. It differs, however, quite appre- 

aoa averages only 38 per cent. of the total Saiait as eeiinet 44 
: cent. in S. boruce. It presents a pelage similar in character 

ag n San José, Costa Rica, and 1 ( 9 ad.) from Talamanca, C. R. 
ee of the San José specimens are adult and 3 are immature, 

ae of the latter being in first pelage. They agree in all essential 
atures with the Boruca specimens, except in possessing a coarse, 

. ) pelage, strikingly in contrast with the soft pelage of the 
if Boruca series. As this greater coarseness and stiffness of the 

__ pelage characterizes both old and young alike, in contrast with 
he Boruca specimens, it seems to indicate that the San José form 

ty prove separable from typical .S. doruce, but I am unable at 
present to distinguish any other tangible difference between the 

>» forms. The San José specimens come from an altitude of 
. 
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5000 feet, while the Boruca series was collected at nearly sea level. 
The single Talamanca specimen was formerly referred by me 

to “ Sigmodon hispidus toltecus” (this Bulletin, III, No. 2, April, 

1891, p. 207), as also one of the San José specimens (zid., V, 
p. 238). 

*49. Macrogeomys cherriei (A//ex). (Bull. V, p. 337; 
VIII, p. 45, pl. i.) | 

50. Heteromys longicaudatus Gray. (Bull. III, pp. 215, 
270.)—Also 1 specimen from Suerre, July 12, 1895 ; A. Alfaro; 
and 1 from Isla Nuevo, Irazu Range, Aug. 20, 1893; G. K. 

Cherrie. 

*s1. Echimys centralis Z/omas. (Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 
(6), XVIII, Oct., 1896, p. 312.)—One specimen, a nearly full 
grown female, taken at Suerre, July, 1895, by Mr, Alfaro, seems 

more likely to be referable to this species than to Z. semispinosus 
Tomes, 

Mr. Thomas's ‘Echinomys’ centralis is based on two specimens 
from San Emilio, south end of Lake Nicaragua. He says: “No 

doubt they are the same as the examples of ‘Z. semispinosus’ 

recorded by Mr. True [Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1888, p. 467] from 

Greytown, Nicaragua, and from Pecuare, Costa Rica; so that 

further details about the species may be learned from his paper.” 

52. Synetheres mexicanus (Kerr). (Bull. LI, p. 216.) 

*53. Dasyprocta isthmica A/s‘vn.—One specimen, Pozo del 
Pital, Rio Narango, March 12, 1893; G. K. Cherrie. 

54. Celogenys paca (Zina.). (Bull. III, p. 216.) 

55. Lepus gabbii 4//en. (Bull. III, p. 216; V, p. 240.)— 
Also an additional specimen, San José, September, 1890 ; G. K. 
Cherrie. 

56. Bradypus infuscatus Wag/er. (Bull. III, p. 216.) 

57. Bradypus castaneiceps (Gray). (Bull. III, p. 216.) 

58. Cholepus hoffmanni Pefers. (Bull. III, p. 217.) | 
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1urus gymnurus (///.).—One specimen, 2, Suerre, 
1896 ; A. Alfaro. 

species was first recorded from Costa Rica by Dr. von. 
on what was considered by Mr. Alston (Biol. Cent. Am., 

, p. 217.)—The series of Costa Rican Opossums of the genus 
| 2 available for examination is not sufficient to determine 

orily their relationships, but they appear to belong to the 
te “type of the so-called marsupialis group. In two young 
imens before me from San José, the ears are almost wholly 

; and the tail is quite as long as the head and body. 
The name marsupialis is here recognized only provisionally, 

: n the belief that it should be discarded as indeterminable, 
view of the fact that several quite distinct forms have been 

1 under it. The original Linnean species marsupialis is 
tely composite ; though based mainly, apparently, on early 
ptions of Wied’s D. aurita, it doubtless covered also D. 

inophaga Zimm. (=D. cancrivora Gmel.), andalso the Philander. 
€ take Linnzus’s diagnosis (Syst. Nat., ed. 10, 1758, p. 55) 
he basis of the name, it seems to point to D. aurita rather 

in to D. virginiana—to an animal with the tail as long as the 
body and the ears black, tipped with white. It is clearly not 

. harkinophaga (cf. anted, p. 23). 

63. Metachirus quica (7Z¢mm.). (Bull. III, p. 317.) 

' ene eg 

64. Marmosa cinerea (7¢mm.). (Bull. III, p. 318.)—Also 
aeate and 4 young, from Tres Rios, Aug. 17, 1893; G. K. 
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65. Marmosa murina (Z/mz.). (Bull. III, “" 
p. 240.)—Also 1 specimen each from Jimenez and B 

_ Cherrie. 

66. Philander lanigera Desm. (Bull. III, p. 218, 
additional specimens—Boruca, Dec. 15, 1891, and Ira 
G. K. Cherrie. The former is a very rufous example ; tS 
gray, tinged slightly with brown where the rufous ti 
prevail. aera Fe: 

DESCRIPTION OF PLATE I. 

Fics. 1-7, Zygodontomys cherriei.—Fig. 1, skull from above ; F 
of same ; Fig. 3, lower view of same ; Fig. 4, lower jaw, from 
lower jaw, from side; Fig. 6, upper molar series; Fig. 7, 
series. Figs. 1-5, natural size ; Pabparfiiy 

Fics. 8-14, Sigmodontomys alfari.—Fig. 8, seat roc ; 
of same ; Fig. 10, lower view of same; Fig. 11, lower 

Fig. 12, lower jaw, from side ; Fig. 13, ‘apper malate aketngs 
molar series; Figs. 8-12, natural size; Figs. 13 and 14 1 
Seton: ioe 



det 

Vor. IX, Prarte I. 

Figs. 1-7. ZYGODONTOMYS CHERRIEI. 
Figs. 8-14. SIGMODONTOMYS ALFARI, 





_ Article IV._NOTE ON THE HYPOSTOME OF LICHAS 
= ____ (TERATASPIS) GRANDIS HALL. 

By R. P. Wuitrievp. 

a In the Fifteenth Rept. State Cab. N. Y., p. 110, 1862, Professor 

__ Hall describes a species of trilobite under the name Zichas grandis, 
and in the 16th Rept. N. Y. State Cab. he founds the genus 

___—-*Terataspis on this same species. 
| __ All the remains yet noticed of this species have been frag- 

Ser ‘ments, and until the present time no remains of the hypostome 
_ have been described, but during the autumn of 1896 the Rev. S. 
Parsons, of Paterson, N. J., brought to me for identification two 

_ fossils obtained from loose boulders of Schoharie grit, obtained 

_ about one mile north of Paterson, N. J., which I take to be the 

_ separated hypostomes of that species. He has also obtained other 
parts of the organism, and many of the characteristic fossils of 
this peculiar bed of rock from the same series of boulders. 
These hypostomes are quite large, even in proportion to the 

size of the trilobite, as compared with those of other species of 
_ Lichas, and are very broad in proportion to the length, being 

about one-third wider than long, whereas those of Z. do/toni and 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2 

Fig. 1. Upper surface of the plate, natural size. 
Fig. 2. An outline in profile showing the depth of the anterior border a 

[45] 
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allied forms, like Z. avus of Barrande, are always longer chanigtaae i ; 

or nearly equal in length and width. They are, however, more — 
like Z. pachyrhinus Dalman and ZL. celorrhin Angelin. The central — ; 
protuberance is not as well defined by the furrows as in Z, doltont 
Bigs., but is bordered by two rather deep pits on each side in the 
position of the median furrows and its inner extension, while the — 
outer division backwards is so extremely faint as to be readily 

Fig. 3. Outline, natural size, of the under ‘side of the second specimen: a, the line of the 
anterior margin ; 4, limit of the protuberance ; c, the infolding of eee crust of the emanates P. 
the line d being its forward extension. 

overlooked. On the outer lateral portion of the plate near ir the 

margin there is a third deep pit unlike that of any other hypos- 
tome, and I am somewhat in doubt as to whether it may not be 

accidental. ‘The transverse furrow limiting the protuberance 
behind is obsolete, and the central emargination of the posterior — 

border is less than in Z. de/toni, while the anterior border joining 
the rim of the head on the under side is unusually broad and 

deep. ‘The under surface of the plate is exposed on the second 
specimen by breaking away the filling between the crusts, and 

shows that the infolding of the plate below extended on the under 
side to a distance equal to fully one-fourth of the lenges the — 
plate from the posterior margin. : 

The great difference between this plate and the cortenaiian . 
parts of the ordinary forms of Lichas like Z. boltoni Bigsby and 
Z. avus Barrande would seem to warrant a generic separation of 

this from Zichas. And it is probable that the peculiar forms of the 
Lower Helderberg group corresponding to Z. pustulosus Hall will — 
be found to resemble this one whenever they may be discovered. — 



—FURTHER NOTES ON MAMMALS COL- 

eon 16 pra been determined as new to science. In 
this final catalogue occasion is taken to revise the 
re used in the original papers, where changes have 

ction here especially under notice was made chiefly 

gedaan Gray. (Bull. ITI, 176.) 

s pallidus (Ze Conte). (Bull. ILI, 176.) 

= us townsendii (Cooper). (Bull, III, 176.) 

eris fuscus (Beauv). sainesh II, 165 ; III, i) 

i Coliasios of Mammals from Southern Meine; th 
a Bull. Am, Mus. > Nat. ‘Five Val “I. 

s of Mammals made in Central and Southern Mexico, by Dr. Audle 
: of poe speiesct the 4 —— Seturus, and Lepus. /bid. 

11, No, 2, 1890-91, PP. 175-194- - 10, 18g0. 
of a new species of 8 = a ~ Isthmus of Tehuantepec, Mexico. 

+ 1893, PP. 235, 236. . 22, 1893. 
4 on specimens of Chitogctors rat inosa from Western Mexico, and on the 
ect of Pleronctus a Gray. ol, V1, 2894, pp. 247, 248. Published Aug. 

[47] 
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. Atalapha cinerea (Zeauv.). (Bull. Il, 165 ; LI, 177.) 

. Vespertilio lucifugus Ze Conte. (Bull. III, 177.) 

$ 

6 

7. Vespertilio nitidus 7. A//en. (Bull. III, 177.) 

8. Vespertilio velifer 7. A. Al/en. (Bull. III, 177.) 

9 . Vespertilio melanorhinus Merriam. (Bull. III, 178.) 

10. Saccopteryx plicata (/e/ers). (Bull. III, 178.) 

11. Nyctinomus brasiliensis 7. Geoffr. (Bull. III, 178.) 

12. Chilonycteris rubiginosa Wagner. (Bull. VI, 247.) 

13. Pteronotus davyi Gray. (Bull: VI, 248.) 

14. Macrotus bulleri 4. Aven. (Bull. Il, 166; Ill, 179; 
VI, 248.) 

15. Macrotus mexicanus De Saussure. (Bull. III, 179.) — 

16. Glossophaga soricina (/a//.).—Two skins with skulls, 
and three specimens in spirits, Valle de Bandera, Terro Tepic, 

Jalisco, Mexico, Feb. 23, 1893. 

In one of the alcoholics the tail is wholly enclosed within the 
interfemoral membrane ; in another the point is noticeable as a 

slight protuberance on the upper surface of the membrane, while 
in the third it projects 3 mm. above the surface. 

17. Artibeus intermedius A//en.—Three specimens, Las 
Penas, Jalisco. 

In the two adult males and one female (in spirits) the fore arm 
measures respectively 66, 65 and 63, and the third metacarpal 

respectively 64, 62 and 62, with all other measurements in pro- 
portion. The fore arm is thus one-fifth longer (10 mm.) than in 
a series of old adults of A. perspicillata from Jamaica, which are 
above the average for Cuba and eastern Mexico localities. The 

head stripes, as well as the size, are as in Costa Rica specimens 

(cf. antea, p. 33). 
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t lilium (Z. Geoffr.). (Bull. III, 181.) 

9. F *elis onca Linn. (Bull. III, 176.) 

3 pa (Bull. III, 176.) 

at, rat naidiils Linn, (Bull. III, 176.) 

iis yaguarundi Desm. (Bull. III, 176.) 

ocyon cinereo-argenteus fraterculus Zv/iot. (Bull. 

on lotor hernandezi (Wag/er). (Bull. III, 176.) 

frenatus (Zicht.). (Bull. II, 165.) 

1s aureogaster /. Cur. (Bull. III, 181.) 

s leucops (Gray). (Bull. III, 182.) 

‘Sciurus cervicalis Allen. (Sciurus aureogaster leucops, 
166 ; ; Sciurus cervicalis, 111, 183.) 

_ Sciurus Mayaritensis A//en. (Sciurus alstoni, Bull. 1, 
— II, vii ; II, 185.) 

aren bein! dies. (Bull. II, 173 ; III, 92, 186.) 

_ 32. Spermophilus grammurus macrourus (Zenne/t). 
‘Bull. II, 170; III, 185.) 

33. Spermophilus spilosoma Bennett, (Bull. II, 172; II, 

4 Mus rattus Zinn, (Bull. 11, 179 ; III, 186.) 

. Mus alexandrinus £. Geof. (Bull. Il, 186.) 

By 6. Mus musculus Linn. (Bull. IL], 186.) 

u h, 1897.\ 4 
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37. Peromyscus mexicanus (De Sauss.). (Bull. I, 179.) 

38. Peromyscus aztecus (De Sauss.). (Bull, Il, 179 ; U1, 

187.) 

39. Peromyscus spicilegus, sp. nov. 

Texture of pelage and coloration very much as in Peromyscus floridanus, but 

size smaller, tail longer, and ears much smaller. Above yellowish brown, finely 

mixed with dusky tipped hairs, most numerous along the middle of the back, 

forming a slightly darker median area ; sides more yellowish, passing gradually 

into a strong ochraceous lateral line, which is sharply defined against the white 

of the ventral surface ; below white, the hairs broadly plumbeous at base. The 

bright fulvous of the sides extends over the outer surface of the fore limbs to 

the wrists, leaving the feet white ; the color of the thighs extends over the 

outer surface of the hind limbs to the tarsus, which is dusky, leaving only the 

feet white. Ears dusky, nearly naked ; tail distinctly bicolor, nearly naked, 
brown above, whitish below. 

Total length (of type), 188 ; ‘tail vertebrae, 92; hind foot, 21; ear (from 

notch), 15. Four adults measure as follows: Total length, 190 (181-200), tail 

vertebr, 92 (86-98); hind foot, 20.5 (20-21); ear 15. (Measurements all 

from skins. ) 

Skull.—T otal length, 28 ; basal length, 22 ; least interorbital breadth, 5 ; great- 

est width of brain-case, 13; length of nasals, ro, 

Type, No. $328, 4 ad., Mineral San Sebastian, Mascota, Jalisco, Mexico, 

Dec. 27, 1893 ; Dr. Audley C. Buller. 

Of the four specimens (same locality, Dec. 26—-Jan. 2), three 

are adult, and the fourth is an old adult’, differing from the others 

by being much more strongly fulvous, this color prevailing 
throughout the dorsal surface, which is inconspicuously darkened 

along the median line. 

The pelage is very soft and thick, and both in texture and colora- 

tion closely resembles that of adults of Peromyscus floridanus. In 

size and proportions it resembles P. yucatanicus Allen & Chapman 

(anted, p. 5), from which it differs in important cranial charac- 

ters. The interorbital region is not depressed, as in that species, 
and it lacks the well-defined supraorbital bead; the maxillary 
branch of the zygoma is narrower, as is also the anteorbital fora- 

men ; the post palatal opening is broadly U-shaped anteriorly, 

! There are also three additional adult skulls. 

j 
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slightly converging, instead of narrow, with parallel 
nd the postpalatal spine present in P. yucatanicus is lack- 
e skull as a whole is also apanter, with a broader brain- 

. a4 Peromyscus banderanus, sp. nov. 

rather pale yellowish brown, the middle of the back much varied with 
d hairs; a narrow fulvous lateral line ; beneath white, the fur plum- 

Fore limbs externally white, from shoulder to end of toes ; hind 
nally grayish, feet white to above the tarsal joint. Ears small, dull 
make tail long, nearly bicolor, brown above, much lighter below, 

, 226 ; tail vertebree, 112; hind foot, 24 ; ear, 15 (measurements 

An old ag measures as follows: Total length, 

a haa, 31; basal length, 25 ; least interorbital breadth, 5 ; 

brain-case, 13.5 ; length of nasals, 11.5. A strongly developed 

bite ridge ; postpalatal opening deeply convex anteriorly, with parallel 

from Valle de Banderas. It differs notably in size and 
from Peromyscus mexicanus (De Saussure) and P. 

lanophiys (Coues). The former’ is described as. dark brownish 
1S e gray, with a silvery tint, not shown in the present species ; 

| is about equal to the head and body, while in the present 
it is much longer. P. mexicanus also came from the 

sins of Vera Cruz, on the eastern slope of the Cordillera, 

: the present species is from the low west coast region. Com- 

on with the type of ?. me/anophrys shows that the two spe- 

$ are not at all closely related. 

4r. Peromyscus, sp.indet. (//esperomys leucopus sonoriensts, 

II, 180.) 

_ Rhipidomys sumichrasti (¢ Saws). (Bull. Il, x87.) 

; ite Bicone Rov. ot i de Zool., 2 Sér., X11, ican 1860, p. to 
1, 1a. “Habite les méme nm Rey. Mag 2 les précédents =! Mexique” is Vers 
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43. Oryzomys mexicanus, sp. nov. 

Oryzomys couesi ALLEN, Bull. Am, Mus. Nat. Hist. III, No. 1, Dec. 1890, 
p. 187; also iid. III, p. 224 (in text), and p. 291 (in text). Not of Alston, 
nor of Thomas. 

Size and proportions of O. fa/ustris, but very different in coloration from any 

member of the O. pa/ustris group. 
Above strongly fulvous brown, lined with black-tipped hairs, darker mesially, 

paler on the sides, brighter on the rump; below white, with a grayish tinge ; 

feet thinly covered on the upper surface with silvery gray hairs ; ears dark 

brown, very thinly covered externally with very short hairs, and internally with 

longer yellowish brown hairs ; tail practically naked, a little darker above than 

below. 
Total length (measurements all from dry skin), 279 ; tail, 142 ; hind foot, 3o ; 

ear, 13. 

Skull.—Supraorbital ridges rather heavier than in the O. palustris group ; 

nasals longer and narrower ; posterior nares narrower, and postpalatal border 

\-shaped instead of nearly squarely truncate ; anterior palatine foramina broad, 

less produced anteriorly, and hence short. Skull as a whole rather narrower 

than in O. palustris. ; 

Total length, 30.5 ; basal length, ? (basal portion of skull defective ; also right 

zygoma wanting); least interorbital breadth, 5 ; width of brain-case, 12 ; length 

of nasals, 11.5 ; upper tooth row, 5; diastema, 7.7. 

Type, and only specimen, No. $$§%, 6 ad., Hda San Marcos, Tonila, Jalisco, 

Mexico, Dec. 30, 1889 ; Dr. Audley C. Buller. 

In preparing my former mention of this specimen (Z. ¢.) 
I recognized its distinctness from O. palustris, and rather than 
describe it as new referred it provisionally to O. couesi Alston. 

Mr. Thomas has since shown (Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), XI, 
May, 1893, p. 403) the composite nature of O. couest Alston, and 
restricted it to include only one of the three specimens referred to 
it by Alston. He has also more clearly stated its characters. On 
reéxamination of the subject it becomes evident that the form 
here recognized as O. mexicanus has no close relationship to the 
O. couest group, but is, on the other hand, rather closely related 

to the O. palustris group. It differs, however, strikingly in 
coloration from all of the known forms of O. fpadlustris, and 
especially from O. palustris texensis, its nearest relative geographi- 

~~ S  e? eT S 
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strong yellowish brown instead of pale grayish 

ye pale chestnut brown, darkened by an intermixture of blackish hairs 

e middle region of the back, paler and more ochraceous on the sides ; 
white, the color of the lower parts gradually passing into that of 

PP } upper surface of feet soiled whitish ; ears brown, thinly clothed 
‘ ee ne Penge tal trowaish show, 

siete (al type. 8 «4: from skin), 242 ; ‘tail, 127; hind foot, 27 ; ear, 
ther specimen (skin overstuffed), 4 ad., measures: Length, 281 ; tail, 

d foot, 27 ; ear, 11. 

—Maxillary plate of zygoma rather narrow ; nasals narrowed posteri- 
‘rminating on a line with the intermaxillaries ; anterior palatine foramina 

y about the first third of the first molar ; facial portion of skull rather 
Skull in general that of a typical Oryzomys. Total length, 27.8; 

ength, 23 ; zygomatic breadth, 15 ; least interorbital breadth, 4.5 ; width 
case, 12.5 ; length of nasals, 10.2 ; length of palate, 11 ; upper tooth 

No. #44}, 4 ad., Valle de Banderas, Terro Tepic, Jalisco, Mexico, 
1893; Dr. Audley C. Buller, after whom the species is named. 

size and proportions QO. du/leri resembles most closely O. 
(Alston, as restricted by Thomas), but is darker brown; it 

also the facial portion of the skull much narrower, with much 
wer nasals and slenderer nose. It is much smaller than QO. 

lgens Thomas, and differs from the latter in the character of 

je pelage, in color, and in various cranial details. It agrees 
ter in size with Mr. Thomas's O. me/anotis, from the neighbor- 

g locality of Mineral San Sebastian, but the latter has very much 
rger ears, and the cranial differences show that the two species 

€ not closely related. 
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The species is based on two specimens, both adult males, from 
Valle de Banderas, Jalisco. The second specimen is a little paler 
than the type, and, as the skins are made up, appears a little the 

larger ; but this apparent difference in size is not borne out by 
the skulls. 

45. Sigmodon fulviventer A//en. (Bull. II, 180.)—This 
specimen remains unique, so far as the Museum collection is con- 
cerned, 

46. Sigmodon toltecus (De Sauss.) (Bull. III, 186—only 
the Tehuantepec specimen.) 

47. Sigmodon mascotensis, sp. nov. 

Adult.—Above pale cinnamon brown, darker along the median line and 

lighter on the sides, varied with dusky hairs ; top and sides of the nose rusty 

brown. Ventral surface with the hairs broadly tipped with white. Fore and : 

hind limbs externally like the adjoining portions of the body ; feet dull yellow- . 

ish gray. Ears yellowish gray-brown, well covered with short hairs internally, 

nearly naked externally ; tail dark brown above, lighter on sides and below, 

very nearly naked. 

ee Young.—Two young in first pelage are yellowish tawny brown above, soiled 

buffy gray below. 

Total length (of type, 2 ad., from skin), 272 ; tail vertebrae, 117; hind foot, 

32; ear (from notch), 17. Another specimen, ¢ ad., measures: Total length, 

273 ; tail vertebre, 128 ; hind foot, 33.5; ear (from notch), 18. Ratio of tail 

to total length, 47.6. 

Skull (of type). —Total length, 34.5 ; basal length, 30.4 ; zygomatic breadth, 

19.5; interorbital breadth, 4.8; width of brain-case, 13.3 ; length of nasals, 

13.5; palatal length, 16; anterior palatal foramina, 8 ; upper tooth row, 6. 

Type, No. $%£4, 2 ad., Mineral San Sebastian, Mascota, State of Jalisco, 

Mexico, June 7, 1893; Dr. A. C. Buller. - 

This species is based primarily on two adults ( 4 and@), from 

Mascota, taken June 7, 1893, by Dr. Buller. They differ from S. 

colime in much browner coloration and apparently rather longer 
tail. The two young examples, presumed to be the same as the 
adults here described, are from El Valle de Banderas, about 20 

miles north of Mascota. Both the adults and the young differ 
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lor Rient teow: It differs from |S. to/tecus markedly 
aula in the greater length of the tail. There appear 

Gicaaty pronounced cranial differences between this and 
s of the genus. While there is much variation in the 

ol the cranial structure, it is hard to find any that are suf- 

y constant to prove useful in diagnosis. 

48. ‘Sigmodon colima, sp. nov. 

don hispidus berlandieri ALLEN, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. III, No. 1, 
Dec oP 186 (in part—the Colima specimens only). 

ch form a slight pencil at tip. 

(of type, from skin).—Total length, 235 ; tail vertebrae, 105 ; 
32 ; ear (from notch), 15. * oc cnebalesedt geet enamide 

pail anges, 45-5. 

odo’ le is based on 4 specimens (mostly young adults) 
on the Plains of Colima, Jan. 5-10, 1890, by Dr. Buller. 

They are very uniform in coloration, and are apparently all males, 

though one is sexed by the collector as a female. They are char- 
terized by a peculiar shade of pale buffy gray, unlike that 

"presented by specimens from other localities. I am unable to 
recognize any distinctive cranial features. 

__S. colime differs from S. folfecus in coloration through absence 
of the strong fulvous suffusion so characteristic of the latter. It 
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differs similarly from .S. mascotenis, except that in the latter the 

suffusion is more of a pale cinnamon than fulvous. 

49. Neotoma ferruginea Zomes. (Bull. III, 186.) 

50. Hodomys alleni Merriam. —Represented by 6 speci- 
mens, skins and skulls, and 3 specimens in alcohol, all old adults, 

collected at El Valle de Banderas, Terro Tepic, State of Jalisco, 
Mexico, Feb. 14-23, 1893. ‘To this species I also provisionally refer 
2 specimens, young adults, from Mineral San Sebastian, State of 

Jalisco, Mexico, Dec. 24 and 26, 1893. These may represent a 

smaller species, about the size of H. ventulus Merriam, but from 

which they differ in the tail being unicolor instead of bicolor. 

51. Heteromys hispidus, sp. nov. 

Pelage somewhat soft, hispid rather than spiny. Above reddish brown, finely 

and sparsely varied with black-tipped bristles ; sides lighter (in some examples) 

in consequence of the whitish basal portion of the pelage showing through ; 

beneath and feet white, or soiled yellowish white ; colors of the ventral area 

sharply defined against that of the upper parts, but with a narrow lateral line 

of bright reddish fulvous. Ears brownish, slightly rimmed with white ; tail 

very thinly haired, the annulations distinctly visible, pale brown above, much 

lighter below. Soles 6-tuberculate, hairy to the posterior tubercle. Mammz 

6—2 pectoral and 4 inguinal. 

Total length (of type), 190; tail vertebra, 116 ; hind foot, 26; ear from 

notch, 11 (measured from skins). 

An adult male and an adult female in alcohol measure respectively, as follows : 

Total length, 230, 220; tail vertebra, 115, 123 ; hind foot, 28, 27; ear from 

notch, 13.5, 13.5. 

Skull (of type).—Total length, 30; basal length, 24; greatest (mastoid) 

breadth, 13.5 ; least interorbital breadth, 7; length of nasals, 12; length of 

palate, 12; length of diastema, 7; length of crown surface of tooth row, 5. 

Type, No. $#%%, 2 ad., Compostella (Rcho. El Colomo), Terro Tepic, Jalisco, 

Mexico, Feb, 11, 1893 ; Dr. Audley C. Buller. 

This species is based on three skins and two additional skulls, 

and four specimens in alcohol, collected at Compostella, Terro 

Tepic, Jalisco, Feb. 8-18, 1893. Its reddish brown color, hispid 
rather than spiny pelage, and small size, are sufficient to distin- 
guish Heleromys hispidus from any hitherto described species, 

a a ee a oe 



ibtervenCiey,2.2 Z. S., 1868, p. 205. State of Oaxaca, Mexico. 

+ albolimbatus Gray, ibid., p. 205. La Parada, Mexico. 

ys alleni Coues, Bull. Mus, Comp. Zodl., VIII, No. 9, 1881, p. 187. 
) Verde, San Luis Potosi, Mexico. 

s bulleri Thomas, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), XI, April, 1893, 
La ere Sierra de Juanacatlan, Jalisco, Mexico. 

* Soles hairy, b-tubercalate. 

‘aahiled Thomas, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), XI, April, 1893, 
‘ Duefias, Guatemala. 

Feel nerecme Thomas, idid. (6), XII, Sept., 1893, p. 234. 

ys gaumeri Allen & Chapman, anted, p.g. Chichen-Itza, Yucatan. 

rom) 's hispidus Allen, anted, p. 56. Rcho, El Colomo, Compostella, 

ferro Tepic, Jalisco, Mexico. 

Soles naked, 6-tuberculate. 

s desmarestianus Gray, P. Z. S., 1868, p. 204. Coban, Guatemala. 

ogra Gray, ibid., p. 204. ‘* Hondurus "=Venezuela, 

ys longicaudatus Gray, ibid., p. 204. ** Mexico.” 

ys adspersus Peters, Monatsb. Ak. Berlin, 1874, p. 357. Panama. 

:. 

Heteromys bicolor (Gray). Perognathus bicolor Gray, P. Z. S., 1868, p. 

202; Heteromys bicolor Alston, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), VI, 
_ Aug., 1880, p. 118, ‘* Honduras" = Venezuela, apud Alston. 

_ This last is possibly generically ——- from ‘ocealh 

1 Ann, and Mag. Nat. Hist. ©, x1, Aptil, ee a 329. 
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52. Lepus sylvaticus aztecus Allen. Bok 
=. e Picke | 

53. — insolitus Ae (But m1, ae 



Je VIL—THE GANODONTA AND THEIR RELA- 
)NSHIP TO THE EDENTATA. 

By J. L. Wortman, M.D. 

a recent paper in this Bulletin I have called attention to a 

ive suborder of the American Edentata, under the title of 

odonta.' Although the genera composing this group 
e g been known, yet the materials have up to the present 
21 1 50 Graperfect and fragmentary as to preclude in a great 
asure any very exact knowledge of their true affinities. It has 

een only by the aid of a fortunate discovery of a fore limb of 
ne of the species (Psitlacotherium multifragum) in association 
rith the lower jaws and upper teeth, that I have been enabled to 

erpret the somewhat fragmentary remains of the other genera 
d make out what I believe to be, not only their affinities to each 

er, but what is still more important, fo demonstrate their 
etic relationship to the later appearing American Edentata. 

Touching the question of the relationship of certain of the 
forms, associated in the suborder Ganodonta, to the Edentata, it 
is proper to add that the idea has been suggested before, but no 
attempt has to my knowledge ever been made to establish the 
truth of such a proposition by direct proof. 

Marsh, i in his original description of Stylinodon, says,’ “ These 
speci resemble in some respects the corresponding parts 

3 of the: genus Zoxodon Owen from the Quarternary of South 
__ America ; but may, perhaps, have some more affinities with the 
_ Edentates.” 
___ He further adds in his address before the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science, August, 1877, the ‘following : 
_“The Edentate mammals have long been a puzzle to zoblogists, 
_ and up to the present time no clew to their affinities with other 
_ groups seems to have been detected. A comparison of the 
- pec Eocene mammals which I have called the Zy//odontia 

Vol. VIII el Ales Slade. Dec. 896, 
? Amer. Jour. AS Sci and Arts VoL Vol. vil ky 1874. a nied 

[s9) 
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with the least specialized Edentates, brings to light many curious 
resemblances in the skull, teeth, skeleton and feet. These suggest 

relationship at least, and possibly we may yet find here the key to 
the Edentate genealogy. At present the Tillodonts are all from 

the lower and middle Eocene, while AZoropus, the oldest Edentate 

genus, is found in the middle Miocene and one species in the 
lower Pliocene.” 

Cope originally held that his suborder Tzeniodonta, which 
includes the two genera Ectoganus and Calamodon, was related 

to the Edentata, but later he came to an entirely different 

conclusion, based upon the determination of the enlarged teeth 
in the front of both upper and lower jaws. These teeth have 
always been considered by him to be incisors, and seeing that 
incisors are practically absent in the Edentata, he was compelled 
upon this view to abandon the idea of Edentate affinity. His 
latest position is contained in his article,’ ‘The Mechanical 
Causes of the Origin of the Dentition of the Rodentia,’ in which 
he says: “I have regarded (Naturalist, 1884, and earlier) the 
Tzniodonta as the ancestors of the Edentata, The objection to 

this view is the supposed absence of inferior incisors in the latter. 
But the middle incisors are disappearing from the Tzniodonta, 
while the supposed canines of the lower jaw of AMegalonyx and 
allies may be true incisors. This is rendered probable by the 
genus Diadomus of Ameghino, where the large canine-like teeth 
are found close together at the symphysis mandibult, like the incisors 
of the Tzniodonta and Rodentia.” He further adds, on page 4 

of the same article, “ Psittacotherium is, then, a generalized type, 
and is not far from, if not directly in line of, the ancestry of all 

Rodentia.” 

Dr. Max Schlosser in discussing the relationship of various 
forms of mammalian teeth, remarks ;* “It is true that there are 

in the Eocene of North America certain forms, Zsthonyx, Cala- 

modon, Psittacotherium, which on the one side are evidently 

related to the Creodonts, Omychodectes and Hemiganus, and 

which, on the other hand, in so far as their tooth-form is con- 

cerned, can be regarded as the ancestors of, at least, a part of the 

1 Amer. Nat., Jan., 1888, p. 4, foot-note. 
2 Die Differenzeirung des Sangetier Gebisses. Biolog. Centralblatt, June, 1890, p. 252. 
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Ss, to the extent that, in such a line, the formation of 
natic teeth out of the tritubercular and tuberculo-sectorial 

in be traced. The real genetic relationship of these forms 
not up to date, however, be proven.” 

_ be further noted that the genera which I herewith asso- 
e suborder Ganodonta have been variously referred. 

1 Stylinodon in the Tillodontia-; Cope has considered 
mand Lctloganus to represent a distinct group, Tenio- 
the same time placing Psittacotherium in the Tillodontia. 
manner he has classified Wemiganus, Onychodectes and 
ae the Credonta. Zittel has grouped them all into 

atia together with TZi/lotherium, Anchippodus and 

3 Dictess any definite understanding of the mutual affinities 
——.. can be had, it becomes imperative at the very 

gain a clear and concise understanding of the group 
ia. The second point of vital importance is the correct 
tion of the incisor and canine dentition in the various 
I will now attempt the elucidation of these two impor- 

“CHARACTERS OF THE TILLODONTIA. 

“the first of these, the Tillodonts, I will say 

; know them, of the genera Lsthonyx, Anchippodus and 
he , extending in time from the base of the Wasatch to 

per Bridger Beds. They are characterized, especially in 
1 and most highly developed representatives ( 7i//othe- 

‘ n), by the possession of an incisor dentition like that of the 
Rodentia, vis.: the great enlargement, limitation of the enamel 
t ‘the anterior surface, and growth from persistent pulps, of the 
second pair of incisors in both jaws, together with more or less 
‘complete disappearance of the first and third pairs, and the 
gradual reduction in size of the canines. With these characters 

e associated large and powerful premaxillaries extending back- 
wards upon the superior surface of the skull, between the maxil- 
aries and nasals, almost to the frontals. 
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The group is further characterized by molars and premolars 
with short, completely enamel-covered crowns, with a distinctive 

tritubercular pattern in the upper, and a tuberculo-sectorial pat- 
tern in the lower jaw. The feet were provided with claws, well 
curved and rounded, without any evidence of fissures. 

The group Tillodontia, as we now understand it, begins in the 
lower Wasatch, in the genus Zs¢honyx, in which all the special- 

ized characters of the later Z7//othertum are clearly and distinctly 
foreshadowed.' In Zsthonyx there are three pairs of incisors in 
the lower jaw, and two pairs in the upper jaw, and it is of the 
greatest importancé to note that the third or outer pair of incisors 
in the lower jaw is extremely small and just upon the point of 

disappearing ; that the second pair in the lower jaw is considera- 
bly enlarged, having great elongation of the enamel on the ante- 
rior face, and a narrow band upon the posterior face from which 
the enamel is absent. ‘The first or middle pair in the lower jaw 
is considerably reduced in size. The lower canines are of good 
size, slightly exceeding the enlarged second pair of incisors. 

In the upper jaw the first or middle pair of incisors is com- 
pletely absent, no trace of them having been found as yet in any 

specimen, but the second pair is much enlarged, and there is a 

narrow vertical band on the posterior or lingual face in which the 
enamel fails. The third pair of incisors is of good size, but con- 
siderably smaller than the second pair. The canines of the upper 
jaw are somewhat smaller, relatively, than the corresponding teeth 
below, but yet show comparatively little tendency to degeneration. 
None of the teeth of the species of Asthonyx grew from persistent 

pulps, although the pulp cavities of the enlarged second pair of 

incisors in both upper and lower jaws remained open for a con- 

siderable time after the animal reached maturity. 

From the Wasatch species of Zsthonyx we.pass to the Wind 

River representative Zsthonyx (?) acutidens Cope, in which is to be 
remarked some important modifications in the direction of the 
still later or Bridger Zi//otherium. All that is known of the Wind 
River form is the greater part of a superior dentition of one side. 

In this species it is important to note that the size has increased 

1] pointed out this fact more than ten years ago, but it appears to have been adopted by 
lzontologists without any credit. See * Teeth of the Vertebrata,’ American System of 
entition, Philad., 1886, p. 434. 
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; the premolars are more complex than in the Wa- 
pecie: sake second pair of ‘incisors is still more enlarged, 

> third or outer pair of incisors and the canines are still 
ced. The lower jaw is not known, but it can, with 

olute certainty, be predicted that when found it will 

F absence of the third or outer pair of incisors, a 
rick as we are accustomed to estimate genera, would take 
f the true genus Zsthonyx. It is, indeed, just such a tran- 

bed between the Wasatch and Bridger. 
‘t form in the series is Anchippodus ( Trogosus), from the 

tly preserved lower jaw only. It is very nearly related 
tllot. , the only difference being in the possession of a 

; vestigial pair of first incisors. The second pair is greatly 
with the enamel limited to the anterior face, and grew 

y we come to the final term in the series, 71//otherium, from 

»per horizon of the Bridger formation, and here we find that 

of the first pair of incisors in the lower jaw. The dentition, 
refore, is expressed in the formula I.?, C.4, Pm.§, M.j. Three 
cies have been described by Marsh, viz.: 7. fodiens, T. minor 
A fatidens, all from the Bridger beds of Wyoming. The 

appears to have either become extinct or migrated at this 
le, Since no remains referable to it have been found in any later 

will thus be seen, therefore, that the Tillodontia represents a 
ct, closely-connected phylum, reaching throughout the entire 

satch, Wind River, and probably the greater part of the 
Bridger epochs. One of the main features of its evolution con- 
sisted in the production of a distinctly rodent-like incisor denti- 
tion, and the successive steps in that specialization form one of 
the most complete series to be found within the whole range of 

_ mammalian paleontology. Their earlier ancestry is at present 
; completely unknown.’ Fei lading 

1 In this group we thus learn how the incisor dentition has been formed in the Rodentia, 
enlargement of the second pair in both jaws, and the discarding of the first and 

rd iviee in all known forms, except the ‘g fnl “in which the first — J scill romaine.” 
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Tue IncisoR AND CANINE DENTITION OF THE GANODONTA, 

In one section of the Ganodonta there is as complete a succes- 

sion of forms as there is in the Tillodontia. ‘This section I have 
defined as the family Stylinodontidz; it begins in the lowermost 

Puerco deposits and continues into the Bridger, where it also 
disappears. It is composed of the following genera : Hemiganus, 
lower Puerco; Psittacotherium, upper Puerco; Calamodon, Wasatch; 

Stylinodon cylindrifer, Wind River ; and Stylinodon mirus, Bridger. 
Now, Hemiganus occupies the same position in relation to the 

succeeding genera of the Stylinodontide as the genus Zsthonyx 
does with reference to the succeeding Tillodontia, and the evi- 
dence of descent is equally conclusive. It is, therefore, of the 

utmost moment, if we wish to understand correctly the enlarged 
teeth in the front of the jaws of the iater forms of the Gana- 

donta, that we interpret properly the condition in this incipient 
or parental form. 

Fortunately in the single specimen of Hemiganus otariidens 

known, there is preserved a portion of the right maxillary, with 
the premaxillary attached, which serves to locate definitely the 
superior canine. The alveolar border of the premaxillary is 
damaged, so it is not certain whether it supported one or two 

incisors ; there were probably two, but at all events the incisors 

were much smaller than the large powerful canine, which is pre- 
served in place, and is seen to lie in the maxillary immediately 

behind the maxillo-premaxillary suture. The canine of the oppo- 

site side is also present in the specimen, and likewise has a 
portion of the maxillary attached to it. 

The specimen also contains both rami of the mandible, but 

here again the alveolar border is broken so as not to show the 

number of the incisors. There are, however, two enlarged teeth 
preserved which are undoubtedly the lower canines. They fit 

with tolerable accuracy in the damaged sockets, and when the two 

rami are placed in apposition they occupy a position so as to 

oppose the superior canines closing in front of them. It is, more- 

over, probable that there were not more than two pairs of lower 

incisors, and possibly but a single pair. Be this as it may, how- 

ever, they were much smaller than the canines. , 
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nonstrated, therefore, beyond any possibility of doubt, 
arged teeth in the upper jaw are canines, and not 

is almost equally certain that the enlarged teeth in 

n the fact that there is evidence of seven teeth behind 
ged tooth on one side of the jaw; no case is known 

max-prx. sul. 

and part of maxilla of Sp ganar“ aigene multifragum. I — 
or; f canine ; ~y premaxilla ; maxi max. sut., maxi 

(From and Scott’s forthcoming book on ppc etal Fossil nacnannte.> 

4 the mammalia in which an incisor becomes caniniform 

lower jaw to oppose a true canine in the upper jaw, although 

Ridiueatly bappens that a premolar is so modified. 
_ From this lower Puerco representative we pass to the upper 

erco form, Psittacotherium, of which several complete lower 

aws are known with all the teeth in place, together with a frag- 
nent of the upper jaw (No. 3414), including the entire premax- 

‘illa of the left side and a portion of the maxilla as far back as the 

cond premolar (Fig. 1). This specimen fortunately contains an 

or tooth complete, and the root of the enlarged scalpriform 

tooth, which I have determined to be the superior canine. The 

specimen shows the free anterior border of the premaxilla, and, 

‘arch, 1897. or] 
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behind, a considerable diastema between the anterior tooth and 

the enlarged tooth behind. This space served to accommodate 

the enlarged tooth in the lower jaw, which is thus shown to have 

closed in front of the enlarged tooth above. The specimen 
unfortunately is of an old individual, and the maxillo-premaxillary 
suture is not very distinct. There are, however, distinctive 
appearances of a sutural line zx front of the enlarged tooth, and no 
traces whatever behind it, as would undoubtedly be found in the con- 
siderable part of the palate preserved, if it existed in this situation. 

It will thus be seen that while the evidence in this case is not 
in itself absolutely conclusive, yet it is so nearly demonstrative 
that when taken in connection with the corresponding teeth of 
Hemiganus we may conclude without fear of error that in the 
genus under consideration there was a single pair of superior 
incisors, and that the enlarged tooth is a canine. It would, there- 
fore, follow that the corresponding tooth in the lower jaw is also 

a canine and not an incisor. 

The premaxillary region is entirely unknown in the succeeding 

genera of this series, but if it is established that this enlarged 
tooth in Hemiganus and Psittacotherium is a canine, then it is 
quite certain that it is also a canine in the succeeding forms, 
especially when we remember their near relationship. 

I have thus considered at. some length the question of the 
determination of these teeth, because, as noted above, upon it 

depends a striking resemblance or a fundamental difference 
between them and the Edentata. 

TABLE OF DISTRIBUTION OF THE GANODONTA IN TIME, 

Upper 
| Lower PUERCO. Winpd ° WASATCH. 
rh ae — ‘¥ 2000 feet. —— porn ong 

| 300 feet. 

STYLINODONTIDA. 
Hemiganus. ....\...1 Sp. 
Psittacotherium..\... ..... mere tS 
Colamoden >... 3\. 5502 ween ee 3 (?) sp 
Stylinodon...... Is wie: we Uayratie’ ef koe aot 2 wi anaes er a 2k oe 
Ons EE Ce oa ee me sec ¢t wie tis eh ae cisok Se 

CONORYCTID. 
Onychodectes. ...|...2 sp. 
Conoryctes....... Je seee nee 30 E-BD 
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NODON TID, 

Hemiganus otariidens Cope. 

F + come next to examine the characters of the separate mem- 
of this assemblage of genera, and determine if possible in 
«eae are related to = other. The first one to be 

Fig. 2. Side view of skull of Hemiganus otarfidens. 

is astablished upon an ‘incisor’ (=canine) tooth, and one species, 

_ Hf. vultuosus,’ referred to it. Later an extensive description of a 
fragmentary skeleton of H. otariidens was published by Cope.’ 
It is now evident from a careful examination of the specimens 

_ that 7. vultwosus was founded upon a canine of Psittacotherium 
_ multifragum Cope, and must therefore be discarded. This leaves 

_ but a single species, represented by a single specimen, to represent 

the genus. It is important to note, in the first place, that it comes 

_ from the lowermost Puerco Beds, and is therefore the earliest 

' Amer. Nat., 1885, | p. 
2 Amer, Nat,, 1882, p 
® Proc. Amer. Philos, ‘te. July 20, 1888, pp. gra, 926. 
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member of the group, appearing, as it were, at the very beginning 
of the Tertiary epoch. 

It will be impossible for me to add anything to Cope’s excel- 
lent description, and I will content myself merely with a state- 
ment of the principal characters as shown by this fragmentary 

skeleton. In the skull (Fig. 2), of which a considerable part is 

preserved, the face is short, the sagittal crest is long and not 

very prominent, the lower jaw is short, deep and robust, with a 
greatly enlarged coronoid and a pronounced angle. The tooth- 
line passes to the inside and slightly behind the root of the 
coronoid, so that the last molar is partly concealed in a side 

view ; the condyle is situated unusually high above the tooth- 

line. 

The complete dental formula cannot be stated at present, but 

it is certain that there were four premolars and three molars in 

the lower jaw. ‘There was also a pair of canines and one or two 
pairs of incisors. In the upper jaw there was at least one pair of 

incisors and very probably two; there was also a pair of large 
and powerful canines; the upper molar dentition is unknown. 

In structure several isolated incisors show a long tapering root 
' closed at its extremity, and having the enamel limited to the 

anterior face of the crown. The lower canines also exhibit a 
long tapering root closed at the base, and having the enamel 
limited to the anterior of face of the crown. Just how much 

this limitation of the enamel is due to wear, however, is not easy 
to say ; it is more than probable that in a perfectly unworn young 

tooth, the entire crown is covered with enamel, but upon the 
posterior surface it is very thin and is soon worn away. The 

superior canine shows complete investment of the crown with 
enamel, although the covering upon the posterior portion of the 
crown is very thin. Of the premolars, two of the inferior ones 
(3d and 4th) are in place, together with the first molar. The 
third premolar consists of a principal cone with a slight cingulum, 

situated internal and posterior to the principal element of the 

crown, while in the fourth the internal cusp is larger and more 
posteriorly situated. It is highly probable that this posterior cusp~ 
is the incipient heel, the greater development of ‘which would 
produce the posterior part of the true molar. 



re three lower molars preserved, the crowns of which 

1 worn as to obscure considerably the pattern of the 

four cusps which go to make up the quadratuber- 

_ The four cusps were apparently fused into two 
crests, the posterior of which is much the lower. The 

6 superior molars are entirely unknown. All the 
Jateg oe had well-developed roots with divided 

rure SB csssoet te entire extent. This would indicate that 

aed in some degree at least, tubular. ° The only 

i} The ‘aches are not preserved, so it is impossible 

mine their characters. 

fore limb the proximal parts of both ulnz, a nearly 

¢ radius, a lunar, the metapodial of the second digit, and 
al phalanx, are represented in the specimen. The 

al end of the ulna shows a marked resemblance to that 

h Gravigrada, especially My/odon robustus, the olecranon being 

ly short and the sigmoid portion for articulation with 

humerus wide. The radius is short and robust, with a well- 

ated head and an ulnar articulation which permitted free 

ation and supination of the manus. It increases in diameter 

ally, and in its ridges and surfaces resembles both that of 

yon and Megalonyx. 

The lunar (Fig. 11) is free, presenting a convex proximal 

for the radius, a posterior extended portion, a cup-shaped 

for the head of the magnum, and lateral facets for the 
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scaphoid and cuneiform ; its proportions and relations to the 
surrounding bones of the carpus are very similar to those of the ~ 
corresponding bone of Afy/odon robustus. 

The metapodial of the index (Fig. 3) or second digit’ is 
remarkable.for its brevity; it shows a fore and aft grooved 
articular facet for the trapezoid, and facets upon either side for 

the articulation of the first and third metapodials. The meta- 

Fig. 3. Second metacarpal and ungual phalanx of Hemig otartid 

podial keel is but faintly indicated, and is confined wholly to 
the palmar aspect of the distal facet. 

The single ungual phalanx (Fig. 3) is proportionally very 
large, exceeding the second metapodial in length; it is com- 

pressed and high, with a marked dorsal curvature. The articular 

surface for the second phalanx is deeply excavated, having a 

median vertical ridge, and a backwardly prolonged overhanging 
upper portion. The whole facet describes almost a semicircle. 
The subungual process is large, and is perforated by a consid- 
erable foramen. 

Of the hind limb only the proximal two-thirds of a femur and 
a — tibia are known. The femur is a short, stout bone 

pr has determined this metapodial to be a metatarsal, but there can be littledoubt that it 
not only belongs to the fore foot but that it is the second metacarpal. 

a ae 
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a short, globular, sessile head, which does not rise above the 
trochanter; the whole bone is markedly flattened from 
backwards ; there is a strong lesser trochanter and a weak 

trochanter. The general shape of the bone recalls at a 
the femur of the Edentates, especially the Ground Sloths. 
tibia, i in comparison with the femur, is short and small. 

mal portion is crushed so as to obscure the form of the 
the bone, but the distal end is well preserved. The distal 
for articulation with the astragalus is not very well 

i, but yet the grooves are better developed than in any other 

mammal of corresponding age. The internal malleolus is 
developed. The whole character of this part of the tibia 

les the corresponding part of this bone in the Armadillo, 

- Psittacotherium® Copc. 

ins of this genus have been found, so far, only in the 

Puerco (Torrejon Beds), and, as the stratum in which it is 
foun is separated vertically from that of Hemiganus by from four 
to five hundred feet of sediment, one would naturally look for 

ortant modifications. Cope referred this genus to the Tillo- 
, and has described three species as belonging to it, vs.: P. 

ifr | P. megalodus, and P.aspasie. After a careful study 

ngle species, P. multifragum. P. megalodus was founded upon 
vent of lower jaw of a rather large individual of P. mudti- 
but the difference in size between it and some of the later 
8 of the latter i is so very slight that it cannot be regarded 

examples of immature individuals of 7. multifragum, which would 
account for their small size. 

ae a a 
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Of the materials now extant there are no less than three nearly 
perfect lower jaws, together with numerous fragments of others. 
In one specimen (No. 754) a complete lower jaw and a part of the 
skull are represented; in another (No. 2456) the lower jaw, the 
upper teeth of one side, and a good part of the fore limb, are 
preserved ; in numerous others there are fragments of upper ane 
lower jaws, teeth and a few bones. 

In the skull (Fig. 4), the facial portion is seen to be short vad 
deep, the sagittal crest low and inconspicuous, and there is but a 

faint indication of postorbital processes upon the frontals. The 
anterior root of the zygoma is situated well forward ; it has a 

Fig. 4. Side and top views of skull of Psittacotherium multifragum. The outline of the 
= y if specimen, the lower jaw is completed after a perfect specimen, and the premaxilla of another 

one represented in Fig. 1, has been used in the drawing. 

SC 

—e 

kk ii 



§ Top and side views of the skull of Meralonyx jeffersoni. (Atver Leidy.) : 
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considerable vertical depth and projects outwards, downwards, 

and backwards. In front of and below the zygomatic root is a 

shallow fossa, at the upper extremity of which is the anterior 
opening of the infraorbital canal, which is double. Leidy describes 
two foramina in this situation in Mega/onyx (Fig. 5), and it is net an 
infrequent occurrence for this foramen to be double in the modern 
sloth. In Psittacotherium the main canal is below and the smaller 
one above. Both, however, are placed unusually high upon the 
face. No evidence of a distinct lachrymal foramen is to be seen. 

The lower jaw is short, heavy and robust; the symphysis is deep 
and powerful, and there was early bony union of the two rami of 

the mandible. The coronoid is unusually strong and broad, and 

the tooth line passes well behind its anterior border. The con- 

dyle is not situated so high above the level of the tooth-line 
as in Hemiganus, and the angular portion of the jaw is better 
developed. 

The dental formula is not completely known, the discrepancy 
being in the number of superior molars and premolars. It is 

certain, however, that there were five, and possibly there were six 

teeth behind the canine. In the lower jaw there are nine teeth 

upon either side. The dental formula can therefore be written : 

1.4, C.4, Pm.{, M.8®. I have already discussed at length the 
determination of the incisors and canines, and there only remains 

to notice the structure of these teeth. The upper incisors are 
strong, curved teeth, deeply implanted in the premaxillary bones, 

with the anterior face covered with a thick layer of enamel, and 
the posterior portion having the dentine exposed. It results from 
this arrangement of the dentinal tissues that the tooth wears to a 

chisel point, as in the typical rodent incisor. They did not, how- 
ever, grow from persistent pulps, although some specimens show 
that the dentinal pulps were active throughout a large part of the 
animal’s life. 

The incisors of the lower jaw (Fig. 6) are relatively smaller. In 
the younger specimens the entire crown is covered with enamel, but 

owing to its thinness and small extent upon the posterior surface, 

it is soon worn away, leaving an external enamel covering only ; 

the tooth then wears into the typical chisel point. They likewise 
were not of persistent growth. 
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ne “are large, powerful, curved teeth, being deeply 
| the maxillary bones ; the anterior surface is covered 

f The canines did not grow from persistent pulps, 
ies remained open and the pulps were active long after 

any clue to their pattern, but there are, fortunately, a few 
s in the collection from which a tolerable idea of the 

: specimen (No. ai) of a lower 
g pla the second premolar and the 

Stouh forthcoming book) 
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the internal or lingual cusp is smaller and stands vertical. There 

are in the collection a number of loose teeth of this pattern, 
and it is more than probable that they represent both superior 

and inferior premolars. It is, moreover, highly improbable that 
any of the premolars, with the possible exception of the fourth, 
reached a further stage of complication than that just described, 

vis.: the bicuspid stage. 

The true molars of the lower jaw present a crown pattern iden- 

tical with that of Hemiganus already described. In the younger 
specimens, in both molars and premolars, there is more or 
less evidence of a division of the root into fangs, but as the 
animal approached maturity the crowns of the teeth were 
rapidly worn away, and the fangs of the root completely disap- 
peared. The appearance of the molars and premolars at this 

stage may perhaps best be likened to a row of pegs planted deeply 
in the jaw. There was a strong tendency to the formation of a 

prismatic or hypsodont dentition. In the upper teeth, however, 
evidence of a more or less divided fang persisted even in the 
oldest individuals. ; 

Of the skeleton there is known only a part of a fore limb, 
including a complete ulna and radius, an unciform, lunar, cunei- 

form, magnum, the third and fourth metacarpals with their full 
complement of phalanges, together with the phalanges of the 

second digit more or less complete. To these should be added a 
few fragments of metapodials in the collection, which can now 

with certainty be identified as belonging to Psittacotherium. 

The ulna (Figs. 8 and 9) of the most complete specimen (No. 
2453) is somewhat damaged in the region of the olecranon and 

the articular surface for the humerus, but enough of it is pre- 
served to determine its general characters. The bone is short 

and stout, exceeding the radius somewhat in size ; the shaft pre- 

sents a strong lateral flattening, and an unusual antero-posterior 

depth ; it tapers but little from the sigmoid humeral articulation 

to its distal extremity, and the posterior edge has but a slight _ 
curvature. ; 

The olecranon is not complete, but enough of it remains to 

show that it was of moderate length and but slightly incurved 
at its proximal end. The sigmoid articulation is spaciously 



-e of a well-expanded inner lip to receive and support 
lened humeral surface with which it was articulated ; 
this lip there is a deep groove, as is usual in the 

. The articular surface for the head of the radius is 
sal 5 

Fig. 9. Fig. to. 

Posterior view of ulna and radius of Psittacotherium multifragum. 
. Side view and distal end view of ulna and radius of Psittacotherium multi fragum. 

cave from side to side, and receives accurately the head of 
bone. The distal end of the ulna is but moderately ex- 
ded; it terminates distally in an obtuse styloid process, in front 

f which is the very oblique articular face looking downwards, 
utwards and forwards, for articulation with the cuneiform and 

form bones of the carpus. 
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The radius (Figs. 7 and 8) is short and robust, with a more or 
less cylindrical shaft, especially in its proximal half. The head is 
considerably expanded, but does not completely cover the anterior 

surface of the ulna. Its humeral articular surface is cup-shaped, 
and the facet for articulation with the ulna is convex from side to 
side, indicating that there was power of complete pronation and 

supination of the manus. The tubercle for the insertion of the 

Fig. 12. 

Fig. 11. Top view of the lunar of Psittacotherium multifragum (right) and Hemiganus 
otartidens (left). 

Fig. 12. Side view of part of right fore foot “of Psittacotherium multifragum: lu., lunar; ~ 
cu., cuneiform ; u#c., unciform ; m., magnum; a”., articular surface for the fifth metacarpal. 

biceps is situated high up on the ulnar aspect of the shaft, and in 
its distal third there is a well-marked and roughened ridge for the 
insertion of the pronator muscles. Distally, just before the shaft 
expands into its strong carpal extremity, it assumes a more or less 

quadrate outline in cross section. The carpal articular facet has a 
shallow cup-shaped form, but no dividing ridge separating the 

scaphoid from the lunar facets is apparent. Altogether the bone 
recalls that of Wegalonyx (Fig. 10) or Mylodon in the most striking 
manner. 

It is, however, in the organization of the manus (Figs. 12 and 13) 
that the most pronounced resemblances to the Edentates are seen. 

Indeed, if an anatomist had no other part of the skeleton 

than that of the foot to guide his judgment, and he should fail 
to detect a most striking similarity between it and that of the 
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ithe matter upon a basis sala than that established by 
Hoc 

13. Front view of same as Fig. 12. Lettering the same as in that figure. 
a foot of Mylodon robustus (after Owen). Lettering same as 

antag an anterior globular asticaler surface for articulation with 
_ the radius, and a posterior more or less expanded portion behind ; 
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joins the cuneiform above and the unciform below. Its lower 
surface shows a deeply excavated, oblong, cup-shaped cavity, 

which receives the head of the magnum, and in front of this a 

plain facet where it joins the anterior shelf-like projection of the 
magnum and a part of the scaphoid. 

The cuneiform is so much damaged, particularly upon its ulnar 
side, as to preclude in a great measure the exact determination of 

its shape. Above,there are two facets by which it articulates with 

the pisiform behind, and the ulna in front. Upon its radial side 
there is a prominent lateral facet for articulation with the lunar. 
Below, it presents an excavated articular surface to the rounded 

head of the unciform. 
The unciform is also in a damaged condition, but enough 

remains to satisfactorily determine its relationship to the surround- 
ing bones. When looked at from above it displays a convex facet 
directed upwards, backwards and outwards for articulation 

with the cuneiform, and a slightly concave inner facet for articu- 
lation with the lunar. Below and to the radial side there are also 
two facets, imperfectly distinguished from each other, by which it 

joins the magnum above and the strong lateral process upon the 

ulnar side of the large third metacarpal. Upon its outer distal sur- 
face it offers a cup-shaped cavity to the globular head of the 
fourth metacarpal. The ulnar surface is so much weathered that 

it does not show an articular surface for the fifth metacarpal. 
The magnum is relatively small and covers only a portion of 

the head of the third metacarpal. Its superior or proximal aspect 
shows a globular head, which occupies the posterior or palmar 
moiety of the bone, and an anterior shelf-like projection, which 
presents above a horizontal facet for articulation with the corre- 

sponding part of the lunar already mentioned. It articulates with 

the following bones: the lunar above, metacarpal III below, the 

unciform upon the ulnar side, and probably with both the scaphoid 
and trapezoid upon the radial side. Owing to the damaged con- 
dition of the bone, however, this latter statement cannot be 

verified. 

Of the metacarpals there are present-the third and the fourth 
ina tolerable state of preservation. MMetacarpal /// is remarkable 

for its relative shortness and robust character. Proximally it has 
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at saddle-shaped articular surface, which rises much 
upon the ulnar than upon the radial side. This surface is 
sd by the magnum. Upon the ulnar side of the proximal 
ity is seen a large, somewhat lateral facet, by means 

ich it joins the unciform. Beneath this facet is another 
ated articular surface of considerable size for union with the 
| metacarpal. Distally it is somewhat expanded, having a 

curved articular extremity, by means of which it joins the 
On the palmar aspect there is a weakly developed 

odial keel. The great extent of this facet indicates an 
iu ul amount of flexion and extension of the phalanges. 

{etacarpal ZV is relatively longer and more slender than the 
its proximal surface is occupied by two facets of almost 

al dimensions, both of which are directed upwards and 
rds ; the facet upon the radial side of the bone is but little 
ex, and abuts against the strong overhanging process on the 
w side of M.III. The facet upon the ulnar side is much 
inde ; d, and i is received into the cup-shaped distal extremity of 

i See are moderately excavated to receive the distal extremities 
eT the metapodials, and at their distal ends are received into deep 
_ concavities of the second row (Fig. 14). 
The median phalanges are likewise short and deep ; their articu- 

4 lation with the claws is by means of a deeply grooved facet, which 
describes almost a semicircle. 

The terminal phalanges are immense compressed claws without 

ae any trace of fissures at the ends ; they show a considerable dorsal 
___ curvature, and on their palmar aspect are provided with powerful 
SS subungual processes, which indicates great strength for the flexor 

tendons. The articular surface of the claw is deeply excavated, 
___ and the dorsal portion of this articular surface overhangs the 

_ lower considerably. At the proximal extremity of the dorsal 
_ curvature is seen a roughened area, which served for the attach- 

. ment of the extensor tendon. The length of the third claw 

(March, 1897.) 6 
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exceeds that of the corresponding metapodial by considerable, 

but that of the fourth digit is about equal to its metapodial in 

length, 

Among the specimens collected last summer by the Expedition, 
is one found by my assistant, Mr. Barnum Brown, in the Torrejon 
Beds or the Upper Puerco, consisting of two posterior dorsal, 
three lumbar and nine caudal vertebre, together with a nearly 
complete pelvis. It was thought at first that these bones 
belonged to a large Creodont, probably a species of Dissacus, but 

they were so much broken that it was impossible to form any cor- 
rect judgment of their true characters at the time of collection. 
Since they have been cleaned and mended it is now very evident 
that they do not belong to any known species of Creodont. The 

only other species occurring in this horizon to which they could 
be referred on account of size are Pantolambda cavirictis and 

Psittacotherium multifragum, A comparison with the correspond- 
ing bones of the smaller species of Pantolambda shows such great 
and fundamental differences that it is certain that the specimen in 
question does not belong to Pantolambda. There remains then 
only Psittacotherium multifragum to which the specimen can be 

referred, and if we can judge from the peculiar characters which 
these bones present, I think there can be no mistake in sai 

them to this species. 

The most anterior dorsal vertebra (Fig. 15) preserved in the 
specimen I take to be the ante-penultimate, although it may 
have a more anterior position than this. At all events it is that 
dorsal in which the character of the zygapophyses changes 

abruptly from the flat to the involute form, and corresponds with 
the change in the direction of the neural spines, so noticeable in 
many forms, especially the Carnivora. This varies in different 
species, ranging from the third from the last to the fifth from the 

last of the dorsals. The centrum is somewhat depressed, and is 

slightly concave at either extremity. There are strong rib facets 
in the usual positions, showing that the ribs attached to this ver- 
tebra were articulated with the centrum in advance as well. The 

transverse processes are short and stout, and are occupied at their 

extremities by tubercular facets which look forwards and out- 
wards. The anterior zygapophyses are flat and directed upwards, 



ee Fie ts Front view ofa psteror donal of Pitactherinm mali m: ns., neural 
= ihe ysis; as., anterior physis ; ar., anterior rib facet ; g7., posterior 
a ME eetatie wloeas. an ene ysis ; fz., posterior zygapophysis. 

ae ot sere Saati oats daseid ef Potttcssthertam multifragum. Lettering same 

E : ‘Dat the posterior zygapophyses present a strong outward con- 

____-vexity, and, as is usual in many forms of mammals, look down- 
__ wards and outwards. There are well-developed metapophyses, 

____ as well as strong processes, which represent the anapophyses. The 
Spine is low and moderately heavy, with an almost vertical 
direction. 

‘The Zast dorsal (Fig. 16) is slightly larger than the one just 
described ; there are single rib facets at the junction of the pedi- 
cles with the centrum, and the anterior zygapophyses are deeply 
concave, with the posterior as strongly convex. ‘There are well- 
developed metapophyses and anapophyses, the latter projecting 
well backward, beneath and to the outside of the succeeding 

___-zygapophyses. 
- The lumbar vertebre are three in number, and as they were found 

locked in position with the last dorsal there is reason to believe 
that this is the formula forthis region of the spine. They increase 

slightly in size from before backward, have low spines, well- 

developed transverse processes and strongly involute zygapo- 
physes. The complex articulations of the vertebre of this region 

__ of the spine, so constant a feature of the later Edentata, are not 
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present, but the presence of the strong, backwardly projecting 

anapophyses furnish a combination of structures which could 
have easily given rise to this peculiarity in the vertebral articula- 

tion. 
Only a fragment of the sacrum is preserved, so that it is impos- 

sible to say anything of the number of vertebre intering into its 

composition. 

Fig. 17. Front and side view of ninth caudal of Psittacotherium multifragum. 

Of the caudal vertebre (Fig. 17) the first nine are preserved ; 

the first is poorly preserved, being represented by the centrum 
only. The bodies of the remaining vertebre are remarkable for 
their short, stout, cylindrical form, differing in this respect from 
those of all the cotemporary Creodonts, in which the bodies of 
the caudals are longer and much more slender. There are strong 

transverse processes on the first four or five, which are also pro- 

vided with complete arches. Well-developed cheverons are 

present, as in the Gravigrada. Altogether the tail bones bear a 
marked resemblance to those of the Gravigrada. 

Fig. 18. Side view of pelvis of Psittacotherium multifragum. 4. 

The felvis (Figs. 18, 19 and 20) is so characteristic that it requires 
but a passing glance on the part of an anatomist at all familiar 
with the osteology of the Edentata to demonstrate its marked 
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4 : Fig. 19 Top view of pelvis of Prittacotherium muitifragum. 4, 

i 
- 

Fig. 20- Ventral view of pelvis of Prittacotherium multifragum. 
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similarity to the corresponding parts of these forms ; this is most 

strikingly apparent in the direction of the gluteal surfaces of the 
ilia, the lengthened pubic bones, the character of the obturator 

foramen, and the deeply impressed, roughened surface for the 

attachment of the sacrum, 

The ¢/ia are well expanded, with nearly flat, dorsally directed 

gluteal surfaces and a prominent hook-shaped anterior superior 
spine. The inner border is nearly straight, and its posterior 
moiety is occupied by the deeply impressed rugose auricular sur- 

Fig. 2x. Dorsal and side views of pelvis of modern Sloth, Bradypus tridactylus. 

‘ 

face for the attachment of the sacrum. This unusual rugosity 

foreshadows the codssification of the sacrum with the ilia, which 

is a marked and constant feature of all the later Edentates 

(Fig. 21). The acetabula are more or less damaged, but enough 

of them are preserved to indicate that they were wide and roomy. 
The ischia are somewhat more elongated than in the modern 

Edentates, and there was no bony union between these bones and 
the sacrum, so that the sacro-sciatic foramen was not completed 

by bone hehind, as in all the later Edentates, but was closed by 

ligament, as in all the other mammalia. 

The pubic bones are relatively long and slender, giving to this 

region of the pelvis an unusual vertical depth, a feature so highly 

a _ 
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IRE Maes Wdentates, ‘They meet, in a tolerably 
— which is firmly united by bone. It results 

ator foramen is ; much increased ; in all the modern 
eaivestical always greatly exceeds the antero-posterior 
but in the pelvis under consideration the two diameters 
tequal. It will thus be seen that in Psittacotherium the 
changes leading to the Edentate peculiarity in this 

already evident. , 

ARISON OF PSITTACOTHERIUM WITH HEMIGANUS. 

‘remains to make an accurate comparison between these 
sortant genera, and learn, if possible, in what their resem- 
and differences consist. One of the most important facts 
ne in wind is their relative positions in time. Hemiga- 
efore stated, comes exclusively from the lower Puerco 

Psittacotherium is as distinctly confined to the upper 
(Torrejon Beds), the respective strata of the two being 
by several hundred feet. 

points of resemblance may be stated as follows: (1) The 
portion of the skull is short, and the sagittal crest is long 

; (2) the lower jaw is short, deep and massive, with a 
1 symphysis, a broad high coronoid, and a prominent 
(3) the condyle is placed high above the level of the tooth 
d the posterior termination of the tooth line passes behind 
der of the coronoid ; (4) the molar pattern in the lower 

: identical i in the two genera, and the premolar pattern of 

one is clearly a derivative of the other; (5) the ulna and 
5 are very similar in the two forms ; (6) the form and rela- 

tionship of the lunar are identical ; (7) the metapodials are short 
_ and stout, and (8) the terminal phalanges consist of greatly en- 

ged, compressed claws, identical in pattern in both. 

ma ted to the anterior face of the tooth. In //emiganus the roots 
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of the lower molars possess distinct fangs, while in Pséttacothe- 

rium the fangs become connate, especially in the older specimens, 

and there is little trace of them left. In Memiganus again, the 

condyle is placed somewhat higher, and the angle of the jaw 
is less developed than in Psittacotherium ; and lastly the lower 

premolars of Hemiganus possess but one principal cusp, with only 
a rudiment of the second; whereas in Psittacotherium the pre- 

molar crown is strongly bicuspidate. 
It will thus be seen, and I hold that the demonstration is com- 

plete, that Hemiganus is the ancestor of Psittacotherium, the one 

having been derived directly from the other by descent. 

Calamodon’ Cope. 

We come next to consider the Wasatch representative of this 
family, Ca/amodon. ‘Three genera have been described from this 
horizon, viz.: Ectoganus* Cope, Calamodon Cope, and Dryptodon'* 
Marsh. It is possible that two of these names are synonymous, 

viz.: Calamodon and Dryptodon,' and it is a matter of great uncer- 
tainty whether Zctoganus is distinct. According to Cope, the 

chief difference consists in the development of an oblique crest 

connecting the two cross crests in the lower molars, but as this- 
distinction rests upon the evidence of a single much-worn tooth, 

it would seem the best course to regard it as synonymous until we 

have better material upon which to base a diagnosis. A species 

of the genus Ca/amodon has been described by Riitemeyer from 

Switzerland under the specific title of C. ewropeus. That itis a 
species of Ca/amodon, or some nearly related genus, there can be 
little doubt, but the specimen is so fragmentary that little more 
can be said of it. 

Owing to the fragmentary condition of the materials it is well- 
nigh impossible to say just how many species should be recog- 
nized, but it is more than probable that there were at least two, 

1U. S. Geolog. Surv. W. rooth M., p. 118, 1874. 
2U. S. Geo.og. Surv. W. rooth M., p. 116, 1874. 
3 Pape pees Sci.. Vol. XII, p. 403, 1876. 
* A careful examination of Prof. Marsh’s type specimen shows apparently some important 

differences from Ca/amodon in the arrangement of the enamel bands of the molars and pre- 
molars. Thus, in pm. of Dryftodon the crown is completely surrounded by enamel, whereas 
in Calamodon the enamel is interrupted. There seem to be other differences, but to 
the bad state of preservation of the teeth, they cannot be determined with certainty, The 
generic validity o enyeiaane cannot be regarded as fully established until we have better 
specimens ; it appears, however, probable. 
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and possibly three, modifications which can be regarded as of 
_ specific value. The best known species is C. simplex Cope, from 
_ the Wasatch Beds of the Big Horn, which is represented by an 
_ almost complete pair of lower jaws, together with numerous other 
_ fragments of teeth. This species also occurs in the Wasatch of 
_ New Mexico in association with C. arcamneus, and is further rep- 

___ resented from this locality by fragments of the jaws and teeth, 
___ together with a fragmentary fore limb, including parts of the 
humerus, ulna, and radius, part of a metapodial, and a fragment 

_of a terminal phalanx or claw. 
_____-‘The lower jaw (Figs. 22 and 23) displays practically the same 

_ characters in its general outline as those already described in 

t pe 
Fig. 23. 

Fig. 22. Side view of lower jaw of Ca/amodon simplex. 
Fig. 23. Top view of lower jaw of Calamodon simplex. 
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Psittacotherium. It is remarkably short, massive and deep, with a 

powerful coronoid and a prominent angle. The condyle is situated 
unusually high above the tooth line, the posterior termination of 
which passes well behind the anterior border of the coronoid, so 
as to completely obscure the last molar tooth and a good part 
of the second, in a side view of the ramus. 

In the single complete specimen of the lower jaws known there 
is a pair of small incisors from which the enamel has completely 
disappeared, whether through wear or otherwise is not known. 

The large curved scalpriform canine grew from a persistent 
pulp, and is covered with a thick layer of enamel upon its anterior 
face only. This tooth is followed, without the intervention of a 
diastema, by the first premolar, a relatively large tooth, imper- 

fectly triangular in cross section, with the apex of the triangle 
directed outwards and covered with enamel upon its antero- 

external surface only. Immediately behind this is a large second 

premolar, more or less oval in cross section, and implanted in 
such a manner that the long axis of the crown is directed obliquely 
to the long axis of the jaw. It is provided with two vertical 
bands of enamel, one of which is external and the other internal. 

Behind this follows the third premolar, which has an imperfect 
quadrate cross section, and shows a complete enamel investment, - 

with the exception of a narrow band upon its posterior face. 
The fourth premolar is similar to the third, and shows a com- 

plete investment of enamel, with the exception of a narrow band 
upon its anterior face. ‘The first two molars are similar to the 
last-described tooth in size and shape, and have broad external 

and internal vertical bands of enamel. The last molar is some- 

what smaller than the others, and its crown has a complete enamel 

investment. Neither the molars nor premolars grew from per- 

sistent pulps, but the roots are elongated, with scarcely any 
indication of the fangs, and the whole structure may be said to 

be decidedly hypsodont. 

It is a noticeable feature in the teeth of this species that in 
addition to the vertical striation of the enamel surface, there is 

also a series of fine horizontal ridges, giving it a somewhat 

checkered appearance. It is also a fact worthy of note that in 
those situations where the enamel fails there is a thick deposit of 
cementum, 
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“a in very young specimens only that the pattern of 

one crown can be distinguished; in a_ perfectly 
tooth (Fig. 24) the crown is seen to be made up 

of four subequal rounded cusps placed in the form of a square. 
‘The two anterior and posterior cusps are separated from each 

her by slight notches only, but the two anterior are separated 
the two posterior cusps by a profound transverse valley, 

_Crown view of unwom lower molars of Calamodon si plex: met., metaconid ; 
Tih: Mippemseld ¢ 40, kypocmanlid ; a4, entocoat, : 

» reaches entirely across the crown. When the crown is a 
le worn it presents the appearance of two transverse crests, and 
er still more worn, so as to obliterate all traces of the crown 
ern, there is a flat surface of dentine more or less completely 

urrounded by a ring of enamel, 
he structure of the premolars has hitherto been completely 
own, but there is now contained an unworn crown of a second 

; itis made up of a strong more or less hook-shaped 
cusp and a subequal vertical inner cusp, thus recalling at 
the structure of the second premolar already described in 

j The structure of the crowns of the upper 

Uidars a premolars is quite unknown. 

___- The fragment of humerus, as figured by Cope, indicates a short, 

stout bone, with a considerable distal expansion, and without 
doubt an entepicondylar foramen. The ulna and radius exhibit 
-_ striking resemblance to that of Psittacotherium and Hemiganus, 

> and like the corresponding bones in these genera, are devoid of a 

_ medullary cavity. Enough of a metacarpal is preserved to show 

that it also had a similar form to that of the last-named genera, 
as did also the terminal phalanx or claw. 
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The differences between Calamodon and Psittacotherium, while 

they are somewhat greater than they are between Pstt/acotherium 

and Hemiganus, are yet comparatively insignificant, and are just 

such further modifications in a given direction as one would 
reasonably look for in a later genus, more especially when it is 

remembered that these modifications were already clearly fore- 
shadowed in Psittacotherium in its advance over Hemiganus. 

There cannot, therefore, be the slightest doubt that Ca/amodon is 

the direct descendant of Psittacotherium, from which it is sepa- 

rated in time by a deposit representing two hundred feet or more 

of vertical thickness. 

Stylinodon cylindrifer Cope. 

The next form in this family to be considered is the Wind River 
representative, S. cylindrifer. This species is known from only 
a single molar tooth, presumably of the upper jaw, together with 
a few fragments of a canine and some inconsiderable pieces of the 
skull. The molar tooth (Fig. 25) is remarkable for its long cylindri- 

form pattern and the narrow vertical bands of enamel 
which have an external and an internal position 

with reference to’the crown. The tooth differs 
from any known teeth of Ca/amodon in that it grew 
from a persistent pulp, and in having the vertical 

bands of enamel much narrower. The canine is 

represented by only a few fragments, but enough is 
preserved to determine the fact that it also grew 
from a persistent pulp, and had a thick anterior 

facing of enamel. 

It is more than probable that when this species is 
more completely known it will be found to occupy 

an intermediate position between Ca/amodon and the 

Bridger Stylinodon, and will doubtless require the 
Fig. 2s. Side Making of a new generic name. At present we 

and crown views 
of molar tooth Can only provisionally refer it to the genus Sf#/- 
f Stylinod . ° . 

cylindrifer, "  nodon, with which it best agrees. 
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Stylinodon mirus Marsh. 

While this paper was in course of preparation Prof. Marsh has 
published’ a full account of the beautifully preserved remains of 
this species in his collection. The type consists of a fragment of 
the lower jaw, with three or four of the molar teeth in place, and 
indications of the alveoli of two more. The second specimen 
consists of all the cervical and first dorsal vertebra, together with 
the first pair of ribs and sternum in position ; with these are 
associated a nearly complete fore limb, parts of the skull, jaw, 
and other fragments. 

Fig. 26. Side view of lower jaw fragment (type) of Sty/inodon mirus. (After Marsh.) 

The type (Fig. 26) shows that the teeth were much elongated, 
rootless, of persistent growth, and provided with narrow vertical 
bands of enamel, which had an external and an internal position 
upon the molars and premolars, very similar to the single tooth 
of S. cylindrifer already described. Fragments of the large scalp- 
riform canine indicate that it was faced with enamel, that it was 

of persistent growth, and was implanted in the jaw in the same 
manner as the corresponding tooth in Ca/amodon and Psittaco- 

therium. 
In the second specimen enough of the jaw is preserved to 

determine more fully its character. According to Prof. Marsh 

1 Am, Jour. Sci. (4), Vol. III, Feb., 1897, pp. 137-146, 
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Fig. 27. Side view of cervical and-first dorsal vertebra, ther with first rib and sturnum 
of Stylinodon mirus: a., atlas; ax., axis; s., spine of first dorsal ; ~., first rib; sf., sturnum. 
(After Marsh.) 

there are seven teeth behind the large scalpriform canine, whose 

root is extended backward as far as the base of the penultimate 

molar. The condyle of the jaw is transverse, and its motion was 
not limited behind by a postglenoid process. The body of the 
jaw is remarkably short and deep, as is also the symphysis mandi- 
buli. The skull is short and massive, without prominent sagittal 
crest, and having the arrangement of the occipital plane similar 
to some of the later Edentates. The occipital condyles are 

small, and there are no distinct paroccipital processes. 
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e cervical vertebre (Figs. 27 and 28) 
tra ‘ap ag with nearly flat articular 

ii s anterior dorsals. None of the 
4 show a double yp ab such as 

cs z and narrow, with prominent acromion, 
tae supported a well-developed clavicle. 

yyriform pattern so highly characteristic of 
e Edentata ; the deltoid crest is powerful, 
there is a distinct entepicondylar foramen. 
» ulna and radius (Fig. 30) are almost 
tical in all their features with these bones Fig. 28. Cross sec- 

? lemiganus, Psittacotherium and Calamodon. ‘ew, of Stytinadon met 
¢ manus, moreover, shows all the characters fst figure “* 

e described in Psittacotherium. No —oo 
phalanges are known, but the similarity of the rest of 

a doubt of the fact that Sty/inodon possessed large, powerful 

Family CONORYCTID. 

a — this family I arrange two genera, vis.: Conoryctes and Ony- 
chodectes. The family distinctions between them and the Stylino- 
-dontidz are not great, more particularly when compared with the 

earliest representative of this family, Hemiganus. ‘The following 
_ important differences, however, may be noted: In the Stylino- 
-dontide the long axis of the second and third premolars in the 

_ lower jaw is placed transversely to the long axis of the jaw, and, 
__ as already described, these teeth develop two cusps which stand 
in this position. The fourth lower premolar, on the other hand, 



Fig. 29. Front, proximal, distal and sectional views of humerus of Styl/inodon mirus: 
h., head; #., tuberosity; dr., deltoid ridge; ef, entepicondylar foramen; rs., supinator 
ridge. (After Marsh.) 

developed a posterior heel and became submolariform, quite in 
the ordinary way. In the Conoryctide the second and third 
lower premolars show no disposition to develop this peculiar 
bilobed condition, but the long axis of the tooth agrees with that 

of the jaw. These differences are no doubt dependent upon the 

length of the jaws in the respective groups, which, together with 

their concomitant modifications, may be taken to define the fami- 
lies. We thus note that the lower jaw in the Conoryctidz is 
comparatively long and slender, lacking the deep, massive appear- 
ance of the Stylinodontide ; the coronoid is not so much 
enlarged, and the posterior temination of the tooth line does not 
pass behind the anterior border of the coronoid. The condyle, 

moreover, is placed more nearly on a level with the tooth line. 

The propriety of associating the two groups in one suborder is 
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Osborn & Earle. The 

w Dime Cie. ned with a weak 
mt of the sagittal crest. 

‘no indication of postorbital 
s on the frontals. The muz- 

unusually long and slender, 
ll roofed by the nasals, which 

| forwards in such a manner as 
er in the premaxille almost 

ly above. The premaxillar- 
considerable size, and extend 
k between the nasals and the 

: s above. The palate is long 
ow, and there is no evidence 

was very much prolonged be- 
he termination of the molar 

— toott | line. The foramina of the skull 
he bs be determined, on account of 
a itescly hard matrix in which it 

s imbedded. 
The lower jaw (Fig. 32) is long 

and comparatively slender ; the cor- 
oid is high and falcate, the condyle 

ced just above the level of the 

Laprit, 1897.) 

Onychodectes' Cope. 

us has been found in the lower. beds of the 

It is represented by two species, S. 4ssonensis Cope, 

~~ mires: 
r, radius; w., ulna; 4. lunar; 
unciform ; 
Marsh.) 

Left fore limb of Sty/ine- 
#., scapula ; &., humerus ; 

o., magnam, 

} Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc., July 20, 1888, p 37. . 
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. Fig. 3t- Side view of skull of Omychodectes tissonensis. Natural size. (After Osborn and 
arle. 

tooth line, and the teeth do not pass behind the anterior border of 

the coronoid. It is not clear whether the angle is well developed, 
but it is more than probable that it is. 

The dental formula is somewhat in doubt, owing to our lack of 
knowledge of the incisors ; that there was one pair at least in the 
upper jaw is certain, and I think it more than likely that there 

were two. The same uncertainty prevails with reference to the 

lower jaw. It may be provisionally written 1.3(?), C.4, Pm.4, 
M.4. 

The structure of the teeth (Fig. 33) has been well described by 
Cope, and I will mention here only their more salient charac- 
ters. The superior premolars are all simple, with the excep- 
tion of the fourth, which has a strong external and internal 

cusp. The unworn crowns of the upper molars show three prin- 

cipal cusps, with a weak external cingulum. The two outer cusps, 
paracone and metacone are subequal, and their summits are 

slightly inclined inwards, giving to them a somewhat claw-like 

appearance: hence the name Onychodectes (claw biter). The 

internal cusp or protocone is large and lunate, having upon the 

limbs of the crescent faint intermediate cusps. The inner face 

of the crown is remarkably deep, and the enamel has unusual 

vertical extent. 

Ce 



a" of lower jaw of Onychodectes tissonensis. (From Osborn and Scott's 

. Crown outside and inside (C) views of molars and fourth 
Onpehadastn foment. os coh gage pas pte weons 9G 
5 protoconule. (From and Scott's forthcoming ) 
Posterior view of head of humerus, and dorsal and plantar views of astragalus of 

ag Z 
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The premolars of the inferior series are simple, laterally com- 
pressed cones, except the third, which has a faint posterior heel, 
and the fourth, which has a broader and better developed heel. 

The pattern of the molars are of the imperfect tuberculo-secto- 
rial type, the anterior cusp of the trigon being poorly developed. 
The two principal cusps of the trigon are subequal, and are 
placed in such a manner as to occupy a transverse position. The 

Fig. 36. Side view of skull (4), crown view of lower teeth (8), and crown view of upper 
teeth (C), of Conoryctes comma. (From Osborn and Scott’s forthcoming ) 

heel is broad and lunate, and in the unworn condition carries 
three principal cusps and a small though distinct cusp at its 
anterior inner termination. The great development of this 

element in one specimen has led Osborn and Earle to establish a 
second species, O. rarus. ; 

Numerous fragments of the skeleton are preserved, from which 

it is possible to obtain some idea of its structure. In one speci- 

men (No. 3576a) there is a portion of a humerus (Fig. 34) with a 
complete proximal extremity. The head of the bone displays 
that characteristic pyriform articular surface so constant in all 
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$; in the arrangements of the tuberosities and the 
sie eprenles the corresponding parts of the Arma- 

Fig. 35). 
rn rof metapodia of both the fore and hind feet show that 

e bon moderately short and stout, while the phalanges 
101 oat and slender than those of Hemiganus. The 

w has essentially the same shape, but is relatively much 
| The astragalus (Fig. 34) has a well-grooved trochlear 
nd can be readily distinguished from its cotemporaries 

ysence of the astragalar foramen. 

Conoryctes’ Cope. 

jains of this genus are not uncommon in the upper horizon 
¢ Puerco, in- which it has been found exclusively so far. 

e remains are all referable to a single species, C. comma. 
oe oy the skull and jaws are known, together with a few frag- 
ments of limb bones, but further than this our knowledge of this 

orm leaves much to be desired. 
he skull (Fig. 36) the facial portion is much shorter than in 

} vs, and the sagittal crest is not conspicuous. The lower 
lerately short and stout, the coronoid is not especially 

ged, and the condyle, as in Onychodectes, is placed near the 
el of the tooth line. The lower molars do not pass behind the 

rior border of the coronoid, and the angle is well developed. 
- dental formula is I.%, C.4, Pm.3, M.§. The incisors are 

and pointed, and are separated from the canines in the 
i by a considerable diastema. The canines are of good 
_and probably had completely enamel-covered crowns, 

_ although i in all the specimens known the enamel is removed from 

_ certain areas of these teeth ; whether this is the result of wear, or 
her it is absent in these situations, is impossible to say: at all 

events the enamel covering of these teeth, as in all the others of 
E this species, is conspicuous for its general thinness and weak 

ei oa The first (second) superior premolar is simple, and follows the 
li with but comparatively little interval ; the second (third) 

1 Proc. Amer. Philos, Soc., 1881, p. 486. 
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premolar is trilobed, having a large external conical cusp, and a 
small somewhat lunate inner with a small anterior basal cusp. 
The fourth premolar is tritubercular, and is almost, if not quite, 

molariform in structure. In nearly all the specimens the crowns 
of the molars are so much worn as to obscure greatly, if not to 

destroy completely, the crown pattern ; this, moreover, occurred 
early in the life of the individual, and in some instances, before 

all the teeth were fully erupted. In some of the specimens the 
crown (Fig. 36) is sufficiently preserved to indicate that it was 
tritubercular, having two external and one internal cusp. All the 
molars show their tendency toward hypsodonty in the great verti- 

cal extent of the enamel upon their inner or lingual faces. 
In the lower jaw all the premolars, with the exception of the 

fourth, are simple laterally compressed cones. This latter tooth 
has a principal anterior cusp, to which is added a prominent | 
basin-shaped heel ; when the crown is reduced by wear it resem- 

bles a true molar closely, and is generally spoken of as molariform. 

The structure of the crowns of the inferior molars, while in no 

instance well preserved, yet indicate that the usual elements of 

the trigon are present; the anterior element is, however, very 
small and insignificant, and can be said to be practically absent. 
The two posterior cusps of the trigon are subequal and placed in 

such a manner that upon wear they present the appearance of a 

transverse crest. The heel is large and prominent, and when little 
worn shows a distinct basin shape. In size the first molar is the 
largest and the last is the smallest. 

Among the fragments of limb bones, a head of a humerus 
exhibits the same characteristic pattern already noted in the other 
members of the group. 

Altogether this genus shows in some respects resemblances to 
Hemiganus, and in others is close to Onychodectes. The terminal 

phalanges, as well as the rest of the foot-structure, are entirely 

unknown. 

RELATIONSHIP TO THE’ EDENTATA. 

Considering the Ganodonta as a whole, there can be but little 
doubt that they form a homogeneous group, characterized by cer- 
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ures which became more and more marked as the 
yective phyla advanced into later time. These features relate 

} © loss. of the incisors, the weak development and loss of 

ee the development of hypsodonty with its dependent 
growth from a persistent pulp. They are further 

y the aha similarity in pattern of the molar crowns, and 
e ch ‘ ic shape of the head of the humerus. All these 
iracters go to indicate that, however widely they may have been 

at the beginning of the Puerco, they are, nevertheless, 
scended from a common ancestor in the earlier Mesozoic. 

» phylum, vis.: the Stylinodontide, as I have attempted to 

egan in the generalized type Hemiganus, and continued 
o the Bridger, terminating, so far at least as our positive 
owledge now extends, in St/inodon. This, it may be remarked, 
as complete and perfect a phylum as has ever been deciphered 
hin the whole range of palzontology. Whether or not Cono- 
es or Onychodectes \eft modified descendants is uncertain, but it 

_ is not impossible that some of the later Edentata may yet be 

~ Regardi the Edentate affinities of at least one of these groups, 
favdence, i in my judgment, is so overwhelmingly conclusive, 

at a mere statement of the points of likeness will suffice : I 
fer ‘particularly to the Stylinodont phylum in its relations to the 
eat Ground Sloths or Gravigrada. These characters are as 
lows : (1) In the skull there is great similarity in form ; the 
Lz ‘ie short, the sagittal crest is low, and the occipital plane 

- forwards as in Mylodon, Megatherium and Megalonyx. 

i : ave above the tooth line. (3) The incisors are reduced to 
‘ a single pair in the lower jaw of Ca/amodon, and are probably 
: completely absent in Sfy/inodon. (4) The posterior portion of the 
_ tooth line below passes well behind the anterior border of the 
_eoronoid. (5) The canines in all are enlarged, and in Calamodon 
‘and Stylinodon grew from persistent pulps, as in Megalonyx. 

_ (6) All the molars and premolars in S/y/inodon are greatly elon- 

4 _ gated, of persistent growth, and the enamel is confined to narrow 

_-yertical bands, (7) There is a thick deposit of cementum on the 
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dentine in those situations in which the enamel disappears. 
(8) The cervical vertebre strongly resemble those of the Gravi- 

grada. (9) There were well-developed clavicles present. (10) The 
humerus bears a striking resemblance in all of its essential feat- 
ures to those of A/y/odon, Megalonyx and Megatherium. (11) The 

ulna and radius are also similar. (12) The manus is almost 

identical with that of the Ground Sloths. (13) The humerus and 

ulna and radius have no medullary cavities ; and (14) the femur 

has all the characteristic features of the Gravigrada. (15) The 
lumbar vertebral formula was the same as in the Edentata. (16) 
The pelvis is decidedly Edentate ; and (17) the caudals bear a 
striking resemblance to those of the Ground Sloths. 

If this astonishing array of similarities is accidental and does 
not indicate genetic affinity, then all that can be said is that pale- 

ontological evidence is worthless in the determination of the 

various successive steps in the descent of a group or species. I 

hold that, in view of all the evidence above set forth, the proposi- 
tion that the one has descended from the other may now be 

regarded as a positively demonstrated fact. ; 

If this proposition be true, then it follows that all the South 
American Edentates must have been derived from the North 
American Ganodonta, since their earliest appearance in South 

America does not antedate the SantaCruz epoch. In this forma- 

tion they appear suddenly in great numbers and variety without 
apparently any previous announcement in the older Pyrotherium 
deposits. This fact in itself would seem to indicate that they 
were migrants from another region, and while we are as yet unable 

to place these deposits in the time scale with accuracy, it is yet 
highly probablesthat the Santa Cruz Beds are not older than our 

North American Oligocene. In North America, as I have just 

shown, the Ganodonta appear in the very earliest Puerco deposits, 

and continue without interruption into the Bridger, where they 
disappear. No evidences of them have up to date been detected 
in the Uinta or White River Beds. 

Now it is currently believed by geologists that no land connec- 

tions existed between North and South America from the close of 

the Cretaceous to the close of the Miocene, when an extensive 

land bridge was formed. Iam not familiar with the geological 
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e upon which this conclusion rests, but if one is permitted 
e from the subjoined statement of Mr. F. C. Nicholas,’ it 
‘set least open to question. It is of course possible that 

may have reached South America by way of 

ble that there was a land bridge of short duration 
Bocene time between North and South America, and that 
ached their destination in this way, than by the questiona- 
circuitous route just mentioned. If they gained entrance 

outh America by the European-African route, it seems 

ed strange that they should have left no remains in the later 
ries of Europe. With the exception of a single specimen 

7 europeus, from deposits corresponding with the 
ch in age, all traces of the American Edentata are absent in 
2, Asia and Africa. 

ORIGIN OF THE EDENTATA. 

In my first paper* I endeavored to establish the fact that there 
‘roup of forms occurring in our Eocene deposits which show 

eters ore rs arlod that easiole paste af Wa to 
bow: pes ie aa On the coast of Hon- 

pirifer, a t mucronatus 
—— clays whote the ont urface erosions indicate an old 

the Pacific the country is of volcanic formation. On the Isthmus of Panama there 
rocks and cemented gravels resembling somewhat the terrace formation of the 

mute ee ane plaglociase rocks sud cxvessllies types. 
the Gulf of Darien, there are low sedimen oe ee, ee Seances 

the Atlantic to the Pacific. th Booms Aege, evidently been 
because they are found irregularl 
—_— at this point, the being undeter- 
A 7 iA more of inte eclpical aee in district, 

on. 

the 
peable Soap npn ty that is, the wpe ba 

mative undisturbed Here ‘animals forced south by 
d have found a resting place, and the Sloths, Armadillos, 

secure parts xp, ar he on aoe were way - pli & the Isthmus, and when the 
Series eeletete could have easily made their way to South America 

overrun the country, sevelegiog most abundantly in the lower latitudes, where condi- 
 thons were most favorable to 

? Bull. Amer. Mus. eg ge VIII, p. 259-262, Nov. 30, 1896; Science, Dec. 12, 1896, 
. g 
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ing to our present knowledge, must be regarded as their ancestors. 
This group I have defined and named the Ganodonta, and referred 
it, as a suborder, to the Edentata, enumerating at the same time 

the genera, so far known, of which it is composed, as well as their 
distinctions. In this I have clearly been the first, since no previ- 
ous effort of the kind had ever before been made. It is true that 
both Marsh and Cope have suggested the possibility of its truth, 
but it is equally true that their knowledge of the composition, 
limitation and affinities of the group have, previous to the appear- 
ance of my paper, been indeed vague. Marsh, in his Nashville 
address, speaking of the Tillodontia, said: “and possibly we may 
here yet find the key to the Edentate genealogy.” He does not 

say that it Aas been found, or that it Aas been demonstrated, or 
that any one has even a/tempted to demonstrate such a proposition ; 

he merely contents himself with the statement of the possibility 
that it may yet de found here. From this I conclude that the 

origin of the Edentata was unknown to him at that time. He 
also failed to recognize the distinctions between the Ganodonta 
and the Tillodontia. 

Cope at one time held that his group Tzniodonta exhibits 
affinities with the Edentata, but this he subsequently abandoned, 

and he, too, utterly failed to grasp the fundamental facts of the 

problem. ‘This is amply attested by his classification of Hemiga- 

nus, Onychodectes and Conoryctes in the Creodonta, by his placing 
Psittacotherium in the Tillodontia, and by his failure to recognize 
the intimate relationship between Ca/amodon and Stylinodon. 

I hold that a proposition is not demonstrated until the facts are 

adduced necessary for its proof, and a mere suggestion falls a 

long way short of this. 

As regards the name of the suborder, it is necessary to add a 
few words. Cope employed the name Tzniodonta to designate a 

supposed suborder of his group Bunotheria, in which he placed’ 

the Creodonta, Mesodonta, Insectivora, Tillodontia and Tenio- 

donta. In the Teniodonta he classified two genera, viz., Calamo- 

don and Ectoganus ; he defined the suborder as follows : “ Incisors 

much enlarged, growing from persistent pulps, the superior with 
enamel in anterior and posterior bands, and hence truncate.” 

1 Tertiary Vertebrata, p. 185. 
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ned with certainty as being either canines or incisors 
rior dentition of either of these genera. I judge from 
figures’ that the tooth which he took for a superior 

is an unworn second lower premolar. I know the superior 
and canines of Psittacotherium, and in this genus the 
does of occur in anterior and posterior bands; if one 
re by the near relationship existing between Psittacothe- 

}and Calamodon, it is almost, if not quite, certain that this 
r genus had the enamel of these teeth distributed in the same 

- It will thus be seen that this definition is conceived in 
tg does not define any known group. The name cannot, 
ore, be used. 
2 ) - the appearance of my first paper, Prof. Marsh in his 
ption of Stylinodon mirus, has substituted the name Stylino- 
: for Ganodonta, on the ground that the name Ganodonta 

cupied. The name Ganodus was used by Egerton in 1843 

s or subordinal name, then Prof. Marsh’s name Stylino- 

ais open to the same objection, since it is preoccupied by 

. it is the first that was ever employed to designate the 
roup of animals to which it was applied, and that according to 

& usages and customs of naturalists in the employment of names 

bbectble to frame a comprehensive definition of the order 
Edentata, if it is admitted that they are descended from the 

Ganodonta, and are genetically related to them. In the order 
Edentata I include only the American forms, since it is probable 

_ that the Old World Edentates have had a different origin, 

1 U. S. Geol. Surv. W. tooth M., Pl. XLI. 
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although it is not impossible that they may have originated from 
a common source. The definition of the more modern forms — 

has always rested upon the loss of the enamel of the teeth and 

the complication of the vertebral articulations. As already 
seen, the Ganodonta violate both these characters, but they are 
none the less members of the same group, if it can once be estab- 
lished that they are related by ties of consanguinity. It is idle to 
speak of “essential” and “adaptive characters.” If evolution 
be a fact, then a// characters which distinguish one group of ani- 
mals from another must ultimately disappear as we approach the 

point of their common origin. This is strikingly illustrated in 
this same group Ganodonta, the earlier members of which are 
separated by a comparatively small interval from the contempo- 

raneous Creodonta, Condylarthra and other groups. If our defi- 

nitions mean anything, and are to be of any real service, they can 

only record the characters which the various phyla have acquired 
in point of modification, and express the tendencies whither these 
modifications, however small and inconspicuous they may bein their 

beginning, ultimately lead. The single character, therefore, which — 

is common to all the forms of this group, thus comprehensively 

included, is an early disposition to the loss of the enamel from 

the crowns of the teeth, as well as the loss of incisors from both 

jaws. This I take it, in the absence of more exact knowledge, is 
the real definition of Edentata. — 

Order EDENTATA. 

I have defined the Ganodonta as follows: “ Primitive Eden- 
tates, characterized in the earlier forms by rooted teeth with 
divided fangs, with their crowns having a more or. less complete 
enamel investment, in the later forms by the teeth becoming hypso- 
dont, rootless, of persistent growth, and by limitation of the 
enamel to vertical bands in progressive decrease. ‘They are fur- 
ther characterized by the presence of incisors in both jaws, by a 

typical molar and premolar dentition, by a trituberculate molar 

crown, which disappears early in life through wear, leaving the 

dentine exposed.” 
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the vertebral articulations are not complex 

| ni fae finder Edentata to the American forms alone, 
div into two suborders, viz.: Ganodonta and 

ut if we include the Old World Alene another sub- 
, must be added. 

jitions of these three suborders would be as follows : 

t ; vertebral articulations not complex... .GANODONTA Wortman. 

enamel investment ; incisors rarely present ; vertebral 

RSS Fed ere ror re XENARTHRA Gill. 

ten: ; incisors absent ; vertebral articula- 
MEE We ns os 6025 Ca oss se. ccesecuee v's NoMARTHRA Gill, 

vo known families of the Ganodonta may be defined 

‘of the second and third lower premolars longitudinal...... 
CONORYCTIDA. 

of the second and third premolars transverse... .STYLINODONTIDA. 

‘9 and tae « rooted, with divided fangs, and cinmek-comaiel 
GOWB. ose venncsasceese . -Hemiganus Cope. Lower Puerco. 

ns of upper canines with enamel confined to anterior face ; 
canines not growing from persistent pulps ; lower incisors sur- 

rounded with enamel ; lower molars-and premolars rooted, with 
fangs connate, and enamel-covered crowns .. «.++.eee00e+ ee 

Psittacotherium Cope. Upper Puerco. 
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Crowns of superior canines with enamel confined to anterior 



--VII— PRELIMINARY DESCRIPTION OF A 
MOUNTAIN SHEEP FROM THE BRITISH 
HWEST TERRITORY. 

By J. A. ALLEN. 

Piates II Anp III. 

h the kindness of Mr. A. J. Stone, of Missoula, Mon- 
‘Museum has received three mounted specimens of a 
» Sheep or Bighorn quite unlike any heretofore de- 

| eer 'vee collected by Mr. Stone on the headwaters of 
n River, British Northwest Territory, near the Alaskan 
at an altitude of about 6500 feet. The species may be 

‘ibed as a iows : . 

Ovis stonei, sp. nov. 

I scl Sirsa thy an intiondte ‘mixture of whith snd 
‘brown ; face, ears and sides of neck lighter and more whitish, being 

ch less varied with blackish brown ; whole posterior area and lower parts 
hinder part of back downward and forward, covering the posterior aspect 

hs, and the abdomen, white, the white area narrowing anteriorly and 
er ees. om te wide of the chest; alto « leon 
ae wero of eh foe ea Bed 

- either uniform or in some Os cca wih 6 slight mixture of whitish ; 
back of head with a broad area of black, narrowing posteriorly and continuing 

ta cclivinsants (of type, 6 ad. ).—(Measurements from mounted specimens, 

taken with a tapeline and following the curvatures of the parts measured.) 

{111} 
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Tip of nose to base of tail, 1676 mm, ; tail vertebra, 89 ; tail to end of hairs, 
121; tip of nose to eye, 197; tip of nose to base of ear, 305; length of 

horn (over convexity), 762; distance between points of horns, 552; circum- 

ference of horn at base, 324; circumference of horn at middle, 216; circum- 

ference of front hoof at base, Igo. 

This species is based on three males, of the ages respectively 
of 2,5 and 6 years. The older specimen is taken as the type. 

On this the dark areas are blacker, and on some parts less varied 
with whitish tipped hairs than in the others, especially the two- 

year-old. 

This species differs from Ovis dad/i in the prevailing coloration 
being either dark gray or blackish brown, according to the area 

in question (see Pl. II), instead of being “a nearly uniform dirty- 
white color.” In O. stonei the white is restricted to definite, 
sharply defined areas, in strong contrast with the adjoining parts. 
O. stonei and O. dalli apparently agree in size and in the character 
of the horns. 

O. stonei agrees in a general way in pattern of coloration with 
O. cervina (Desm.), but the ‘umber brown’ or ‘ wood-brown’ of | 

the latter is everywhere replaced in O. stonei with blackish 
brown or black. It is also a much smaller animal, and the horns 

are slenderer and have a more outward curvature at the tips. 
The following table gives comparative measurements of two 

specimens of O. da//i (from True, in Nelson’s ‘ Report upon Nat. 

Hist. Coll. made in Alaska,’ 1887, p. 283), of two specimens of 

O. stonet and of two specimens of O. cervina from Montana, all 

from mounted adult male specimens, and therefore comparable, 

dodegel om |. Sec) aaa 
= Sd —] = 

Pl ob) 2) 6 eee 
& 8 5 & a rs 
S re) ro) fe) ro) 6 

Tip of nose to base of tail..... ..| 1854 | 1854 | 1676 | 1626 | 1626 
Tip of ‘nose to eye: 0... seeks 229 | 228 | 197] 194; 178 
Tip of nose to base of ear........ 330 | 340 305 318 292 
Length of horn over convexity....| 775 | 867 762 | 837 | 838] 648 
Circumference of horn at base....| 444 | 400 324 | 330] 293] 312 
Circumference of hoof at base....| 267 | 205 190 | 190] 211 

1 From True, Z c. 
2 From specimens in Am. Mus, Nat. Hist. 

Oe ee ee ee eee 



sepa skulls, which he will later forward for examination, 
it will be possible to give some further particulars respect- 

Northwest Territory. ‘These mountains are a part of the 
of the Coast Range, drained by the headwaters of the 

seen River, and not far from Alaska Territory. 

ce “The timber line i in this country extends only to a height of 

= only specimens of this Sheep I had the opportunity of 
dying were the males, which I found during the months of 

t and September in the most rugged parts of the mountains, 
above timber line. I often found them singly, and at no 
I discover more than five in one bunch, though one of my 

reported having seen eleven together. I saw perhaps fifty 
¥ secured twelve specimens. I was very careful in my 

me youngest ol the three, now in the Museum, was secured 
8, 1896, in a very deep and rocky cafion just at the base of 
f the highest peaks in this part of the mountains. At the 

ne I discovered him he was all alone carefully making his way 
wn the cafion, and from what I afterwards learned I am very 

much inclined to believe he was then in quest of the ewes, lambs, 
ia ian yearlings in the edge of the timber further down the moun- 

oe The two older specimens were ‘taken Aug. 10, about five miles 
distant from the first, and were the only ones in the bunch, I 
watched them an entire afternoon before killing them. They 

8 
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ally seen peeping from crevices in the rocks, and _playir 
lying down on patches of snow and ice. They were v ry 

““ Specimens taken two months later possessed the s 
ings, but were somewhat darker.” | “aad = 

Mr. Stone is familiar with Ovis da/li, which he 
occurring some two hundred and fifty miles north of 

where he obtained the present examples of O. séone?. 

PLATE II.—Ovis stonei, ¢ ad. Ab iste ity ea 
as 

Piate III.—Fig. 1, head of Ovis stonei, 8 ad. (ame 
in Pl. II). : 

Fig. 2.—Head of Ovis cervina, & ad, from M. 
with Fig. 1. The Montana Loaitapeg dace hc 
the specimen of ee r, ek 

in age is not great. 

"ach eds ar hotles ttle asa 

— 



Bui. A. M. N. H. Vor. IX, Prare Il. 

OVIS STONEI, Sp. nov. 





Butt. A. M. N. H. Vor. IX, Prare III. 

ra vd 

Fig. 1. OVIS STONEI, sp. nov. 

Fig. 2. OVIS CERVINA (Desm.) 

Both figures photographed to same scale 





_ Article VIII—ON A SMALL COLLECTION OF MAM- 
‘MALS FROM PERU, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF 
___-NEW SPECIES. 

By J. A. ALLEN. 

A small collection (28 specimens) of mammals collected for this 
Museum by Mr. O. T. Baron, the well-known ornithological col- 
lector, contains 12 species, several of which are apparently new, 

_ while others are of interest from the localities represented. The 
A collection was made in northwestern Peru, mostly not far from 

2 ac at altitudes varying from 4000 to 10,500 feet. 

par I. Vespertilio oxyotus /Pef/ers.—One specimen, é ad., San- 

ie > paige 10,500 feet, April 9, 1895. 

2. Molossus nasutus ‘Sfix.—Four specimens, all adult 
_ females, Guayabamba, alt. 6000 feet, Sept. 24, 1894. 

3. Vampyrops lineatus (Geofr.).—Five specimens, two 
_____ males and three females, all adults, Guayabamba, alt. 6000 feet, 

_ Sept. 20-27, 1894. The males are slightly larger than the females. 

4. Sciurus (Microsciurus) peruanus, sp. nov. 

Ears small ; tail narrow ; premolars {. 

Above, in general effect, dusky olivaceous, the hairs being blackish brown; 

minutely tipped with olivaceous, and on the head with yellowish rufous ; sides 

of nose and chin buffy gray ; throat gray, passing into yellowish rufous on the 

breast and abdomen ; inside of limbs rusty gray ; limbs externally, including 

feet, dark brown, punctated with rusty ; ears within and on the anterior bor- 

der brown tinged with rusty, the extreme tip posteriorly yellowish, passing into 

whitish on the back of the ear towards the base, with a prominent postauricular 

spot of fluffy white hair ; tail above dark reddish brown centrally, the hairs 

broadly tipped with yellowish white and subapically broadly ringed with black ; 

below the tail is, superficially, blackish, washed with whitish. 

Total length (from skin), 280 ; head and body, 130; tail vertebra, 110; tail 

to end of hairs, 150; ear from notch, 11 ; hind foot, 38, Collector's measure- 

ments: Head and body, 130; tail (vertebra ?), 130 ; hind foot, 40. 

[r15) 

ee se mY! —— 
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Skull,— Total length, 36; basal length, 29.5 ; greatest zygomatic breadth, 

21.3; least interorbital breadth, 13 ; length of nasals, 9. i 

Type, and only specimen, No. }}}4§, ad., Guayabamba, alt. 4000 feet, — 

Sept. 8, 1894 ; O. T. Baron. 

This species belongs to the A/icrosciurus group, characterized 
by small size and very convex skull. It differs from my 5S. (4Z.) 
alfari, from Costa Rica, in its much more olivaceous coloration, 
shorter and broader nasals, longer anterior palatine foramina, 
and much larger audital bulla. It is of course related to 
S. chrysuros Puch.,' from Santa Fé de Bogota, and to S. pusillus 

Desm., from Cayenne, from which, however, it is apparently 
separable. . 

5. Ichthyomys stolzmanni 7/omas.—One specimen, 4 ad., 
Cajabamba, alt. gooo feet, Jan. 17, 1895. 

The type locality of 7. sto/zmanni is Chanchamayo, near Tarma, 

Peru, at an altitude of about 3000 feet, about 250 miles southeast of 
Cajabamba, and at an elevation some 6000 feet lower. The 
present specimen, however, appears to agree in all respects with 
Mr. Thomas’s description of /. sto/zmannit. 

6. Mus musculus Zinn.—Nine specimens—s5 from Caja- 
bamba and 4 from Cajamarica. The Cajabamba specimens are 

all strongly tinged with rusty buff; the others are more like 
ordinary house mice. The fulvous Cajabamba specimens maybe 

referable to the fulvous form of the House Mouse common in 

southern Europe and northern Africa, first described by Water- 
house (P. Z.S., 1837, p. 19), as Mus brevirostris (from Maldonado, 
Uruguay), and later (1872) by Fischer as Mus musculus var. 

flavescens—the name flavescens, however, being preoccupied. (C/. 
Barret-Hamilton, Zodlgist, May, 1896, pp. 178-181.) 

1 Pucheran described (Rev. de Zool., VIII, 1845, pp. 336, 337) two species from Bogota, 
Colombia, one of which (S. ru/oniger) is said to be of the 44 of the Guerlinguet, or S. eastu- 
ans, and. the other (S. chrysuros) as being much smaller. There is no doubt of the latter 
being referable to Microscturus; the former is possibly referable to the S. estuans 
although Dr. Trouessart treats them as synonymous, adopting the name chrysuros for t 
species, although occurring one page later than ru/oniger. in consequence of the name 
niger being preoccupied bya Sciurus rufonigra of ba? (Ann & Mag. Nat. Hist., X, 
p. 263), given three years earlier to an Indian species. According to the measurements given 
by Alston (P. Z. S., 1878, p. 954), on the authority of Prof. A. Milne-Edwards, the S. ru 
niger of Pucheran seems likely to prove a member of the S. estuans group, and as such pro 
bly_ separable, at least subspecifically, from true S. @stuans, the type locality of which 
Surinam. An examination of the skull would quickly determine the point, Microsciurus 
having the premolars 7 and S. estwans having them }. ‘ 

ee 
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: Alles ona Small Colleton of Mammals from Peru. aie 

Jon olivaceus (MWaterh.)—One specimen, ? ad., 
int, alt. 5500 feet, Aug. 30, 1894. 

mys stolzmanni 7¥%emas.—One specimen, ¢ ad., 
alt. 5000 feet, Aug. 8, 1894. 

om sp. nov.—One specimen, 2 juv., Limabamba, 

Pfect, Dec. 24, 1894. 
vecimen I have no doubt represents an undescribed 

, but it is too immature to be taken as a type, the last 
just appearing in sight. Externally, with its silver white 

and hairy sharply bicolor tail, it has very much the appearance 
" The upper parts are dark grayish brown, 

ntly washed with pale yellowish ; under surface clear grayish 
e, rather sharply separated on the sides from the color of the 
F surface. Soles naked. The tail is decidedly longer than 

: head and body, the collector's measurements from the fresh 

rec men being, head and body, 65 mm.; tail, 80; hind foot, 22. 
The skull (imperfect) and dentition shat it to be an aberrant 

ecies of Oryzomys, perhaps of the Zhomasomys group. 

: as * 

0. Oryzomys baroni, sp. nov. 

viata brvwe; mixed with many blackish tipped hairs; sides paler 

re grayish ; below clear whitish gray, the hairs plumbeous at base, the 

a prin hy ng tac fore limbs grayish brown to the base 

of the toes, which are lighter ; lower portion of tarsus dusky, metapodials and 

“toes dull soiled whitish ; ears rather large, clothed thinly on both surfaces with 
"short fine hairs, brown externally, slightly rufous internally ; tail brown, nearly 

- eonco lor, being barely lighter below, clothed with fine short hairs, too sparse 
© conceal the annulations. Mamme,1 pectoral, 1 abdominal=4; only 3 

ly developed in the present specimen. 

th of type ( @ ad.), measured by the collector in the flesh : Total length, 

_ Masals ; supraorbital and cranial ridges wel! developed, forming raised beads ; 

_ palatal floor extending but slightly behind the last molar, but in other respects 
x, skull and dentition are nearly as in typical Orysemys, including tooth pat- 

_ tern. Total length, 35; basal length, 30; zygomatic breadth, 17.5 ; inter- 
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orbital breadth, 11; length of nasals, 13.5 ; width of nasals at middle, 5.5 ; 

interparietal, 10x 3; length of interpterygoid fossa, 10.3 ; palatine length, 15 ; 

length of the anterior palatine foramina, 7 ; upper molar series, 5.3 ; diastema, 

9; length of lower jaw (from inner base of incisors to posterior border of con- 

dyle), 19 ; from tip of incisor to condyle, 22.3 ; height of lower jaw at condyle, 

8.6 ; height of ramus at mj, 5. 

Type, No. 444%, 9 ad., Malca Cajabamba, alt. 8000 feet, April 27, 1894 ; 
collected by Mr, O. T. Baron, for whom the species is nam 

This species is based on two specimens—the type, a very old 
female, with the teeth much worn, and a female ‘ young adult,’ 
with the teeth wholly unworn. ‘This differs from the type only in 

being somewhat smaller, and is obviously not quite fully grown. 
Both are from the same locality. 

This species is nearly related to Oryzomys xantheolus Thomas, 

from Tumbez, North Peru, from which it differs in being much 
larger, and in being less yellow. 

Sigmodon peruanus, sp. nov. 

Above pale ashy gray, grizzled with darker; middle of lower back slightly 

brownish ; sides of head (cheeks) pale buffy, forming a well-marked area ; fore 

limbs like the cheeks ; hind limbs pale buffy gray, like adjoining parts of body ; 

lower parts pale yellowish gray, basal two-thirds of hairs plumbeous ; fore and 
hind feet yellowish gray ; ears large, hairy, in color like surrounding pelage ; 

tail unicolor, pale yellowish gray-brown, quite hairy, the hairs concealing the 

annulations. 

Total length, 245 mm.; head and body, 150; tail, 95 ; hind foot, 31 (col- 

lector’s measurements, taken in the flesh). Ear from notch, 18 (from dry 

skin). 

Skull massive, very heavy in all parts, short and broad ; zygomatic arches 

very stout and greatly expanded; nasals short and broad ; anterior palatine 

foramina very short. (Bullz, basioccipital and pterygoid plates broken away.) 

Total length, 36 ; basal length, ? ; zygomatic breadth, 23 ; interorbital breadth, 

6.3 ; width of brain-case, 15.5 ; length of nasals, 12.5 ; palatal length, 16.5 ; 

anterior palatine foramina, 7.4; upper tooth row, 6.5. 

Type (and only specimen), No. 4494, ad., Trujillo, Peru, May 25, ag ; 

Mr. O. T. Baron. 

The single specimen on which this species is based is an old 
female, with the teeth much worn, taken at Trujillo, Peru, at an 
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len but the peculiar cranial features shown in this 
| short, broad, heavily-ossified skull—are all greatly 

sizec in S. peruanus. It has also an exceptionally short 
nd is peculiar i in the pale gray tint of the general coloration 

species is of further special interest on account of its 
ing the known range of the genus so far down into South 

. Trujillo is on the coast, in about S. lat. 8°. 

Metachirus nudicaudatus (£. Geof’r.).—One specimen, 
Guayabamba, alt. 5500 ft., Aug. 30, 1894. 
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s based I am indebted to the kindness of Mr. Oldfield 
as, ‘Curator of Mammals in the British Museum, who has 

roi own nay wh ih the hairs being black- 
cous basally and tipped with yellowish brown, the tipping short over 

: region, much longer on the sides, which are lighter and more 

Mitekish beown thea the beck ; below pale buffy gray, the hairs 

beneath the surface; ears dark brown, thickly clothed with short hairs 
inner margin, nearly naked externally ; tail dark brown, a little lighter 

‘surface, hairy, but the hairs so thinly scattered as not to conceal the 

ions ; feet buffy gray, the dusky basal portion of the hairs often showing 

(approximate, from skins).—Total length, 273; head and 

173; tail, 100 ; hind foot, 33; ear from notch, 16.5. 

Wi.—Total length, 36; basal length, 32 ; palatal length, 17.6 ; length of 
_ 14; length of anterior palatine foramina, 8 ; width of nasals anteriorly, 

ost , 2.5 ; zygomatic width, 21 ; width of brain-case, 15 ; least inter- 
width, 6.1 ; length of upper tooth row, 6.1. 

Type, “G. D.C. 265,” 4 ad., British Museum ; Plains of Bogota, Colom- 
‘Dec. 6, 1895 ; G. D. Child. 

This species is based on a series of 11 specimens, collected on 
5. tb plains east of Bogota, by Mr. G. D, Child. Seven are sexed 
ee by the collector as males and three as females, and the sex of one 

not indicated ; all but one are adults, They were collected at 

[121] 
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site Bogota, in October, December, January and April, 1895~'96. 
The series is very uniform in coloration. 

Sigmodon bogotensis finds its nearest known relative in my 
S. boruce, from Costa Rica, from which it differs in being much 
larger, considerably darker in coloration, and with a much more 
hairy tail. As regards the skull, the nasals are broader and less 
produced and more depressed at the anterior border ; the anterior 
palatine foramina are shorter, terminating anteriorly farther from 
the incisors, while their posterior extension is the same in both 
species ; the outer and inner pterygoid plates are more abruptly 
divergent, and the interparietal is much narrower antero-posteri- 
orly; the interorbital region is also broader. 

This species is of especial interest as demonstrating the exist- 
ence of a typical species of Sigmodon as far south at least in the 

elevated interior of northern South America as the plains of 
Bogota, in Colombia. On the west coast of South America the 
genus is found to range as far south as northern Peru (see axted, 

p. 118). ot 



X.—THE DECORATIVE ART OF THE INDIANS 

? THE NORTH PACIFIC COAST. 

By Franz Boas. 

been shown that the motives of the decorative art of 
s developed largely from representations of animals. 

ir of time, forms that were originally realistic became 
nd more sketchy, and more and more distorted. Details, 

large portions, of the subject so represented, were omitted, 
finally the design attained a purely geometric character. 

The decorative art of the Indians of the North Pacific Coast 
es with this oft-observed phenomenon in that its subjects are 
st exclusively animals. ~It differs from other arts in that the 

ces = conventionalizing has not led to the development of 
aetric designs, but that the parts of the animal body may still 
a znized as such. The body of the animal, however, under- 

treating this subject, we must bear in mind that almost all the 
istic art of the Indians of the North Pacific Coast is decorative 
. While some primitive people—for instance, the Eskimo— 

produce carvings which serve no practical ends, but are purely 
works of art, all the works of the Indian artists of the region 

ich we are considering serve at the same time a useful end ; 
t is to say, the form of the object is given, and the subject to 
represented is more or less subordinate to the object on which 

itis shown. Only in the cases of single totemic figures is the 
artist free to mould his subject without regard to such considera- 
tions ; but, owing to the large size of such figures, he is limited 

by the cylindrical form of the trunk of the tree from which he 
carves his figures. We may therefore say that the native artist is 
in almost all his works limited by the shape of the object on 
i which he represents his subject. 

(123) 
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The plastic arts of the Indians are carving and painting, in 
which latter we may include tattooing and weaving. Carving is 

done mostly in wood, but also in stone and horn. It is either in 

the round, in bas-relief, or, although more rarely, in high relief. 
There is no art of pottery. 

The artists have acquired a high technique, which proves that 

realistic representations of animals are not beyond their powers. 
The following are a few exquisite examples of realistic carvings. 

The helmet (Fig. 1) is decorated with the head of an old man 

affected with partial paralysis. Undoubtedly this specimen must 
be considered a portrait head. Nose, eyes, mouth, and the 

general expression, are highly characteristic. The mask (Fig. 2) 
represents a dying warrior. The artist has represented faithfully 

the wide lower jaw, the pentagonal face, and the strong nose of 

the Indian. The relaxing muscles of the mouth and tongue, the 
drooping eyelids, and the motionless eyeballs, mark the agonies 
of death. The conception is so realistic that the mask creates a 

ghastly impression. Fig. 3 represents-a dancing hat decorated 

with the design of a seal. Fig. 4 is a small float representing a 
swimming puffin. Fig. 5 is a rattle in the form of a swimming 
goose. The characteristic bend of its neck and the chariconea 
color of head and neck are very true to nature. 

In these cases the artist has rendered the form of his model — 

faithfully. The object on which the representation of his model 
was placed allowed him the use of the figure without any altera- 
tion. This is not often the case. Generally the object to be 
decorated has a certain given form to which the decoration must 

be subordinated, and the artist is confronted with the problem of 

how to adjust his subject to the form of the object to be deco- 

rated. 

Before attempting an explanation of the method adopted by 

the artist in the solution of this problem, we must treat another 
aspect of our subject. We must premise that in consequence of — 

the adaptation of the form to the decorative field, the native 

artist cannot attempt a realistic representation of his subject, but 

is often compelled to indicate only its main characteristics. In 

consequence of the distortion of the animal body, due to its 

adaptation to various surfaces, it would be all but impossible to 

; 
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Fig. <. 

Pig. « (Fs). Helmet with carving representing a paralytic man. Tribe, Tlingit. Height, 

at.5 cm.; width, 28 cm.; depth, 28 cm. 

Fig. 2 Gohe:). Mask representing a dying warrior. Tribe, Tlingit. Height, 24 cm.; width, 
19 cm.; depth, r1 cm. 

3 (<5). Dancing hat representing a seal. Tribe, Tlingit. Height, et cm.; width, 24 
cm.; h, 23 cm. 

Fig. 4 (sees). Small float representing a swimming puffin. Tribe, Tlingit. Length, 6 om. 

Fig. 5 (4%). Rattle representing a goose. Tribe, Haida. Length, yo cm. 
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recognize what animal is meant, if the artist did not emphasize 
what he considers the characteristic features of animals. ‘hese 

are so essential to his mind that he considers no representation 
adequate in which they are missing. In many cases they become 
the symbols of the animal. We find, therefore, that each animal 

is characterized by certain symbols, and great latitude is allowed 

in the treatment of all features other than symbols. 

I will illustrate this feature of the art of the Indians of the 

North Pacific Coast by means of a number of characteristic 

examples. | 

Fig. 6 isa figure from a totem pole, which represents the beaver. 

It will be noticed that the face is treated somewhat like a human 

face, particularly the region around eyes and nose. The posi- 

tion of the ears, however, indicates that the artist intended to 

represent an animal head, not a human head. While the human 

ear is represented, in its characteristic form, on a level with the 
eye (Figs. 26 and 28), animal ears are indicated over the fore- 
head ; that is to say, approximately in the position in which they 
appear in a front view of the animal. Their characteristic shape 
may be seen in Figs. 6 and 7, and in many others. While the ears 

characterize the head as that of an animal, the two large incisors 

serve to identify the rodent par excellence,—the beaver. The tail 

of the animal is turned up in front of its body. It is ornamented 

by cross-hatching, which is intended to represent the scales on the 

beaver’s tail. In its fore paws it holds a stick. The large incisors, ~ 
the tail with cross-hatching, and the stick, are symbols of the beaver, 

and each of these is a sufficient characteristic of the animal. 

Fig. 7 is another representation of a beaver from a totem pole. 

It resembles Fig. 6 in all details, except that the stick is missing. 
The beaver is simply holding its fore paws raised nearly to its 

chin. There are other carvings in which the beaver is shown with 

four or five toes, but the symbols described here never vary. 

In Fig. 8, which is the handle of a spoon, we find only the first 

of the symbols of the beaver represented, namely, its incisors. 
Only the head and the fore paws of the animal are shown; and 

in its mouth are indicated an upper and a lower pair of incisors, 

all the other teeth being omitted. There is nothing except the 

teeth to indicate that the artist intended to represent the beaver, 
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Fig. 7. 

6 (Ri). Lowest from model of a totem pole, carved in slate, representing a 
. eight, 22.5 cm. eR as from model of a totem pole, carved in slate, representing a 

Se. and Handle 
t, 19 em. 

DR mg ll mountain-goat horn, design representing a 

g. 9 is the front of a dancing head-dress, which is attached to 
ami made of whalebone, and set on top with bristles of 
/ sea-lion. To the back is attached a long train of ermine 
ns. The outer side of the carved front is set with abalone 

ells. The squatting figure which occupies the centre of the 
nt represents the beaver. The same symbols which were men- 

ioned before will be recognized here. The face is human ; but 
¢ ears, which rise over the eyebrows, indicate that an animal is 

Two large pairs of incisors occupy the centre of the 
yen mouth. The tail is turned up in front of the body, and 

“appears between the two hind legs, indicated by cross-hatching. 
” The fore paws are raised to the height of the mouth, but they do 
not hold a stick. It will be noticed that on the chest of the 
Raver another head is represented, over which a number of small 
rings stretch towards the chin of the beaver. Two feet, which 

_ belong to this animal, extend from the corners of its mouth 
a. 
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towards the haunches of the beaver. This animal represents the 
dragon-fly, which is symbolized by a large head and a slender 
segmented body. In many representations of the dragon-fly 
there are two pairs of wings attached to the head. The faceyof 

this animal resembles also a human face ; but the two ears, which 

rise over the eyebrows, indicate that an animal is meant. Com- 

binations of two animals of this sort are found very frequently, 

a smaller figure of one animal being represented on the chest of a 

larger carving. Examples of this kind will be seen in Figs. 
13 and 17. 

Fig. 10 is a halibut-hook, the point of which is carved with a 
design of the sculpin. The symbols of the fish are fins and tail. 
Those of this species of fish are two spines rising over its mouth, 

and joined dorsal fins. In this figure the sculpin is represented 
swallowing a fish, the tail of which protrudes from its mouth. 
The two spines appear immediately over the lips, their points being 
between the two eyes, which are represented by two circles with 
small projections. The two pectoral fins are indicated in bas- 
relief over the eyes. The joined dorsal fins extend from the 

eyes upward toward the narrowest part of the body. ‘The tail of 

the animal extends toward the place where point and shank of - 

the hook are bound together by means of a strip of spruce root. 

The same animal is represented in a slightly different way in 

Fig. 11, which represents the lower portion of a totem pole. The 
lowest figure is probably the sun, or perhaps a starfish. Its arms 

extend upward, and are being bitten by a sculpin, which latter 

is shown with its head downward, its back forward, and its tail 

extending upward. The head will be easily recognized. Two 

crescent-shaped ornaments above the corners of the mouth repre- 

sent the gills of the fish. Above these are seen the pectoral fins. 

On the level of the pectoral fins toward the middle appear the 
symbols of the sculpin, namely, the two spines, the lower portions 
of which are decorated with small human faces. The eye is rep- 
resented under the spine. The dorsal fin commences at the 

height of the eyes, and finally merges into the tail. The tail end 

of the fish is clasped by a human figure, which appears cut in two 

by the fish tail. This carving is also characterized by two sym- 
bols,—the two spines and the joined dorsal fins, 
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P. Fig. 1. 

Ot ae Haida eings beaver. The dragon-fly is shown on the chest of 

10 Gye). Halibut-hook with i scul Howi fish. Tri Lee 7 onenegienpstig design representing a sculpin swa nga ribe, 

GA). Pan - ; i in. Tri pec: 
OR a GF AS noth with design representing a sculpin. Tribe, Tsimshian 

12 represents a legging made of blue cloth with a red 
h appliqué of the figure of a sculpin. The sides of the leg- 
are trimmed with leather fringes. The general shape of the 
will be easily recognized. Its teeth are represented by 

ttons of abalone shells, which are sewed on the cloth. The 
and the dorsal fin are indicated in the same manner. 
| small triangles cut out to the right and left of the mouth 

resent the gills. Immediately over the eyes, and extending 
joward the middlé of the back, we find the two spines, indicated 
y two slender triangular pieces of red cloth cut out in their mid- 
le part. The pectoral fins are indicated by two broader pieces 
f red cloth extending from the eyes outward and upward toward 

ay, 1897.) 9 
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Fig. 12 (gy). Woollen legging with an appliqué design representing a sculpin. Tribe, 
Haida. Length, 28.5 cm.; greatest width, 31 cm., 38 cm. with fringes. 

the margin of the body of the fish. The dorsal fin is indicated 
by the long slits along the back of the animal. In this case the 

species is best characterized by the two spines which appear over 

the eyes. 

In Figs. 13-16 I give a selection of carvings representing the 

hawk. The hawk is symbolized by an enormous hooked beak, 

which is curved backward so that its slender point touches the 

chin. In many cases the face of the bird is represented as that 

of a human being. In this case the nose is given the shape of 

the symbol of the hawk. It is extended in the form of a beak, 

and drawn back into the mouth, or merged into the face below 

the lower lip. 
Fig. 13 is the front of a head-dress, which is used like the one 

described before (Fig. 9). The upper, larger face is that of the 

hawk. The face is human ; but the ears, which rise over the eye- 

brows, indicate that an animal is meant. The body of the animal 

is exceedingly small, and is hidden behind the smaller, lower face. 

Its outlines are seen under this face, in the middle of the lower 

edge of the carving. It is not quite certain whether the two 
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4 Fig. 15. 

| Fie. 13 (iA Head-dress representing a hawk. Tribe, Tsimshian. Height, 20.5 cm.; 
Fig 14 (4%). Handle of a mibie of mountale-gont here; lowest Gquse caprasensing 
ak upper gure representing ¢ man holding a dragon-fly. Tribe, probably Tsimshian. 

Fig. 15 (uit Rattle with design of a hawk. Tribe, Tlingit. Height without han- 

Fig. 16 (aie) Dish made of mountain-sheep horn. Tribe, Tlingit. Greatest length, 
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wings, which are grasped by the arms, are those of the hawk, or 
whether they belong to the face which is carved on the body of 
the bird. It will be noticed that over the arm, which is grasp- 
ing the wing, another wing is carved, Possibly this carving is 

intended to represent the wing of 
the hawk, while the central raised 
wing is that of the being holding 
the two central wings. 

Fig. 14 is the handle of a spoon, 

on which is represented the head 
of a hawk, symbolized by its beak. 
The top of the spoon represents a 

man who is holding a small animal 
with a segmented body, which may 
represent the dragon-fly, although 
the head seems rather smaller than 
we are accustomed to see in repre- 
sentations of the dragon-fly. 

Fig. 17 (2/4). Head-dress representing  bols of the hawk will be recognized. 

Tribe, aotien” Height, ons wideh, Fig. 17, the front of a head- 

RoE dress representing the eagle, is very 
similar to the preceding series ; but it differs from these carvings 

in that the beak of the bird is not turned back so as to touch the 
face, but ends in a sharp point extending downward. The wings 

of the eagle are shown extending from the margin of its body 
inward. The feet are seen at the sides of the lower margin of 
the carving, under the wings. On the body of the eagle a rather 

realistic carving of a frog is shown. The characteristic difference 
between the eagle and the hawk will also be noticed in the paint- 
ing on a drum (Fig. 63), in which also the beak ends in a sharp 

point directed downward, and not turned back toward the face. 

Figs. 18 and 19 are representations of the killer-whale. In the 
rattle (Fig. 18) the form of the whale will be easily recognized. Its — 

tail is bent downward. The large head, one of the characteristic 
features of the whale, is much more pronounced in this than in 
the next figure. The eye appears on the front part of the rattle. 
Under the eye we see the large mouth, which is set with a number 
of curved spines. They are intended to represent the teeth. 

In Figs. 15 and 16 the same sym- 

Ee ee 
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behind the mouth, on the lower part of the carving, 

sent the blow-hole. We find in this speeded a fuller series 
Bal tha sywibols of the whale (namely, a large head, a mouth set 
with teeth, the blow-hole, and a dorsal fin) than in the next 

nen (Fig. 19). 
In Fig. 19 the whale is painted on a mask so that the nda is 

on the left cheek of the face. The back extends over the 

Oo 

ae Fig. 19. 
> a Be #8) Rattle representing a killer-whale. Tribe, Haida or Tsimshian. Length, 

4 x (4s). nting representing a killer-whale. Tribe, Bella Coola. 
: cm.; FO ager cooee : 15 cm. 

‘ail forehead, and the tail is on the right cheek. The whole animal is 
. given the form of a fish whose tail and pectoral fin, or rather 

_ flipper, are essential characteristics. The specific characteristic, 
‘or the symbol, of the killer-whale, is its large dorsal fin, which 

: rises over the eyebrows. The eye of the animal is indicated by a 
white spot. Its mouth is open, and is also left uncolored. 
_ The following series (Figs. 20-23) are representations of the 
shark. Whenever the whole body of this animal is represented, it 
is characterized by a heterocerc tail, a large mouth, the corners of 
which are drawn downward, a series of curved lines on each 
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cheek which represent the gills, and a high tapering forehead, 
which is often decorated with two circles and a series of curved 
lines similar to those found on the cheeks. 

In Fig. 20 we see the upper part of a totem pole, on which a 
shark is represented devouring a halibut. The head has the char- 
acteristic symbols, to which are added here the numerous sharp 
teeth which are found often, but not regularly, as symbols of the 

shark. The greater part of the body has been omitted by the 

artist, since the animal is sufficiently identified by the symbols 
found on the head ; but under the chin will be noticed the two 

pectoral fins which identify it as a fish. 
Fig. 21 is the handle of a copper dagger on which the mouth 

with depressed corners, the curved lines on the cheeks, and the 

ornament rising over the forehead, characterize the shark. 

Fig. 22 is a small pipe on which the entire shark is represented. 
The square end at the right-hand side is the face of the animal, — 

which is shown in front view in the smaller figure. Eyes and 
mouth are inlaid with abalone shell. On account of the narrow- 

ness of the face, the three curved lines generally found on the 

cheeks are placed under the mouth. The forehead has the char- 

acteristic ‘height and tapering shape described before. The 
opposite end of the pipe shows the heterocerc tail turned upward. 

On the sides are carved the pectoral fins, which extend over about 
one-half of the whole length of the sides of the pipe. 

Fig. 23 is a copy of a tattooing on the back of a Haida woman. 
Here we have only the outline of the head of a shark, again char- 

acterized by a peculiarly high forehead, the depressed corners of 

the mouth, and curved lines on each cheek. 

Fig. 24 represents a fabulous sea-monster with the head and 

fore legs of a bear and the body of akiller-whale, but with two or 
three dorsal fins. Flippers are attached to the fore legs. The 

head of the specimen shows one of the most characteristic sym- 

bols of the bear, namely, the wide mouth set with teeth, the tongue 

protruding. ‘The large paws are a second symbol of the bear. 
The sea-monster is also symbolized by the three crescents which 
are shown behind the corner of the mouth. These are intended 

to represent gills. We shall find a series of representations of 

this fabulous monster later on (Figs. 73, 75, 76, and 77). 
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Handle of a dagger representing the head of a shark. Tribe, Tlingit. 
15 em.; width, 7.5 cm. th of | 

nent, ft Wooden pipe, representing a shark. Tribe, Tlingit. Length, to cm. 
6cm.; depth, 3 cm. 

. 
, 
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Let us briefly recapitulate what we have thus far tried to show. 

Animals are characterized by their symbols, and the following 

series of symbols has been described in the preceding remarks : 

te 

Fig. 24 (gy). Wood carving representing a fabulous monster with a bear’s head and paws, 
and the a ee a killer-whale. Tribe, Tlingit. Length, 33.5 cm.; width, 23.5 cm.; height, 
13 cm, 

1. Of the deaver: large incisors, scaly tail, and a stick held in 

the fore paws. 

2. Of the sculpin: two spines rising over the mouth, and a con- 

tinuous dorsal fin. 

3. Of the hawk: large curved beak, the point of which is 
turned backward so that it touches the face. 

4. Of the eagle: large curved beak, the point of which is turned 

downward. 

5. Of the &iller-whale : large head, large mouth set with teeth, 
blow-hole, and large dorsal fin. 

6. Of the shark : an elongated rounded cone rising over the 
forehead, mouth with depressed corners, a series of curved lines 
on the cheeks, two circles and curved lines on the ornament rising 
over the ferehead, round eyes, numerous sharp teeth, and hetero- 

cerc tail. 

7. Of the dear: large paws, and large mouth set with teeth, with 
protruding tongue. 

8. Of the sea-monster ; bear’s head, bear’s paws with flippers 
attached, and gills and body of the killer-whale, with several 
dorsal fins. 

g. Of the dragon-fly : large head, segmented, slender body, and 
wings. 

~~ art 

<a 
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far I have considered the symbols only in connection with 

) inquire in what manner they are used to identify the 
s. We have seen that in a number of the preceding cases 

selection of the form of the animal. Whatever 
the form may be, as long as the recognized sym- 

bols are present, the identity of the animal is 
established. We have mentioned before that the 
symbols are often applied to human faces, while 
the body of the figure has the characteristics of 
the animal. 
We find this principle applied in Fig. 25, which 

represents a totem pole. Three animals are 
shown in this carving. Each of these has a 
human face, to which are added the symbols 
that characterize the animal. In the top figure 
the ears indicate that the head represents that of 
an animal; while the arms, to which the flippers 
are attached, indicate that the sea-monster (see 

Fig. 24) is meant. The next figure below 
represents the shark. It has a human face, and 
it seems that originally a large lip with a labret 
was attached to it, which, however, was lost 

before the specimen came into possession of the 

Museum. This would indicate that a female 
shark is represented. Its symbols in this case 
are the peculiar high ornament which rises over 
its forehead, and the fins, which are placed under 

the chin. The face of the lowest figure resembles 

the faces of the two upper figures very closely. 

Its body, which is shown under the face, makes 
it clear that the artist intended to represent a fish; 

and the two large spines which rise over the eye- 
brows specify that the figure represents a sculpin. 

P While in these cases the entire animals have 
* been represented, in others only parts of animals 
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are shown in conventional forms which combine elements of the 
human form with those of the animal. In other cases the symbols 
are applied to a purely human face. 

Fig. 26 is a human face with human ears, Only the nose indi- 
cates that the mask is not intended to represent a human being. 

Fig. 26. 

Fig. 26 <5) Mask representing a hawk. ‘Tribe, Tlingit. Height, 21.5 cm.; width, 
17.5 Cm.; depth, 10 cm. 

Fig. 27 (gy). Mask with painting symbolizing the red-winged flicker. Tribe, Tlingit. 
Height (excluding ears), 25 cm.; width, 20 cm.; depth, 11cm. 

It is strongly curved, and drawn back into the mouth, thus sym- 

bolizing that the mask is intended to represent the hawk. 
In Fig. 27 we see the face of a woman with a moderately large 

labret. The ears, as explained before, are those of an animal. 
The nose, which has been lost, had undoubtedly the form of 

bird’s beak. Thus the face was characterized as that of a bir 
It was specified partly by the form of the beak, but principally 
by the ornaments painted in red and black on cheeks and 

fore-head. These represent the feathers of the red-winged 
flicker. 
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__ Fig. 28 is a small carved mask which was worn in front of a 
headband of swan’s down. It represents a human face. In place 
_ of the eyebrows we find two rows of circles, which represent the 
: sucking-cups of the squid. By means of this symbol the face is 
recognized as that of the squid. 

Fig. 29. 

, a a 28 ). Small mask with eyebrows, symbolizing the squid. Tribe, Tlingit. Height 
he (exinig aa width, 9.5cm.; depth, 5.5 cm. 

<a Fig. Mask with i wich painting symbolizing the killer-whale. Tribe, Tlingit. Height, 
a ve 18 cm.; 2 em.; depth 

_ In the same manner the mask (Fig. 29) is identified as the 
_____ killer-whale by the two black ornaments painted on the left cheek 
____ and extending down to the chin. They represent the dorsalgfin 
of the killer-whale. 
i. These symbols are also used as facial paintings by dancers, who 

are thus recognized as personifying the animal in question, or as 
belonging to the social group presided over by the animal. At 

_____ social or religious festivals ceremonies are performed which are in 
__—__—s most cases dramatizations of myths, in which the dancer repre- 

sents either the animal, or the spirit that appeared to his ances- 
tor. In many of the composite masks used on such occasions, 
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the ancestor himself is represented by a small figure placed on 
the mask, thus indicating that he was carried away by the animal 

which the dancer personifies. In other festivals, legends are 
dramatized which refer to the events that took place “before the 
animals took off their blankets ;” that is, at the time when there 

was no clear distinction between men and animals. In these 
ceremonies the dancers appear with paintings or other decora- 

tion symbolizing the animals, To this class belongs the ornament 
(Fig. 30), which represents the dorsal fin of a killer-whale, and 

which is worn attached to the back part of the blanket. These — 

ornaments and paintings are found most extensively among the 
Kwakiutl tribes. 

It appears, therefore, that as, first of all, the artist tried to 
characterize the animals he intended to represent by emphasizing 
their most prominent characteristics, these gradually became 

symbols which were recognized even when not attached to the 
animal form, and which took the bisee of representations of the 
entire animal. 

Having thus become acquainted with a few of the symbols — 

of animals, we will next investigate in what manner the native 

artist adapted the animal form to the object he intended to deco- 
rate. First of all, we will direct our attention to a series of 

specimens which show that the native artist endeavors, whenever 
possible, to represent the whole animal on the object that he 
desires to decorate. 

Fig. 31 is a club used for killing seals and halibut before they - 
are landed in the canoe. The carving represents the killer-whale. 

If the principal symbol of the killer-whale, its dorsal fin, were 
placed in an upright position on the club, the implement would 
assume an exceedingly awkward shape. On the other hand, the 
artist could not omit the dorsal fin, since it is the most important 
symbol of the animal. Therefore he has bent it downward along 
the side of the body, so that it covers the flipper. The tail of the 

whale would have interfered with the handle, and for this reason 

it has been turned forward over the back of the whale, so as to be 

in close contact with the body. 

The distortion of the body has been carried still further in 
Fig. 32, which is the handle of a spoon, and represents the same 
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dp Wood carving representing the dorsal fin of the killer-whale. Tribe, Tlingit. 

| Tey DRRCEN ciateed te wipessemt the Lilerwhsle, ‘Tribe, Tllagk. Toul 
, em.; height, 8.cm.; thickness, 5 cm. 

4 eer ge nen reerernnting « kier-whele Tribe, proba- 

_ The large head of the whale, to which the flippers are 
he d, will be easily recognized near the bowl of the spoon. 

g boty has been twisted backward so that the tail almost 
een the mouth. The carving is only on the back of the 
spe a, and the two projections just below the mouth will be 

sognized as the two tips of the whale’s tail, which has been 
li along its lower side and then distended along the back of 

_ the spoon. The dorsal fin has thus been brought into a position 
_ $0 as to extend along the handle of the spoon. It is seen project- 

ng upward from the head of the whale, between the legs of the 
n who forms the tip of the handle. 
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Fig. 33 is a small totem pole representing the 
shark. The tip of its tail forms the top of the 
pole, while the face is placed at its lower end. 
Since most of the symbols of the shark are found 
on its face, it was necessary to bring the face into 
such a position as to be seen in front view, but 
the artist also desired to show the back of the 
fish. For this reason the head has been twisted 
around entirely, so that it appears in front view 
over the back of the fish. In order that the flip- 
pers, an important symbol of the fish, might be 
made visible, they have been pushed backward 

far beyond the place to which they properly 
belong. 

The speaker’s staff (Fig. 34), which also repre- 
sents the shark, has been distorted in the same 

manner ; but here the head has been turned round 

entirely, so that it faces the back of the fish. The 
Mod ®s¢ 33 GP: pectoral fins are shown below the chin. 
Pe Pribe, Hagia, _ In Fig. 35, which is a berry-spoon represent- 
a dill Peg ing a shark, the lower jaw of the animal has 

¢om. been entirely omitted. The flat bowl of the 
spoon is formed by the palate of the fish, while 

its back is the lower side of the spoon. 

The changes of position and of the relative sizes of parts of the 
body, which result from such adaptations to the form of the 

object to be decorated, are still more far-reaching in the following 

specimens, 

Fig. 36 is a shark represented on the top of a totem pole. The 

head of the animal is shown in the form of a human face with 
the characteristic symbols. Under the chin are two flippers. The 
body must be considered turned upward ; but it has been short- 

ened so much that only the tail remains, which rises immediately 
above the face. 

In Fig. 37 (a wooden dancing hat) the symbols of the killer- 
whale are attached to its head. Since the whole body was 

omitted in this case, it was necessary to remove the symbols from 

the back to the head. We see the dorsal fin rising over the 
eyes, and the flippers attached to the head behind the eyebrows, 
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Fig. 34 (Wu). Speaker's staff representing a shark. Tribe, Tlingit. Length, 184 cm. 
wilt 38 (ston). Berry-spoon representing a shark, ‘Tribe, Tsimshian. Length, 36 cm.; 

- ey Fig. 96 (rts). I ‘art of a totem pole representing a shark. Tribe, Haida. Height of shark 

LAN a Dancing represen ng a a I 1 ™ ota eight, 

38 (thy). Halibut-hook with design representing a beaver. Tribe, Tlingit. Length 

| soem.; 

4. of point, 32.5 cm. 
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In Fig. 38, which represents a halibut-hook carved with a 
design of the beaver, we find that the two incisors, the symbols of. 
the beaver, have been moved over to the right side of the animal 
which is represented on the point of the hook. While in reality 

only one of the incisors would be visible in this view, the artist, 
in order to be certain that his idea would be understood, moved 

the two incisors so as to make both visible. We find that in all 
these cases the artist has taken great liberty with the form of the 
animal body, and has treated it so that’ the symbols become 
clearly visible. On the whole, we may say that the artist endeavors 
to represent the whole animal. When this is not possible, all — 
its essential parts are shown. The insignificant ones are often 
omitted. 

We have now to treat a series of peculiar phenomena which 
result from the endeavor on the part of the artist to adjust the 
animal that he desires to represent to the decorative field in such 

a manner as to preserve as far as possible the whole animal, and 
bring out its symbols most clearly. 

Fig. 39 is the top view of a wooden hat on which is carved the 

figure of a sculpin. The animal is shown in top view, as though 
it were lying with its lower side on the hat. The dancing hats of 
these Indians have the forms of truncated cones. To the top are 

attached a series of rings, mostly made of basketry, which indi- 
cate the social rank of the owner, each ring symbolizing a step in 
the social ladder. The top of the hat, therefore, does not belong 

to the decorative field, which is confined to the surface of the 

cone. The artist found it necessary, therefore, to open the back 

of the sculpin far enough to make room for the gap in the deco- 

rative field. He has done so by representing the animal as seen 

from the top, but split and distended in the middle, so that the 

top of the hat is located in the opening thus secured. 

Fig. 40 represents a dish in the shape of a seal. The whole 

dish is carved in the form of the animal; but the bottom, which 

corresponds to the belly, is flattened, and the back is hollowed 
out so as to form the bowl of the dish. In order to gain a wider 

rim the whole back has been distended so that the animal becomes 
inordinately wide as compared to its length. The flippers are 
carved in their proper positions at the sides of the dish. The 

——_ 



of representation is used in decorating small boxes. The 
oad considered as representing an animal. The front 

; painted or carved on the box front; its sides, on 
. f the box; the hind side of its body, on the back of 
= : bottom of the box is the animal’s stomach ; the 

tt the o per upper side, its back. These boxes, sheridan’, are 
~ ied on ihe. sides, which are bent of a single piece of 

Fig. 40. 

eee ee | en Tribe, Haida or Tsim- 
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wood (Fig. 41). When we unbend the sides we find the deco- 
ration extended on a long band, which we may consider as con- 

sisting of two symmetrical halves. The centre is occupied by 
the front view of the animal, the sides by a side view, and the 

ends by one-half of the hind view at each end of the board. An 
actual unbending of the sides of the box would not give a sym- 

metrical form; but, since the ends are necessarily sewed at the 

corner, the hind view of the body will occupy one end. 

In the decoration of silver bracelets a similar principle is 
followed, but the problem differs somewhat from that offered in 
the decoration of square boxes. While in the latter case the 

four edges make a natural division between the four views of the 

animal,—front and right profile, back and left profile,—there is no 

such sharp line of division in the round bracelet, and there would 

be great difficulty in joining the four aspects artistically, while 
two profiles offer no such difficulty. When the tail end of each 
profile is placed where the ends of the bracelet join, then there is 

only one point of junction ; namely, in the median line of the 

head. This is the method of representation that the native 

artists have adopted (Figs. 42, 72, 73, 74). The animal is cut in 
two from head to tail, so that the two halves cohere only at the 

tip of the nose and at the tip of the tail. The hand is put through — 

this hole, and the animal now surrounds the wrist. In this posi- 

tion it is represented on the bracelet. The method adopted is 
therefore identical with the one applied in the hat (Fig. 39), 

except that the central opening is much larger, and that the 
animal has been represented on a cylindrical surface, not on a 
conical one. 

An examination of the head of the bear shown on the bracelet 

(Fig. 42), makes it clear that this idea has been carried out rigidly. 

It will be noticed that there is a deep depression between the © 

eyes, extending down to the nose. This shows that the head 
itself must not be considered a front view, but as consisting of 

two profiles which adjoin at mouth and nose, while they are not 

in contact with each other on a level with the eyes and forehead. 

The peculiar ornament rising over the nose of the bear, decorated 
with three rings, represents a hat with three rings (see p. 144), 

which designate the rank of the bearer. 
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7 Ray wee ofS dich regrenntin a beaver. The sides of the 
single piece of wood, and are shown here flattened out. Tribe, Tlingit. 

Sccaintasee length of long sides, 31.5 cm ; greatest height of sides, 16 cm. 

_ a siieal on a bracelet representing a bear. Tribe, Nass River Indians. 

red to ; and either the animals are represented as split in 
) that the profiles are joined in the middle, or a front view 

of the head is shown with two adjoining profiles of the body. In 
th ee encores heretofore the animal was cut through and 

ugh from the mouth to the tip of the tail. These points were 
ved to cohere, and the animal was stretched over a ring, a 
e, or the sides of a prism. If we imagine the bracelet 

pened, and flattened in the manner in which it is shown in 
ig. 42, we have a section of the animal from mouth to tail, 

cohering only at the mouth, and the two halves spread over a 
flat surface. This is the natural development of the method here 

sscribed when applied to the decoration of flat surfaces, 
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It is clear that on flat surfaces this method allows of modi- 

fications by changing the method of cutting. When the body of 

a long animal, such as that of a fish or of a Standing quadruped, 

is cut in this manner, a design results which forms a long narrow 

strip. This mode of cutting is therefore mostly applied in the 
decoration of long bands. When the field that is to be decorated 

is more nearly square, this form is not favorable. In such cases 

Fig. 43. Painting representing a bear. Tribe, Haida. 

a square design is obtained by cutting quadrupeds sitting on their 

haunches in the same manner as before, and unfolding the animal 

so that the two halves remain in contact at the nose and mouth, 

while the median line at the back is to the extreme right and to 

the extreme left. 

Fig. 43 (a Haida painting) shows a design which has been 

obtained in this manner. It represents a bear. The enormous 

breadth of mouth observed in these cases is brought about by the 

junction of the two profiles of which the head consists. 

This cutting of the head is brought out most clearly in the 

painting (Fig. 44), which also represents the bear. It is the paint- 

ing on the front of a Tsimshian house, the circular hole in the 

middle of the design being the door of the house. The animal 
is cut from back to front, so that only the front part of the head 

coheres. The two halves of the lower jaw do not touch each 



Pig. 44. Painting from a house front representing a bear. Tribe, Tsimshian. 4 P 

Fig. 45, (x). Wooden hat painted with the design of a sculpin. Tribe, Haida. Height 
17. cm.; width, 41 cm.; depth, 42.5 cm. 

Fig. 46 (4). Hat made of spruce roots painted with the design of a beaver. Tribe, Haida 
or Tsimshian. Height, 16 cm.; diameter, 36.5 cm. 
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other. The back is represented by the black outline on which 
the hair is indicated by fine lines. 

In a number of cases the designs painted on hats must lind be 

explained as formed by the junction of two profiles, This is the 

case in the painted wooden hat (Fig. 45), on which the design of 
a sculpin is shown. It will be noticed that only the mouth of 
the animal coheres, while the eyes are widely separated. The 
spines rise immediately over the mouth. The flippers are attached 
to the corners of the face, while the dorsal fin is split into halves, 

each half being joined to an eye. 
The beaver (Fig. 46) has been treated in the same manner. 

The head is split down to the mouth, over which rises the hat 
with four rings. The split has been carried back to the tail, 
which, however, is left intact, and turned up towards the centre 
of the hat. The importance of the symbols becomes very clear 

in this specimen. If the two large black teeth which are seen 
under the four rings, and the tail with the cross-hatchings, were 
omitted, the figure would represent the frog. 

In other designs the cut is made in the opposite direction from 
the one described heretofore. It passes from the chest to the 
back, and the animal is unfolded so that the two halves cohere 
along the middle line of the back. This has been done in the 
Haida tattooings (Figs. 47 and 48), the former representing the 
raven, the latter the duck. In both the. tail is left intact. The 

duck has been split along the back so that the two halves of the 
body do not cohere except in their lowest portion, while the two 
halves of the raven are left in contact up to the head. 

Fig. 49 is a dancing apron woven from mountain-goat wool, 
and fastened to a large piece of leather, the fringes of which are 
set with puffin beaks. The woven design represents the beaver. 

Its symbols, the two pairs of incisors and the scaly tail, are clearly 
represented. While in most carvings and paintings the tail is 
turned upward in front of the body, it is hanging down here 
between the two feet. The meaning of the ornaments in the 
upper part of the apron to the right and to the left of the head 
are not quite clear to me, but I believe they must be considered 
as the back of the body split and folded along the upper margin 
of the blanket. If this explanation is correct, we have to con- 



Fig. 47. Tattooing representing a duck. Tribe, Haida. 

Fig. 48. Tattooing representing a raven. Tribe, Haida. 

Fig. 49 (34). Dancing apron woven of mountain-goat wool, design representing a beaver. 
Tribes Teimah f jan. Height of design, 38 cm.; width, 91 cm. 

sider the animal cut into three pieces, one cut running along 

the sides of the body, the other one along the back. 
Fig. 50 is one of a pair of leggings embroidered with quills on 

a piece of leather. The design, which represents the sea-monster 

described in Fig. 24, must also be explained as a representation of 
the animal split along its lower side, and flattened. In the lower 
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portion of the legging the two profiles are seen, which are joined 
on a level with the eyes, while the two mouths are separated. 
The nostrils are shown in the small triangle below the line con- 
necting the two eyes. Owing to the shape of the legging, the 
arms are not attached to the body, but to the upper part of the 
head. They appear at the right and left margins of the legging, 

Fig. 50 (ff). Embroidered legging representing a sea-monster with a bear’s head and body 
of the’ nee Tribe, Haida. fieight, 37-5 cm.; greatest width, 31 cm. 

and are turned inward along the lower jaws, the three-toed paws 

touching the lower margin. The fins, which are supposed to 
grow out of the upper part of the arms, adjoin the elbows, and 
are turned upward. Another pair of fins, which do not appear in 

most representations of this monster, are attached to the upper 
part of the back, and form the two flaps to the right and left of 
the upper margin. On the back we see a series of circles, which 
probably represent the dorsal fins. The tail occupies the centre 

of the upper margin. The smaller ornaments in the outside 
corners of the head, adjoining the mouth, probably represent 
the gills, 
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__ Fig. 51 represents a leather legging painted with the design of a 
beaver squatting on a human head. In this specimen we observe 
that the proportions of the body have been much distorted owing 
to the greater width of the legging at its upper part. The head 
has been much enlarged in order to fill the wider portion of the 

representing a beaver sitting on a man's head. 
wef 22cm; cp he ges 19 cm. 

: my pene pongo engraved design representing a beaver. Tribe, 

animal cut in two. The symbols—the large incisors and a scaly 
_ tail—appear here as in all other representations of the beaver, but 
_ the lower extremities have been omitted. It might seem that 
_ this design could be explained as well as a front view of the ani- 
mal, but the deep depression between the two eyes is not in favor 
of this assumption. The head consists undoubtedly of two 

_ profiles, which join at the nose and mouth; but the cut has not 
-___ been continued to the tail, which remains intact. 
In the following figures we find a new cut applied. Figs. 53 
and 54 represent the shark, I explained, when discussing the 
symbols of the shark, that in the front view of the animal the 
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symbols are shown to best advantage. For this reason side views 
of the face of the shark are avoided, and in representing the 
whole animal a cut is made from the back to the lower side, and 

the two sides are unfolded, leaving the head in front view. 

The painting (Fig. 53) has been made in this manner, the two 

halves of the body being entirely separated from each other, and 

Fig. 53. Painting representing a shark. Tribe, Haida. 

folded to the right and to the left. The heterocerc tail is cut 
in halves, and is shown at each end turned downward. The 

pectoral fins are shown unduly enlarged, in order to fill the 

vacant space under the head. 

The shark which is shown in Fig. 54 is treated in a slightly dif- 

ferent manner. Again the head is left intact. The cut is made 

from back to chest, but the two halves of the animal are not sepa- 

rated. They cohere at the chest, and are unfolded in this manner, 

so that the pectoral fins and dorsal fins appear to the right and 

left of the body. The heterocerc tail is not clearly indicated in 

this specimen. 

The method of section applied in Fig. 55 is still different. The 

figure represents a painting on the margin of a large leather 

blanket. The animal here represented is the killer-whale. The 
upper painting clearly represents the profile of the animal. The 
lower painting represents the other profile, so that both the right 

and the left halves of the animal are shown. Since there was no 

room for showing the dorsal fin on the lower painting, it is indi- 
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identical. The flipper is shown on a very large scale. It is 

attached immediately behind the head, and extends to a point 
near the tail. Its principal part is occupied by a face, in front of 

which an eye is shown. 

Animals are represented by means of sections not only on flat 

surfaces, but also in round carvings in which one side cannot be 
shown. This is the case on all totem poles, the hind part of 
which is not carved. Whenever all the symbols of the animal can 
be shown on the front of the totem pole, the animals are appar- 
ently represented in their natural position. But representations 
of animals, the symbols of which would be placed on the rear side 

of the totem pole, make it clear that the artist actually splits the 
animals along the rear of the totem pole, and extends this cut in 
such a way that the animal is spread along the curved front of 
the pole. This will become clear by a consideration of the follow- 
ing figures. z 

Fig. 56 represents a sea-monster with a whale’s body and bear’s 
paws. It differs from the monster discussed before in that it has 
a whale’s head, and no fins attached to the fore paws. It has, 
however, one large dorsal fin. The blow-hole of the whale is 
shown over its eyebrows. The tail is turned up in front of the 

body, and the paws are raised in front of the chest. The dorsal 
fin will be recognized in the narrow strip, ornamented with a 
small ring, which slants downward from the elbow towards the 
tail. An ornament of this sort is shown on both sides of the 
carving. We see, therefore, that the dorsal fin has been split, and 
is turned down along each side of the body. This shows that 
the right and left margins of the carved portion of the totem pole 
must be considered as the medial line of the back, which has 

been split and pulled apart. 

The sculpin shown on the totem pole (Fig. 57) is treated in the 
same manner, but in this case the cut is made along the lower 
side of the animal. The head is turned upward, so that the front 
view of the face is seen when looking down upon the back of the 
fish. The spines rise over nose and eyebrows. The pectoral fins 

are shown over the eyebrows on the edge of the carved portion 
of the pole, while the hind portion of the lower part of the body 
occupies the upper part of the margin of the pole. 

a 
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Fig. 56. Fig. 58. 
Ry. (2, Part of model of a totem with design representing a sea-monster. 
pa at idiahe of teres ons i ccenca , oem, 1 a 2 

Fig ). Part of model of a totem pole with design representing a sculpin. Tribe, 
igs iy hedrepenbad te gge em.; depth, 5.5 cm. 
ree i; Part of a totem pole with design representing a sea-monster devouring a fish. 

t of figure (excluding ; width, .  & 
Trait tf pallor, oabde pe dy, “a ge Sof wh rein monster ; 

_ The exceedingly intricate central figure on the pole shown in 
_ Fig. 58 must be explained in the same manner as Fig. 56. We 
see here the sea-monster described before in Fig. 24. It has a 
_bear’s head. In each ear is placed a small human figure the 
hands of which grasp the eyelid of the monster, which they are 
lifting. The tail is turned upward in front of the body, immedi- 

ately over a beaver’s head, which is the next lower figure on the 

paws of monster ; ¢, wing of bird. 
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column. The dorsal fin has been split, and one-half of it is seen 
under the mouth of the bear, indicated by a projection which is 
decorated with a double circle. The fore paws of the animal are 

raised in front of its chest, and appear under the mouth. The 
fins which are attached to them are shown to the right and to the 
left of the tail. The animal is swallowing another being, 
but it is not clear what animal is meant. A fish-tail and a hand 
are seen protruding from the mouth. The space between the 
fore. paws and the tail of the sea-monster is occupied by an 
inverted bird, which will be seen clearly when the figure is 
reversed. Its head is shown with beak resting between the feet. 
The two wings are extended, and reach from the fins of the fore 
arm of the monster to its dorsal fin. The particular point 

brought out by this figure is the same as that which I tried 
. to make clear in considering Fig. 56; namely, that the two edges 

of the carved pole must be considered as the extended medial 
line of the back of the animal that is represented on the pole. 

These carvings make it clear that in paintings on hats, such as 

shown in Figs. 39, 45, and 46, and in flat figures, such as Fig. 12, © 

we must consider the outer rim of the figure as the distended sides - 
of a cut made along the lower side of the animal. All these dis- 
tortions and sections of animals may be explained by the necessity 

the artist felt of showing all the symbols of the animal in 
his works. 

In most cases the symbols appear clearly in profiles of animals. 

For this reason the artist, when representing profiles, has not 

endeavored to show both sides of the body. I will give here a 

series of figures illustrating this point. 
Fig. 59 represents the top of a box on which is carved the sea- 

monster Wasku. It has a wolf’s head and body, and a large 

dorsal fin. It is able to hunt in the sea as well as on land. The 
artist has shown a profile of the animal with one fore leg and one 

hind leg, the tail curled up over the back. The dorsal fin, which 
in most representations of this animal stands out vertically from 

the body, has been laid down along the back in order to fit it into 
the decorative field. 

Fig. 60 is a tattooing representing the sea-monster Tsem’aks, 

which has a raven’s body with a whale’s body attached to its head, 
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and a fin attached to the raven’s back. It is shown in profile with 

one leg, the dorsal fin, and the tails of raven and whale twisted 
around so as to be seen from the side. 

Fig. 61 is a tattooing representing the moon. In its lower por- 
tion the crescent will be seen. In the dark portion of the moon 

Fig. 6. 

Fig. so (dy). Slate carving representing the sea-monster Wasku. Tribe, Haida. Size, 
29.5 X 19.5 cm. 

Fig. 60. Tattooing representing the fabulous sea-monster Tsem'aks. Tribe, Haida, 

Fig. 61. Tattooing representing the moon. Tribe, Haida. 
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a semi-human figure is shown in profile, with one leg. One arm 
is extended downward, and one backward, as though he were lift- 
ing a heavy weight. 

In Fig. 62, which represents the design on a circular slate dish, 

we see a good case of the adaptation of a profile to the decora- 

tive field. The design represents a killer-whale with two dorsal 

Fig. 62 (as). Slate dish with design representing a killer-whale. Tribe, Haida. Diame- 
ter, 41.5 cm.; depth, 6.5 cm. 

fins. The animal is bent around the rim of a dish so that the 
head touches the tail. ‘The two dorsal fins are laid flat along the 
back, while the large flipper occupies the centre of the dish. 

Fig. 63, which is the painting on the head of a drum, is a com- 

bination of front and side views. It is a system of representation 
with which we are familiar in the art of ancient Egypt. Here 
the head is turned sideways, while the body, the outstretched 
wings, and the feet are shown in front view. It is found very 
rarely in the art of the Indians of the North Pacific coast, and, so 

far as | am aware, almost exclusively in representations of the 

eagle. The painting on the outer ring of the drum-head is diffi- 
cult to explain. It will be noticed that the tail of the eagle 
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‘Fig. 64. 

+ 64 (xt). Carving on the end of a food tray representing a hawk. Tribe, Tlingit. 

r of a human figure, the arms of which are placed near the 
wer corners of the face, and are of diminutive size, while the 
nds are of very large size. The two sitting figures below the 

full-face views of animals. I explained before that the face of 
e shark is always shown in this manner, because its symbols 

_ appear best in this position. The only other animal which is 
“4 painted or carved on flat surfaces in full front view is the hawk or 
__ thunder-bird, whose symbol is the long beak which descends to 
the chin. A number of carvings representing the thunder-bird 
were given in Figs. 13-16. ‘ 
We find full-face representations of the thunder-bird very fre- 

uently used on dishes, on which the beak is indicated by a long 

wedge which separates the mouth into two halves. It is, however, 

[4fay, 1897.) 11 
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not certain whether the artists consider this face always as a full 

front view, because we often find (Fig. 64) a depression between 

the two eyes, corresponding to the depression which I described 

before when referring to the joining of the profiles of animals. 

It may be that the long central wedge must be considered as the 

two halves of the long descending beak, which join in the middle. 

Fig. 65. Painting from front of a house representing a thunder-bird. Tribe, Kwakiutl. 

It might be expected, however, that in this case the beak would, 

at least sometimes, be carried on outward to the right and to the 

left below the chin, corresponding to one-half of the beak seen 

in Fig. 13. I have not observed a single specimen in which this 
is the case, and therefore I am rather inclined to consider the 

carvings of thunder-birds on dishes as full front views. 

This ornament may have originated in the following manner : 

Many grease and food dishes have the form of canoes. The 

canoe symbolizes that a canoe-load of food is presented to the 

guests ; and that this view is probably correct is indicated by the 
fact that the host in his speeches often refers to the canoe filled 
with food which he gives to his guests. The canoe form is often 
modified, and a whole series of types can be established forming 

the transition between canoe dishes and ordinary trays. Dishes 
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of this sort always bear a conventionalized face at each short end, 
____— while the middle part is not decorated. This is analogous to the 

_ style of the decoration of the canoe. On the whole the decora- 
__ tion of the canoe is totemistic. It may be that it is only the 

_ peculiar manner in which the beak of the hawk is represented 
__ which has given rise to the prevalence of this decoration. The 
_ upper jaw of the hawk is always shown so that its point reaches 
the lower jaw and turns back into the mouth. When painted or 
_ carved in front view the beak is indicated by a narrow wedge- 

_ shaped strip in the middle of the face, the point of which touches 
_ the lower margin of the chin. The sharp bow and stern of a 

__ €anoe with a profile of a face on each side, when represented on 

a level or slightly rounded surface, would assume the same shape. 

Therefore it may be that originally the middle line was not the 
‘beak of the hawk, but the foreshortened bow or stern of the 
canoe. This decoration is so uniform that the explanation given 
____ here seems to me very probable. 
‘a : In Fig. 65 we see a painting representing a full front view of 
____ the thunder-bird. Its principal symbol is the long beak, which in 

_ front view appears like a long line descending from the nose over 
the mouth. It is doubtful if in this case the body may be con- 
sidered as being split along the back. On account of the fact that 

_ the face is certainly represented as a full-face view, it seems to 
____ me more likely that the animal is represented with spread wings, 

____ similar to the eagle in Fig. 63. 
IT have described a number of sections applied in representing 
various animals. Heretofore we have had cases only in which 
the sections were rather simple. In many cases in which the 

_ adaptation of the animal form to the decorative field is more 
difficult, the sections and distortions are much more numerous 

and far-reaching than those described before. 
____-The cut that has been applied in the totem pole (Fig. 66) is 
also much more intricate than the preceding ones. The upper 

figure represents a bird which is shown in the form of a human 
being, to the arms of which wings are attached. Under this 
figure we find a representation of the killer-whale. The hind 
part of its body is more easily recognized than the head. A small 
human figure is seen riding on the dorsal fin. The tail, which 



appears at the lower margin of the figure, isturned backward over 
the back of the animal. We must therefore imagine that the 
head has been turned downward behind the human figure riding 
on the dorsal fin. We must remember that the part of the animal 
which is turned downward will be placed in the back of the 

totem pole, which is not carved, and that consequently, according 
to what was stated before, the artist will split it and distend it so 
that the middle line will appear at each edge of the carved portion 

of the pole. Thus the right half of the head will be brought into 
view on the right side of the totem pole, the left half on the left. 
This is the explanation of the whale’s head with its teeth, which 

is seen in our figure next to the tail, the lower jaw being omitted. 
The flipper, which adjoins the head, is laid over the back of the 

whale, immediately under the feet of the human being riding on 

the dorsal fin of the whale. The figure must therefore be 
explained in such a way that the animal is twisted twice, the tail 
being turned up over the back, and the head being turned down 
under the stomach, the head being then split and extended 

outward. 

Fig. 67 is a copy of a painting on the front of a box. It repre- 
sents a frog. By far the greater portion of the box-front is 

occupied by the head of the animal, which, according to what 
was said before, must be considered as consisting of two adjoin- 

ing profiles. The symbol of the frog’s head is its toothless 
mouth. The two black portions extending downward from the 
lower corners of the face are-two halves of the body. To these 

are joined the fore paws, which occupy the space below the 

mouth; the upper arm and fore arm being turned inward, the 

fore feet being turned outward under the arm. The hind legs 
occupy the lateral field on both sides of the head. They are not 
connected in any way with the body of the animal. 

In Fig. 68 we find a novel representation of the killer-whale, 

which is copied from the painting on a house of the Kwakiutl 

Indians. The sections that have been used here are very compli- 

cated. First of all, the animal has been split along its whole 

back towards the front. The two profiles of the head have been 

joined, as described before. The painting on each side of the 

mouth represents gills, thus indicating that a water-animal is 
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meant. The dorsal fin, which according to the methods described 

heretofore would appear on both sides of the body, has been cut 

off from the back before the animal was split, and appears now 

placed over the junction of the two profiles of the head. The 

flippers are laid along the two sides of the body, with which they 
cohere only at one point each. The two halves of the tail have 
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Fig. 66. Fig. 68. 

Fig. 66 (ytfg). Part of model of a totem pole with design representing a killer-whale. 
Tribe, Haida. eight from whale upward, 35 cm.; width, 8 cm.; depth, 6.5 cm. 

Fig. 67. Painting from a box front, design representing a frog. Tribe, Haida. 

Fig. 68. Painting from a house front with design representing a killer-whale. Tribe, 
Kwaklutl. 
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been twisted outward so that the lower part. of the figure forms a 

straight line. This is done in order to fit it over the square door 

of the house. 

In Fig: 69 the same animal has been treated in still a different 

manner. The figure is also the painting from a house-front of the 

Kwakiutl Indians. The central parts of the painting are the two 
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Fig. 69. Painting from a house-front, design representing a killer-whale. Tribe, Kwakiutl. 

profiles of the head of the killer-whale. The notch in the lower 

jaw indicates that it also has been cut, and joined in its central 

part. The cut on the upper part of the face has been carried 

down to the upper lip. The body has disappeared entirely. The 

cut of the head has, however, been carried along backward the 

whole length of the body as far as the root of the tail, which 

latter has been cut off, and appears over the junction of the two 

profiles of the head. The dorsal fin has been split, and the two 

halves are joined to the upper part of the head, from which they 

extend upward and outward. Immediately below them the two 

halves of the blow-hole are indicated by two small faces, the 

upper parts of which bear a semicircle each. The flippers are 

attached to the lower corners of the face. The painting on the 

face next to the mouth represents the gills. 
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Fig. 70 is another house-painting of the Kwakiutl, representing 
the raven. The same principle has been adhered to by the artist 

who made this painting. The central portion of the figure is 

occupied by the head of the raven split from its lower side 
upward so that the two halves cohere along the upper edge of 
the beak. Then the two halves of the head have been folded 

Fig. Painting from a house-front representing a raven. Tribe, Kwakiutl. (1) Lower 
jaw i tames “x precedh (4) feet ; (5) legs ; (6) wings. 

upward, so that the two halves of the tongues and the two lower 

jaws appear on each side of the central dine. The two halves of 

the lower side of the body are shown extending in a curved line 
from the corners of the mouth towards the tail, which latter has 

not been cut. The wings have been considerably reduced in 

size, and pulled upward so that they appear over each upper 

corner of the head. The legs occupy the right and left lower 

parts of the painting, the feet being disconnected from the thin legs. 

In Fig. 71, which is a painting on the margin of a blanket, the 

sea-monster described in Fig. 24 is represented. The animal 

is shown here as split in two along its back; but all its parts, 

except the head, the paws, and the tail, are much reduced in size. 

, Phe two enormous eyes, and between them the nose, will readily 
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be recognized. The teeth are indicated by a series of slanting 
lines under each eye, but the lower jaws of both halves have been 

omitted. The whole body is represented by the thin line extend- 
ing from the lower outer corner of the eyes upward, then along 
the upper margin of the painting, and downward again. The 
three dorsal fins are shown over this line,—one-half of each on 

each side of the back. The arms are indicated by two curves 
under the line indicating the back. The fin of the arm is shown 

WULF Wai} 

' 

71 (dfs). Painting from the edge of a blanket —! asea-monster. Northern 
Brith Colambla. Length, 139 cm. 

under the fore arm. While all these are of small size, the paw 

which adjoins the fore arm is shown on a very large scale, the 

claws turned towards the face. The line representing the body 

runs towards both ends of the painting along the lower margin 
until it is merged into the tail, one-half of which is shown on each 
side. In this specimen the proportions of the body are much 
more distorted than in any previous case. 

The following series of figures are designs found on a number 
of silver bracelets. The animals represented on these are also 

shown very fragmentarily. 
In Fig. 72 we see the beaver cut in two along its back. The 

face does not need any further explanation. The fore legs adjoin 

it on each side, the toes being turned inward ; but the whole rest 

of the body has been omitted, except the two halves of the tail, 
which the artist was compelled to show, because they are symbols - 
of the animal. 

In Fig. 73 we recognize the sea-monster, with a bear’s head and 
a whale’s body. Here also by far the greater portion of the 
etching represents the head and fore arms of the monster. The 

fins, that are attached to the upper arms near the elbow, are | 
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half of the tail, occupying only the outer upper margin of the 
bracelet. I am not quite clear whether the artist intended to 

. Fig. 72 (gks). Design on a silver bracelet representing a beaver. Tribe, Haida. Height, 
35 

73 (hin). Design on a silver bracelet representing a sea-monster. Tribe, Haida. 
it, 3-5 Cm. 

4 Fig. 74 (eies). Design on a silver bracelet representing a hawk. Tribe, Haida. Height, 
BS om. 

__ represent the two halves of the dorsal fin by the curved ornament 
_ adjoining the hat which rises over the nose of the monster. 
_ The hawk which is shown in Fig. 74 has been cut in a different 

_ manner, namely, from the beak backward, the two halves being 
then turned outward. The centre of the design is occupied by 
the two halves of the head, and the two talons which adjoin it. 

_ The wings are cut off from the body, and occupy the outer 
_ corners of the design. 
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The designs on the following series of carvings are no less 

conventionalized. Fig. 75 is a sea-monster adjusted to a circular 

slate dish. The carving is perfectly symmetrical ; but, owing to 
an accident, the drawing appears asymmetrical because it has 

been taken from an eccentric point of view. Here also the centre 
is occupied by the head of the animal. The tail is seen under 
the lowest part of the mouth, turned upward in front of the 
body. The arms are shortened considerably. They are attached 
to the lower corners of the mouth, the paws touching the chin. 

Fig. 75 (¢f). Slate dish with design representing a sea-monster. Tribe, Haida. Diame- 
ter, 36.5 cm.; depth, 7.5 cm. 

The fins are joined to the upper part of the arms, and are turned 

upward so that they lie close to the sides of the face and about 
on a level with the ears. 

In Fig. 76, which represents the front of a small box carved in 

slate, the same sea-monster is shown. Again we see the animal 
cut in two, the section separating the eyes and the ears, the 

mouth, however, being left intact. Here the whole body has been 

omitted, with the exception of the paws, to which the fins are 

attached. The paws will be recognized turned inward under the 
mouth, while the fins extend upward along the outer margins of 
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so that it almost touches the head. ; 
Fig. 77 represents the carving ona slate slab. We have here a 
ig fe rent representation of the sea-monster, which is also, as we 

V say, very much abbreviated. The head occupies by far the 
er portion of thecarving. The body, which is seen underneath 

_s 

igi ff 

— 

Fig. 76 (diy). Front of a slate box with design representing a sea-monster. Tribe, Haida, 
“Size, 18.5x 30cm. 

< 77 (xtfs). Slate slab with design representing a sea-monster. Tribe, Haida, Size, 
44 x 26.5 cm. 
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the head, occupying the centre of the slab, is indicated by a com- 
paratively small square with rounded edges, which is decorated 
with two fins. ‘The rest of the decoration on the lower edge of 
the slab must be interpreted as the arms of the monster, the large 
face on each corner representing an elbow. The whole arm, 

extending from the elbow to the hand, is omitted. The latter is 
indicated by an oval the centre of which is occupied by an eye. 
From it rise the three fingers or claws. The important symbols 
of the monster, the fins, which are attached to the fore arm, are 

shown adjoining the elbow, and rise along the sides of the slab, 
outside of the eyes. The two ornaments occupying the upper 

corners of the slab are undoubtedly the tail of the monster. 

The shark which is shown in Fig. 78 is found on one end of a 

small food tray. I do not need to repeat the description of the 
shark’s face, on which the characteristic symbols will be recog- 
nized. I have introduced this figure here in order to show that 

the whole body of the animal has been omitted with the sole 

exception of its pectoral fins, which are carved on the rim of the 

tray on both sides of the forehead. Their position is somewhat 
analogous to the one found on the totem pole (Fig. 33). 

In Figs. 79 and 80 we find the representations of the sculpin 
distorted and dissected in the same manner as the sea-monster on 

the preceding figures. 
In Fig. 79 the sculpin has been adapted to a circular slate dish. 

The centre of the design is occupied by a rosette, which has un- 

doubtedly been copied from European designs. In the drawing 
the outlines of the various parts of the body have been strength- 

ened in order to make their relations somewhat clearer. It will be 
noticed that the head is split in two, cohering only at the nose and 
the upper jaw. The two spines rise immediately from the nose. 
The two halves of the body extend from the corners of the face 

upward along the rim of the dish. There they grow thinner, 
indicating the thin portion of the fish body near the tail. The 

tail has not been split, and is turned upward and backward so 

that it touches the central rosette. A comparison between this 

design and the design at the centre of the upper margin in 
Fig. 76 will show a great similarity between the two, thus making 
it probable, that, as stated before, the latter design is intended to 
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_ Fig. 7 from the end of a food ing a shark. T ingit. tS. ce ag on a tray representing a ribe, Tlingit 

i. Slate dish with design representing a sculpin. Tribe, Haida. Diameter, 
cm.; | 6.5 cm. 

represent the tail of the monster. The pectoral fins of the scul- 
are shown in a rather abnormal position. They are turned 

forward from the body so that they adjoin the lower jaw. They 
will be recognized between the jaws and the rim of the dish. The 

at fin is indicated by the long pointed ornaments extending 
m the eye towards the tail. 

____ Im the design Fig. 80 the sculpin has been dissected in a some- 
_ what different manner. The head occupies the upper margin of 

theslab. It has a remarkably triangular shape. The body has been 
bisected from head to tail, and turned and twisted in such a man- 
ner that each half extends in a curve downward from the corners 
of the face to the middle of the lower margin of the slab. The 

__ pectoral fins have been left in contact with the corners of the 
_ mouth, and are placed in the same position as in the preceding 

figure, namely, adjoining the lower jaw. They meet just below 
the chin of the animal. I believe the ornaments which are 
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stretched along the right and left margins of the slab represent 
the dorsal fins of the sculpin. 

Our last figure (Fig. 81) shows the design of a beautiful Chilcat 
blanket. In this specimen the distortion and dissection of the 
animal have been carried further than in any of the preceding 
specimens. On the design are shown the two profiles of the 
head, the dorsal fin, the tail, the flippers, and the chest of the killer- 

whale. In order to understand the design, we must imagine the 

Fig. 80 (¢f,). Front of a slate box with design representing a sculpin. Tribe, Haida. 
Size, 18.5 x 30 cm. . 

whale placed head downward, the chest towards the observer. 

The design on the chest is the large face which occupies the 
centre of the upper margin of the blanket. Then we-must 

imagine that the head has been cut off, and split and twisted in such" 
a way that the two halves of the mouth are turned outward. Next we 

must imagine the body of the animal cut through just above the 
chest, and turned backward so that the tail is placed behind the 
head. Then the two halves of the head have been moved tothe right 

and to the left in order to allow the tail to appear between the 
two halves. In this position the dorsal fin would be hidden 
behind the chest of the animal. In order to make it visible it 
has been cut off from the back and moved towards the tail until 
it appears just above the tail; it has been split and flattened so. 

that both halves, the left and the right, are seen under the chest. 
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Finally the two flippers have been considerably enlarged and 
twisted in such a way that they occupy the two upper corners of 

the blanket. 
I will add a remark in regard to the frequent occurrence of the 

eye ornament on all these designs. An examination of our fig- 

ures will show that in most cases it is used to indicate a joint. 

Flipper. Chest. Flipper. 

Head. Tail. Head. 

« Fig. 8x (guy). Chilcat blanket representing a killer-whale. Tribe, Tlingit. Width, 
156 cm.; height, 77 cm. 

Shoulder, elbow, hand, hips, knees, feet, the points of attach- 

ment of fins, tails, and so forth, are always indicated by eyes, which, 

I believe, may best be interpreted as representations of the 

surfaces of ball-and-socket joints. 

We can now sum up the results of our considerations. In the 

first part of this paper I described the symbols of a number of 

animals, and pointed out that in many cases there is a tendency 

to substitute the symbol for the whole animal. The works of 

art which I described in the second part of my paper may be 

Said to illustrate a principle which is apparently diametrically 

opposed to the former. While the symbolism developed a ten- 

dency to suppress parts of the animal, we ‘find in the efforts of 
the artist to adapt the form of the animal to the decorative field 

a far-reaching desire to preserve, so far as feasible, the whole 
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animal ; and, with the exception of a few profiles, we do not find 

a single instance which can be interpreted as an endeavor to give 
a perspective and therefore realistic view of an animal. We 
have found a variety of methods applied which tend to bring the 
greatest possible part of the animal form into the decorative 
field. I conclude from this that it is the ideal of the native 
artist to show the whole animal, and that the idea of perspective 
representation is entirely foreign to his mind. His representa- 
tions are combinations of symbols of the various parts of the 
body of the animal, arranged in such a way that if possible the 
whole animal is brought into. view. The arrangement, however, 
is so that the natural relation of the parts is preserved, being 
changed only by means of sections and distortions, but so that 
the natural contiguity of the parts is preserved. 

The success of the artist depends upon his cleverness in de- 

signing lines of dissection and methods of distortion. When he 
finds it impossible to represent the whole animal, he confines 
himself ‘to rearranging its most characteristic parts, always of 
course including its symbols. There is a tendency to exagger- 
ate the size of the symbols at the expense of other parts of the 
subject. I presume this is the line in which the two principles 
of the decorative art of the Indians of the North Pacific Coast 
of America merge into each other. The gradual emphasizing 

of the symbol at the expense of other parts of the body leads 
in many cases to their entire suppression, and to designs in which 
the animal is indicated only by its symbols. 



XI.— DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES OF 
LURIAN FOSSILS FROM NEAR FORT CASSIN 
'D ELSEWHERE ON LAKE CHAMPLAIN. 

_ By R. P. Wurrrievp. 

Piates IV anv V. 

owing new forms of fossils, with others, have been 
and sent to me for determination by Profs. H. M. Seely 
Perkins, in connection with the Geological Survey of 

amplain, made under the direction of the Faculties of 
sbury College and the State University. They are, with 
hice exceptions, from the horizon of the Fort Cassin 

1 indicate that the fauna of that period is not yet fully 
s there are several species of which no examples have 
ined sufficiently perfect for description and illustration. 

Rhinopora prima, n. sp. 

PLATE IV, Fics. 5 AND 6. 

pum forming a thin cup-shaped or open funnel-formed body, composed 
n expansion of film of not more than half and mostly less than half a 
er in thickness ; on the outer surface this film is closely covered with small 

miform elevations or tubercles arranged in curving lines, or quincunx 
| These tubercles are about .5 mm. in diameter or sometimes slightly 

that they measure two to the millimeter or three and a half tubercles 

. Each tubercle when examined under a lens is seen to have a small 
nd pore in its summit, which opens into a larger cavity below. The cup 
one yee bee been nearly an inch in diameter, but is open on 

r Biicisa ¥ was supposed to belong to the genus Calathium 
sponge), but I think there is no question that it properly 

ags to the Bryozoa, and is very closely related to if not exactly 
tical generically with RAinopora verrucosa Hall, from the 

mit n Group. 

q sce and locality.—In the limestones at Fort Cassin, Vt. 
une, 1897.) {177] 12 
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Protorthis cassinensis, n. sp. 

PLATE IV, Fics. 1 AND 2. 

Protorthis sp.? HALL, Pal. N. Y. Vol. VIII, Pt. ii, Plate Ixxxiv, Figs. 1 
and 2. 

Shell small, seldom attaining to more than 10 mm. in its extreme width, and 

the distance from beak to base about two-thirds that of the width. Valves 

nearly equally convex and moderately arcuate, with a proportionally long hinge- 

line ; cardinal angles rounded ; beaks small and incurved ; «dorsal valve with a 

perceptible mesial sinus. Surface marked by extremely fine hair-like radiating 

strie, difficult to perceive except under a fairly strong magnifying power. Shell 

substance distinctly fibrous without any appearance of puncte even under strong 

magnification ; but the fibers are quite crystalline, and the puncte, if any have 

existed, may have been destroyed by this change. 

In the interior, as shown by Prof. Hall in the work cited above, 

there appears to be a triangular cavity formed by the dental 
lamellae of the ventral valve, and also proportionally strong 

muscular markings. 

Formation and locality—In the limestones at Fort Cassin, Vt. 

Not very common. 

Protorthis minima, n. sp. 

PLATE IV, Fics. 3 AND 4. 

Shell small, almost minute, varying in size from 1 mm. to 4 mm, in trans- 

verse diameter, and on the ventral valve the length from beak to base is about 

equal to the transverse diameter, but on the dorsal side almost one-third less. 

Valves subquadrangular in outline, with broadly rounded front and lateral 

angles. Ventral valve the most ventricose, in fact quite prominently so, with a 

rather large beak and a fairly well-marked mesial sinus along the middle. 

Dorsal valve more regularly and less prominently ventricose. Surface marked 

by radiating lines, so fine in their texture as to represent only the fibers of the 
shell structure. 

This differs from /. cassinensis in the very quadrangular out- 
line and in its greater convexity. 

Formation and locality——Abundant in some layers of the Fort 

Cassin limestones at Fort Cassin, Vt. 
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This and the preceding species are certainly congeneric, Prof. 

I has figured the first species in the work cited at the head of 
des escl “i tion to illustrate his genus Proterthis, founded on 

bi ngsi Hartt, from the St. John’s group, which is pre- 

dmi Bet it may be Calciferous, which is by no means certain. 

ar sh I can see, the two forms, Orthis dillingst and the present 

p peci es, are entirely unlike each other, and represent two very 

ct groups of the Orthidz. I should be much more inclined to 
¢ two species here described to the group of Orthis, typified 

O. subcarinata, and others of similar character ; 

O. billingsi is much more nearly related to such forms as 
Jastiata of the Niagara group and O. strophomenoides of the 

er Helderberg, called by Hall Orthostrophia. 1 do not think, 
ver, that they are worthy of a distinct generic name, or it 
d be me easiest way to dispose of them. 

Murchisonia cassina, pn. sp. 

PLATE IV, Fic. 7. 

Fi. rel ilo medium size, slender and with a rapidly ascending spire, con- 

2 or more volutions, which are strongly rounded between sutures, 

t little more than half as high as their transverse diameter ; last two or 
p s subangular in the middle and showing evidence of having pos- 

Se dllneasteed band just below the middle of the-height. Surface of the 
ot visible, but as seen through its substance, where preserved in the 

, it would seem to have been rather smooth. 

nis dene spire, strongly rounded volutions with deep, sharp 
res, this species differs from any other species known in these 
pat somewhat resembles AZ. gracilis of the Trenton and 

n River formations, but is less oblique and more slender. 

ie and locality—In the limestone beds at Fort Cassin, 
‘Lake Champlain. 

Straparollina minima, p. sp. 

PLate IV, Fics. 10-12, 

us ia vitsane; its greatest diameter being only 6 mm., the height about 4 mm., 
and consisting of three volutions. Apical angle about 105° ; volutions only 
slightly convex between sutures and rather rapidly expanding, the last one 
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distinctly angular on the periphery, but hardly carinate. On the underside the 

last volution is nearly as convex as on the upper surface, and presents a rather 

broad umbilical opening with subangular margin. Aperture a little transverse, 

subangular at the outer margin, the lip somewhat receding below and outward 

from the suture. Surface of the shell too much weathered to show growth-lines. 

Two examples of this shell have been found at Colchester, Vt., ' 

on Lake Champlain, by Prof. G. H. Perkins, and are probably. 
near the horizon of the Beekmantown Calciferous. 

Maclurea affinis 27//. 

PLATE IV, Fics. 8 AND 9. 

Maclurea affinis Bit. Pal. Foss. Vol. I, p. 238, Fig. 224. 

Some examples of this species have been obtained preserving 
the external shell, which has not hitherto been described. The 

shell substance is of moderate thickness and marked on the 

exterior by a series of comparatively regular varices, which are 
more or less distant on the inner coils with projecting lamellar 
edges and with concave interspaces. On the outer volution they 

become more rounded and take on the form of undulations of 

the surface, and finally near the aperture of adult specimens are 

quite irregular, presenting the appearance of old age characters. 

On the inner whorls these varices sometimes look like the septa 

of a Nautiloid shell, and would be very readily mistaken for such, 
but on closer examination they are seen to be surface-markings 
only. 

The examples have been furnished by Profs. G. H. Perkins and 
H. M. Seely, and were collected from the Fort Cassin Beds at the 
mouth of Otter Creek, Vt. ; 

Ecculiomphalus compressus, pn. sp. 

PLATE IV, Fic. 13. 

Shell of medium size, consisting of a little more than one volution, volutions 

quite rapidly expanding, the inner half very slender and thin, while the last 

third is more rapidly expanded and the outer portion straightened. Section 

of the volution ovate, acutely rounded on the dorsal edge and more broadly 

5 ee 
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inner side. Surface of the shell marked by very strong growth- 
and curving strongly backward toward the outer edge of the 

‘ing a strong, deep notch in the outer margin of the aperture. 

est allied form is found in Zeculiomphalus canadensis 
1 the Calciferous rocks at Phillipsburg, Canada, from 

i einer in its more rapidly expanding shell and in the 
yressed ovate section and obtusely angular back, whereas that 

nearly circular in section. 

Ko jon and locality—In the Calciferous sandrock at Col- 
m, Ve Received from Prof. G. H. Perkins. 

Bucania champlainensis, n. sp. 

Piate IV, Fics. 14-16. 

ell of medium size for the genus, with the outer volution broadly expanded , 
much thickened, being somewhat heart-shaped on the margin of the lip. 
r ions rounded and involved within the lip of the outer one to the 

nt of ‘nearly or quite one-third of its diameter, but showing deep umbilical 
he the sides. Number of volutions, three or four. Surface of the 

I, so far as can be determined, smooth. 

an. representing this species, although numerous, are 
tions in the limestone, and none of them show the entire 
The most of them have been imbedded and worn away so 
lier the expanded aperture on the surface of the rock, 
‘section of the inner volutions more or less on one side of 

enter ; and many show the lip open in front, indicating, prob- 
broad notch in the front margin. The substance of the 

$ seen in section on the surface of the rock, is often 6.5 mm. 
inch) in thickness. 
the species differs from 4. rotundata Hall in its rounded 

and very small umbilicus ; and from 2. expansa Hall in 
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Nautilus perkinsi, n. sp. 

PLATE V, FIGs. I AND 2, 

Shell of moderate size, consisting of seven or more closely-coiled volutions, 

the outer ones slightly embracing the inner to about or less than one-quarter of 

the diameter, and very greatly increasing in their diameter with additional 

growth ; very slightly flattened on the back and marked by strong, very oblique 

folds on the sides, which pass backward from the suture across the volution and 

become obsolete on the dorsum, These folds cross some five or six septain — 

their extent between the ventral and dorsal faces, are rounded on their surface 
and strongest on the middle of the sides. Surface marked by lines of growth, 

which have a broad sinus on the dorsal portion of the shell, and follow nearly 

the direction of the oblique folds on the sides. Septa rather deeply concave, 

arranged so as to include about five chambers in the space of an inch, measured 

on the dorsal surface of the outer volution. Siphon of moderate size, sub- 

central, nearest to the dorsal surface. 

This species is somewhat closely related to WV. champlainensis 
from the same beds, but differs principally in the presence of the 
oblique undulations of the surface. 

Formation and locality —Fort Cassin Beds at Fort Cassin, Vt. 
Collected and presented by Prof. G. H. Perkins. 

Harpes cassinensis, n. sp. 

PLATE V, FIGs. 3 AND 4. 

Specimens consisting of the cephalic shield only, which is on the whole 

decidedly horseshoe-shaped, with the posterior extremities of the cheek spines 

somewhat incurved and reaching within the width of the glabellar elevation ; 

the anterior margin forward of the occipital furrow forms nearly a semicircle, 

while behind this point the curvature is less regular, and would, if continued, 

form the narrower portion of an ovate outline. Surface of. the border concave 

between the dorsal furrow and the outer edge, the posterior limbs being 

pointed and incurved. Middle of the cephalic shield quite prominent, the 

glabellar lobe forming only about one-fifth of the width, and the fixed cheeks 

each about two-fifths of the space. Glabella cylindrically conical, rounded in 

front, marked by a single furrow near its base, with a smooth triangular space 

on each side passing outward to beyond the middle of the width of the fixed 

cheek. Fixed cheeks large, very prominent; ocular tubercles proportionally 

large, with a distinct ocular ridge uniting them with the glabella, and less dis- 
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n ‘outsic of the eye. Occipital furrow very narrow, and the occipital ring 

c ¢ of the head covered entirely by very fine punctz, which on the fixed 

is closely related to H/. ottawensis Billings, from the 
es near Ottawa, Canada, differing principally in 

re Prominent central portion of the shield, more cylindrical 
er glabella, and also in the proportions of the glabella 
i with the length of the entire head, it being in this 

nsiderably less than half the length of the head, instead of 

Canada, Vol. I, p. 182. 

and locality—tIn the Fort Cassin Beds at Fort 

Bathyurus perkinsi, pn. sp. 

PLATE V, Fics. 7 AND 8. 

abella and fixed cheeks quadrangular in outline, but considerably longer 

| wide, the glabella alone being slightly longer than wide, its surface nearly 
oth, slightly angular along the center and very faintly marked, in the best 

imen, by a single pair of furrows a little behind the middle of its length ; 

wior margin of the glabella roof-shaped, forming an angle of about one 
adred and ten degrees. Frontal limb of moderate width, narrowest in the 
idie and convex on the surface, grooved in front with a distinctly elevated, 

ow margin, which becomes obsolete at the dorsal sutures. Fixed cheeks 
¢ narrow, in fact nearly obsolete at the angles of the palpebral lobes. 
tero-lateral limbs short, narrowly triangular, and distinctly grooved by the 

tal furrow. Occipital ring comparatively broad. Other parts of the 
unknown. 

‘This species bears a general resemblance to 4. guadratus Bill., 
Pal. Foss., Vol. I, p. 411, fig. 396; but differs in the broader 
frontal limb, roof-shaped front of the glabella, narrower fixed 
cheeks, and small lateral limbs. 
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Nileus striatus, n. sp. 

PLATE V, Fics. 5 AND 6. 

Species recognized by the glabella and fixed cheeks only. Length of the 

head, excluding the occipital ring, equal to 3.5 mm., and with the occipital ring 

about 4mm. Width across the head from the limits of the palpebral lobes 
almost 5 mm. Width of the glabella, 3 mm, Head very prominent, the 

glabella nearly or quite destitute of lateral furrows and nearly quadrangular in 

outline, broadly rounded in front and very slightly thickened on the anterior 
border. Fixed cheeks not visible in front of the eye lobe, but the lobe having 

a width equal to slightly more than one-third of the width of the glabella, and 

equal to fully one-half the length of the glabella, regularly curved on the outer 

margin and convex on the surface. Lateral limbs narrow antero-posteriorly, 
and considerably longer laterally than the width of the palpebral lobe. Occi- 

pital ring prominent, rounded, and the furrow distinct. 

Surface of the crust of the glabella marked by very fine, transverse, raised 

stria, invisible to the naked eye, and rather broadly bent forward in the middle 

of their length. 

The species differs entirely from any of the species described 
in Pal. Foss., Canada, in size and form. 

Formation and locality—In the limestones at Fort Cassin, Lake 

Champlain. From Prof. H. M. Seely. 





EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV. 

Protorthis cassinensis Whit. Page 178. 

Figs. 1 and 2.—Views of the ventral and dorsal valve, each enlarged two 

diameters. 

Protorthis minima Whitt. Page 178. 

Figs. 3 and 4.—Views of two valves having quite different outlines, each 

enlarged six times. 

Rhinopora prima Whitt. Page 177. 

Figs. 5 and 6.—View of the specimen natural size, and an enlargement 

showing character of pustules. 

Murchisonia cassina Whitt. Page 179. 

Fig. 7.—View of the specimen described. 

Maclurea affinis Billings. Page 180. 

Figs. 8 and 9.—View of edge showing surface of the shell, enlarged two 

, diameters, and surface of another specimen two dia- 

meters, showing undulations of surface. 

Straparollina minima Whitt. Page 179. 

Fig. 10.—Side view of a small specimen. 

Figs. 11 and 12,—Two views of a still smaller individual. 

LEcculiomphalus compressus Whitt. | Page 180. 

Fig. 13.—View of the side of a specimen retaining part of the shell. 

Bucania champlainensis Whitt. Page 181. 

Figs. 14-16.—Views of three specimens, as they acne in the rock, 

showing aperture, etc. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE ves 

Nautilus perkinsi Whitt. 

Fig. 1.—Side view of a very fine specimen. 

Fig. 2.—View of a larger but imperfect specimen, sromiog to 

tions of the surface more distinctly. 

i. “ie 

Harpes cassinensis Whitf. 

Figs. 3 and 4.—View of a nearly entire he, sale: two di 

and a profile of the same. 

Nileus striatus Whitt. 

Fig. 5.—View of the head three times enlarged. _ 

Fig. 6. —Profile, showing the rotundity. 

Figs. 7 and 8.—View of the best glabella and fixed cheeks, 
larged, and a profile view of the same. 







ST# FROM THE CRETACEOUS ROCKS OF 
AMAICA, W. L, COLLECTED AND PRESENTED 

MR. F. C. NICHOLAS. 

By R. P. WuitFie.p. 

Piates VI-XXII. 

nus Radiolites Lamk. has long been known to occur in 
ceous rocks of Jamaica, W. L., but so far as I can ascer- 

: of the species found in the island have ever been 
. They are particularly mentioned in the Geological 

of J. G. Sawkins, published in London in 1869 ; and in 

: V to that report, Dr. Etheridge frequently refers to 
as of the Rudistide in the Cretaceous rocks in Jamaica, 
ing the different genera which occur, among which he 

Aces Radiolites, but gives no specific names, although several 

yecies occur. In the body of Prof. Sawkin’s report Radiolites 
rec ently mentioned, as, for instance, on page 26, he says : 
rge radiolites very firmly imbedded, some indicating a length 

ven feet.” In almost every reference to the Cretaceous 
‘ones of the island, the Hippuritide are mentioned, of which 
lites appears to be the principal form, so far as can be ascer- 

ied from recent collections made there. Among the larger forms 
of Radiolites, and in fact the only very large one which I have 
seen, is that described below as Radiolites nicholasi, but I do not 
think it is a form that ever occurs of so great a length as six or 

_ seven feet, but is rather short and broad. Still it is the largest of 
a es the true Rudistidz that 1 have seen from Jamaica. There 

sed these relations, and illustrated several features of the genus 
not observed by Mr. Woodward. 

[185] 
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Radiolites (Lapeirousia') nicholasi, n. sp. 

PLatTes VI-IX, ALL FIGURES. 

Shell large and ponderous when fully grown, in some cases 

attaining a diameter of fifteen by eighteen inches, with a length 
probably somewhat greater. Lower valve rapidly and broadly 
spreading upward from a basal or apical attachment, becoming 
deeply lobed on the back or cardinal (?) side, so that the top 
presents a somewhat reniform outline. On the back, or unsym- 
metrical side, there is a broad band, resembling the ligamental 
band of Spondylus, which in some of the smaller individuals is 
concave, but in the larger ones is convex, and separated from the 

other parts of the valve by a deep, sharp groove on each side, 

indicating the presence on the interior of the valve of a pair of 
crests or ridges, the feature upon which the genus Lapetrousia was 
established, but the evidences of the ridges are difficult to obtain. 

On one specimen, in which I have been enabled to take the upper — 
valve out from its place in the lower valve, there occurs one 

narrow projecting ridge, while in place of what might represent 

the other, there appears a broad plate of a secondary deposit, on 

the inner face of the visceral cavity, that extends nearly or quite 
three inches around the inside of the cavity, deposited on the 

inside of the inner fibrous layer, and opposed to the denticu- 
lated horizontal process of the upper valve. The one narrow 

projecting ridge is simply a projection of this broad plate, and 

lies within the smaller cavity bordering the denticulated process. 

On the upper surface the broad spreading lamelle are covered by 

the radiating vascular furrows, and the margin of the valve on 
the exterior is strongly and coarsely lamellar. Visceral cavity 

varying from -one-fourth to two-fifths of the entire diameter of 

the valve, but situated quite near the cardinal band on the back 5 

while the lateral lobes of the shell protrude, leaving the cardinal 

band deeply imbedded, resulting from the narrowing of the 

spreading lamellz, as on this side their width is only an inch, or © 

1 Bayle: Explication de le carte géol. de France, vol. IV, Atlas, pl. r10 et rx (Zittel., 
Paléont., Vol. II, p. 87. French ed., 1887.) 
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ometimes two inches ; while on the opposite side or front they 
be six or ten inches in extent. 

sr valve convex, of but slightly greater diameter than the 
seral cavity, so that it extends beyond its edge but little more 
n half an inch. On the inner face the upper valve is charac- 

i by one deep, rather large, thickened process, projecting 
Deke inside of the valve in front and along the left side for 

ish ds of the length of the valve, as itis held with the cardinal 
d from one, and is divided into three tubercular prominences 

ridges On the back, toward the position of the cardinal 
nd, a horizontal plate or process of a triangular form, connec- 
| with the body of the valve by a narrowed neck, spreads out 

the broad vertical plate and cardinal ridge of the lower valve, 
ch it reaches with the numerous denticulations which arm its 
or into which the process is divided. This form of the 
rontal plate leaves a small cavity on the left side, and a much 

- large r, deeper cavity on its right, which appear to unite between 
the process and the inner surface of the valve, above the process. 

}the smaller cavity the projecting ridge of the lower valve 
rs, while the body of the plate of which it is a part extends 

d the back of the visceral cavity, and is apparently of a 

CO deposit within the fibrous lining of the cavity, and 
upies the position of the projecting process formed by the 

ing of the mantle at the sides of the cardinal band. 

ibstance of the lower valve finely and distinctly lamellar, the 
i counting as many as twelve or fifteen in the space of 
, and the surface of each lamella being very finely granular 

a as being traversed by the vascular furrows common to this 
0 p. There is also the fine columnar or prismatic vertical 

tructure, very distinctly seen, which pertains to this group of 

‘The upper valve is circular or ovoid in outline, but somewhat 
_ truncate on the back, and in some cases shows evidence of having 
had low, shallow, radiating ribs. The substance is very thick and 
dense, the outer layer very finely laminated and thin in propor- 
_ tion to the inner layer, which is porcellanous, 
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Formations and localities.—In the Cretaceous limestone near Logie 
Green, Clarendon Parish, and at Green Island or Haughton Hall, 

Hanover Parish, Jamaica, W.1. The latter locality is that from 

which the peculiar form Aarrettia is abundantly obtained, and 
at which the two forms are associated in the same beds. The 
locality from which Mr. Woodward’s specimen of Barrettia was 

obtained by Mr. Lucus Barrett, F.G.S., and former Director of 
the Geological Survey of the British West Indies, was in Portland 
Parish, eastern Jamaica, at almost the other extreme of the island. 

Radiolites adhzrens, n. sp. 

Pirates X, XI, XII. 

Shell adherent, single or in clusters, closely appressed to foreign bodies and. 

conforming to their shape in growth ; three to five inches long and two or more 

inches in transverse diameter. Externally marked by several broad longitudinal 

ribs or ridges on the lower valve, which are themselves usually marked by 

smaller ridges, the channels between the larger ones often moderately deep and 

of varying width; ridges strongly rugose, from numerous transverse lines ~ 

parallel to the upper margin of the valve. Upper valve extending to the mar- 

gin of the lower and forming tongue-like projections at the ridges of the lower, 

more or less conical in shape with a nearly central apex, and also marked by 

numerous radiating ridges which are low and rounded. This is the feature of 

what is supposed to be a mature specimen ; while on some young specimens 

which form a group of fourteen individuals of various sizes, the upper valve is 

small and button-like, only extending to the edge of the visceral cavity, slightly 

convex on the surface with a subcentral apex and rather strong radiating ribs, 

which curve somewhat in their direction toward the margins. The apex is 

situated nearest to the cardinal or hinge margin, which is, in all cases, seen 

on the opposite side from that by which the valve is attached to any foreign 
substance. 

The peculiar feature of this species lies in its attachment to 

foreign bodies, as it often spreads over a considerable area, throw- 

ing out the broad expansions over such bodies, coating them for 

considerable distance and filling up the irregularities of their 
surfaces with the spreading lamelle of the lower valve; while on 

the opposite side of the shell it will be only of moderate thickness, 

often of not more than a fourth of an inch, and the exterior will 

give no indication of the lamellose structure, except the ordinary 
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es of ont. The lamellae of the lower valve are very thin 
e substance compact as compared with those of 2X. nicholasi, 
e vertical lines which give the columnar structure are prac- 

al y invisible except on very close inspection with a good glass. 
ale valve structure is much more compact than that of the 
r, and quite flaky. 

species bears considerable resemblance in its general 
yrance to Radiolites squamosus Q’Orb., as figured i in his Pal. 

se, Cretaceous, pl. 561, only that it is so much more 
;cumbent on the substance to which it is attached, and in the 
wer and broader longitudinal ridges of the surface, which are 

ormation and locality—This species is from the Cretaceous 
gie Green, Jamaica, W. I. 

Radiolites rudis, n. sp. 

PLATE XI, Fic. 1. 

Shy small, the only specimen present in the collection being about three 

ek i eietteer disse. Seen than two inches; form irregular and 

+, the lamell projecting in irregular folds which correspond to deep 

in the lip of the lower valve, the principal folds being to the right of 

‘appears to be the hinge side of the shell, when that side is held towards 
_ The horizontal spreading lamellx are very fine or thin, and vary much in 

eir degree of extension, giving the rudely irregular outline to the lower valve. 
ertical pillars of the lamell rather strong and distant. Upper valve as large 
the border of the cup of the lower, highly round-conical in form, the margin 

ing into the notches of the folds of the lower valve. The surface of the 
sper valve is obscured by adhering substances, but when visible is cancellated 

by two sets of lines, one concentric, the other radial. 

‘This species presents somewhat the general appearance of 

| Radiolites (Spharulites) leymeri Bayle, as received in a collection 
i from Prof. Zittel, but is somewhat more spreading, with larger 
id vertical folds and proportionally larger upper valve. 

a r Formation and locality—In the Cretaceous Beds at Logie 

Green, Jamaica, W. I. 
of 
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Radiolites cancellatus, n. sp. . 

PLatTes XII AnD XIII, 

Shell rather small, the largest one referred to this species being about two 

and a half inches high, by two inches in its greatest transverse diameter, at the 

top. General form of the lower valve rather moderately spreading from the 

basal attachment, and slightly curved, flattened on the back or outer curvature, 

which apparently represents the cardinal bands of other species, and faintly 
marked by two indistinct longitudinal depressed lines; lateral edges of the — 

lower valve sharply rounded and the front broadly rounded ; marked by about 

five strong longitudinal plications. Upper valve extending to the margin of the 

lower, moderately convex with a nearly or quite marginal apex, low and incon- 

spicuous ; also by low rounded plications corresponding to those of the lower 

valve but less distinctly marked. Surface of shell marked by strong lamellose 

ridges of growth, transverse to the plications and strongly undulating across 

them ; also by wire-like, raised, longitudinal lines which cancellate the entire 

shell except the flattened space on the outer curvature. 

The flattened space on the outer side of the larger of the two 
specimens of this species occupies about two-thirds of the width 
of the lower valve, and gives it a somewhat Ca/ceola-like aspect. 

It is very faintly marked by the two longitudinal lines which ~ 
represent the “cardinal bands ” of other species. On the smaller 
of the two the flattening is less marked, and one of the vertical 
lines is more strongly marked, while the curvature of the shell is 
not only greater than that of the larger one, but it is also twisted, 
and in its general form and appearance bears considerable resem- 

blance to the figures of Caprotina trilobata d’Orb., Pal. Frang., 

Cretaceous, pl. 582. This appearance also appertains to the 

surface structure in its cancellations and in the appearance and 

form of the upper valve. I cannot, howéver, think that it is 
specifically distinct from the larger one, which is undoubtedly a 

true Radiolttes. 

Formation and locality —In the Cretaceous limestone at Logie 
Green, Clarendon Parish, Jamaica, W. I. 

Radiolites macroplicatus, n. sp. 

Piates XII AnD XIII. 

Shell attaining a considerable size, the largest one present in the collection 

having a length of a little more than six inches by a transverse diameter at the 

top of the cup of the lower valve of four and three-fourth inches, with the 
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‘imperfect. Form obconical, moderately spreading upward and 
dj. Upper valve low, conical, extending to the entire size of the 
apex subcentral or much nearer to one side than the other. On 

ne mentioned, the apex is nearly one-third of the width of the valve 

e forming the back or outside of the curvature of the lower valve. 
e of both valves marked by coarse, a eee 

mina much smallerone. The lamellz are very coarse and pe 

siti the vertical ridges, producing a distinctly zigzag marking 
ss. The fine horizontal plates or lamella of the microscopic struc- 

d &. nicholas’ herein described, in which the upper 
i small in comparison to the diameter of the lower, and 

Radiolites annulosus, n. sp. 

PLATE XIV, Fic. 3. 

moderate size, narrowly turbinate in general form, with a moderately 
er valve ; extreme height of the shell about four and a half inches, 

a elapenlgean than two and a half inches. Lower valve marked 
ous regular, rather closely arranged, concentric, varix-like annula- 

Salih taeee ane about seven or eight in the space of an inch ; these 
ssed by vertical lines which are formed by the lines constituting the 

r structure of the lower valve. Under a glass the vascular lamells are 
io be extremely fine and closely arranged, and when ground down the 

e are seen to be grouped into bands of finer and coarser sets to form the 

ric varix-like annulations. 
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the interior, still too much to serve for a lucid description of its 
characters. On the back of the lower valve, by cutting away 

the clay from under the upper one, the single infolding of the 

shell of the lower valve at this point is clearly seen. 

Formation and locality—In the Cretaceous limestones near 

Christianna, Manchester Parish, Jamaica, W. I. 

~ 

Caprina jamaicensis, n. sp. 

PLATE XIII, Fics. 1 & 2, AND PLATE XV. 

Shell large and ponderous, having a diameter across the top of the lower 

valve of eight inches. Lower valve very oblique, broadly spreading and very 

much curved, shortest on the hinge side ; its substance quite thick and strongly 

marked by irregular concentric ridges or growth lines. Upper valve thin, smooth 

or with microscopic lines on the exterior ; beak large, incurved and overhanging 

the cardinal side of the lower valve. Within; the shell of this valve is marked 

by fine, thread-like grooves radiating from the apex. 

The above description is of an adult specimen, badly crushed 

and distorted, and having the basal portion of the lower valve 

broken away, and one entire side crushed in so as to nearly de- 
stroy the original contour. A small shell, having its broadest. 
diameter one and three-fourth inches, is oval in outline on the 

upper valve, with the apex of that valve only slightly enrolled ; 
but of this one the lower valve is crushed and compressed so as 

to obscure the original form, A second upper valve, of nearly the 

same size as the last, has the same general form and character, 

being thin and semitranslucent, with the radiating lines of the 
interior showing through its substance. But all the specimens, 

like al] these large forms, are much crushed and broken, as if by 

some convulsive movement of the imbedding material, probably 

resulting from some of the earthquake movements common 

among the West India Islands. 

Formation and locality.—In the Cretaceous limestone at Logie 
Green, Clarendon Parish, Jamaica, W. I. 
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Radiolites nicholasi Whitt. a 

Fig. 1.—View of the summit of a large individual retaining the upper 
valve in place. The specimen was cut through on the li 
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reduced to nearly one-third natural size. fi. 

Fig. 2.—View of the surface of a fragment, reduced to one-half n 
size, showing the ramifications of the vascular lines, 
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Radiolites nicholasi Whitt. 
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Fig, 1.—Lateral view of the upper valve shown on Plate VIII r 
from the lower valve. sh acts ie ; 
ral size. 
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Fig. 1.—View of a specimen of Caprinella 
small examples of 2. adherens 

consists of twelve young ind 

Figs. 2 and 3.—Two views of a oe 2 









Fig. 3.—A longitudinal section, natural size, of a 
apociee, or 

tion of the lamellee. 

Radiclites rudis Whitf. 

Fig. 4.—View of Cin cjieclehan dealt, dleieal sien: 









EXPLANATION OF PLATE XII. 

Radiolites adherens Whitt, Page 188. 

Fig. 1.—Another view, somewhat different, of the specimen figured on 

Plate X, Fig. 1. 

Radiolites macroplicatus Whitt. Page 190. 

Fig. 2.—Side view, two-thirds natural size, of a large, nearly perfect 

individual retaining the upper valve in place. 

Fig. 3.—View, natural size, of two young specimens attached to a frag- 
ment of Caprinella occidentalis. 

Radiolites cancellatus Whitf. Page 190. 

Fig. 4.—Profile view, natural size, of the specimen figured on Plate 

XIII, Figs. 3-5. 

Caprinella quadrangularis Whitt. Page 193. 

Fig. 5.—View, natural size, of the apex of a lower valve of this species. 

See Plate XIV, Figs. 4 and 5, for other illustrations. 
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Radiolites cancellatus Whitt. 

Figs. Pipes back and edie siowe Gk: ites largest, n 
fect ee Sy 

Figs. 6 and 7.—Back, ob canted ee isteral views of 44 

referred to the same species. 

Radiolites macroplicatus Whitf. 

Fig. $.—View, netucal’ ales ote eet Aisa sale a 
retaining only the cast of the upper valve, and 
irregularities of growth ts the lower yaive: : 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIV. 

Sih, 

Radiolites macroplicatus Whitt. Page 190. 

Fig. 1.—View, natural size, of a section of a small individual of this 

species, showing the upper valve in place, and also the 

lamellz of both valves. 

Fig. 2.—View of the back of the same specimen ground off to show the 

Jamellz and the vertical lines also: 

Radiolites annulosus Whit. Page 191. 

Fig. 3.—Lateral view, natural size, of the specimen described. The 

upper valve has been nearly all removed by the solvent action 

of weathering, and shows the ridges of the muscular scars. 

Caprinella quadrangularis Whité. Page 193. 

Figs. 4 and 5.—Back and lateral views, two-thirds natural size, of a lower 

valve of the species, showing the specific features. In 

the back view, one of the projecting flanges is broken 

away on the upper half. The shell is partly covered 

by numbers of a Nullipore, and in Fig. 5 may be seen 

a young shell of X. adherens in section. 
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| EXPLANATION OF PLATE XV 

Reduced one-third. 

Figs. 2-4.— Views of three lower valves f d 

2 and 4 are two-thirds nature! sled 
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Fig. 1.—Lateral- view of what sabaiaank to's e a fragment 

valve, reduced one-third in size. A large part of 
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_ Caprinella quadrangularis, n 

PLATES XI AND XIV. 

yn only by the lower valve, which, in all the cases seen, is rudely quad- 

and twisted, so as to present about one-fourth of a turn in the length of 

Valve rapidly expanded from the apex, which was the point of attach- 
marked by numerous longitudinal ribs or cost, which vary in size 

1 in width to three or more centimeters, some of them often becoming 
, flange-like expansions, which produce the quadrangular out- 

seen iia a trapayerse. section, The intermediate ribs may become 

leave comparatively smooth spaces on the exterior of the cup. 

Seog tubes, of which the outer part of the shell is 
, as they are often fully one, and not uncommonly 2mm. 

di: r, whereas those of the other species are generally not 

ich more than half of one mm. in diameter. 

; ion and locality.—In the Cretaceous limestones at Chris- 

Manchester Parish, Jamaica, W. I. 

_Caprinella occidentalis, n. sp. 
Piates XVI anv XVII. 

the substance of both valves is made up of fine 
inal tubes, which are divided transversely at distances 

equal to their own diameter by horizontal septa, very like 
ose of the paleozoic coral Favesites, giving to the weathered 

Il a strongly fibrous structure. A large central cavity traverses 
mtire length of the lower valve subcentrally, which is strongly 

1d distantly septate by very oblique, curved septa. The upper 
€ is also traversed by a central cavity in which the septa are 
irregular, very much more oblique, and generally much more 

in texture than those of the lower ; some of them appear 

1897] 18 
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to extend into the central cavity as free lamella before cutting off 
the cavity from the space below. 

The internal surface of the valves shows the ends of the 
capillary tubes, or rather the surface of the transverse diaphragms 
or septa, and the tubes seem to be pretty generally hexagonal in 
form, although varying in size. The surface of the upper valve 

presents the large, rather deep oblique central cavity, a large, 

somewhat flabellate muscular scar with a broad shallow depres- 
sion to the right of it, also flabellate, as well as a large, abrupt, 

irregular marginal depression. The detail of the interior of the 
surface of the lower valve has not been observed in full, but it 
appears somewhat similar to that of the upper. 

The fibrous appearance dependent on the existence of the 

capillary tubes depends to a considerable extent on the presence 

of the outer layer of these tubes, which if septate at all, are only 

distantly so, and they are also much wider in a radial direction 
of the body than in a concentric direction, so that in a trans- 
verse section of a shell the tubes of a marginal range are elongate- 
oval radially ; while the others in the outer layer are polygonal 

and of various sizes, as well as pretty closely septate. 

Formation and locality —In the Cretaceous limestones at Logie 
Green, Clarendon Parish, and near Christianna and elsewhere in 

Manchester Parish, Jamaica, W. I. 

Caprinula gigantea, pn. sp. 

Piates XVIII, XIX, XX, XXI anp XXII. 

The genus Cafrinu/la of D’Orbigny is represented in the collection by a large 

number of fragments of a gigantic species, which must have been several feet in 

length, judging from the size of some of the larger fragments, one of which 

indicates a diameter of twelve inches (30 cm.), if the shell was elliptical in a 

transverse section, but if it was round it must have been at least sixteen inches 

(about 40 cm.) in diameter. The specimens are curved apparently in a plane. 

Some of the apical portions where the length, measuring along the outer curva- 

ture, will be about twenty inches, represent about one-half of one volution. 

The shells are strongly ribbed longitudinally on these sharply-curved individuals, 

which would indicate them to be the upper or smaller vaives according to the 

generic description given by D’Orbigny, while the larger ones are straighter, 
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es almost straight, with a comparatively smooth exterior, or with a few 

din | ribs on the inner curvature, and also distant, broad, indistinct 

orly the shell of the lower or straighter valve is traversed 

fe subcentral cavity which is rudely septate, sometimes 
distantly so, and very oblique; at other times somewhat 

larly and approximately septate, the septa less oblique. In 
specimen there are two smaller cavities with funnel-shaped 

anged at variable distances of a fourth of an inch or less, 

ad not open at the points, so as to connect with each other. 
esides these there are longitudinal tubes of various sizes, travers- 
gt 1 entire length of the shell and opening on the surface of 
e sc cavity of the valve, so that the living surface of the 

| occupied by these openings from just within the border of 
Il to within a short distance of the central cavities. In 

ie part of one individual there are six ranges of these tubes 
sibl Ente by side radially, varying from an eighth of an inch in 

eter to half an inch, some round, some oval, and others 
rin shape ; on other parts of the same specimen there 
Hone, two or three ranges, one within the other, but all 

ularly placed. In D’Orbigny’s figure of the generic 
inula boissyi, he shows four ranges of tubes, each varying 

from minute ones near the outer edge to very large ones 
or ‘the visceral cavity. In our specimen they are entirely 
hor vu Scarder, either as to size or arrangement in their relations 

) the outside or inside of the thickness of the shell. All the 
nediate substance of the shell is composed of minute capil- 

as in Caprinella, except that the tubes, although quite 
are only distantly septate, sometimes a centimeter distant 

d occasionally only half a millimeter apart. Only fragments of 
ni surface of the visceral cavity have been observed ; on 
s¢ the longitudinal tubes are seen to open upon the surface as 

: Y or oval holes, having a raised rim, the intermediate portion 
g depressed slightly, and the entire surface covered by small 
representing the ends of the capillary tubes, which gives to 

surface a beautifully punctate structure. 
Species seems to be exceedingly abundant, as there were 

ge numbers of the fragments obtained, but none of much more 



than ten or twelve inches in length, except two of the rapidly- 

curved specimens, which may possibly represent the upper valves, 
and even these have been broken and split lengthwise so that the 

entire diameter, except near the apex, is not present. Only a 

single small fragment shows the entire diameter of what is sup- 
posed to be the lower valve, so that only a partial description can 

be given. It is altogether probable that this species is the one 
referred to in several places in J.G.Sawkin’s Geology of Jamaica, 

1869, and in the appendix of that report, as a Hippurite, which 
occurs of six or seven feet in length. 

Formation and locality —In the Cretaceous limestones at Logie 

Green, Clarendon Parish, Jamaica, W. I. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE YOUNG RADIOLITES. 

In the collection are numbers of young specimens of Radiolites 

measuring from 3 mm. upward, which are attached to some of the 
other specimens by the whole width of one surface, but are too 
small to possess the specific features necessary to refer them to 
their kinds. Some of these would appear from their rapid ex- 
pansion in width to pertain to &. macroplicatus, while others are 
quite slender. Most of them agree in being quite angular on 

their outer surfaces,and when the core which has filled the visceral 

cavity can be obtained, it appears to be generally hexagonal. The 
lower valve shows the minute apex to be coiled to the left in all 
the cases noticed, and to consist of only one coil, or in some cases 

of only half a coil, and looking much like the first coil of a 

Spirorbis, except that the coil is dextral. 

At this period of growth the upper valve is frequently in place 
and situated, with the apex sublateral, generally to the right and 

near the attached side. The surface is convex and concentric- 
ally and radiately marked. 

One specimen, which is rather more than a centimeter long, — 

has a slightly-greater width at the top, the lower valve is some- 
what triangular in transverse section; and has the commencement 

of two strong angular plications, partially developed, showing on 

each valve. This I have supposed might be the young of 
R. macroplicatus. 



_ XIIL—on A COLLECTION OF MAMMALS 

OM JALAPA AND LAS VIGAS, STATE OF VERA 

“RUZ, MEXICO. 

= By J. A. Aven and Frank M. CuHapmay. 

s paper is based mainly on acollection of some 250 specimens 
‘by the junior author, with the assistance of Sefior Mateo 

-@ point distant one and a half miles east of the city 

from March 28 to April 16, 1897. The country is 
y under cultivation in corn and coffee, but there are 

ig lands, tracts of scrubby bushes, young second- 
; fairly large areas of fine old forests containing an 

I bie of first-growth timber. The region is by no means 
and the larger mammals have long since disappeared, while 

ain smaller mammals which rank as game—e.g., Squirrels 
are now comparatively rare. The representatives 
Muridz, however, are exceedingly abundant, the 

€ quantity of corn raised annually doubtless proving an attrac- 
; 70 which the seeds of weeds growing in the old cornfields 

r adds. 
la , at an altitude of 4400 feet, is in the terra templada or 

mpe € region of Mexico, where, in addition to certain indige- 
10u: om rms, species characteristic of the adjoining tropical (#erra 

lient ¢) and alpine ( #erra fria) regions are also found, as shown, 
e by the occurrence of Marmosa and Microtus. 
p Bias too wn passed at Las Vigas, on the border of the 

d, 3600 feet above Jalapa. This locality is in the Herra 
timeda, or humid alpine region, and possesses a fauna wholly 
be thet of Jalapa. The faunal position and relationships of 

acalities, however, will be dwelt upon in a future paper on 
bird s of the region. Little time was here given to mammal 

rk, and only the following species were secured : Reithrodon- 
Saturatus, sp. nov., Peromyscus melanotis, sp. nov., Scturus 

, Cratogeomys estor. 

[197] 
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Acknowledgments are due Mr. John Brookes, of Jalapa, for 

kind permission to camp and hunt upon his estate, and especially 

to Seftor Mateo Trujillo, of Jalapa, whose thorough knowledge of 

the ground, and skill as a collector, proved of the utmost value. 

1. Sciurus niger melanonotus 7omas.— One specimen, 
4 ad., Las Vigas—a topotype of the species. 

2. Sciurus deppei /Peters—Two specimens, both males, 
Jalapa, March 29 and April 14. 

Apparently uncommon. The two specimens secured were the 
only ones observed. 

3. Sciurus leucops (Gray).—Two specimens, both adult 
females, Jalapa, April 5 and 11. 

These specimens are referred with some hesitation to S. /eucops, 
with which they agree fairly well in all features except that the 
general color above is a darker, clearer gray than in true /eucops. 

This, however, may be due to the condition of the pelage, which 

is mostly of the new coat, and rather short, being not fully grown. 

Formerly abundant, but now not common in the immediate 

vicinity of Jalapa. 

4. Mus musculus jalap2, subsp. nov. 

Middle of dorsal region, from front of head to base of tail, uniform deep 

black ; sides yellowish gray or ordinary mouse color; ventral surface _— buffy 

gray ; tail black; feet and ears dark brown. 

Total length, 164; tail vertebrae, 82; hind foot, 13; ear, 14. (Average of 10 

adults. ) 

Type, No. 48838, Q ad., Jalapa, April 14, 1894; Frank M. Chapman. 

A series of 16 specimens, taken in the fields at Jalapa, conforms 

very closely to the above description, and represents the opposite 

extreme from the red phase of AZ. musculus met with so frequently 
in the southwestern parts of the United States, as notably at 

several localities in Texas and Arizona. The striking feature 

is the generally dark coloration, and the broad black dorsal band 
occupying one-third to one-half of the whole dorsal area. 

A common inhabitant of old fields where it was associated with 
Reithrodontomys mexicanus, R. rufescens, Peromyscus musculus 

brunneus, Oryzomys fulvescens, and Microtus quasiater. 
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pa, March 29-April 14. ‘They present the following meas- 
. 

- 

Total Length. Tail Vertebrz. Hind Foot. Ear. 

..-161.5 (153-169)  go(80-100) 18.4 (18-20) 15.8 (15-17) 
-++I60 (155-165) 87 (85- 88) 18.5 (18-19) 15.7 (14-17) 

Int is ‘species the tail is dull light brown above, and much 
ight te er, grayish white below, being sharply and distinctly bicolor. 

dorsal half is practically naked, while the ventral half is so 
d with whitish hairs that the annulations are wholly 

. T The upper surface of the body is brown, rather darker medi- 

ally as a rule, suffused to a slight extent with fulvous, passing 
: ra tally to a clear bright fulvous lateral band ; the ventral sur- 

ce is dull grayish white, with often a barely perceptible wash 
f pal e buff, and an indistinct pectoral area of fulvous. 

‘comparison of this large series of what is evidently true 
moxie with our 2. mexicanus gracilis (anted, p.g), from Yu- 
n, shows that the latter is specifically separable, and should 
ad Reithrodontomys gracilis, characterized by its much 

ler size, much paler and more yellowish coloration above, 

r white underparts, and blackish, naked, and nearly uni- 

+ . ” in old weedy fields and the scrubby growth about 

6. Reithrodontomys rufescens, sp. nov. 

ve i refous, ‘varied with black, the black prevailing over the middle region 
th ¢ back, forming a broad median blackish band ; sides orange rufous ; top of 
ad rather lighter and more rufous than the back ; ventral surface orange buff, 

in different specimens from dull buffy gray to deep orange buff ; chin, 
oat and inside of fore limbs lighter, whitish ; ears very large, clothed thinly 

dusky hairs, nearly black on both surfaces, lightening to dark horn 

or basally, especially within; fore feet dusky, the toes whitish; hind feet 
ty with a grayish cast; soles of hind feet brown, of fore feet flesh color ; tail 

ckish, almost unicolor, being only slightly lighter below than above, nearly 

‘a ents.— Total length (of type), 177; tail vertebrie, 99 ; hind foot, 20 ; 

from notch, 17. Eleven adult males and 4 adult females measure as follows : 
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Total Length. Tail Vertebra. Hind Foot. Ear. 

Il 44 ....175.5 (168-190) 95 (91-104) 19.5(19-20) 16.5 (15-17.5) 
4 92....172 (168-179)  96.5(93-103) 19 (18-19) 17 (16-18 ) 

Skull.— Total length, 23; basal length, 18.7; zygomatic breadth, 11.3; width 

of brain-case, 11 ; interorbital breadth, 3.5; length of nasals, 9; palatal length, 

g; length of anterior palatine foramina, 5; upper tooth row, 3.6; diastema, 5.5. 

Type, No. 4§45%, 6 ad., Jalapa, April 5, 1897; Frank M. Chapman. 

This species is based on a series of 17 specimens — 13 males and 
4 females, all adult except two, which are nearly full size. The 

young specimens are darker and much less ferrugineous than the 
adults. The latter are very uniform in coloration above, differ- 
ing mainly in the shade of ferrugineous tint on the sides ; below 
two or three specimens show much more whitish than the others, 

one being nearly clear white. In most examples the plumbeous 

tint of the under fur is mixed with and more or less obscured by 
the buffy wash that forms the prevailing hue of the underparts; 

in some specimens this buffy tint deepens into orange buff, and 
wholly conceals the plumbeous under fur. 

Reithrodontomys rufescens differs from R. mexicanus in its much 
larger size, relatively as well as absolutely larger and blacker ears, 

much darker dorsal region, brighter, more orange rufous on the 

sides, and uniformly buffy ventral surface. The skull is also 
larger, but otherwise similar, except that the nasals are more 

pointed behind, ending in a V-shaped point, and the posterior 
border of the frontals is evenly convex instead of forming a sharp 

angle, as in 2. mexicanus. 

In some respects this species appears to strongly resemble Rezth- 
rodontomys sumichrasti De Saussure’, which is described as being 
of the same size as 2. mexicanus, and from the description does 
not seem to differ from that species, except in the darker and 

brighter yellowish rufous of the upper parts. It thus differs from 
R. rufescens in smaller size, in having white feet, and a bicolored 

tail. No definite type locality for 2. sumichrasti is given—simply 
“Mexicana tellus.” &. rufescens is further distinguished from 
both &. mexicanus and R. sumichrasti in the absence of red hairs 

on the inner surface of the ears, which are clothed with black 
hairs on both surfaces. 

Common ; associated with the preceding species. 

1 Rev. et Mag. de Zool. (2), XII, 1861, p. 3. 

re a ee oe 
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| ‘7. Reithrodontomys saturatus, sp. nov. 

ve very dark brown, much varied with blackish near the median line, faintly 

d with grayish fulvous, which latter becomes the prevailing tint on the sides 
th lateral line ; below plumbeous washed with whitish, the hairs being for 

: plumbeous tipped with whitish ; ears very large, dark brown, well 

on both surfaces, darker than the surrounding parts; fore and hind feet 
ish white, the hind feet a little darker than the fore feet ; soles of the 

t dull brown, of the fore feet much lighter; tail well-haired, sharply 
dark brown above, gray below, short, barely equalling the length of head 

ent. .— Total length (of type), 148 ; tail vertebrae, 74 ; hind foot, 18 ; 

I m notch, 18. Four specimens, two males and two females, all adult, 
asure as follows: Total length, 141 (129-149); tail vertebrae, 70.2 (63-81) ; 

pot, 17.2 (16-18) ; ear, 16.7 (15-18). 

—No very marked cranial characters. Total length, 21 ; basal length, 
matic breadth, 11; width of brain-case, 10; interorbital breadth, 2.5; 

-nasals, 8; palatal length, 8; length of anterior palatine foramina, 4.5 ; 

is species is based on 4 specimens, collected at Las Vigas, 
24-26, all adult. 

throdontomys saturatus belongs to the X. mega/lotis group, 

f for its nearest known ally 2. mega/otis (Baird), from which 
externally in slightly larger size, larger ears, and very 

loration, being in this respect very unlike other members 
R. megalotis group, being as dark even as the very darkest 

examples of &. /ongicauda. A comparison of the skulls of the 
we species shows no tangible differences. 

The specimens secured were captured along the grassy banks 

8. Peromyscus furvus, sp. nov. 

dark brown with a grayish wash and a rather faint suffusion of dull 

on fawn, darker, almost blackish, along the median line, more ruddy on 
; below clear grayish white, with no trace of a fulvous or reddish pectoral 

fore feet white with a tinge of flesh color, soles flesh color ; hind feet soiled 
sh white, soles blackish ; both fore and hind feet quite thinly haired ; ears 
brown, nearly naked (fine, short hairs can be seen under a lens) ; tail naked, 
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dark brown, scarcely lighter below than above, the extreme tip often whitish ; the 

annulations of the tail are not at all concealed by the very short hairs, which are 
scarcely visible except under a lens. 

Total length (of type), 270; tail vertebrae, 131; hind foot, 28; ear, 23. Four- 

teen adult males and 8 adult females measure as follows 

Total Length. Tail Vertebra. Hind Foot. Ear, 

14°88 os 263 (248-282') 131 (123-145') 27.9 (26-29) 21.9 (20-23 
8 9.....250 (243-260) 125 (120-130) 27.3(26-28) 21.5 (21-22 

Skull.— Skull very large in comparison with the external measurements of the 

animal, and very strong and heavy for a Peromyscus, but it is nevertheless a true 

Peromyscus in dentition and cranial details, except in the rostral portion. Rostrum” 

very broad, inflated anteriorly, and distinctly bell-shaped, the breadth across the 

tip of the nasals, in very old specimens, equalling the interorbital breadth, instead 

of narrowing to about one-half this width, as in most species of the genus. Pos- 

teriorly the nasals are pointed and extend considerably (about 2 mm.) beyond the 
intermaxillaries. Palate with a thickened, slightly upturned posterior border. 

Anterior palatine foramina very broad. 

Total length (of type), 35; basal length, 29; zygomatic breadth, 16.7 ; width 

of brain-case, 14.3; least interorbital breadth, 5 ; breadth of nasals at anterior 

border, 5; length of nasals, 8 ; anterior palatine foramina, 63; upper tooth- 

row, 5 ; diastema, 9.5. 

Type, No. 4348$", ¢ ad., Jalapa, April 2, 1897; Frank M. Chapman. 

This species is based on a series of 25 specimens—16 males 
and g females—collected at Jalapa; all are adult except 3, which 

are nearly full grown. They are very uniform in coloration ; some 

are a little more ruddy than the average, and others are less so, 
and blacker. The younger specimens are nearly uniform blackish 

brown above, with a slight hoariness, most pronounced on the 
head and sides of the body. 

Externally Peromyscus furvus greatly resembles P. californicus, 

the two agreeing almost exactly in external dimensions,’ except 
that the ears are about one-third smaller in P. furvus than in 

P. californicus. They further differ in the tail being naked in 
P. furvus, instead of well clothed with hairs as in P. californicus. 

They agree in the general darkness of the coloration, though 
P. furvus is much the darker of the two, and the yellowish suf- 
fusion seen in P. californicus is replaced by a dull reddish tint in 
P. furvus. In both species there is the same tendency to a white- 
tipped tail. 

1 Exceptionally large; no other specimen exceeds 270 in total length, and only one other 
exceeds 135 in length of tail. 

2 For measurements of a large series of P. californicus, see this Bulletin, Vol. VIII, p. 267. 
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us being very much the larger, with the rostral portion of 

ll very broad and widening greatly at the anterior border, 
a bell-shaped nose. The nasals are thus very broad ante- 

d only in the heavier woods, where it lives in a in the 
or beneath the roots of trees. 

9. Peromyscus melanotis, sp. nov. 

uilar to P. rufinus, but paler, with much larger and blacker ears. 

we pale yellowish brown, varied with darker, darkest along the median line, 
rand more brownish on the sides ; beneath and feet white ; ears large, 

narrowly edged with white ; tail well haired, slightly penicillate, sharply 
wr, a line of blackish running down the median line above, leaving nearly 

th ate eget 
s grown young are dusky plumbeous with a slight wash of gray, 

» (20-20). (Average pt extremes of two adults.) 

; i1,—Total length, 27; basal length, 22 ; zygomatic breadth, 14; width of 

case, 12; interorbital breadth, 4; length of nasals, 11.5; palatal length, 

; Frank M. Chatuiiia. 

Ths — is represented by 3 <a e Sad., 1 Qad., ere; 

: oma with larger and d/ack ears. The skull, however, is 
‘ively larger, and the rostral portion is more slender. 

10. Peromyscus musculus brunneus, subsp. nov. 

Similar to Peromyscus musculus (Merriam), but much darker and rather. 
aller, with smaller ears and shorter hind feet. 

yove dark drab gray with a decided tinge of reddish, and slightly varied with 

ck-tipped hairs, paler on the sides ; lower parts grayish white with a strong 

fe of buff ; ears very dark brown, naked (very fine short hairs are visible under 

Strong lens) ; tail brown, nearly naked, a little lighter below than above ; feet 
led whitish ; soles of hind feet nearly naked, with conspicuous blackish 
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Measurements.— Total length (of type), 120; tail vertebrae, 50; hind foot, 15 ; 

ear, 13. The averages and extremes of 38 adults are as follows: 
‘ 

Total Length. Tail Vertebra. Hind Foot. Ear. 

20 46....118(110-130) 46.8(40-51) 15.3(14.5-16.5) 13 (12.515) 
18 92....11g (110-126) 46.5 (40-53) 15.5 (14-16) 13.1 (12-15) 

Skull.— Total length, 15 ; basal length, 12.5 ; zygomatic breadth, 11 ; width 

of brain-case, ro; interorbital breadth, 4; length of nasals, 7.5 ; palatal length, 

7; length of anterior palatine foramina, 4.4 ; upper tooth row, 3.2; diastema, 4.5. 

Type, No. }§83§, & ad., Jalapa, State of Vera Cruz, Mexico, “—< 13, 1897; 

Frank M. Chapman. 

This subspecies is represented by 38 specimens (20 males and 

18 females), all adult, taken at Jalapa, March 29-April15. They 

are quite uniform in coloration, The,range in measurements has 
been already indicated. It may be further stated that 17 of the 

38 specimens fall below 120 mm. in total length, and 4 exceed 
124 mm. ; 7 specimens fall below 45 mm. in tail length, and 3 
exceed 50 mm. 

Peromyscus musculus brunneus differs from P. musculus in slightly 

smaller size, including a shorter hind foot and smaller ears, but 

more especially in its much darker coloration throughout. 

We are indebted to Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Chief of the Biolog- 

ical Survey, U. S. Department of Agriculture, for 4 topotypes of 

P. musculus, \oaned for examination in the present connection. 

Common in weedy fields, and abundant in old cornfields from 

which the stalks had not been cleared. 

11. Peromyscus aztecus (De Saussure)—An adult female 
was taken in a piece of heavy woodland, March 3o. 

12. Rhipidomys sumichrasti (De Saussure).—One speci- 
men, from Jalapa, presented by Mr. John Brookes. 

13. Oryzomys fulvescens (De Saussure). 

Hesperomys fulvescens DE SAUSSURE, Rev. et. Mag. de Zool. (2), XII, March, 
1860, p. 102. ‘‘ Habite le Mexique.” 

This species is represented by a series of 37 specimens—1g 

males and 18 females—all practically adult, taken at Jalapa in 

April. | 
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e specimens average slightly larger than the measurements 
_ De Saussure, though those of the half-dozen smallest 
of the series practically agree with the measurements 

De Saussure. | 
Total Length. «Tail Vertebre. Hind Foot. Ear. 
.- 180.5 (168-200) 103.7 (96-116) 21.3 (19-23) 14.5 (13-16) 

1....181 (169-205) 105 (96-116) 20.5 (20-23) 14.3 (13-16) 

“se 37 specimens 8 fall below a total length of 175 mm., 
ceed 190 mm. ; the tail length falls below 100 mm. in 8 

ens, and exceeds 110 mm. in 6 specimens. 
species finds a near ally in Orysomys costaricensis Allen, 
loruca, Costa Rica, which differs in being less dark above, 
strongly washed with fulvous below. They are perhaps, 
only geographical forms of the same species. Oryzomys 
Allen & Chapman, from Trinidad, and Orysomys gracilis 

s, from Colombia and Nicaragua, are also near allies. 
ndant in old fields, and occasional in small grassy swamps. 

14. Oryzomys melanotis Zhomas. 

On omy ery _ A carn Nat. Hist. (6), XI, 1893, p. 404. 

species is represented by 28 specimens, taken at Jalapa, 
larch 30-April 13 ; only about one-half prove to be adult, and 
n four of these are old, the greater part of the series being 
nc : or less immature, although none are very young. One very 

nale greatly exceeds any of the others in size, and is the 
t specimen in the whole series. 

iking the 16 oldest specimens, although some are obviously 
mature size, we have the following averages and extremes : 

Total Lengtln Tail Vertebrae. Hind Foot. Ear 
($4 ...222.4 (210-265') 119 (111-132') 25.2 (24-27) 17.5 (15.5-19) 
: aang (208-235) 116 (110-125) 24.6(24-25) 17.6(17 -I9) 

$224 127 28 18 

Mr. Thomas states that the type of his O. me/anotis is an old 
“with the molar teeth much worn down.” The few speci- 

en in the present series comparable with this as regards age, 
ual or exceed the size of Mr. Thomas's type, but the large’ 

Prgens lasgnee apccimen, hee Sts a.=* only two others reach 235 in total 
14 specimens a t 
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proportion of ‘young adults’ among the Jalapa specimens, of 
which the measurements are above summarized, considerably 
reduces the average, as would be expected. 

The large black ears, the grizzled rufous coloration of the 
upper parts, the whiteness of the lower surface, and the generally 
slender form, together with the size and proportions given as the 
distinctive features of O. me/anotis, so clearly characterize the 
Jalapa animal that it seems advisable to accept Mr. Thomas’s 
name for it in spite of the fact that the type locality of O. melan- 
otis is on the western slope, and doubtless in a very different 
physiographic region. The cranial characters, however, do not 

agree so well, in O. melanotis the “ anterior palatine foramina 
ending in front of ™4 a distance nearly equal to the length of ™%,” 
whereas in the Jalapa specimens the anterior palatine foramina 
end on a line with the front edge of ™". 

An abundant inhabitant of the woods. 

15. Oryzomys jalap2, sp. nov. 

Above dark brown, suffused with yellowish, and lined profusely with black, 

darkest along the median line, where forming an indistinct broad median dorsal 

band; chin and throat grayish white ; rest of ventral surface buffy, varying in 

different specimens from pale buffy white to deep buff ; ears dark brown, rather 

darker than the surrounding parts, thinly covered on both surfaces with short 

hairs ; tail indistinctly bicolor, dark brown above, somewhat lighter below, ap- 

parently naked, but very short hairs can be seen under a lens; fore and hind 

feet pale grayish brown, very thinly haired ; soles of hind feet dark brown. 

Measurements (of type).—Total length, 278 ; tall vertebrae, 140; hind foot, 

30; ear, 18. Four adult males measure as follows: Total length, 276.5 (260- 

288) ; tail vertebra, 143.5 (134-155) ; hind foot, 30 (29-31) ; ear, 18 (17-20). 

Skull.—Nearly as in Oryzomys palustris, differing mainly in somewhat larger 

size. Total length, 32; basal length, 27; zygomatic breadth, 16; width of 

brain-case, 12.4; interorbital breadth, 5; length of nasals, 13.4; palatal 

length, 13 ; length of anterior palatine foramina, 6.3 ; upper molar series, 4.5 ; 

diastema, 8. * 

Type, No. 428§1, 6 ad., Jalapa, April 16, 1897 ; Frank M. Chapman. 

This species is based on 8 specimens, taken at Jalapa in April, 
of which 4 are adults and 4 young adults, all but one being males. 

The upper parts in all are characterized by a strong, deep yellow- 
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ffusion, more intense in some specimens than in others ; 
e color varies from grayish white faintly tinged with buff, 

g buff. The ag is full and soft, but not wooly, 

'c ind d only in certain small, wet grassy marshes or ‘ cienagas,’ 

1 was apparently common. 

; 0 r sily trapped than Sigmodon, and the fact that but a single 
en was secured apparently indicates that the species is rare 
pa. This — was taken ina grassy marsh inhabited 

17. Microtus quasiater (Cowes). 

ic <geeaag mexicanus DE SaussuRE, Rev. et Mag. de Zool. (2), 
1861, 3. (“ — tellus.”’) 

var. guasiater Cours, Proc. Nat. Acad. Nat. 

1874, I9I. Jalapa, Mexico.) 
) guasiater COUES, Mon. Ny. Am. Rodent. 1877, 226. 

is species, the type locality of which is Jalapa, Mexico, is 
sented by 53 specimens—z21 males and 32 females—all taken 

in April. All except ten are adult ; of these latter the 
part are nearly adult. 

specting external characters, there is little to add to Dr. 
ues s description. The general color above is ruddy blackish 

; the younger specimens are darker, while very old speci- 
m men s are several shades lighter and more ruddy or ‘ auburn * than 

the average adult. 
_ The adults of the series measure as follows : 

- Total Length. Tail Vertebra. Hind Foot. Ear, 

47 24... 130.3(121-136) 19.6(17-22) 17(16-18) 14 (12-16) 
24 2%... 128.8 (120-135) 19 (16-22) 17 (16-18) 14 (12-15) | 

6 specimens out of 41 fall below 125 mm. in total length, 

: d only 6 exceed 134 mm. 
it seems quite probable that De Saussure’s Arvicola mexicanus 

prove to be an earlier name for this species, to which 
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De Saussure’s very unsatisfactory description seems to point, 
except that the species is referred to the subspecies Hemiotomys— 
whether of Baird or of De Selys-Longchamps is not stated, but 

which in either case would indicate only distant relationship with 
M. quasiater (Coues). 

Abundant in weedy fields, and especially so in old cornfields, 

where it lives in holes in the ground. 

18. Cratogeomys estor Merriam.—Three specimens (4 ad., 
Qad., and @juv.), Las Vigas, April 24 and 25—topotypes of the 
species. 

19. Heterogeomys hispidus (Ze Confe).—One specimen, 
Q ad., Jalapa, April 13. 

This specimen is peculiar in possessing a pure white transverse 

band, about 10 mm. broad, across the lower part of the back. 

There is also a large irregular area of white on the ventral surface, 

mostly confined to the right side of the median line. These 
large white markings are doubtless due to albinism. 

Locally common. 

19. Marmosa murina mexicana Merriam. 

Marmosa murina mexicana MERRIAM, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, XI, 1897, 

44. (March 16, 1897.) ; $ 
" 

Represented by 2 males.and 4 females, collected in the heavier 

forest growth at Jalapa, March 29-April 4. All are young adults, 

except one very old male. 

This subspecies is smaller, with relatively much smaller ears, 

than true murina, and the general color is a lighter, clearer 

rufous, but in the color of face between the eyes there is little 
difference, the rufous only exceptionally reaching forward to the 

nose. In true murina this part is much lighter than the general 

color of the upper parts. 

M. murina mexicana was described from Juquila, Oaxaca, and 

its range given as the States of Oaxaca and Chiapas. The 

present locality therefore extends its range on the eastern slope 
considerably to the northward of Oaxaca. It is probable that 

the specimen recorded as murina by Mr. Thomas from Ventanos, 

Durango, is referable to this form. 



-XIV.—NOTES ON SOME SPECIES OF NORTH 
CAN MOTHS. 

By WituiAM BevTenMOLLER. 

z notes are based upon types and specimens in the 
wal Picctiéction, which is’ now the property of the 
“a With regard to the Western and Pacific Coast species 

z much is yet to be learned, and I hope to be able before 
e a more detailed account of the species from that 

Aellopos fadus (Cramer). 

ple of this southern species was taken at Summit, New 
yy Mer. Francis Child Nicholas, who kindly donated the 

yecies was described from its larval-case only, and the 
s been hitherto unknown. 

| abe description was taken from an undeveloped specimen 
ma pupa of one of the types in the Edwards Collection, 

y serve to identify the species. Hy. Edwards describes 
case as being about one and a half to one and three- 

rt inches i in length, a little thicker in the middle, and com- 
ed of pieces of sticks or twigs from one-third to one and a 
ter inches in length, laid side by side longitudinally, one or 
pieces nearly always extending posteriorly some distance 

the termination of the case. The fragments with which 
[209] 14 
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the case is covered are of different lengths, and are about fifteen 
in number, the interstices being filled with wood dust, closely 
woven into the silken ground work of the case. The edges of the 
pieces of wood are always neatly rounded by the larva, and all 

outstanding branches are bitten off. 

The cases were collected at Mt. Diablo, California, on the 

branches of chinquapin chestnut (Castaneopsis chrysophylla). A 

rediscovery of the species is earnestly hoped for. 

Dasychira plagiata ( Wa/ker). 

Acyphas plagiata WALKER, Cat. Het. B. M. Pt. IV, 1855, p. 799. 
Dasychira atomaria WALKER, Cat, Het. B. M. Pt. VII, 1856, p. 1739. 
Parorgyia clintonii GROTE & ROBINSON, Proc, Ent. Soc. Phil. Vol. VI, 1866, 

p. 3, pl. I, figs. 2 and 3. 
Olene plagiata NEUM@GEN & Dyar, Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc. Vol. II, 1894, 

p. 58. 

Regarding this species Mr. Hampson kindly sent me the follow- 
ing notes: “ As far as the condition of the types allows me to 

judge, this is the same as Parorgyia clintoniti G.& R. A. plagiata, — 

type male, and Dasychira atomaria, type female, are without locality, 
but the male agrees fairly well with c/intonii, of which we have 

four males, and the female agrees with a female we have from W. 

Canada.” 

Catocala californica Adw. 

Some time ago I called attention to the fact that this species 

had been made a variety of C. e/ectilis Walker, but that ca/ifor- 

nica was a good species, and e/ectilis a Mexican species allied to 

C. junctura (Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc., Vol. IV, p. 98). A good figure 
of C. electilis was published by Mr. Druce in ‘ Biologia Centrali- 
Americana,’ Het. Vol. I, Pl. XXXI, fig. 8, and it is very distinct 
from californica. ‘To verify my statement I asked Mr. Hampson, 

of the British Museum, to examine for me the type of edecti/is and 

to compare the same with californica. He writes me as follows : 

““ Druce’s figure represents e/ecti/is very well. It is much larger 

than californica, and without the dentate, white submarginal line. 
They are as distinct as any species in the group.” 
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_ Catocala electilis Walker. 

eles Waxes, Cat. ues sotto : XIII, 1857, P. 1209; Druce, 
et. 

andra Hy. Epwarps, Proc. Cal. 3 oly Sci. ‘aly, 1875. 

of C. cassandra is a very much worn specimen, and it 
doubt the same as C. e/ectilis. A specimen agreeing with 

e of edectilis, given by Mr. Druce, is in the Hy. Edwards 
m, and another with the markings on the fore wings much 
is in the Angus Collection. Both are from Mexico. C. 
nch (Can. Ent., XV, p. 163) has been made a synonym of 

, but the description does not agree with the type of cas- 
nor with e/ecéilis. C. babayaga is probably a variety of 

Catocala meskei Grove. 

“ Fsbo Grote, Can. Ent. Vol. V, 1873, p. 161. 
emtads Hy. Epwakps, Bull Ent. Soc. Vol. III, 1880, 

ook oy Sac, Vol. VII, 1884, p.'45) places C. rosalinda as 
istinc! ct species. It is, however, identical with C. meskei, and not 
Sdcthy of a varietal name. A specimen of meskei, compared 

id agreeing with the type, is in the Edwards Collection, as is also 
e of C. rosalinda. 

Catocala irene, var. virgilia Hy. Edw. 

This is a good variety, and is not identical with the typical 
¢ ¢ Behr, as placed by Rev. G. D. Hulst. An example of frene 

e , with the type and the types of the variety virgi/ia are in 
e Edwards Collection. rene is brown, with the reniform spot 
_ and surrounded by a cloud of a shade darker, and has 

« basal patch and an apical dash of the same color. The 
y virgilia has the fore wings almost entirely suffused with 

airs, so as to nearly obscure the ground color and markings. 
he ‘subterminal line is whitish and very distinct. 
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Catocala faustina, var. carlota, var. nov. 

FIG, 1. 

Fore wings almost entirely uniform whitish gray, middle portion whitish. The 

transverse lines very conspicuous and deep black. The one across the middle of 

the wing very angular and irregular in its course ; a little below the middle it 

suddenly turns inwards for some distance, forming a distinct open loop. On the 

upper angle where the line turns inwards, rests a distinct black blotch. Sub- 

terminal line almost invisible. Terminal row of spots black. Hind wings rosy, 

with the band and border as in faustina. Expanse, 58 mm, 

One female, No. 11908, Coll. Hy. Edwards. 

Habitat : Sierra Nevada, California. 

Catocala stretchii, var. sierrz, var. nov. 

Fore wings very thickly scaled with black so as to almost entirely obscure the 

ground color and the transverse lines. The subterminal line is very distinct and 

dentate, creamy white, edged black outwardly. Hind wings same as in the 

typical stretchiz. 

Four specimens, No. 12653, Coll. Hy. Edwards. 

Habitat ; Sierra Nevada, California. 

This variety bears the same relationship to strefchii as the 

variety somnus does to C. /uciana. It may be easily known by its 

dark fore wings and light subterminal band. 
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xv. _NOTES ON NORTH AMERICAN SESII- 
, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES. 

By WittiaAmM BEUuTENMOLLER. 

publication of my paper on Sesiidz (Bull. Am. Mus. 
‘Vol. VIII, pp. 111-148) = following notes and 

ns have been made. 

Head, thorax and abdomen bright chestnut brown, the latter with a 
ow ring at the posterior edges of the second and fourth segments above 

-_Legs and palpi bright orange chestnut ; femora blackish. Antenne 

t, except for a short distance before the tip above black. Thorax 

th with wings the same as in do//ii. Expanse, 40 mm. — 

y much like the female, but the thorax is darker and the palpi are 

“female from Texas. Coll. B. Neumeegen. Two males 

wards, and the species was subsequently described as 
»Mr. Neumeegen. It differs from do//ii by having the 

head saan and abdomen bright chestnut brown, and the tibia 
d tarsi wholly bright orange chestnut, while in do//it the tibie 

alpi are black outside, and the abdomen is blackish. 

Sciapteron tricincta (/urris). 

“species was bred by me from willow infested with larve 
hus lapathi and Saperda concolor, found near Van 

Park, New York City. It is possible that denofata may 

[213] 
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Sciapteron simulans Grote. 

A freshly-emerged female of this species was found by me under 
a red oak on Manhattan Square, New York City. Hitherto it 
was only known from Rhode Island, Ohio, Illinois and Minnesota, 
Only the female is known, and it would be interesting to learn 
what the male looks like. i 

Sesia sigmoidea, sp. nov. 

Female.—ead black ; collar black, narrowly yellow in front and on each side 

behind ; palpi yellow with appressed scales. Antenne black. Thorax black, 

with a yellow mark posteriorly above, beneath with a large yellow spot on each 

side at the base of the insertion of the fore wings. Abdomen bronzy black with 

a yellow ring on the posterior edge of the second, fourth and last segments, the 

one on the fourth encircling the body, and is broader beneath than above. On 

each side of the base of the abdomen to the end of the second segment is a short, 

broad yellow line, which almost touches the ends of the first ring. Legs yellow 

and black ; fore coxz and all the femora black; tibise and tarsi yellow inside 

and yellow and black outside. Anal tuft black, narrowly yellow on each side of 

the middle above. Fore wings transparent with the margins black, outer margin 

very broad. Transverse discal mark orange, narrowly edged with black inside. 

Hind wings with black margin narrow, fringes concolorous, yellow at the base 

of wings. Fore wings beneath washed with yellow, and scaled with orange 

between the veins on outer margin. Discal mark like above. Hind wings 

beneath same as above. Expanse, 18 mm. 

Habitat: Walpole, Mass. One female, No. 15948, Coll. Hy. 

Edwards, A. M. N. H. 

This is the species which was considered by the late Hy. 

Edwards to be identical with the European Sesia asiliformis Rott., 

and was recorded as such in Papilio, Vol. II, p. 56. It, however, 

is sufficiently distinct to warrant separation from the European 

species. In asiliformis the wings are more elongate, with the 

outer margin more oblique. The yellow markings are very much 
more vivid than in sigmotdea, and this color predominates in the anal 

tuft. The orange on the discal mark is in shape of a transverse bar, 

while in ségmoidea it is merely a round spot. Between the veins 
on the outer part of the wings asi/iformis is scaled with bright 
orange, and on the underside is almost wholly brilliant orange. 

Hind wings beneath also margined with orange. The outer trans- 
parent area of the fore wings in asi/iformis is also larger than in 

sigmoidea. 

wal 
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Sesia ithacz, sp. nov. 

Head black ; collar narrowly yellow ; palpi black above and at the 
beneath. Thorax above wholly black as is also the abdomen and 

it. Legs black, joints with yellow rings; fore coxe pale yellow. 

black with a white patch before the tip. Fore wings with the costa, 

in and outer part broadly black. Discal mark broad black. Basal 

‘space small, elongate triangular ; outer area very small, irregularly 

Hind wings narrowly bordered with black. Underside : Fore wings 
th yellow basally, and streaked with yellow between the veins at the outer 

transverse mark black. Hind wings same as above. Expanse, 18 mm. 

¢.—Black and yellow like the female, but the basal transparent space is 
va id broader, and extending beneath the median vein, the inner margin as 

juence is narrowly bordered with black. The outer transparent area also 

: Ithaca, New York. One oe and one at No. 

1. Hy. Edwards, A. M. N. H. 

Sesia rubrofascia (Hy. Zdw.). 

\d and thorax above and below deep steel blue black ; before each eye is a 
ean, Palpi black above, bright orange red beneath ; abdomen 

el blue black, with the fourth and fifth segments bright scarlet red above 
; sixth segment scarlet red beneath. Anal tuft blue black with a few 

hairs on each side above. Legs blue black ; hind tibis whitish inside, and 

‘a white ring at the middle ; all the tarsi orange inside, blue black outside. 
nnz blue black, with the tip, for one-third the length, yellowish on one side. 

wings transparent, costal and inner margins narrowly violet black ; discal 

ight. black ; outer margin broad and heavily marked with scarlet between 
: veins; fringes brown black. Hind wings transparent, fringes brown 

. Underside of wings same as above, except the fore wings which are 

with golden yellow along the costa, and the costa of hind wings marked 

tote Expanse, 17-21 mm. 
Li 

s bred by Mr. J. Doll and myself from willow infested with 

ve er Cryptorhynchus lapathi and Saperda concolor, found in 

in Cortlandt Park, New York City, in June. Hitherto the 
was only known from Georgia and Illinois, and I have also 

‘a specimen from Manitoba, Canada. 

fe did not succeed in raising the male, but the specimen de- 

ed by Hy. Edwards lacks the red on the fore wings, and the 

on the palpi. 
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Pyrrhotznia prestans (//y. Zdw.). 

Female.—Head brassy black, with the vertex and palpi orange. Collar 

blackish, edged in front with orange. Thorax blackish, patagia tipped with 

orange. Fore cox orange. All the femora blackish; tarsi orange with a 

blackish ring at the end of each; tibiz orange, Fore wings brassy green with 

an orange red streak along the inner margin, from the base to nearly the hind 

angle. ‘he basal and outer transparent spaces filled with orange, as are also the 

spaces between the veins of the outer part of the wing. Fringes brownish. 

Hind wings transparent with an outer border, and the inner margin orange. 

Fringes blackish. Veins and discal mark black. Underside: Fore wings 

wholly orange, except the discal mark, veins of outer part and fringes same as 

above. Hind wings bordered with orange. Veins scaled with orange. Fringes 

like above. Expanse, 23 mm, 

Habitat ; Easton, Washington. 

The above description was taken from a specimen, which is 
without much doubt the female of ?. prestans, of which the type 
male was hitherto only known to exist. The specimen is from 
the collection of the U. S. National Museum, and was sent to me 

for examination by Dr. L. O. Howard. It is somewhat worn, but 
it shows the traces of the orange red bands on the abdomen as in 
the male. It differs from the male by having the transparent 

spaces on the fore wings filled with orange, and by narrow orange 

border of the hind wings. 

Zenodoxus mexicanus, sp. nov. 

Head fuscous with some white scales; palpi white, with a few fuscous scales 

at the tip. Stalk of antennz rufous, pectinatious black. Thorax fuscous, tip 

of patagia with white hairs. Legs white with fuscous rings. Abdomen above 

brown-black with a white band composed of scales at the posterior edge of each 

segment. Anal tuft blackish brown with a few white hairs. Underside of 

abdomen wholly blackish brown. ‘Thorax beneath brown-black with white scales, 

Fore wings blackish brown, streaked with white between the veins at the outer 

part, before the margin, thus forming a rounded whitish patch, crossed by the 

veins. Hind wings uniform blackish brown. Underside: Fore wings similar 
to the above, but with a narrow white streak along the inner margin and costa. 

Hind wings with scattered white scales. Expanse, 13 mm. 

Habitat: New Mexico. One male, No. 16756, Coll. A. M.N. H. 

Received from Prof. J. B. Smith. 

Allied to Z. heuchere, but differs from it by having white bands 

on the abdomen, instead of yellow bands, and by the white patch 

on the fore wings. 



XVI—FOOD-HABITS OF NORTH AMERICAN 
IDA. 

By Wittiam BeutrenmMicer. 

be seen from the following list, comparatively little is 
ut the food-habits of our Clear-winged Moths, and for 

n I have thought it advisable to bring together all the 
nformation on the subject, i in the hope that it may stimu- 

to undertake to raise the species and to give us some 

a! all, as far as I am aware, single brooded, hibernating 
ir larval stages. The larve are fleshy, white, with testaceous 

inut-brown corneous heads and cervical shields. They are 
sult to raise, if the plant in which they feed is kept moist 

Melittia satyriniformis idner. 

*s in the roots and lower parts of the stems of squash vines, 

; been bred from the roots of sumac, RAus /aurina (Proc. 

Soc. Wash., I, p. 85), and it also feeds in the herbaceous 
ying stems of Megarrhisa. 

Alcathoé caudatum (//arr.). 

in the roots of virgin's-bower (C/ematis virginiana). 

§ Sannina uroceriformis Ha/ker. 

e larva lives in the roots of the persimmon. 

[217] 
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Trochilium pacificum //y. Zdw. 

Bores in the cottonwood, and very likely also in the willow. 

Trochilium tibiale Aarris. 

The larva inhabits the trunks of poplar and willow. 

Trochilium apiforme (Zznz.). 

This well-known European species breeds in the roots and 

lower parts of the trunks of poplar and willow. 

Bembecia marginata (//arris). 

Lives in the roots of the blackberry and raspberry. 

Vespamima sequoiz (//y. Zdw.). 

Breeds in the California redwood (Seguota sempervirens) and 
pines (Pinus lambertiana and P. ponderosa). It produces thick 
excresences on the branches and trunks, 

Sciapteron tricincta (//arr.). 

Lives in the canes and trunks of low swamp willows, infested 

with Cryptorhynchus lapathi and Saperda concolor. It also 

inhabits the poplar. 

Sciapteron denotata (//y. Zdw.). 

The habits are probably the same as those of the preceding 

species. 
Sciapteron robiniz Hy. Zdw. 

This is destructive to the locust (Robinia pseudacacia), and is 

also recorded as infesting the poplar. ' 

Sciapteron simulans Groce. 

Lives in the solid wood of the trunks of red oak. 

Sciapteron dollii Meumegen. 

Breeds in the solid wood of poplar, and possibly also in willow. 

Sciapteron polistiformis (//arris). 

The larva burrows in the bark and sap-wood of the roots of 

both wild and cultivated grape-vines. 
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 Tarsa denudata ae 

Parharmonia pini (Xe//ico/t). 

lives under the bark of pine. 

Podosesia syringe (Harris). 

Sanninoidea exitiosa (Say). 

under the bark of the peach and cherry, both wild and 
, at the base of the tree and very often beneath the 

e of the ground. 

_ Sanninoidea opalescens (Hy. Zdw.). 

like the preceding species, in the trunks of the peach and 
and without doubt also affects the cherry. 

Sesia rutilans (/y. Zdw.). 

eds in the roots of the strawberry, blackberry and raspberry. 

Sesia bassiformis (/Wa/ker). 

in the stalks of Eupatorium. 

4 Sesia rubrofascia (//y. Zdw.). 
= Tt =. bit: | the trunks and canes of willow infested with Cryféor- 

thus lapathi and Saperda concolor. 

Sesia albicornis (//y. Zdw.). 

: habits are the same as those of Sesta rubrofascia. 

Sesia culiciformis var. americana Aeu/. 

es in the trunks and stems of the alder in Nevada. 
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Sesia acerni Clemens. 

Bores under the bark of the maple, especially the silver maple 
(Acer dasycarpum). 

Sesia corni (//y. Zdw.). 

Breeds under the bark of maple. 

Sesia tipuliformis (Linn.). 

Bores in the stems of the cultivated currant, and in Europe it 

also lives in the young shoots of hazel. 

Sesia pyri (arris). 

Lives in the trunks of pear and apple, between the outer bark 
and sap-wood. 

Sesia scitula (/arris). 

Lives under the bark of chestnut, oak and dogwood, also in the 
oak-galls Andricus cornigerus, and in galls on willow and hickory. 

Sesia rubristigma (Ke//icott). 

Has been bred from the oak-gall, Andricus cornigerus. 

Sesia sigmoidea Zeus. 

A specimen in the Museum Collection is labeled “ from willow.” 

Sesia querci (/y. Zdw.). 

Has been bred from galls found on live-oak in Arizona. 

Sesia prosopis (//y. Zdw.). 

Has been raised from galls found on mesquite in Arizona. 

Sesia pictipes (G. & 2.). 

Lives under the bark of plum, cherry, beach plum, chestnut, 

and juneberry (Amelanchier canadensis). Usually bores under 
the bark some distance up from the base. It also feeds. in the 

black knot fungus. 

Pyrrhotenia floridensis Grote. 

Specimens of the moths have been taken on scrub-oak by Mrs. 
Slosson, and it is possible that the larva may in some way feed on 

this tree. 



By M. H. SaviLte. 

PLates XXIII anp XXIV. 

of Mexico still presents an inviting field to the arch- 
and from time to time important specimens of Nahuatl 

are brought to light. In the immediate neighborhood 
ern city of Texcoco much of great interest has been 

1, but unfortunately by far the greater number of objects 

re either broken or lost by the Indians, or find their way 
vate collections, and thus are practically reburied so far as 

1g of service to archeology. This is also the case 
it Mexico and Central America, where many priceless 
the past may be seen in private hands. These are of 
ntific value, inasmuch as the circumstances of their dis- 

and the place where they were found, have been either 
or never ascertained. 

terra cotta figure about to be described was found by an 
in a cave near the modern city of Texcoco, and is now 
ed in the American Museum of Natural History. It was 
in a number of pieces when found, and with these frag- 

were portions belonging to two other figures of a similar 
er. The figure is approximately life size’ (see Plate 

II), and represents a man with arms extended and mouth 

ned as if singing or shouting. The hands show that each 
grasped some object ; the ends of the fingers are broken 

The figure was made hollow and in three sections. The 
is in one piece, and fits into the body by means of a tube, 
is a continuation of the neck. The middle section com- 

iven: — 150.9 CM.; 
5 

86.5; 
below the armor, 37.5. Breadth of the shoulders, 46.0 cm. 

the nipples, about 19.0cm.; transverse of chest, at 

7. 

[221] 
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prises the main part of the body, and fits into the lower section 
forming the lower part of the trunk and the legs. 

It was painted only on the parts representing the skin, which is 
of a dark red color, showing traces of a high polish, such as is 
found on the well-known red ware of the Valley of Mexico. 

The image is shown as clothed in garments of a dingy brick-red 
shade, mottled black in places, the result of burning in firing. 
It was evidently modeled on a frame of some sort, but there are 
no traces of such a frame to be found inside. The garments 
consist of a short jacket wipi//i, with sleeves, tied at the back in 

two places, the ends of the jacket not being brought together. 
On the arms, just below each shoulder, are straps tied around 

with the ends hanging down. Around the waist below the jacket 
are the remains of a loin cloth maxt/at/, There was undoubt- 

edly joined to this a covering similar to that in the figure shown 
in Plate XXIV. The legs were covered with leggings reaching a 
little below the knees and tied there with straps. In the frag- 
ments of the other figures these leggings do not reach the knees. 

The feet are shod’ with sandals, having protections on either side 
of the ankle, and held on the foot by two straps, one passing 
between the first and second toes, and the other between the 

third and fourth toes, and tied in front." 

The head of the image shows the ancient custom of artificial 

flattening of the frontal and occipital bones. The ears are 
pierced for ear ornaments commonly seen in Mexican sculptures. 
The nose contains an ornament which was usually the mark of 

distinction of the highest ancient Mexican warchief. The hair 

is arranged in a peculiar wig-like fashion. On the top of the 
head is a small ring which may have served as a means of lift- 
ing the head from the body by a cord, but it was more likely used 

to fasten a head-dress of some light material, as seen in Fig. 1. 

There are holes bored in the arms, shoulders, and chest near 

the shoulders, which seem to have been to hold cords after the 

arms had become cracked or broken, and were strengthened by 

being tied to the body. 

This life-sized figure is believed to be unique. I have repro- 

duced a ss Sash of somewhat the same general character but of 

1 On the subject of ancient Mexican and Central panne sandals, see Mason’s monograph, 
in Report of U S. National Museum, Sea Pp. 364-5 
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re size (Plate XXIV). This has been described by Dr. 
) ‘ Veréffentlichungen aus dem Kéniglichen Museum fiir 

nde,’ Berlin, Oct., 1888, pp. 15, 16, Plate X, where the 

-is given natural size, being 28.8 cm. in height.’ It is of 
‘made in one piece only, and was found in Yucatan. 

3 ed in the Maya collections of the Berlin Ethno- 
al Museum. In details the figure is markedly different 
e larger specimen. An interesting feature is the head 
by flattening. The sandal on the right foot shows the 
passing between the first and second and fourth and 
. The flesh, furthermore, is not painted, the whole 
ng of a uniform shade. 

personage represented in the Mexican valley specimen is 
bly that of an ancient war chief dressed in an armor of 

ited cotton. In the Lienzo de Tlaxcalla* are many represen- 
of soldiers, and on Plate 52 is the figure of one of their 

iders herewith reproduced (Fig. 1). This figure shows the war- 
holding i in the right hand the maguahuitl, a saw sword made of 
with a row of obsidian knives set in each edge, and in the 

hand the chimalli, or shield. It will be observed that the 
is arranged in practically the same manner as in the terra 
figure, over which is a kind of head-dress apparently made 
pe and feathers. Rising above the warrior’s head, in the 
al picture, is the large war eagle, which has been drawn of 
e size, and I have not reproduced it in the figure. In many 

f the plates of the Lienzo de Tlaxcalla the warriors are clothed 
ith trousers of the same material as the jacket. These garments, 
cording to Torquemada, were called ichcauipilli, which was an 

of quilted cotton, and so strongly was this made that many 
‘Spaniards early adopted it as a protection against the 

and swords of the Indians.’ nee are also to be 

a also ‘site ‘bulticbed “ts r. Schellhas in ye Vergleichende 
Felde der Maya-Alterthi ¥ ng Ethnographie, 

r flec el mucho trabajo, que padecian, que con armas de 
islets ontete.— Pas M hin indiana, T an 4, cap. xxxi, 
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seen in the Codex Mendoza, in the celebrated tribute roll of 

Montezuma.’ The terra cotta figure has, furthermore, red bands 
on each side of the face extending from the hair downward across 
the eye to the lower part of the face. This mark is also found 

a 4) 

& 

Fig. 1. 

in the Mexican manuscripts in the delineation of warriors who 
have their hair fixed in the same manner as in the figure. 

In conclusion, it seems evident that we have in this remarkable 

specimen of art in terra cotta, the actual portrait or statue of some — 

distinguished war chief of the old Alcolhuan tribe, dressed in 

armor, and very probably having in his hands his sword and 
shield. hie 

1See Lorenzana ‘Hist. de Nueva Espana,’ Plate I], and better given by Pefiafiel in 
*‘Monumentos del arte Mexicano Antiguo,’ Plate 237. Also Nombres Geographicos de 
México. A. Pejiafiel. 
“La + representada en el jeroglifico no se parece 4 los huipiles femeninos que hay en el 

libre de 
armadura colchada para la guerra, de color amarillo cosauhgu7, que en composicion se 
en la radical cozo, ’o en coza, como en cozatli (cocatii), comadreja, cuadripedo amarillo; Auz- 
pile, significa duefio de Auipilli, y can lugar de; la interpretacion de toda la palabro, lugar 
de duenios de ichcahuipilli,’o de los que usaban esas armaduras,”’ p. 87. 

os tributos y en otros manuscritos aztecas; corresponda mas bien al ichcahuipilli, 

Fe nT ee! le 
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le XVIII. — HYBRIDS BETWEEN THE GAME 
AND THE GUINEA FOWL. 

By Juan ViLaro, M.D. 

PLATES XXV AND XXVI. 

as been my privilege to own six living specimens, resulting 

th e sexual union of male individuals of the genus Ga//us 
male individuals of the genus Mumida. Four of these 
ected, three of which proved to be males, although all 

thout spurs. All were studied in life." The results of 

bservations are presented in the present paper. 
fe these hybrids had only one phonetic expression—a 

i chirping sound, which might be taken either as a com- 
int, a war-cry, or as a manifestation of fear. These were the 

m tic ns which called forth the sound. It had not the least 

© diss 
tom 

e 
of. 

& 

= 

ml ce to the various notes or cries we are accustomed to 

r fre n gallinaceous birds. It was rather like the creaking 
7 
of i duced by vigorously rubbing together two pieces of iron. 
th us agitated they erected the feathers of the head and 
ar d the tail. They generally, even when perfectly at rest, 

) aa mouths open, a sign of difficult, panting respiration. 

S$ shown in Fig. 2, Pl. XXV, taken from a living specimen.) 
: ey were all distinguished, especially the first four that came 

ly possession, by a quarrelsome, aggressive disposition com- 
Guinea-fowls. They gave their companions of the poul- 

rd no peace, not respecting even the chief, to whom all but 
rids gave respect. For this reason I was compelled to 

se them, one after the other. They never, however, attacked 
h other, On the contrary they frequently gathered in a group 

r the attack on other fowls, and even relieved each other when 
cut ing an enemy. Although all but one were found on 

on to be males, none of them had spurs. 
In order better to appreciate their peculiarities, it may be well 
u ne in the genus Ga//us there are wattles, a toothed 

Sis epee here soo yee ~cene e g been kindly presented by Dr, Vilaré to the 

— 1897.) [225] 16 
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crest or ‘ comb,’ a folded tail, with long flowing coverts, and spurs 
in the male. In the genus wmida the head is naked, with a 
casque or protruberance on the forehead ; there are wattles on 
the sides of the throat; the tail is very short, and the legs are 

without spurs. 

The hybrids may be described as follows : 

Number 1.—Product of a male game-cock called in Cuba Gad/lo 
Inglés and Gallo fino, and a female Guinea-fowl or Pintado, 
called in Cuba Gallina de Guinea, or Guinea. It measured from 

the end of the beak to the end of the tail, 650 mm., and from the 
base of the left foot to the back, 310 mm. 

This hybrid was obtained, after various fruitless attempts, cov- 
ering a considerable period, by Mr. Andrew Perez, on his estate, 
‘Industria,’ Jurisdiction of Batabanéd, Cuba. I have no further 

history of its origin. I was indebted for this, the first specimen 
of the kind I had seen or heard of, to the kindness of my 
friend Dr. Francisco Rayneri, a distinguished physician of Ha- 
vana, who presented it to me in 1887. I kept it alive for two 
years, but its quarrelsome and aggressive disposition—a trait 

common to all Rooster-Guineas I have known—and its inclina- 
tion to escape at every opportunity, compelled me at last to sacri- 

fice it. Although a male, not the least procreative tendency was 
observed in this hybrid by either my attendants or myself. I 

presented the specimen in 1889 to the Academy of Sciences of 

Havana, with a note which was published (unfortunately with 
many errors) in the ‘Annals’ of that Society (Vol. XXV, pp. 

731-733). 
As represented in the accompanying illustrations (Pl. XXVI, 

Fig. 2), the scarcity of feathers on the forehead is not clearly seen, 
but the nakedness of the periorbital region ‘is distinctly apparent. 
In the present specimen, as in the other five, a glance is sufficient 

to show the absence of the distinctive features of the Gadlus 

bankiva type. The fleshy appendages are wanting, including the 
pectinated crest or comb, as well as the lateral caruncles and the 

wattles. Nor is there the least trace of the horny casque which 

surmounts the head of the Guinea-fowl. The absence of spurs 

may be traced to its maternal ancestor, as the presence of a fifth 

* 
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in specimen No. 2 (presently to be described) is to its pater- 
progenitor. We also miss the long hackles on the neck, which 

ree in No. 1, scarcer still in Nos. 2 and 3, but quite abun- 
nt i 2 No. 4, but short and rigid in each case, and thus very 
lik e those of the cock. In the absence of hackles we note a 
emblance to the Guinea-fowl. The tail in No. 1 is inclined 

i, but the rectrices and their coverts are much longer 
in Niemida meleagris. 
respect to general coloration, the prevalence of the whitish 

it gray tones is easily seen, the background of the wings 
itk, and that of the general plumage dark gray. We look 

ae white spots fringed with black, upon a bluish or 
_ black, or more or less gray and whitish backgrounds 

mon to the Numida meleagris of Cuba, both domestic and 
| Pee characteristic white spots are represented in hybrids 

and 2 by alternate, undulating white or gray and black 
The lesser, median and greater coverts are marked with 

ting, lanceolate markings, which are also seen on the 
nd rump, but the ends of the feathers are blunt and 

a the primaries of the wings there is a faint reminiscence of 
le spots of the Guinea-hen, but only on the outer vanes, 

vanes being all black. The secondaries are also en- 
on the inner vanes, but the outer, while also black, 

gray spots and a white border. The rectrices or caudal 
hers differ from those of the Guinea-fowl, and are more like 

se of the cock, though straight. Some of the greater coverts of 
il are large and silky. Taken altogether the coloration 
| of the Silver Pheasant, PAasianus nycthemerus Linn. 

As is frequently the case with hybrids, they are larger than 
‘progenitor, though never reaching the combined size of 

h. Consequently the legs, especially the scutellz, nails, and 
the beak, are proportionately larger. 

‘r 2.—This was obtained by Dr. Moreno, of Candelaria, 

se of Pinar del Rio, Cuba. The male parent was a game- 
“ a brilliant cinnamon color, called in Cuba canelo. The 

other was a Guinea-hen of the usual bright black plumage 



| es a ee 
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variegated with white spots. On the right foot is a fifth toe, an 
appendage of the fourth, inherited from the father. The extra 
toe is longer and thicker, with a more fully developed nail than 
the normal fourth toe on the left foot. 

The yellowish-white spots of the plumage were more minute 

than in No. 1, as shown in Pl. XXVI, Fig. 1, photographed from 

the living specimen. On dissection it was found to be a male. 
It measured from the end of the beak to the end of the tail, 

630 mm., and from the base of the left foot to the back, 310 mm. 

Number 3.—White. Born on the 8th of June, 1893, in the 
house of Mrs. Nieves Hernandez, at Cuevitas, Jurisdiction of 
Colon, Province of Matanzas, Cuba. The male progenitor was a 

pure white Guinea-fowl ; the mother was a white hen. The two 
parents were confined together for three days. From an early age 

this hybrid showed a very bad temper, unlike ordinary chickens | 
of the same age. 

It drooped its wings and, when attacking an enemy, erected the 
long feathers of the tail; it also raised some of the feathers of 

the occiput when intimidated. ioe’ 
On dissection it proved to be a female, a circumstance which 

did not in the least mitigate its excitable temper. On the con- 
trary, this individual was worse than the others, which, as stated, 

also had ‘tempers of their own.’ 

Number 4.—Full-throated, hump-backed, and bandy-legged. 
Product of a bright cinnamon-colored game-cock and a bluish 
Guinea-hen. It was born on the 12th of April, 1892, on the 

estate “San José,’ of Dr. Martinez, who presented it to Dr. 

Damian Cuencia, whose son Cesar, a pupil of mine, was kind 
enough to give it to me, April 2, 1894. 

Besides the deformity of the back and the right leg, it was full- 
throated, a trait inherited from the father. This circumstance, 

implying great energy of transmission, easily explains the greater 
development of feathers on the head, throat and neck. While 

showing the same undulating coloration as Nos. 1 and 2, it has a 

greater abundance of fine white spots, especially upon the back 
and tail. The first three primaries are white, the rest totally 
black. (Pl. XXV, Fig. 1.) 
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*r 5.—A dark specimen. It was presented to me on the 
March, 1894, by one of my pupils, Mr. Comesajias. It 
| on his father’s estate in Moron, on the border between 
inces of Camaguey and Santa Clara, Cuba. It disap- 

from my house, in the suburb of Havana, on the 12th of 
er of the same year. 

ts plumage was variegated with very distinct, fine gray spots, 
th undulations similar to those of specimens Nos. 1, 2 and 4. 
© coverts were immaculate white, with a tendency to gray at 

oh was called dark on account of its generally black- 

+ 6: —White specimen. Came into my possession from 
source and on the same date as No. 5. It died in Au- 

1894, during my absence, and when I returned it was found 
condition that dissection was impossible. I noticed that 

n it differed from the other specimen in having the 
s less undulating and more linear. It was called whitish 
unt of the generally light color of the plumage. 

general characteristics of this individual, and of specimen 
were the same as those of the rest, as regards their dis- 

in coloration, size, habits, etc., from their parents. 

add, in conclusion, that these cases of hybridity are by 
s rare in Cuba. Among others, I may mention examples 
by my friend and colleague, Dr. Leopoldo Berriel, Dean 

Law Faculty of the University of Havana, at his estate 
‘Redondo’, in Batabané. I can also add to the full-grown 
aens already described, the case of two chicks, both of the 
brood, presented to me by my excellent friend Mr. Diego 
Urra, in 1894. One of these differed considerably from the 
Its casque, the caruncles at the base of the bill, and 

tles, were red. The other exhibited none of these peculiari- 
s, but was similar to the specimens already described in this 
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PLATE XXVI. 

Fig. 1.—Gallus bankiva & + Numida meleagris 9. P otc f 

specimen, No. 11,528, Am. Mus. i casa Presented by I 
Fig. 2.—Gallus bankiva § + Numida meleagris ¢. Photograph fi 

specimen, No. » 1S aM Mus. Ne Hist. Presented by 
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It may be called 

2 Saisie gaumeri, sp. nov. 

MEG i dibveseees wed, the for being isiform dirk 
> base tipped with a slight tinge of olivaceous, the extreme tip 

ish in certain lights ; below much lighter, the fur being dark brown 
dly tipped with pale buffy gray; ears and membranes black, 

h no trace of a whitish border. Ears of medium size, rather 

convex on the front border, mnaheiy, holierwed cathe posterior bon: 

Ito half the height of the ear. Face semi-nude, about as in 

ae expanse, 286; wing, 124; tail, 40”;! 
iS, 11; fore arm, 39; thumb, 7; 3d digit, 79=phal. i, 37, phal. 
iii, 11, phal. iv, 7 ; tibia, 70 ; foot, 8. 

Similar in a general way to that of 4. fusca, but about one-half 
"Middle inner upper incisors considerably worn, and the ridges for 

attachment strongly developed, indicating an old individual, Greatest 
mt base of incisors to end of crest), 18 ; mastoid breadth, 8.3 ; zygo- 
bh, Yon interorbital breadth, 4; length of molar-premolar series, 

he Min. @ad., Izamal, Yucatan; collected by Dr, George F. 
_ for whom the species is named. 

In coloration Adelonycteris gaumeri resembles examples of 
A. fusca in immature dark pelage, but it differs from this species 

the thinness of the ears, and in the greater relative length of 
€ narrower and more tapering tragus, and in its very much 

"# Collector's measurements from the fresh specimen ; the sess ave teem the dry shin. 

[231] 
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smaller size. In size it resembles both ‘ Vesperugo’ propinguus . 

Peters and V. (Marsipolemus) albigularis Peters, respectively from 
Guatemala and Mexico. ‘The peculiar structure of the ears, to 

say nothing of the coloration, in V. a/bigudaris, render comparison 
with this species unnecessary. V. propinguus is described as 

reddish above, paler and more reddish yellow below, and in this 

respect is widely different from 4. gaumeri. It has also a longer 
thumb and foot than A. gaumeri. 

The type and only specimen of this species has been kindly 
presented by Dr. Gaumer to this Museum, with other specimens 
of Yucatan mammals, 

hg ee 



By R. P. Wuirrievp. 

Pirates XXVII-XXXVIII. 

62 Mr. S. P. Woodward described a fossil from the Cre- 
limestone on Grand River, Portland Parish, Jamaica, 

oni it more in the light of a coral than a bivalve shell. : 

7 Mr. Woodward himself speaks of this resemblance to a coral 
is opening paragraph, where he says: “Almost any person, 

coral, and it would seem like an attempt to impose on one’s credu- 
lity to say it was a bivalve shell, like an oyster or a clam.” 

_____ [have not been able to learn that any person has critically 
___ examined the original specimens since the paper by Mr. Wood- 

rard, above referred to, was published, or that other specimens 
have been collected or examined until the present time. rede 

peculiar fossil, the specimens varting from four inches in length 
- to about twenty, with diameters up to nearly a foot. 
Secor them there are some which show features not mentioned 

ce e 

st Econ te Feonch’ it Il, p. 86, 1887. Tryon, Syst. and Struct. 
+e ol. 111, p ae. Manuel Conch, et de Palwont. Conch. “pe . 1887, Lin- 

{ Devonian alee, Swedish Academy, Vol. V 1, p. 78. 

[233] 
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being conclusive as to their true position in the Animal Kingdom, 
None of these, however, show any indications of an upper valve, 

or any remains of any such plate, with the exception of what may 

possibly have been projecting tooth-like processes, remaining 

within the central cavity of three of the specimens. In this re- 

spect the specimen used by Mr. Woodward was far superior to 
any in this collection. 

By an examination of the specimens in the Museum collection 

I have endeavored to ascertain something further as to the true 

zoblogical relations of these peculiar organisms, and present the 

following facts and observations as a result of these examinations. 
The prominent feature of the genus, as shown by Mr. Woodward, 

is the presence of a series of rays, outside of a central cavity, 
extending to the circumference, but marked at close intervals by 
oval expansions. ‘These he calls moniliform rays, and he says he 
counted sixty-five of them in the circumference of the specimen. 

The intervening spaces he describes as being filled with crystal- 

line matter. He further states that the center is filled up with “a 

vesicular structure, as in the Silurian coral Cyst/phyllum.” Each 

.of these moniliform rays or lines of beads originate, as shown by 

Mr. Woodward, in a lacuna somewhat greater in size than the 

other beads, and is connected with the others by a thin radial 

plate like the vertical ray or lamella of a coral. The beads are 
often distant more than their own diameter, but this radial plate 
connecting the different beads extends throughout the entire 
series. 

These moniliform bodies are found to be vertical tubes, which 

are densely septate horizontally, with the septa all convex upward, 

the reverse of those in the cavities in the interradial spaces, and 
are distinctly double or divided in the middle by the radial plate. 
This feature is distinctly shown on the split surfaces, where the 

beads often separate from the surrounding substance and drop 
out entirely, or one-half may fall off and leave the other half in 

place. This latter feature also proves the existence of the thin 
radial plate which connects all the beads of a ray, or, as Mr. 

Woodward states it, they are “ strung together by almost invisible 
lines.” ‘This thin radial plate begins near the center of the inner 

or first bead (the lacuna) of the ray, and is continuous through- 
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out the line to the outer margin of the disc. These moniliform 
_ tubes must have projected on the surface, and, as Mr. Woodward 
_ says, formed a series of radiating ridges with furrows between, 
except that instead of the “furrows between” them, the spaces 
were occupied by rows of quadrangular pits or depressions with 

transverse walls which divide them into cells, which Mr. Wood- 

': ward did not observe. 
These moniliform rays originate in the young organism just 

outside of the central cavity, and are constantly extended at the 
outer end by the addition of new tubes and an extension of the 
thin radial plate mentioned by Mr. Woodward. 

The principal feature observed in the most perfect examples in 
our collection is in the spaces between the moniliform rays. In 
all of our examples, these spaces, which might be called inter- 
radial spaces, are occupied by a series of quadrangular pits or 

depressions with strong cross partitions between them, mentioned 
above, giving to the surface a sort of honey-comb structure. 
This is the most conspicuous feature of the organism when prop- 
erly preserved, and one that does not appear to have been observed 

by the author of the genus, probably owing to the presence of 
the upper valve and to their being filled with crystalline matter 
to which he refers, like the sample shown on our Plate XXX. 
The depressions, although quadrangular on the surface, are 
rounded below and at bottom, and as seen from below resemble 

the under side of a deep septum of an Orthoceras. They vary 
in depth in the species 2. monilifera from one-fourth to fully five- 
eighths of an inch (six to fifteen centimeters). In a vertical sec- 
tion of the specimen these cavities are seen to be closely septate 
below the surface one, so as to show as a series of deep cups one 
within the other, the intervening spaces being filled with calcite. 
(See Plate XX VII, upper figure.) Wherever a new moniliform 
ray is added, these cavities are doubled from that point outward, 

but are of smaller size than the inner ones. 
This feature, ¢. ¢., the radiating lines of quadrangular cavities, 

is shown by the specimen represented on Plates XXVII and 
XXVIII, to have been the true surface feature of the organism, 
and to have existed during life nearly as in the condition shown 
by the figures, 
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Another of the prominent features of these organisms is the 
character of the central cavity or visceral cup. In some of the 

specimens this is seen to be quite large and comparatively deep ; 

but the rays and their lacunz do not enter into its structure at 

the surface, nor do the quadrangular cell-like cavities, unless it 

be just at the edge. In one example it is about half as deep as 
wide, quite regularly concave and marked in some parts with 
ramifying vascular lines. When the specimens are cut longi- 
tudinally or accidentally split, the entire course of the cavity 

from the apex of the body to just below the upper surface is seen 

to be strongly, closely, and distinctly septate, just like that of a 

Cyathophylloid coral. (See Plates XXXI and XXXIII.) Mr. 
Woodward mentions that the center is filled up with a vesicular 

structure, as in the Silurian coral Cystiphy//um. In our specimens 

the septa extends entirely across the center of the cup, as they 

do in the genus Zaphrentis or in Omphyma. 

In several of the specimens in our collection, showing more or 
less of the interior cup or visceral cavity, there are noticeable two 

features which are somewhat peculiar. One of these is shown 

distinctly in the figure on Plate XXVIII, at c, on the upper mar- 
gin of the body cavity, encircling nearly one-half its diameter. 
This object is somewhat fibrous in a horizontal direction, and is 
of a white somewhat pearly texture. The other one nearly fills 

the center of the cup inside of the one just mentioned, and is 

vertically columnar or fibrous, appearing on its upper end much 

like the weathered end of a specimen of the coral Chetetes (see 

at the letter 7). In the figure of 2. multilirata, on Plate XXXIV, 

the first mentioned feature is seen to form a nearly continuous 

line for fully one-half the circumference of the cavity, is of a more 

dense and lighter colored substance than the rest, and is inter- 
rupted at two points by other bodies which represent the objects 
marked 4, 4, in Mr. Woodward’s figure 5, and which he supposed 
to be sections of the teeth of the upper valve. These points, as 

seen in the section, are over two inches below the top of the 

specimen. In another example (of 2. multilirata) the spaces 
marked ¢, 4, on Woodward’s figure, are occupied by long triangular 

points or processes much resembling teeth, and they are appar- 

ently fitted into triangular sockets or pocket-like cavities on the 

alt tea 
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the central cavity. In this specimen (see Plate XX XV) 
Zz > is deep and rather narrow, but is partly filled by a calca- 
Sesyiainc deposit on one side ; but the white pearly sub- 

nnar body seen in the cavity of that species, are both entirely 
T nt from this one. The other feature, viz., the Pieiesaeesebecse 

that they represent three distinct species. Neither would 
y one suspect from an examination of the collection that any- 

g representing an upper valve had existed. But that such a 

ire was really present - the individuals used by Mr. Wood- 

= examines the figures here presented, which are all from 
of the objects, and consequently cannot misrepre- 

pam or Hippurites, consequently the upper valve must have 

been held in place entirely by muscular action ; but the homolo- 
s of the several features presented in the internal arrange- 

ment are hard to find in any living or known extinct coral or 
-molluscan, When examined in transverse sections, the central 

“cavity, below the living surface, appears to be separated from the 
marginal features by a distinct wall which is formed by the united 
edges of the plates which constitute the septa below, but none of 
the specimens showing the ees would lead one to expect such a 

_ tT wrote to Mr. T.R ‘ones, of London, uesti him to examine the ¢ specimens 
for me, if they if they were still _ Roe I the British { Laedon, reques wees me that the upper cabs | is there 
as "on Plate XX, fig. 2, of Woodward's article (copied on page o42 of this paper), 

but “it has bas hase uty damaged, apparently since the drawing was made, at x, ©, 
hand side (the spectators and 
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feature, any more than would the surface of the cup of a coral 

which would show the wall in a section. 
The existence of an upper valve is a strong argument in favor 

of a molluscan affinity. Still we know there are bivalve or 

operculate corals, as Calceola, Gontophyllum, Areopoma and 

Rhiszophyllum sufficiently attest. But none of these are suffi- 

ciently allied to Barrettia to form a basis for comparison, besides 
being so distantly separated geologically, none of them being 

known above the Devonian. 

The increase in number of the moniliform rays being from the 
margin or outer rim is a distinctly radiate feature, and the in- 

crease in number of the tubes or beads in a ray taking place at 
the outer rim is also a distinctly radiate character. They are 
also seen to be cut off or obliterated at the central cavity by the 
latter’s increased growth, as are the ray teeth of a coral to which 

they may be analagous. The radial plate is also seen to be com- 

posed of a double film, shown by the readiness with which it 

splits longitudinally, just as do the ray lamelle of cup corals, 

having been formed by a folded film of the endoderm of the 
animal. 

If these bead-like bodies were produced by anything like the 
expanded mantle of a mollusc during growth, they would most 

likely diverge upwards and increase in distance from each other, 

like the rays on a shell, or be added to in numbers at intervals, 
neither of which features occur ; but, on the contrary they are 
seen on the several longitudinal sections to drop out near the 

central cavity, which widens at the expense of numbers of these 

tubes. This probably explains why, in some of the larger indi- 
viduals, many of the large lacune are not present, they having 

been obliterated by the widening of the central cavity. This 
feature is noticed in the increase and disappearance of the lines 

of bead-like tubes. They (the lines) appear to originate at the 
inner surface of the margin of the cup, and the increase in num- 

ber of beads in a line takes place at this point, ¢. ¢., on the inner 

surface of the outer wall of the cup. Owing to this fact the 
lines on a split surface are seen to be parallel to the outer margin 
after the body has attained its full size, and where there is an 

increase in dimensions, new ones are seen to come in on the 
— 
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outer border, while those near the inner margin at the border of 
_ the central cavity are displaced or obliterated by the increase in 

width of the central cavity. (See Plates XXXI and XXXII.) 
Of the two lacunz which are always present and continuous 

(those marked #, and m, on Woodward’s figure 5, Plate XXI [copied 

on page 242 of this article] of the work cited), the large round 
one forms a cylindrical horizontally septate tube, extending the 
entire length of the body, and is situated close to the margin of 

the central cavity. The septa are concave, flat or convex, at 

different places in its length. The other one marked x, on 
Woodward's figure 5, is narrowly compressed laterally, and ex- 
tends to about two-thirds of the distance toward the margin of 
the body, and is also septate horizontally. (See Plate XXXII, 
at 4.) Beyond its outer end the usual bead-like tubes continue, 
but the earlier ones on the line are absorbed by its increase in 
length during growth, as can be seen on the left of the figure 
just referred to. These two features, in all the examples exam- 
ined, bear the same relations one to the other, and were supposed 
by Mr. Woodward to represent the inflections of the mantle on 
the cardinal side, to form the ridges seen on the inside of the 

cup on the cardinal side of Radiolites and Hippurites, or as he 
supposed to form a hinge. (See # and m, Figs. 6 and 7, 
page 242, which is a reproduction of Woodward’s Plate XX1.) 
In our specimens these two features are close to the central 

cavity, and do not become separated from it at its surface, but 
when, from further growth, the body cavity is contracted below 

by the partitions thrown across from time to time, in lessening its 
depth, these features will in a section appear as disconnected 

from the interior cavity, just as does the fosset in a Cyathophyloid 
coral, which the long narrow organ here mentioned very closely 

resembles, if it does not represent, That they do not form part of 

a hinge analagous to that of a bivalve mollusc, or more particu- 
larly like that of Hippurites, is shown in their distance from the 
margin of the body and in being connected with that margin only 

by the line of bead-like tubes between. 

Besides the two features just described, there are others of the 

rays, as they are seen in transverse sections, which are constructed 

differently from the generality of them. These may be seen on 
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page 242, at ¢, ¢, ¢, ¢, where they are more nearly solid and 

not as vesicular as the others, as if they had been filled up by a 
continuous deposit. ‘lhe meaning of these I have not been able 

to determine, nor have I been able to trace them to their source 

on the surface of the specimens. But I have thought they 
might, with the features a and 4, represent the primary rays of a 

coral. 

It might be contended that these cells and partitions are anala- 

gous to the columnar or fibrous features of Radiolites, Caprotina 
and other Rudistz, but all those features are divergent in their 

growth upward, whereas these in farreftia are convergent or 

parallel, and the additions are all at the outer rim of the body 
and not at intermediate points and interstitially as in molluses. 

When examined in thin transverse microscopical sections, the 
thick wall separating the quadrangular interradial cavities or 
cells, in B. monilifera, is seen to be composed of vertical plates 
rather dense in substance, forming a rudely longitudinally vesic- 

ular structure, sometimes uniting in centers, like the rays of sep- 
tate corals ; they also formed compressed ovals or narrowly ellip-— 
tical cavities, all arranged vertically. In vertical sections these 

plates are seen to be continuous for considerable distances, or are 

subject to frequent interruptions and conjunctions with each 

other, as is seen in longitudinal sections of cup corals. In longi- 

tudinal sections made along the moniliform ray the vertical 

plates are seen always a little oblique to the moniliform tubes, 

but entirely distinct from them; while the convex plates of the 

moniliform tubes are very perceptible. In a vertical section at 

right angles to the moniliform ray, cutting the tube transverse to 

its radial axis, the transverse plates or septa are seen to be raised 

in the center, pointing upward where they join the thin radial 
plate which divides them along the middle, appearing much like 

the plates or tabule which are seen in the Palzozoic corals 
Syringopora, Lithostrotion, etc., which form the columella of 

those corals. 

So far as my observations extend I can find no evidence of a 

molluscan nature in these organisms except the presence of an 

upper valve. All the other features tend towards a radial affinity. 
The total absence of a hinge, even as much as the faintly marked 
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[Sections about six diameters.] 

Fig. 1.—A vertical section of the transverse wall between the quadrangu- 
lar cells. The vertical lines are the more solid plates. The 
checked area at the left of the figure is calcite. The vertical 

plates are seen to bifurcate upward. 

Fig. 2.—A section along the ray, showing two of the moniliform beads 

with the numerous transverse septa curving upward. The 

oblique vertical lines between them are the vertical plates of 

the walls dividing the cells. 

Fig. 3.—A horizontal section showing three monille. The band across 

the center is the transverse wall dividing the quadrangular 

cells, and shows the pseudo-stellate grouping of the Plates. 

Fig. 4.—A_ vertical section of one of the monilla at right angles to 

direction of the rays, and shows the columellar ent 
of the septa in the center. The spoon tools ne : 

causing the white patches. 
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BARRETTIA MONILIFERA. 

1, Reduced figure of a group of three individuals. 2, Longitudinal Section. 
3. Tangential Section. 4. Transverse Section of Fig. 3. 

Repropuction or Woopwarp's Prater XX. 

(From * The Geologist,’ London, January, 1860.) 

[October, 1897.) [241] 16 



PLATE XX1. 

BARRETTIA MONILIFERA. 

Hippurite Limestone, Jamaica. 

(Reduced one-fifth.) 

Upper Valve. Lower Valve. 

INTERIORS OF HIPPURITE, ANGOULEME. 

REPRODUCTION OF Woopwarpb’s PLATE XXI. 

(From ‘ The Geologist,’ London, January, 1862.) 

[242] 
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‘inward is decidedly coral-like. The laterally compressed 

a of one of the persistent rays closely resembles in all its 
features, as well as in its position, the fosset of a coral, and is de- 

unlike any molluscan feature; while the transversely 
ate feature of most of the cavities resemble peculiarities of 

¢ cup corals very closely. But the analogue of the round, per- 
sistent lacuna is not represented in any coral with which I am 

Considering all these peculiarities 1 am much more 
to consider them as pertaining to the Ceelenterates than 

‘to any form of the Mollusca. 
More recently M. Douville has published in Memoir No. 6 of 

Vol. IV, Fasc. II, Geol. Soc. France, some studies of the Rudistz, 
in hich he has considered the genus Barreftia in connection 
with Peronea and Batolites. He seems to consider the rays of 

as reduplications of the mantle of a mollusc, as Mr. 
bo Woodward did, and the moniliform tubes as analogous to the res- 
_ piratory tubes in Hifpurites, classing the three genera as a sepa- 
= Fate section of the Rudiste. In Peronea there are a number of 
: ‘infoldings of the test, which, in a transverse section, have a strong 
resemblance to the rays in Barrettia, but so far as I can ascertain 

from his figures and description there is no structure in these 
infoldings resembling the moniliform bodies in the rays of Bar- 
rettia. 1m his figures of Batolites there are shown, in sections, 
features resembling these rays, penetrating the shell outside of the 

_ central cavity, which may possibly be similar in their nature, but 
they are in the otherwise solid outside shell, while those in 
Barrettia are entirely inside of the outer cup. No structure is 
assigned to those of Bafolites like that seen in the moniliform 
rays of Barrettia, There can be no feature resembling the quad- 
tangular interradial cells of Aarrettia in a body like Batolites ; 
on the contrary, the living surface of the valve shows the ordi- 

_ nary polygonal, reticulated, pitted surface, characteristic of the 
_ fibrous structure of Caproftina and other genera of the true Rudis- 

tide. All the features shown by the two genera mentioned 
_ above are such as might readily pertain to a mollusc, but those 
_ which we have shown to exist in ASarreftia are entirely incom- 
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patible with the growth of a molluscan body, and are allied to 
those of cup corals. I think it very probable that had M. Dou- 

ville seen all the features of Barrettia, instead of only Mr. 

Woodward’s figures and description, he would have arrived at 
very different conclusions. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES. 

Barrettia multilirata, n. sp. 

PLATES XXXIII, XXXIV AND XXXV. 

Body more slender than that of B. monilifera Woodward, being pointed 

below and cylindrical above, usually slightly curved ; the largest one observed 

having a diameter of six to six and a half inches (15 to 16 centimeters) on a 

specimen measuring about 14 inches in length (3544 cm.). In this specimen, 

about two inches from the top, at the point where the figure is cut off, or in 

the section photographed, there can be counted 125 rays on the outer margin, 

about 46 of which appear to reach the margin of the central cavity as seen in the 

section. Moniliform tubes rather small, but the ray material quite distinct. 

Interradial cavities small, appearing crowded and contracted, especially near the 

points where new or intercalated rays appear and toward the outer margin of 

the specimen. Transverse septa of the interradial cells flat or slightly concave, 

very irregular in their distances from each other. Septa of the moniliform tubes 

very numerous. Fosset-like body three-fourths as long as the distance between 

the margin of the central cavity and the outer border of the specimen, as seen 

on the section, and readily recognizable. Cylindrical tube oval in transverse 

section, large. 

The distinction between this form and #. monilifera is in its 
more slender form, more numerous rays and more crowded inter- 

radial cells. In 2B. monilifera Mr. Woodward gives sixty-five rays 

in a specimen of five inches diameter ; while here there are about 

double that number in one six inches in diameter, forty-six of 
which appear to reach within a little more than an inch of the 

center of the disc, or to what appears to have been the margin of 

the visceral cavity at that point. 

From the Cretaceous limestone at Orange Cove, Hanover Parish, 

Jamaica, W. I., with B. monilifera. 
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Barrettia sparcilirata, n. sp. 

PLates XXXVI anp XXXVII. 

cylindrical or turbinate, pointed below, and differing from the typical 

(B. monilifera in the fewer number of rays or divisions, but similarly 
cted in other respects. In this form, an example very distinctly marked 
asuring five or six inches in diameter, possesses only twenty-three rays on 
margin ; several of these being only slightly indicated on the surface 

inward scarcely enough to be detected on the cut surface. Some 

we interradial spaces are over an inch in width on the outer surface. The 
within these spaces are concave, sometimes deeply so, at others shallow, 
‘many of them are interrupted and somewhat irregular. The moniliform 

Seen on the cut surface of the specimen, are quite irregular in their 

tion from the margin of the body cavity at the point at which the section 

made (three inches from the top), the one representing the septate cylindrical 
being comparatively small and laterally compressed, instead of pear-shaped 
und as in B. monilifera. The fosset-like body has been crushed and 

roke *n down, but seems to have been very much the same in general characters 

pen pes. 

Wacond specimen which I have referred to this species is 
ily turbinate, attaining, in a length of about eight inches, a 
er of five by seven inches, and showing evidences on the 
surface of about thirty rays at the top; while seven or 
only can be determined at the present lower end, which is 

The rays of moniliform tubes are quite distinct over 

st of the upper surface of this specimen, as also in the first or 
nating larger lacune. The one representing the septate tube 

ed satisfactorily. A line, however, which may represent it is 
m, but at about one-fourth of the circle removed from the 
tate lucunz, which is much further than in any other individ- 
l of the genus examined. 
On this individual there occurs what is probably the only remains 

Of the true external surface seen on any of the entire suite of 
2 specimens. This is probably owing to the protection afforded by 
— of an oyster which coats this part of the body. 

substance consists of a series of fine columns, arranged 
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x 1e Huerfano Eocene Lake Basin, also those of the writer 

. Wortman, including a description of the fauna. 

tant discovery of Tertiary Beds in the Huerfano River Basin 
uthern Colorado. This basin opens towards the Plains 
a the Huerfano Cafion south of the Wet Mountain Range, 

ne distance north of the Spanish Peaks. It therefore has 
sent an eastern drainage into the Arkansas River, and is of 
tional interest because of its isolation from the typical 
ne exposures to the north and west. Professor Hills first 
yed as the ‘typical exposures’ those occurring upon the 

he named them the Poison Cajion Series (1888, p. 16). He 

ed them at eight thousand feet in thickness, and as con- 
zy of three divisions: an ‘upper series’ of softer red and 

w sandy clays and marls, two thousand feet ; and below this 
tones, in two ‘lower series,’ aggregating five thousand feet. 

» soft sands and marls of the ‘upper series,’ and extend to the 
. theast far beyond the limits of the Huerfano into the Cuchara 

1889, Additional Notes on the Huerfano Beds, Proc. of the Colorado 
Scientific Society, October 7, 1889. 

1891. Remarks on the Classification of the Huerfano Eocene, Proc, of the 
Colorado Scientific Society, February 2, 1891. 

(247) 
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Wet Mountain Valley. This area, having an east and west extent 
of ten to fifteen miles, he mapped as the former basin of the 

Huerfano deposits, representing it as bounded upon the east by 
a distant anticlinal axis extending from the eastern flanks of the 

Wet Mountain Range from five to ten miles southeast of the 
present main axis of the range and Spanish Peaks. He thus 

regarded the eruption of the Spanish Peaks and of Silver Moun- 
tain as occurring within the Huerfano Lake area subsequent 
(1888, p. 11) to the formation of the latest Huerfano Lake depos- 

its, possibly during the Uinta period (1880, p. 223), and consid- 
ered the upturned beds upon the slopes of the Spanish Peaks and 
Silver Mountain as part of the Huerfano deposition. Further 
(1888, p. 14) he suggested that the probable outlet of the Huer- 
fano Lake was to the northward through the Wet Mountain Valley. 

In his first paper also (1888, p. 16) Professor Hills identified as 
probably of Pliocene age, the uppermost deposits of between 

seven and eight hundred feet in thickness, consisting of fawn or 

buff colored, compact marls, clays and sandstones, between the 

Muddy and the Huerfano in the centre of the basin, but in his 
second paper these were correctly determined as Eocene, while 
more restricted true Pliocene or Equus Beds sands were found 

above. The harder beds of the ‘lower series’ underlying these 
he compared lithologically with the Wasatch of the Uinta and 
San Juan Basins. In fact the first fossils he procured resembled 
the remains of Coryphodon. 

In his second paper (October, 1889, p. 218) Professor Hills 

divided the Huerfano Beds into three series, as follows : 

( Marls, clays, soft shales and sands, of red, gray, 
yellow, green and purple colors, red predominating. 
(Fully exposed in Huerfano Valley, removed by 
erosion in Cuchara Valley.)... .....+-++++++- 3,300 ft. 

Total thickness 
exposed in Poison 
Caiion, and ap- ‘ 
proximate total at } Pink and white massive sandstones (well exposed in 
West Spanish Cuchara Valley and West Spanish Peak)........ 300 ft. 

ror Soft sandstones and fine conglomerates of a yellowish” 
| tint, with occasional bands of yellow clay or marl, 3,500 ft. 

The upper marls and clays, he observed, were altered where 
they come in proximity to the laccolithic mass of West Spanish 

Peaks. In this paper he demonstrated positively that the upper 
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i marls and sands belong to the Eocene, from the 
e in these beds of a number of characteristic Eocene 

He also distinguished as Pliocene’ the superficial deposits 
n ash found between Muddy and Turkey Creeks, which 

ed remains of Horses, Llamas and Elephants. No fossils 
ported from the deposits of the ‘ lower beds,’ but the char- 
c Bridger fossils found in the ‘upper beds’ furnished 
nt evidence of their Bridger age. 
s third paper (1891) Professor Hills positively identified 

Poison Caiion Beds. - Lower Eocene (Green River, 
\ Wasatch and Puerco). .... 3,500 

i e these studies were in progress a large collection of frag- 
bones was made by Mr. Milligan, of Gardner, which is 

: essential features of Professor Hills’s conclusions may be 
as follows : 

____ with the Bridger or Middle Eocene, and the provisional 
_ identification of the Cuchara and Poison Caiion series with 
the Lower Eocene, in the absence of fossils, upon strati- 
graphical evidence. 

The Post-Laramie formation of a great anticlinal axis, as the 
eastern border of the Huerfano Lake to the east and south- 
east of the Wet Mountain range and Spanish Peaks, and 
the subsequent removal of this axis by erosion. 

1 Mainly identified by Prof 
$ Hequlvalent to by Protemmar Marsh... cerned Pleletoene 
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3. The eruption of the laccolithic Silver Mountain and Spanish 
Peaks subsequent to the deposition of upper lake deposits 

of Bridger age. 

4. The drainage of the Huerfano Lake to the north through the 
Wet Mountain Valley. 

It should be stated here that these opinions were expressed at 

a time when several geologists had identified Laramie deposits 
east of the Rockies as Tertiary, owing partly to Professor Marsh’s 

identification of a Laramie Dinosaur with Bison alticornts. 

For the sake of clearness of contrast it may be well to sum- 

marize at this point the geological conclusions formed by the 
writer and Dr. Wortman during their brief reconnaissance of this 

region : 

1. That west of the Huerfano Cafion the variegated marls, clays, 

soft shales and sands aggregate only 800 to 1000 feet in thickness, 

and are nearly horizontal in position. They may be positively 

divided into Upper Beds, equivalent to the Bridger, and Lower 

Beds, equivalent to the Wind River, or Upper Wasatch. These 

constitute the only true Huerfano Lake deposits. 

2. That the Cuchara and Poison Cafion Beds are unconformable 

with the Huerfano Beds and older than the Eocene, probably 

marine Cretaceous, as partly determined by the presence of a 

species of Bacudites in the yellow sandstone of the typical Poison 

Cafion section. 

3. That the present cafion of the Huerfano River cuts through 

the base of the main anticlinal axis of Post-Laramie origin, which 
formed the eastern boundary of the lake. This axis extended to 

the south so as to include the base of Silver Mountain toward the 
Cuchara divide ; but it lies from three to seven miles west of the 

anticlinal axis described by Professor Hills. : 

4. That the Huerfano Lake deposition did not extend as far to 

the east or south as the Spanish Peaks, and that the variegated 

beds observed there are of older origin. This would materially 
affect the geological age of the prominent neighboring laccoliths, 
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a hasty reconnaissance of this basin, while Professor 
certainly deserves the deliberate consideration of a 

sec survey. In fact this basin, with its volcanic disturb- 

2.— DETERMINATION OF Two Horizons. 

7 now proceed with an account of our reconnaissance. 
a ct d by the prospect of adding to our knowledge of the 
dger fauna, and especially of the little-known genus 7i//othe- 
mM, the writer, accompanied by Dr. Wortman, entered this Basin 

. to localities kindly given us by Professor Hills, we proceeded 
vost to the Huerfano Cafion. There we observed the base of 

_ Muddy and Huerfano Rivers, as well as Monument Bluffs opposite. 
Subsequently Box Cafion was carefully worked over by Dr. Wort- 

man, and the whole region west of Gardner. Unfortunately, Mr. 
“Milligan, who went over the ground for Professor Hills, was not 
experienced, and his very thorough gatherings from the surface 
had removed most of the indications of the underlying remains, 
which are invaluable to the trained collector. Thus the beds 
appeared to be generally barren, although originally, judging by 
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the large number of fragments in the Museum of the Colorado 
Scientific Society, the indications must have been more plentiful. 
The surface also is naturally unfavorable to the collector, as com- 

pared with the Bridger, because the rock is much softer, the over- 

crust is deeper and comparatively few areas are free from trees 

and vegetation, whereas the Bridger buttes are absolutely bare, 

and the eye reaches long distances. All the remains were found 
in the sands, clays and marls, varying from red, purple, gray, green 

and yellow or whitish in color, the upper arenaceous clays con- 
taining the best deposits. 

We nevertheless found very considerable portions of the skele- 

ton of Z%/lotherium—a form which is very rare in the Bridger— 
besides remains of Hyrachyus, Palaosyops, Microsyops, Calamodon, 

Stypolophus, and the Bridger Horse, probably Pachynolophus. ‘The 

region thus shown to be homotaxial with the Bridger is rendered 
peculiar by the scarcity of any remains of Uintatherium. 

In the typical Poison Cafion section, described upon page 4 of 
Professor Hills’s first paper, from Poison Cafion to Monument 

Bluffs, the yellow sandstones underlying the Upper Beds just 

south of Muddy Creek were proved to be Cretaceous by the — 

presence of Bacu/ites and other invertebrate remains in the clays 
immediately underlying them. These Cretaceous Beds are cer- 

tainly not 800 feet below the summit of the Upper Huerfano Beds, 

yet they are directly in the path of the typical Poison Cafion 

section described by Professor Hills. This observation therefore 
not only affects the determination of the age of the Poison Cafion 
and Cuchara Beds, but it materially reduces the estimated thick- 
ness of the Upper Beds. 

At all points, except close to the old northern lake border 

against the Wet Mountain range, where the Upper Beds partook 
of the mountain uplift, we observed a nearly horizontal position q 
of the Upper Beds, and a very decided unconformity with the 
massive underlying pink and yellow sandstones, which at many 
points were sharply upturned. At distant points these Upper 

Beds were easily distinguished by their alternating bands of reds, 

grays and buffs. In fact the extensive view of the basin afforded | 

from the uneroded buttes between the Muddy and the Huerfano 

—from Promontory Bluffs upon the north to the Sheep Mountains 
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: south (which we were unable to visit)—gave the impression 
_ typical lake deposit of about 800 feet in thickness, nearly 

it covering what were formerly insular masses of upturned 

Beds. In several places these Eocene Beds are in- 
i by laccolithic dykes’ and by fissures of recent origin, filled 

imerus and a femur, confirming Professor Hill’s original iden- 
cation of a portion of the beds with the Wasatch or Wind River. 

es ees fully corroborated by our own collections. 

___ Subsequent to the writer’s departure from the Basin, Dr. Wort- 
man explored the region east of Gardner, our previous explora- 

: ns having been to the north and west, and was ro gs to find 

: ‘gt the Upper or Bridger level, but on the other hand dis- 
11 as of Wind River or of Wasatch age by the presence of 

Coryphodon, Lambdotherium, Oxyena, Pantolestes and other lower 

Eocene forms. “These beds of the lower division,” writes Dr. 
Wortman, “ are indistinguishable, so far as their general appear- 

ance and lithological characters are concerned, from those of the 
upper level. The fossils occur apparently in a single stratum not 
exceeding 10 or 15 feet in thickness, and not more than 30 or 40 
feet from the base of the formation. They underlie the beds of 
the upper division with perfect conformity, and there is at present 
‘no means of determining exactly where the one ends and the other 

if y 

begins. That sedimentation was continuous and uninterrupted 

as 1 Near Gardner is found the small laccolith known as Rattlesnake Dome. It is a emall 
wend mass standing almost in the center of the basin, not exceedi feet in height, and 
a uncon with the numerous dykes pig oh cross the bas sy n the direction from 

to southwest. ‘That this ‘aceolith caeodases the »sition of the Huerfano sediment 
proved pr the fact oe ae beds in its immediate vicinity show no evidence whatever of any 

level, Ke h must have woeeateetiy posers te had it been intruded into these 
= al had een laid down. On the sober hand they preserve their horizontality 

d unaltered to actual contact with the volcanic rock. In the same manner 
Huerfano Beds lie pe too horizontal against the base of piver, and Sheep Mountains, a 

t va a argue strongly for their pre-Huerfano formation, It is, however, a fact that 
aw. the dykes were formed subsequent to the deposition of the ph we acne sediments,” — 

ears this Bare ital at a o Detroit meeting of the American Association, Mr. G. K. 
see ofa rata Survey, observed that laccoliths make a very slight disturb- 
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from the beginning to the close of the whole deposit, I do not 
think there can be the slightest question. The exact locality from 
which the greater number of the fossils of the Lower Beds were 
obtained is Garcias Cafion, about one and one-half miles south of 

Talpa or the mouth of Turkey Creek.” 
He traced the distribution of the sediment southward around 

the base of Silver Mountains, but was unable to find it to the 
south of the Cuchara-Huerfano divide, nor to the east of the 

Huerfano Cafion. To the south of the Silver Mountains the 
Upper Bed formation thins out rapidly, giving the impression that 

the Huerfano-Cuchara divide is a continuation of the axis of the 

southern boundary of the Lake first observed at the Cafion. No 

traces could be found of the Upper Beds at Spanish Peaks, after 
careful search, but it is possible that the especial localities de- 
scribed by Professor Hills as exhibiting the Upper Bed formation 

were not met with. 

The faunal division between the Upper and Lower Beds is 

therefore very clearly marked by fossils in the Museum of the 
Colorado Scientific Society (indicated by C.), and by those collected 

for the American Museum of Natural History (indicated by A.), 
as follows : 

3. Huerrano LAKE FAuNA, 

I. Lower Bebs. II, Upper BEps. 

Wind River. Bridger. 

Creodonta..... Oxyeena huerfanensis (A.). Patriofelis ulta (A.). 

Didymictis protenus (A.). 

Ps dawkinsianus (A.). 

GOWOTME. 5 6's eae TS cc we ede Fae RAK roreae Calamodon! (C. ).. 

Rodentia... ...Plesiarctomys delicatior (A.). Paramys (C.). 

TVilodautits 5. < 5:0 sisaidea RETA e Oe Pea R ee 848 Tillotherium fodiens (C. A.). 

Primates..... Hyopsodus powellianus (A.). Microsyops (C.). 

Amblypoda... .Coryphodon, sp. indet.(C. A.). | Uintatherium, sp. indet. (C. A.). 

Perissodactyla. Lambdotherium popoagicum (A.), Hyrachyus (C.). : 

Artiodactyla .. Pantolestes secans (A.). Palzeosyops paludosus (C.), 

1 This determination rests upon a tooth sent to Professor Marsh for identification in _ 
and described to the writer by Professor Hills. It is possibly Sty/inodon, in which case 
belongs to the Upper Beds. 
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a I. Lower Beps.—WInpD River AGe. 

‘ nba the Creodonts is a small lower jaw (No. 2681) which 

cf mgs either to Stypolophus or Didelphodus. 

ig Oxyzna huerfanensis, sp. nov. 

; ‘ Specific characters. —Reduced second superior molar, posterior nares partially 

___ enclosed by convergence of pterygoids in median line. 

| Oxyana is represented by a fragmentary skull and jaws (No. 
a 2683) of an animal differing from O. forcipata in its smaller size, 
and especially in the marked reduction of the transversely placed 
_ second superior molar, the proportions being : 

i Me m!. m?, 
BR BOOMER. onic eceseccceses vege. OR .023 

Se ae eee .o18 013 

_ This reduction indicates that this is a distinct species, a suc- 
_ eessor probably of O. forcipata which is found in the Wasatch, 

___ and possibly transitional to Patriofelis of the Bridger, in which, 
according to Wortman, the second superior molar has disappeared 

entirely. The palate of this valuable new type is entire, and is of 
importance because it shows that the pterygoids bend over and 

unite in the median line as in certain species of Mesonyx and 

Didymictis protenus v. altidens Cofc. 

_ Didymictis is represented by several lower teeth (No. 2677, 
canine, fourth premolar, first and second molars) which nearly 

_ agree in size with those of D. a/tidens belonging to the Wind 
River period, but the form of the second lower molar is closer to 

___ that of the smaller D. pro/enus of the Wasatch. The reference of 
__ this specimen is therefore somewhat uncertain. 

4 Didymictis dawkinsianus Cofc. 

This species is represented by two lower jaws (Nos. 2678, 2679) 
and a few limb bones. It is common to the Wasatch and Wind 

River levels. 
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Plesiarctomys ? delicatior Cope. 

This rodent is represented by several individuals, The most 

complete animal (No. 2682) consists of limb and foot bones of 

great value, namely : humeri, ulnz and radius, femora, tibiz and 
a distinct fibula, calcanea, astragali, cuboid, navicular, metapodi- 
als, many vertebra, and other less perfect parts. 

Hyopsodus ? powellianus Co/c. 

Doubtfully referred to this species, which Cope has recorded 
only from the Wasatch, are remains of two individuals (Nos. 
2675, 2676) represented by two molar teeth each. 

Coryphodon. 

Portions of the lower jaw and teeth of a Coryphodon (No. 2690) 

in our collection correspond with the Coryphodon of larger size 

found in the Wind River Beds, but cannot be specifically deter- 
mined. An upper molar is preserved in Professor Hills’s Collec- 

tion. 

Lambdotherium popoagicum Cofe. 

This species is represented by the upper molars and fourth 

premolar of one side (No. 2688), and by other fragments of one 

animal. The presence of this type seems to afford the best evi- 

dence that the ‘Lower Beds’ are of Wind River rather than of 

Wasatch age. | 

II. Upper Beps.—BrRIDGER AGE. 

Patriofelis ulta Ze/dy. 

This very rare animal is represented by portions of the lower 
jaws of one individual (No. 2691), the right ramus being nearly 
complete, including the canines, three premolars and the second 

molar, being the first teeth of Patriofelis secured for the Ameri- 

can Museum Collection. 
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although an aged animal, is much smaller 
’s type of /. udta, the canines and last molar being 

worn. The linear measurements of the lower teeth 

p22, p2-p4, 
d) Batre of F- ulta (approximate) ape ees 074 

no specimen, No. 2691 ............. 060 .034 

Wiblicters exhibit rather blunt, conical cusps. The dias- 
een Py and the canine is wanting, and it is possible 

sted a small P;. 

; Tillotherium fodiens Marsh. 

animal was abundant in the Huerfano basin, leaving many 

first fragments found of a skeleton representing this spe- 
2692) gave rise to hopes of the discovery of valuable 

|, but these were not realized. The specimen includes the 
r cisor, last upper premolar, three lower molars, and frag- 
other teeth which resemble in size the 7. fodiens of 
The animal is about the size of Pachyena ossifraga or of 

jodern black bear. The associated skeletal remains afford 
1 characters in addition to those given by Marsh.’ The 

ire), supporting an elevated great trochanter. The distal 
f the tibia is very oblique, as in the Creodonts. The radius 
mally gives evidence of some power of rotation, although 

rm facet, a slightly divided ulna facet, and distally a single 
‘or the unciform only. Metacarpal III is proximally wedge- 

d, abutting by an oblique outer face sharply against the 
ciform, as in many Creodonts. The first and second phalanges 

e rather short, and the numerous segments preserved indicate 
at the fore foot was short, spreading and strongly clawed. 
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Uintatherium Zeidy. 

Uintatherium is certainly very rare in these beds, but its pres- 
ence seems to be demonstrated by the proximal portion of a very 

small tibia, smaller even than that of Pala@osyops paludosus (No. 

2693), for which it was at first mistaken. It does not belong to 
any Perissodactyl, but is distinguished as an Amblypod tibia by 
the absence of a spine between the condylar facets ; these facets 
being continuous over a low intermediate ridge; the internal 
facet being much larger than the external, as in many Uintathe- 

rium tibiz in our collection. 
Uncertainty as to this reference arises only from the diminutive 

size of this animal, the transverse diameter of the articular end 

of the bone being only .o8s5. 

Protorohippus Wortman. 

There are several remains of AHyracotheriina, or primitive 
Horses, in the collection, the most perfect (No. 2685) being a 
lower jaw which agrees exactly in size with the small Wyracothe- 

rium index of the Wasatch, but has the developed postero-internal 

cusp on Pz characteristic of the subgenus P/iolophus. ‘The total 

molar-premolar series, including the estimated P+, measures ap- 

proximately, only .o51. 

In conclusion the writer desires to express his hearty apprecia- 

tion of the assistance rendered by Prof. R. C. Hills, of Denver, 

who first made the existence of this interesting deposit known to 

the world. To Dr. J. L. Wortman the writer’s thanks are due for 

valuable suggestions and coéperation in the field. Dr. W. D. 

Matthew has been of great service in the Museum in restoring 
and aiding in the determination of the types in this collection. 



II.—A REVISION OF THE PUERCO FAUNA. 

By W. D. Matruew. 

Basal Eocene Fauna of New Mexico, as described by the 

-E. D. Cope in numerous papers between 1881 and 
‘tained ninety-one species of mammals, to which three 
i by Prof. H. F. Osborn and Mr. Charles Earle in their 
the Puerco in 1895. Many of these were based on 

y fragmentary material, and in comparatively few has 
een recorded of the skeletal structure. The primitive 
ized character of the fauna has made it very difficult to 
the ordinal position and relationship of the different 

The addition of a large amount of new material to 
r collections, the careful comparison of all the known 

7 , and the appreciation of the fact that the faunas of the 
Pid lower beds had not a species in common, made a 

h revision of the fauna advisable. For this purpose the 
collection was placed in my hands by the Curator, Professor 
m, to whose kindness I also owe convenient access to the 
ed literature of the subject, and many valuable suggestions. 

past year has been given to this work. The original intention 
= publish a joint paper with Dr. Wortman, but he found that 

= 

haba to an article on the stratigraphy of the beds, 
a besides the paper already published on the Edentata (Ganodonta).' 

— and reduction of their number. The more eee: mate- 

* Bull. Am, Mus. aaa sae PP. So-T to. 

[259] 
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rial at hand shows that several of the species described were based 

on a misapprehension of the characters of imperfect specimens, 

and that others are varieties not yet sufficiently distinct for spe- 
cific separation. In no case, however, have I abandoned a species 
already described without definite evidence to prove that it is 
invalid; in the absence of such evidence species have been re- 

tained whose validity is doubtful. 
It must be remembered that all the species of the upper beds 

come from a single thin stratum, those of the lower beds from two 

strata only.» Not a fragment has been found except in these lay- 
ers, aggregating only a few feet in thickness. The varying forms 
of the upper beds were therefore strictly contemporaneous ; we 

have in no case records of successive varieties. The same may 

be said of the lower beds, if we leave out the specimens from the 

lowest stratum. Variation in a species, therefore, does not repre- 
sent successive phases of development of a race, but it does show 
precisely what characters were plastic at the time, and thus indi- 
cates in what points we may expect the successors of a species to 

differ from it. . 

The most important point brought forward in this paper is the — 

entire distinctness of the species of the upper and lower beds. 

Cope in 1888 gave a list of twenty species peculiar to the lower 
beds. Osborn and Earle in 1895 gave a complete list of the fauna, 

correctly designating the horizon of thirty-six out of ninety-three 

species, and noted the important points in the vertical distribution 
as then known. But it was not until the complete records kept 
by the American Museum field parties afforded a secure working 

basis, that it was possible to demonstrate that the upper and lower 

beds contained two absolutely distinct faunas. ‘They have not a 

species in common,” and in no case does a genus pass through 
without serious modifications of at least subgeneric value. Of 
fifteen families of the upper beds only eight are represented in 

the lower. The two faunas are as different as in any two succes- 

sive Eocene formations. It becomes necessary to adopt a new 

name to designate one of these two, and Dr. Wortman proposes 

1 See Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., 1895, p. 2, and also Dr. Wortman’s forthcoming paper on 
the Torrejon formation. 

2 One or two apparent em are probably due to imperfect knowledge of the a 
in question or to incorrect reco 



or the lower. The reasons for this change will be more 
rth in his article. 

ee 
acy COMPOSITION OF THE FAUNA. 

rec Torrejon faunas are composed of the following 

Phe main body of the fauna is composed of the primitive 
om which sprang the Ungulates on the one hand, the later 

ynts and Carnivores on the other. In the Puerco these two 
ms are hardly distinguishable ; in the Torrejon they are 
‘Sepa ble although still closely allied, and the subdivisions 

ach group are foreshadowed. But it must not be supposed = ‘4 

, that are descended from known Basal Eocene species, 
se are not the persistent types. It is clear that a large 
to the fauna must be made before we will come across 
ancestors of most of the modern Ungulata. The Basal 

For the corresponding group of primitive Ungulates the 
Condylarthra will here be used, making it nearly equivalent 

A few more specialized lines may be separated from this 
n group. The Zdentata are already well advanced in their 
entiation. The Amdlypoda and Rodents are just beginning, 

clearly recognizable. A fourth type is allied to the Primates. 

Table I shows the scope of the fauna and its relation to the ao 

hehe " 
Sis oe ei - eae eh 

oo NS cal eal 

er ee a me ee 

1 See note at end of this article. 
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TABLE I. 

Eocene. aT 1s 
§iéi@ : 

eleldle| Sl ald 3 
é f-} = i | aS e |e) Ea) 6b) Ore 

MULTITUBERCULATA. .. ———- 
; Polymastodontine.. . . . a 
Plagiaulacine......... ey te 4 
Bolodontide.......... et en 

PRIMATES... 2c cc tes vet aes eae 

Anaptomorphide......}...-| ?& |..] .--|.X 
Hyopsodontide....... waselecsole Kale Male XK 
Microsyopidz......... ip ald eotete we./] 60g S Labi 

RODENTIA. a Fis sia Ws 

Mixodectide......... x 
Ischyromyide........ K-[e Kale K- | Ke) HK 

EDENTATA « cei sien%:- Tasiaine . eee ——— 

Stylinodontidee........ Bip oe Me Aa Se a atl . (Ground Sloths). 
Conoryctidz.......... ie uh 

CREODONTAS 3. 35 sa ate ss (Car|nivo ira). 

Oxyclenidw.. ....... > Me 
Triisodontide........ Rp Gro 
Arctocyonide ......... 2% |... %-]..0-] -- |. - oof es PU 
Mesonychide........- Paes Pes ay te Sr dee IE Sa re 4 
Proviverridz.......... he, te dal ee ie 4 
Mincidi®, <i5)-— Gascues eK] Ke 1eK- 1. |? Calmidee)). 
Oxysenidee i... 8s 5 Dye! ee fy 3 
Hyznodontide ....... wes Abs'ewiell o's 5 98> Oe Lo 
Palzonictide......... ox |. .|.X.].-- -|(? Fellidae}). 

CONDYLARTHRA.........- (Specialized Un gula |tes). 

Phenacodontide.. .... Fe ie ake, Pte ly Pe 
Mioclzenidz .......... .x.|..|(? Artiodactyla)}|. 
Periptychidez......... ag Oye 
Meniscotheriidz.. .... Tak Bera oT 6 | 

AMBLYPODA. i i sicsaicitinies ais oe 

Pantolambdide. ...... Lx ee 4 
1 Lower Huerfano. See Ossorn, Bull. Am. Mus, Nat. Hist., 1897, p. 247- 

The difference between the Puerco and Torrejon faunas appears 

to be mainly in the poverty of the former in families. This, how- 

ever, is not due to any scarcity of specimens or of species, as is 
shown in Table II. It points to a large immigration at the begin- 

ning of the Torrejon. Another considerable immigration must 
have taken place before the beginning of the Wasatch. 
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a Taste II. 
ae List oF SPEcIEs. 

> . " s 7] 

JERCO. | TORREJON. H 

rs 
MULTITUBERCULATA. 

PLAGIAULACID. 

foliatus Cope,....... I Pol fissidens Copfe..| 1 
odc Cope....| 27 —_ as coming from 

ce 9 upper beds. 
eee OLE. I } 

Plagiaulacine. 

BA Pee cvesee. I 
americanus Cope. 4 Neoplagiaulax molestus Cope I 

Ptilodus medizvus Cofe:..... 10 
** - trovessartianus Cope. . 3 

BOLODONTID&. 
|| | Chirox plicatus Cope Ft 

PRIMATES. 

? ANAPTOMORPHID. 

||| Indrodon malaris Cope ..... oe 

RODENTIA. 

MIXODECTID. 

| Mixodectes oleic ike 9 
nde crassiusculus A te 

CREODONTA. 

* OXYCLANIDA. 
is es Chriacus pelvidens Cope... .. . Ir Somers: f(r oars % 

priscus Cope.....| 17 “* truncatus Cofe...... 10 
attenuatus O.G°Z.| 2 **  schlosserianus Cope. . 
hyattianus Cope... 5 | Teicemes asi sea 1 

si subtrigonus........| 87 

? PROVIVERRID. 

os | Deltatherium fundaminis Cope.| 28 
TRUSODONTIDA. 

| Triisodc virensis ae Sarcothraustes + 6 picie imcaee:| ab | Sie) 
ie Cope.....| 4 || Goniacodon Cope...| 16 

-* '| Microcleenodon assurgens Cope.| 3 

MESONYCHID&. 
Dissacus navajovius Cofe.....| 13 

| “ saurognathus 5 

We Oy aye ae 
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TaBLe I1,—Continued. 

PUERCO. 
No. of 

? Clanodon protogonioides Copfe.| 1 

| 
MIACIDA., 

INCERTZ SEDIS. 
Carcinodon filholianus Cope. . 2 
Oxyacodon apiculatus O. & E.. 

ARCTOCYONIDA. 

TORREJON. 

Cleenodon otogonioides Cope.| 
eres Cope. sa ecveus 

Didymictis haydenianus ba 
‘* ef. leptomylus 

si agapetillus Cope. . 
Pentacodon inversus Cofe.. .- 

CONDYLARTHRA. 

PHENACODONTID. 
Protogonodon pentacus — 20 

stenognathus. . 4 Euprotogonia puercensis Cope. 
minos; .o.¢s5 ot 

PERIPTYCHIDA. 
Ectoconus ditrigonus Cope... .. 45 
Periptychus coarctatus Cofe....| 27 Periptychus rhabdodon Cope. . 

carinidens re : 
Anisonchus gillianus Cope. ....| 22 Anisonchus sectorius Cope. . 
Hemithleus ae en 38 
Conacodon entoconus Cope... 27 

Si cophater Cofe...... 5 Haploconus lineatus Bors 
corniculatus Cope. : 

MIOCLANIDA. 
Mioclenus turgidus Cope....- 

lydekkerianus Cope 
Mioclenus turgidunculus Cofe.. 55 . lemuroides....... 

ce inzequidens Cope 
* acolytus. pee 

? Protoselene opisthacus Cope... I Protoselene opisthacus Cope . . 

AMBLYPODA. 

PANTOLAMBDID, 
Pantolambda bathmodon Cope. 

ne cavirictus Cope. . 

EDENTATA. : 

_ STYLINODONTID#. 
Hemiganus otariidens Cope . . ar 2 Psittacotherium multifragum | ; 

CONOR YCTID&. . 
Onychodectes tisonensis Cope. . Il Conoryctes comma Cofe..... . 

rarus 0. & £.. 

Total number of determined 1 Total number of determined 
specimens. . 

Total number of species... .31. 
specimens. .... Vs cn eae ene 

Total number of species. . . 44. 
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- MULTITUBERCULATA. 
distribution of the species of this group is peculiar. The 

todon is common in the lower beds, but only one 
‘is recorded as from the Torrejon, while Ptilodus and 

probably a Rodent. Jndrodon is shown by the skeleton 
ed in 1895 to have Primate affinities though a generalized 

- Yet its upper molars are curiously like those believed to 
0 Mixodectes, showing how unreliable tooth-characters 

? RODENTIA. 

Mixodectes Cope. 

) ld Phil. Soc, 1882-3, 5595 Tert. Vert. p. 240; SCHLOSSER, 
t*. ne pp. 40, 49 (Sep.-Abd. aus Beit. z, Pal. Ost.-Ung. 

this genus should be removed from the Primates and placed as an 

extremely primitive Rodent. Aicrosyops may perhaps go with it, 

but this is extremely doubtful, as the type of its lower molars is 
“much more primitive and persistently so, and in several other 

Bespects different from Mixodectes. 
_ The skeleton fragments in question include a well-preserved 

Renanius, which is wide, thin, sharply keeled, without astragalar 

foramen, and with moderately long neck and wide flat head, The 
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ectal astragalo-calcanear facet is large, triangular and not strongly 

concave, the sustentacular is much smaller and oval, not confluent 

with the distal facet. The trochlea is wide, and continued back 
obliquely to the underside of the astragalus. 

The shape of the astragalus and all the details of its facets 
sustain a close comparison with that of P/esiarctomys of the Wa- 

satch. ‘The absence of the foramen is an unusual character fora 

he Basal Eocene mammal ; it is seen also 

~~ ow. nt in Onychodectes, There are fragments 
ia, & of the limb-bones preserved, which in- 

‘ate 4 dicate a long hind leg. 

Another specimen shows the char- 
acter of the enlarged lower front tooth, 
which is not yet chisel-shaped, although 

colt Si Mixadectes pungent approaching that form. It is long and 
and iower molar, No. 2385.8, Slender, caniniform, the crown com- 
logct Jaws type specimen, No. pletely invested with enamel which 

extends but a little further down on 

the outside than the inside. The long axis of a section across 
the root of the tooth is antero-posterior, and this part is flattened 
on the inner side. The crown, however, is twisted around so as 

to have the long axis more nearly transverse, the flattening of the 
inner side disappearing. This seems to be a trace of its original 
incisive (spatulate) character ; it is difficult to see why sucha 
peculiar shape should develop in a canine. The position and 
character of the smaller tooth behind it strengthens this supposi- 

tion ; it is more on the outside of the jaw than a premolar should 

be, is oval and rather long-rooted. This is probably the canine, 

the first premolar being absent ; the front tooth is then one of 
the incisors, and the dental formula is 7-y-3-3. 

The second premolar is very small, one-rooted; the third is 

small, two-rooted, with high cusp and small heel, and is often 

set somewhat transversely in the jaw. ‘The fourth is large with 
strong heel, and high cusp in front and minute antero-internal 

cusplet or cingulum. ‘The anterior position of the main cusp is 

characteristic. 

The molars have four high cusps, the paraconid being reduced 
to an anterior ridge rising to the protoconid. The third molar 

pa e 
; 

“ 



ed with a lower jaw of Mixodectes is an upper molar of 
priate size which may belong to it. This tooth has high 
‘moderately strong spur-like hypocone, minute para- and 

I mesost fe and no intermediates. In shape and character of the 

cusps. Such a type is P/esiarctomys, but to place 
! n Mixodectes as directly ancestral to this Wasatch genus 
involve a greater change than we should expect during the 
ul. It is better to place it as a sciuromorph Rodent of the 
wimitive type. It has hitherto been considered a Primate,’ 

din ‘hie line of ancestry of Chiromys. But the astragalus is quite 
e that of the contemporary Primates, and still more different 

sis Dn * Chiromys. The dental characters, except for the single 
ubtfully associated upper molar, indicate affinity rather to the 

ts than any of the early Primates. 

CREODONTA. 

OXCLAENIDZE Scoét. 

oe + ar mer nner aa Se en ee 

5 Cope, Tent. Wate 3 24t; Schieeser, pei Eomeliase & W., PP. 40 40 
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tion, is very obscure, the teeth being of that generalized and 
primitive character to which all mammalian types of dentition 
converge as we trace them back in time.’ Osborn and Earle 
place the group, except Oxyclenus, among the Primates. The 

positive evidence of Primate relationship, aside from the merely 
primitive characters, is not very convincing, the strongest point 

being the character of the upper molars in Ciriacus. Against this 

we may place the long slender jaw, characteristic of the family, 

with spaced premolars, strong canines and no tendency to a re- 
duced dentition. .The resemblance in dental structure to the 

Creodont Deltatherium must not be overlooked. ‘The little that 
is known of the skeletal characters is equally unsatisfactory. A 

femur associated with C. da/dwini is of moderate length with well 
developed trochanters, and compares with D¢dymictis rather 

closely. An imperfect astragalus with the type of C. sch/osserianus, 

described in 1888 by Prof. Cope, is somewhat like that of Zndro- 
don, but is more keeled and the ectal calcanear facet much wider. 

The resemblance is chiefly in the lack of specialization, and is 

therefore untrustworthy. ‘ 

The type genus, Oxyclenus, shows a considerable resemblance 

to the Triisodontidz, and perhaps should be included with them. 
In this case the remaining genera, Chriacus, Protochriacus and Tri- 
centes, will be united under Osborn and Earle’s family Chriacide. 

Protochriacus Sco/¢. 

Syn. Loxolophus Corr, 1885, Scort, 1892. 

Dentition: I.!,C.4,P.4,M.%. Upper molars tritubercular with hypocone 

little developed and no protostyle. | Lower molars broad and low approaching 

the Protogonodon type; p* and p,; with rudimentary dentocene. Inter- 

mediates minute or absent on upper molars. 

Cope’s Loxolophus adapinus was founded on a crushed specimen 

of his Chriacus hyattianus. The distinctions so far as made were 

based on error, and Scott’s name, Protochriacus, is therefore pre- 

ferred. The type is P. priscus Cope ; another species, P. attenu- 

atus, was described by Osborn and Earle, and a third, P. Ayattia- 
nus Cope is probably referable, although the premolars are 

unknown. Scott’s second species, /. simplex Cope, is, as 

1 Trans. Phila. Acad. Nat. Sci., 1892. 



‘species are from the lower beds or true Puerco. 

| Protochriacus priscus (Cope). 

spCoee, Tress, Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, p. 337, fig. 6 ; (Protechri- 
‘Scort, Proc. Phila. Acad. 1892, 296; Osborn & EARLE, Bull. A. 
. H. 1895, p. 22. 

: Mi-#=.0185 ; Mmy-3=.0133 (type, No. 3108); iy-mg=.055 

Rpcétachitaces attenuatus Osborn & Earle. 

Mus. Nat. Hist. 1895, p. 22. : 

ecies is much smaller than /. friscus, which it otherwise 

resembles. The teeth are not so wide, the paraconid is 

internal, the notch between protoconid and’ entoconid 
It is doubtful whether the third molar described by 
and Earle belongs to the species ;_ it does not seem to be 
ppecividual. _ Length, my-z .0108 (type, No. 790). 

Protochriacus hyattianus (Co/e). 

ss hyattianus Core, Am, Na Nat. 1885, 385 ; Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 
ia igi Sot — Acad. 1892, 297 ; Loxolophus adapi- 

he type specimen “7 3121) is crushed A 
ns versely, as is also the type of Loxolophus 

d (No. 3134). A third specimen (No. wi 
1 ) which I refer to this species, gives the Eo od 
tline of the upper molars more satisfactori- 
"The species is smallerthan 7. priscus and ,),8272"e 

’ much more reduced. The lower molars upper molar of heft side 
No. 3124) show a corresponding reduction Type specimen No 
i my. In the absence of any knowledge of #2". molar ef fie 

premolars the position of the species is We. "ton ot. 
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provisional ; it may belong to Protegonodon. Satisfactory dis- 

tinctions from /. attenuatus are lacking, except in the characters 
of the last molar tooth whose reference to the latter species, as 
above noted, is doubtful. | 

Length, m4~8, .016 ; my-g, .O11. 

Tricentes Cope.’ 

Dentition : 1.4, C.4, P.§, M.§. Hypocone moderate, no protostyle, very 

rudimental deuterocone, or none, on p* and py. Cusps conical and blunted. 

Canines well developed in both jaws, incisors small or reduced. A considerable 

diastema behind the upper and lower canines, which are short and directed 

nearly vertically. 

Tricentes differs from Protochriacus in the more conical form of - 

the cusps, the loss of the first premolar and close setting of the 
remaining ones, and the reduction of the paraconid. From Chria- 

cus it differs in the simpler premolars, less development of hypo- 
cone, absence of pm.4, canines vertical instead of projecting 

forward, and in the much less trenchant and more rounded molar 

cusps. 

Tricentes subtrigonus (Coe). 

Mioclenus subtrigonus Corr, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1881, 491 ; 1882-3, 555; 
Tert. Vert. p. 338, pl. lvii/, fig. 5, and xxiv/, fig. 4; Am. Nat. 1881, 
490; Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 321 ; (7vricentes) Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 
1883-4, 315 ; ScoTT, Proc. Phil. Acad. 1892, 297. 

Mioclenus bucculentus Core, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1882-3, 555; Tert. Vert. 
p. 341, pl. xxivg, fig. 10; (77icentes) Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1883-4, 316 ; 
Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 303; OsborN & Ear Le, Bull. Am. Mus. 
Nat. Hist. 1895, 24. 

Phenacodus zuniensts Core, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1881. 492 ; Tert. Vert. 491, 
pl. lviif, fig. 10; (Protogonia) Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 359 (in part). 

Not 7. suniensis, Am. Phil. Soc. 1881, 180.” : 
Chriacus baldwini Corr, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 340 (part). Mot previ- 

ous references. 

Upper canines straight, rather short, directed downwards, strongly striate 

longitudinally, somewhat ridged posteriorly, with a considerable diastema 

behind. Second premolar two-rooted, high and trenchant, without cingulum. 

Third and fourth three-rooted, with strong cingulum all around the base, the 

fourth with large deuterocone. Molars with strong enveloping cingulum, 

? Proc. Am. Phil. Soc., 188 15. 
2 Recorded from the Wasatch Beis ; but the specimens were afterwards referred by Prof. 

Cope to Hyopsodus (H. powellianus Cope). 
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es on inner side of protocone. M4 and m®* subquadrate, with 

=, m* triangular. Intermediates not large, but distinct. 
with sharply curved root of round oval section, the cusp 

ard te en cee 

small heel on the fourth. Lower molars with much selioseh temas 

external cingulum more or less obsolete. 

the second, the ine meter irger. 
‘premolar and molar cusps are marked by a characteristic interrupted 

I es ogre the cusp ; this is partly worn off on old 
i s, but very distinct on unworn teeth. 

m*"8=.017, No. 2399; c-my=.0455, No. 4001. Lower 

is i ois a very abundant form, represented by over eighty speci- 
our collections. It shows a considerable range of varia- 

— of the last lower 
ur, and in the relative size 

' the second molar above and SIIB 
. The cingulum is some- te Ne >< 

S ( liscontinuous around the 

; : three premolars above and av. 3-—Tricentes subtrigonus Nat- 

below ; this condition is con- = lag a ai-9 honandnd fe le, cruwn 
rs . crown view; No. 4oor. 

_ and fourteen lower jaws ; three 
lower jaws have a minute pit which may have held in the young 

_a vestigial first premolar ; one jaw (figured by Cope) shows appar- 

___ ently the root of a well-developed first premolar. 
____ On the above variations two species have been separated from 

the typical form. A careful comparison of all the material shows 
that neither of them is valid. 
 Tricentes bucculentus was described originally from a fragment 
of upper jaw with p*-m%, in which m® is unusually large. Sub- 
“sequently specimens were referred to it showing the loss of p4, and 
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the genus was separated from Mioclenus on this ground. There 
is no evidence in the type specimens as to whether either JZ. suéd- 

trigonus or T. bucculentus lacked the first premolar. Only one 
specimen is known to have py present, and as this specimen is 

in all other respects like the rest, the extra premolar is probably 
abnormal. ‘This leaves as a distinction between ducculentus. and 

subtrigonus only the comparative size of the upper molars, a char- 
acter quite variable in this group, and not of specific value. ‘The 
type and all but two of the other specimens referred to Profogonia 
suniensis Cope belong here, as is stated under the discussion of 

that species. 

The surface of the teeth is corrugated in a characteristic man- 

ner, which, with the rounded, blunt-pointed cusps, make it easy to 

recognize a single tooth. Old or weather-worn specimens some- 
times have this nearly obsolete, but in the young individuals it is 
very strong. It is somewhat like the surface corrugation of the 
teeth of Hyracotherium and Systemodon, but more constant, It 

appears on the premolars of Protochriacus, but is hardly noticeable 
on the molars. 

Tricentes crassicollidens Cope. 

Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1883-4, 315; Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 304.—ScorrT, 
Proc. Phila. Acad. 1892, 297. 

This species is the type of the genus, but is represented only by 
a very much damaged skull, which shows a similar dentition to 7. 
subtrigonus so far as it can be determined. In absence of more 

satisfactory specimens the placing of 7. subtrigonus as con- 

generic with this species must remain provisional. 

Measurements, m4-%=,015. 

Chriacus Cofe.' 

Dentition : I.}, C.4, P.4, M.%. First and second upper molars with strong 
spur-like hypocone projecting inwards and backwards, and smaller protostyle on 

m®, giving them a quadrate outline with concave sides. Intermediates small. 

Cusps higher than in the two preceding genera, trigonid more raised. Para- 

conid somewhat reduced, p* and p,; with well-developed deuterocone in the 

larger species. 

1 Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1883, 313. 
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ber of species belonging here is doubtful. Among the 
‘ms two appear fairly distinct, and there are two or three 

es not easily separated. 

Chriacus pelvidens (Cofc). 

ms Corr, Am. Nat. 1881, 1019; (Chriacus) Proc. Am. Phil. 
313 bag dla iy age "Tert. Vert. p. 225 (part). 

. Phil. Soc. 1888, p. 341; ScoTT, Proc. 
*hila. Acad. 1 Pp. 295. 
meus | 2 and Ear.eE, Bull. Am. Mus Nat. Hist. 1895, 21. 

molar not reduced, being as wide transversely as the second. 

aw long and slender ; canines strong, rather long, oval in section, pro- 

yard, striate longitudinally. First lower premolar one-rooted, sec- 
d, both spaced in front and behind. Third and fourth premolars 

eger than the second, fourth with well-developed deuteroconid. 

' : M*-8=.018 (No. 2384); c-ms=.056, ps-g=.018, my-3= 

0. 2578) Transverse diameter m* =.0093, m*=.0095 (No. 2384). 

1 
pea — 

Chriacus pelwidens Cope. Nat. size. A. u molars of righ No, 
Bes oaks teste coved view, ie. 237% r jaw oe a a eee 

n specimens later yohetred to it, and is probably identical with 

¢ stenops Cope. The remaining specimens referred to peloidens 

xy Cope I am unable to distinguish from his C. baldwin, Sev- 

SMemewier, #807.) 18 
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eral specimens obtained by the Expedition of 1896 fill out our 
knowledge to some extent. 

Chriacus baldwini (Cafe). 

Deltatherium baldwini Corr, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1882-3, 463 ; Tert. Vert. 
p. 282, pl. xxiiid, fig. 12; Chriacus baldwini, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 
1888, 340 (part). 

Pelycodus pelvidens Core, Tert. Vert. p. 225 (all specimens except type), pl. 
xxiiid, figs. 7 and 8; (Chriacus) Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1883-4, p. 314 
(part). Not Lipodectus pelvidens, Am. Nat. 1881, 1019. 

There is much confusion about this species. The original type 
(No. 3114) is a part of a lower jaw containing two premolars and 
a molariform tooth. Prof. Cope describes these as the third and 

fourth premolars and the first true molar, 

but comparison with various other speci- 
mens shows that they are the second and 

tT 4 third premolars and fourth milk molar. In 
: 1888 he referred to C. 

| ; baldwini a lower jaw 
ties Pg mony bald- which belongs to 777- 

aad: tone premolar. of left centes subtrigonus (No. 
side, crown view. No. 3115. : 
Nat. size. 3993) as well as jaws 

and part of a skeleton 

(No. 3115) which show the characters of C. 
baldwini as the present writer understands 
them. 

C. baldwini is somewhat smaller than the preceding 
species, the last molar is reduced, and the second, third 

and fourth premolars are close together, of nearly 
uniform height, increasing successively in width. The 
deuteroconid on pz is small. The fourth milk molar 
in the type is smaller than the first true molar, but 
composed of the same elements, the paraconid more 

reduced, the other cusps too much worn for exact 

comparison. 

Measurements : M+-*=.018 (molars displaced); myz-z7 baldeoint Cope. Glen tee 
=.022 (molars displaced, No. 3100). Transverse dia- Ce bn vt fem 
meter m*=.0082, m*=.0071 (No 3099). 



Ab the three upper eile being only .o14. There is 
ition in size, but not much, among the five or six speci- 

ed here. The lower teeth are not known. 

© Do 3 

the type specimen ; Scott describes it as “having all 
ents of a true molar, though not fully developed,” and 
new nee on it. The writer is not able to see any es- 

' nce from the usual type of pz in Chriacus which is 
ae ted for by the crushing and displacement which the 

has undergone. The anterior cingular cusp (paraconid) 
is always present in the Chriacide, is well developed in all 

species of Chriacus, and in C. schlosserianus does not materially 
from the larger species, so far as can be judged from the 

ect specimen. A jaw (No. 3915@) containing a perfect 
h premolar and the three true molars, and not otherwise dis- 

hable from the type of C. sch/osserianus, shows a normal 
ein: py with deuteroconid reduced apparently by wear, and 
‘para as a basal cingular cusp of the same proportional size 

form as in C. felridens. This specimen might of course 



equally well be referred to C. truncatus, if the latter be distinct 
from C. schlossertanus. 

With the type of C. schlosserianus are some fragments of skele- 
ton, already fully described by Prof. Cope. These are not suffi- 
cient to decide the relationship ; there does not seem to be any- 
thing distinctively primate about them as distinguished from what 

we should expect to find in an early type of Creodont. 

Oxyclznus (Cope) Scott. 

‘* The anterior premolars form simple, compressed and trenchant cones ; on 

p* there is also a well-developed deuterocone. The molars are simply trituber- 

cular, with small, erect and acute cusps... . The para- and metacones arise close 

to the outer side of the crown... The protocone is the largest of the elements. 

There is no distinct hypocone, merely a thickening of the cingulum at that 

point, which is most marked in m*. Minute but very distinct proto- and meta- 

conules are present. M®# is very much reduced in size, and more oval than tri- 

angular in shape, but preserves all the cusps.”’ ! 

Under this genus are included two or three species of doubtful 
family relations, being intermediate between the Chriacidze and 

Triisodontide. They are small forms with a trigon like Chzia- 
cus, but with somewhat more rounded cusps. The type is O. cus- 

pidatus Cope, represented by one specimen whose horizon is not 

recorded. A closely allied or identical species is represented by 
most of the specimens referred by Osborn and Earle to Profo- 
chriacus simplex. A third species represented by the type speci- 

men only of C. simplex Cope can be placed here only provisionally, 
the premolars being unknown. 

Oxyclenus cuspidatus Cope. 

Mioclanus Seger cuspidatus Cork, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1883-4, 312; 
Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 321. (Oxyclenus) Scott, Proc. Phila. Acad. 
1892, 295. 

? Protochriacus simplex OSBORN & Ear ve, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. 1895, 
23. Not P. simplex of Cope and Scott. 

Most of the specimens referred by Osborn and Earle to Profo- 

chriacus simplex are of a form closely allied to or identical with this 

' Scott, Proc. Phila. Acad: 1892, 295. 



| are the same in character as the type except that the 

is rather more developed and the metacone is not 
rds. Their third molar is unknown. _ Fourth upper 

n ipo and sharp pany separated de. Third considera- 
: with protocone ridged in front and behind and no de. 
) te, with round rather high cusps, and small 
on m*, reduced to a wide cingulum on m+. _Paracone 

ne connected by a low narrow ridge. Intermediates 

all. The third molar is reduced sub-oval and three- 
in the type. Lower molars with high trigon, well devel- 
raconid, and deep basin heel partly closed by the ento- 
ich is not very well separated from the hypoconulid. 

lar varying in size in different specimens. 

Oxyclznus simplex (Co/c). 

Corer, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1883-4, 314; Trans. Am. Phil. 
- een Scott, Proc. Phila. Acad. 1892, 296. 

ies a very small species, much smaller than ogy 
s, but the molar teeth are of about the : 

i 
maz a2t me 

In the dhdtiiee of any knowledge of the Fis. one 
ar: mi is placed here provisionally. jin wal of eke 

pyre eres a 

' TRIISODONTID-® Scote. 

ped hypocone on m*; trigonid much higher than talon, but not form- 
nn ee; 

§ Scott, Proc. Phil. Acad., s892, 294. 
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The Triisodonts are not very far removed from the Mesony- 

chide, and were apparently undergoing a somewhat similar cusp 
degeneration, although it had not progressed so far. The molars 

are much wider transversely, and the difference in size between 
the third and fourth premolar is characteristic of the group. The 
following genera are recognized by Prof. Scott : 

1. ZTriisodonCope. Type, 7. guivirensis, from the Puerco Beds. 

2. Goniacodon Cope. Type, G. devisanus, from the Torrejon. 

3. Sarcothraustes Cope. Type, S. antiguus, from the Torrejon. 

4. Microclenodon Scott. Type, M. assurgens. 

The last genus can be placed here only provisionally, as it is known 
from a single last lower molar with shattered outlines of the two 

preceding molars of the same specimen. A review ofall the mate- 

rial of this group results in a considerable reduction of the number 
of species. Zvitsodon biculminatus, Goniacodon ( Triisodon, Mio- 

clenus) rusticus, Sarcothraustes corypheus, S. bathygnathus and 5S. 

crassicuspis Cope appear to be all identical with 7. hetlprinianus, 
differing only in the depth of the jaw and wear of the teeth. Better 

material of Goniacodon gaudrianus Cope shows it to belong to 

Triisodon. Sarcothraustes conidens Cope is identical with S. an- 

tiguus. None of the genera as at present defined are found in 

both Puerco and Torrejon Beds. 1! believe, however, that Sarco- 

thraustes was the successor of 7riisodon, which it resembles. The 

short deep jaw and extraordinary wear of the teeth, characteristic 
of the family, indicate probably similar habits to those of the 
Palzonictide of Lower and Middle Eocene time. 

Triisodon Cope.’ 

Prof. Cope’s original generic diagnosis is: ‘‘ Derived from the lower jaw. 

Probably only three premolars. True molars alike, consisting of three anterior 

cusps and a heel. The cusps are relatively small and the heel large. Of the 

former the internal is much smaller than the external and the anterior is rudi- 

mental, being merely a projection of the cingulum. The cutting edges of the 

large external cusp are obtuse. The heel is basin-shaped and its posterior bor- 

der is divided into tubercles, of which the external is a large cusp. The fourth 

1 Am. Nat., 1881, 667. 
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no anterior inner tubercle, so that the anterior part of the crown 

0 f a compressed cutting cusp. The heel has two well-developed poste- 

usps. The third premolar has a similar principal trenchant cusp, but a 
© Canines large.” 

The characters are supplemented in large part 
——e species, 

mm: 1.4, C.}, P.j, M.g. Second upper premolar two-rooted, third 
three-rooted, with well defined deuterocone. Upper molars wide 

, subquadrate, with weak hypocone on m!-*. Second and third 

small with simple minute talonids, fourth large with strong 

d talonid, the outer cusp larger. Lower molars with moderately high 
a, the protoconid and metaconid of nearly equal size, paraconid lower 

i d partly in front of metaconid. 

aes en are three very distinct species, but no sufficient evidence 
of m all _ All are from the lower or true Puerco Beds. 

Triisodon quivirensis Cope. 

irensis Cork, Am. Nat. 1881, 667; Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1881, 
ert. Vert. p. 270, Pl. xxve, fig. 2; Scort, Proc. Phila. Acad. 1892, 

Triisodon heilprinianus Co/fc. 

bprinianus Core, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1882-3, 193 (Dec. 1881); 
eet 8 a, peo xxiiid, fig. 11; Scorr, Proc. Acad. Phila. 1892, 

oe veep Corg, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc 1888, 321. 
si Eiailandom ‘resticus rE, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1883-4, 310; (Afioclenus) 

; Corr, ag Am, Phil. Soc, 1888, 321 ; (Goniacoden) Scort, Proc. Phila. 
eee Acad. 1892, 302. 
ae Corr, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1882-3, 468; Tert. Vert. 

2o1, PL. , fe. 6 6; (AMioclenus) Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1388, 323; 
cw tier Scorr, Proc. Phil. Acad, 1892, 303. 
a us Cove, Am. Nat. 1885, 386; Scott, Proc. Phila. Acad. 

303 | RN & Earte, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. 1895, 29; 
(AMioe. ) Corg, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 323. 

an Corr, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 320; (Serce- 
thraustes) Proc. Phila. Acad. 1892, 303. 

biculminatus Core, Trans. Am, Phil. Soc. 1888, 343; ScoTt, Proc. 
Phila. Acad. 1892, 301 ; Osnoxn & Earce, Bull. Am, Mus. Nat. Hist. 
1895, p. 28, fig. 7. 

This species is the most abundant Creodont of the lower beds, 
and is represented by about thirty specimens in our collections. 
¥ 

__ Its appearance varies greatly with the age of the specimen, as the 
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wear on the teeth is great, and in old individuals the jaw becomes 

remarkably large and deep. The first three species here included 
were founded on very imperfect types which cannot be separated 
except by differences in the wear of the teeth from the more com- 
plete types of M/toclenus corypheus and M. bathygnathus. The 
type specimen of MW. corypheus proves to be the same individual 
as No. 770 of the Amer. Mus. Coll. 1892 ; we are thus enabled 
to supplement former descriptions to some extent. AMMioclenus 

bathygnathus, as Osborn and Earle have already observed, is 
founded on the lower jaw of an older specimen with teeth more 
worn and deeper jaw than the type of AZ. corypheus. ‘The type 

of Triisodon biculminatus is a very young individual with the last 
molar not emerged and my.g completely unworn; a second speci- 

men referred to this species by Osborn and Earle is also young, 
with teeth unworn and shallow jaw. In none of these can any 

distinctions of specific value be detected ; the apparent difference 

is almost entirely due to the age of the individual. The further 
description given here is mainly from the type specimen of JZ. 
corypheus Cope, from which the previously described MZ. heilpri-- 

nmiauus cannot be distinguished. 

Dentition : I.}, C.4, P.4, M.§. 

Canines of moderate size and round oval section, the upper one larger, 

directed downward and forward, not lateral. Upper premolars four, the first 

one-rooted, the second two-rooted, the third and fourth three-rooted with inter- 

nal cusp and strong cingulum with cusps developed at the anterior and posterior 

corners. The characters of the remaining teeth are given by Cope.' 

Specimen 773a@ contains part of limb and a few foot bones, 

among which is a complete cuboid which shows a considerable 
astragalar facet about the same in proportion as in Dissacus. The 

limbs are somewhat shorter than those of D. saurognathus and 

about one-fourth smaller. 

Triisodon gaudrianus (Coe). 

Mioclenus ( Sarcothraustes) gaudrianus Corr, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 
326 ; (Goniacodon) Scorr, Proc, Phila. Acad. 1892, 302. 

To this species we refer, besides the type described by Cope, 
another individual, No. 4029, which includes the last four upper 

1 Trans. Am. Phil. Soc., 1888, 323. 
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mewhat damaged, most of the lower jaw, and fragments 
eleton. This enables us to fix the species in the genus 
rather than in Goniacodon, where it was placed by Prof. 

e three small incisors in the lower jaw ; the canines are 
and nearly round in section. The third upper pre- 

three-rooted, the crown is not preserved. The molars 
rate, remarkably wide transversely with strong external 
the cusps very like those of 7. heilprinianus. The third 
nolar is small, the fourth large with high round proto- 

ad strong talon whose cusps are unfortunately broken off. 

st lower molar is not reduced; the last upper one is nar- 
antero-posteriorly, but not reduced transversely. 
reasons for placing this species in Z7iésodon rather than 
codon are; the transverse width of the teeth as compared to 
ugth; quadrate shape of the first two upper molars, form 

size of the last molar. The lower jaw fragment of the type 
imen n is too imperfect to show the character of the inferior 
ye p* is not preserved, although from the transverse 

hot the roots we may suspect that it had an internal cusp. 
Te eemarative size of the three species of 77iisodon is shown 

: measurements given below. 

7. gaudrianus 

-034 | 
p .022 

Bree CODY ee Se eco eae .013 
pre mmbero-post:...ii......-- ie No. 3181 “gos 
NG a's ives sae 0- ote o150 Ol 
OS ee oo | .0058 > No, 4029 
eee ere nvine oees 062 -043 
7 Sere .038 | .027 
UI ry ere ‘ass[ 3177. .0095 
Myyg---- -031/ Type 0255 -O185 
Pa------ -019§ No. 3352 013 .0095 | 

Goniacodon Cope. 

Core, vb A . Phil, Soc. 1888, 321. (Subgenus.) 
‘Scott, Se Phila, Acad. 1892, why (Gases? 5‘ 

Mioclenus Jevisanus is designated by Cope as the type species 
of Goniacodon. The other species referred here by Cope and 
Scott I remove to other genera, As thus limited the genus must 
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Family characters given above. Generic distinction especially in the upper 

molars which are much less quadrate than in 7yiisodon, m* reduced and m4 as 

large or larger than m®, instead of smaller. The third upper premolar is three- 

rooted without well-developed deuterocone. The paraconid is perhaps some- 

what smaller than in 7riisodon, and the proto- and metaconid higher and more 

equal in size. The position of the paraconid is not entirely constant, but it is 

usually submedian on my, internal on my, as in 77iisodon. The third lower 

molar is reduced. A character observed in two specimens, and perhaps a con- 

stant one, is the position of the mental foramen underneath the second premolar 

instead of between the third and fourth. This is associated with the short deep 
symphyseal part of the jaw. The symphysis is ovate and widest behind, 

extending back to beneath the third premolar, while in 7riisodon it is widest 

anteriorly and pointed behind. ; 

Goniacodon levisanus (Co/c). 

Triisodon levisanus Cork, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1882-3, p. 546; Tert. Vert. 
p. 273, Pl. xxivf/, fig. 3; (A/ioclenus) Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 321 ; 
(Goniacodon) Scort, Proc. Phila. Acad. 1892, 301. 

A well-preserved lower jaw found by the American Museum 
Expedition of 1896 has the last two molars and roots of all the 

other teeth except incisors. The large lower canines were placed 
rather close together, so that the incisors must have been quite 
small in size if not reduced in number. Four premolars without 

any considerable diastema, the last much larger than the rest. 
The third molar is scarcely more than half as long or as wide as 

the second. The jaw is very deep in front, the width under the 

second molar being carried forward to the posterior part of the 
symphysis under pg. 

The third upper and lower molars are much reduced in this 
species, and have the cusps very low. 

Sarcothraustes Cofe. 

Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1882-3, p. 193 (Dec. 1881). 

The type of this genus is S. antiguus Cope, with which I iden- 
tify Zriisodon conidens Cope, both from the Torrejon Beds. 

This genus shows a marked approach to the Mesonychidz in 
certain characters as compared with Z7iisodon. 
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: inent cusps on the teeth are enlarged and simplified, 
2 and accessory cusps obsolescent ; this change is car- 
st on the posterior molars. But the width of the upper 

th 1e successor of Zritsodon ; if so, we have a case of degen- 

n 0 to that seen in the Mesonychidz, but not leading 
7 

becoming molariform, and the anterior ones small and 

Sarcothraustes antiquus Cope. 

antiquus Core, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1882-3 (read Dec. 1881), 
; Tertiary ae Pp. 347, Pl. xxivd, figs. 19-22; Scorr, 

, interian, , 303; Osporn & Ear.e, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. 
ist. gh ja ala Core, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 320. 

Corr, Proc. Phila. "Acad. 1882, 297; Tert. Vert. Pp. 274, 
9-10; (Diacodon) Am. Nat. 1884, 350; (Afioclenus) 

. Soc. ‘1888, p. 321. 

7 Mae 
f dete the paracone is larger than the metacone, while the protocone 

much enlarged at the expense of the accessory cusps around it. The hypo- 
s disappeared except on m!, where a small remnant still holds out. On 

t the paracone is scarcely larger than the metacone, on m® the difference is 
erable, while on m* the metacone is very small. The great transverse 

the molars is the most prominent distinction from the Mesonychide. 
| pt have deuterocones. In the lower jaw corresponding differences from 

don are seen. ‘The protocone is larger than the other cusps of the trigon, 
si larger on the succeeding molars till on my the pa? and me* are 

| _ In the heel the entoconid is not lost, but two high rounded cusps aN 

‘ internal and external. 

‘The above characters are taken from the type and another 
‘specimen of S. conidens Cope. In the type specimen of S. 
antiquus the lower premolars are seen to be similar in character 
to those of 7riisodon ; the fourth large with strong bicuspid heel, 
the three anterior ones small and not spaced, front of jaw deep 
and canine of moderate size. 

The type of S. antiquus is the anterior part of a lower jaw with 
the premolars, and a fragment of upper jaw with the second true 
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molar and root of the third, besides fragments of the skull and 
skeleton figured by Cope. The type of S. conidens consists of 

the upper jaw with p’—m4, and lower jaw with mj. A third 
specimen consists of the last four upper teeth of both sides, very 
finely preserved. These three specimens show no differences in 
such parts as they have in common, and there seems to be no 
reason for considering the two species as distinct. A smaller spe- 

cies is clearly indicated by two upper molars (No. 3190); but in 
the absence of more evidence from other specimens it seems 

inadvisable to name it. 

MESONYCHID/E£. 

The three genera of this family are fairly well known, and if 

they stand in direct descent, form a marked example of cusp 

simplification. The known species cannot be placed in direct 
line on account of the last upper molar, which is much reduced 

in both species of Dissacus, of full size in both species of 
Pachyena and absent in Mesonyx. The three genera are, how- 

ever, very closely related, and as Osborn and Earle remark, the 

transition stage between Diéssacus and Mesonyx would be some as 
yet undiscovered species of Pachyena. 

Dissacus navajovius Cope. 

Dissacus navajovius CopE, Am, Nat. 1881, to1g; Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1881, 
484; Tert. Vert. p. 344, 741, Pl. xxivg, figs. 3, 4; Trans. Am. Phil. 
Soc. 1888, 344. 

Dissacus carnifex Cork, Am, Nat. 1882, 834; Tert. Vert. 1885, 345; Trans. 
Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 304. Not D. carnifex of Osborn & Earle, 1895. 

This smaller species of Diéssacus is represented by thirteen 

specimens, one of which includes considerable parts of the skele- 
ton, and has been fully described by Prof. Cope. D. carnifex 

Cope was separated on the longer and deeper jaw and the pres- 

ence of an anterior cusp on the fourth lower premolar. As to 

the last character, a comparison of the two types shows the dif- 

ference to be very small—the premolar has a cingulum in front, 

developing a rudimentary cusp in both individuals. Other speci- 

mens show some variation—in no case is it well developed, as it 
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ecies described below. The teeth of the type speci- 
). carnifex are not larger — those of D. navajovius, 

, the depth of the jaw aid slight spacing of the 

: the only distinctions. These are individual differ- | 
chiefly to age; other specimens are intermediate ee 
two types. The specimens referred to D. carnifex aa 
ee of 1895 are a much larger species, D. saurog- ses 

Dissacus saurognathus /Wor/man. 

4s saurognathus WWORTMAN, Catal. Fourth Ann. Exhib. N. Y. Acad. ee 
(name only); D. carnifex Osporn & EARLE, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. pa 
. 1895, p. 30, figs. 8 and g. 

sll defined, as is the case in D. neasielbis, The fourth upper 
r cusp may be a variable character ; it is present in D. 

, but very minute. 

Bt 5 fossa much wore open than in the bear. The proportion 
Ee the jaw and skeleton are about as in Pachyena, the head of 
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these animals being, as also in AWyaenodon,' disproportionately 
large. Compared with the bear the disproportion is extreme, the 
jaw of D. saurognathus being one and four-fifths as large as that 

of the black bear, while the limb-bones average only five-sixths 

as long, and are not very differently proportioned. ‘This species 
was of nearly the size of Pachyena ossifraga of the Wasatch, 

and is the largest known Creodont from the Basal Eocene. 

1 Aging a saurognathus Wortman. Three-tenths natural size. External view. 

Type No. 2454. 
Fig. 

MIACID/E. 

This family is represented in the Basal Eocene only by the 
already highly specialized Didymictis, which became extinct at 

the close of the Lower Eocene. The ancestor of Miacis has not 

been found in the Basal Eocene of New Mexico. The known 

species of Didymictis of the Wasatch show no definite advance 
on the Torrejon one, whose position may be seen in the following 

table, which is somewhat altered from that given by Cope in 

Tert. Vert., p. 305. 

I. Msg with high trigon and long compressed heel. 
*P, rather large, with two small posterior lobes and an external cingulum. 

D. haydenianus, Torrejon. 
**P_ rather small, with one posterior lobe and no cingulum. 

D. dawkinsianus, Wind River (and Wasatch). 

II. Ms with low trigon and long oval heel. P, large, with one posterior lobe 
and an external cingulum. 

* Heel of mg longer. 
My-3=.016-.018........- D. leptomylus, Wasatch (and Wind River). 
My-g==.O19-.020. . 2.0. cece ce ceesscreeee ce: D. protenus, Wasatch. 

1 Scott, Jour. Phil. Acad., Vol. IX, p. 181. 
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conic. 
dicen kama owess« D. altidens, Wind River and Wasatch. 

with heel represented by a single median 
, with a posterior cutting ridge slightly lobed, and no cing. 

Dives ated aac séeiakioe D. massetericus, Wasatch. 

m species of Didymictis do not give any clear evidence 
ition in the successive horizons in which they occur. 

as well to state definitely the occurrence of species so 

In the Wasatch D. protenus is the most 

L species ; a smaller form may be either a small race of 
ws or a large variety of D. /eptomylus. The large D. alti- 
the small D. dawkinsianus are rare in the Wasatch, and 

x species, D. curtidens and D. massetericus, are represented 
a single specimen. In the Wind River D. altidens and 

de St are the common forms, and D. /eptomylus is repre- 
| by a single specimen. It does not seem practicable to 

» any genetic arrangement from the above facts—indeed the 
rs of the teeth would seem to be associated with the size 

€ species and not its age. 

Didymictis haydenianus Coc. 

haydenianus Corr, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1882-3, 464; Tert. Vert. 
, Pl. xxiiic, figs. 12 and 13; Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 304; Scorr, 

Phila. Acad. 1 
primus Cort, Am. Phil. Soc. 1883-4, 309 ; Scorr, doe. eit. 
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haydenianus there is no difference in the form of the teeth. Two 
species may perhaps be separated on distinctions in the upper jaw, 
but the condition of the material at hand does not warrant it at 
present. 

The fourth lower premolar in this species is peculiar. A strong 
ridge curves backward and inward from the protoconid to the 
posterior edge of the tooth, where the cingulum rises from each 

side to meet it. This ridge is divided by deep cross cuts so as to 

form two lobes or cusps posterior to the protoconid, besides the 
less distinctly separate cingular cusp. On its concave internal 
side is a small basin opening internally. The cingulum is carried 
around the outside of the tooth, ending anteriorly in a strong well- 
separated paraconid. This bilobate heel is not seen in other 
species of Didymictis ; they have only one cusp inside the cingu- 
lum, except in a few Wasatch specimens referred to D. deptomylus, 

which have a rudimentary second cusp. The internal basin of the 
heel of pz is not developed to any extent in the other species. 

ARCTOCYONIDE (Gervazs) Cope. 

‘* True molars tubercular, last superior not transverse.” ' 

Carpus alternating, centrale large, partly under lunar, fused with scaphoid in 

the known forms. ‘Tarsus with astragalo-cuboid facet, not distinguishable on 

the astragalus. Digits 5-5, the first reduced. Claws compressed, bear-like. 

Cleznodon Scott. 

Mioclenus Corr, in part. 

Upper molars quadrate, with strong posterior intermediate cusp and weaker 

hypocone. Upper premolars triangular, high-cusped, without deuterocone. 

Inferior molars with low paraconid on my, none on the others. Lower pre- 

molars with high trenchant cusps and small heels successively increasing poste- 
riorly. Dental formula, ua Premolars and canines with sharp crenulate 

ridged edges anteriorly and posteriorly. Molars with low cusps and generally 

corrugated surface. Scaphoid fused to centrale, lunar separate. Trapezium 

large triangular. Astragalus with foramen. Calcaneum with large fibular 

* facet. 

1 Cope, Tert. Vert., p. 259. 
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Clznodon ferox (Cope). 

fe Core, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc, 1882-3, 547; Tert. Vert. p. 328, 
: ie? and xxive; - Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 332; (Clenodon) 

Phila’ ‘Acad. 1892, p. 299; Osporn & EARLE, Bull. Am. 
i895, 26. 

ae of this species was figured’ but not recog- 

Le f. Cope. It is formed by the union of the scaphoid 

tl a a arg oie rectangular centrale which lay half under the 
i, half under the lunar. The radial facet is nearly at right 

» the distal facets, indicating probably a plantigrade manus. 

s a small semicircular facet for the lunar, directed proxi- 

- kternally, and a large distal-external facet for the magnum. 
ne two distal facets, for the trapezium and trapezoid, are large, 

\e fete, on the scaphoid proper, the latter on the cen- 

a € portion of the bone. There is also a small trapezium facet 

the internal end of the centrale part. The cuneiform is rather 
+ 

and thick, with two sub-equal proximal facets, and well- 
distal and internal facets for the unciform and lunar re- 

wely. The unciform has a lunar facet about half the width of 
it fo the cuneiform, and moderately well distinguished from it; 

ue distal facets are not separated. The shape of the unciform 

much like that of Euprotogonia. The trapesium’ is \arge, tri- 
Ig angular, with an irregular proximal facet for the scaphoid proper, 

is pail proximal-external ones not well separated from the first 
Be mt the centrale and trapezoid, a large flat external facet for the 

| metacarpal, and a large distal-internal concave facet for 

S a metacarpal. 
a The astragalus and metapodials and some other bones of this 
individual are also described by Prof. Cope. The bone which he 
4 as the head of a marsupial bone’ is probably the head 

f the fibula ; it is much like that of the bear, differing however 
| » that the tibia facet is mainly superior instead of internal—this 

is no doubt associated with the broad flange on the calcaneum 
for the support of the lower end of the fibula. 

' Tert Vert, Pl. XX1Ve. Big $0.0 and ¢, 
3 Le. cit., figs. u 

ig * Lee. cit, p. Mae, PL XXIV eg, figs. 8 p and ¢. 

[November, 1897.) 19 
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Clznodon corrugatus (Coc). 

Mioclenus corrugatus Corr, Proc. Am, Phil. Soc, 1882-3, 556; Tert. Vert. 
p. 341, Pl. xxiv/, fig. 5 ; (Clenodon) Scort, Proc. Phila. Acad. 1892. 

It is difficult to make much satisfactory distinction from C. 
ferox, except in the size. The spacing of the premolars is an 
inconstant character, as is also the depth of the jaw. The teeth 
seem to be more robust and massive in the larger species, and 

there is a fairly constant difference in size, C. corrugatus being 

about one-fourth smaller. 

Specimen No. 2456, found by Mr. Brown, American Museum 

Expedition 1896, contains the nearly complete upper and lower 

dentition, and bones of the fore and hind feet. The lunar, mag- 

num and scaphoid (scapho-centrale) of the left side are preserved, 
along with the metacarpals. 

The scaphoid is like that of C. ferox. The magnum has its 
lunar and scaphoid facets of equal size, narrow, at right angles to 

one another and separated by a keeled edge. The /unar has two 
strongly concave distal facets at right angles for the magnum and 
unciform. The carpus is therefore not alternating only, but 
completely interlocking. The fistform is long and slender. Of 
the me/acarpals the first is short and stout, the second about one- 

half longer but no thicker, the fifth somewhat shorter and slen- 

derer than the second. The distal ends of the third and fourth 

are not preserved. The first metacarpal was at an angle to the 

rest, but not opposable. 

Enough of the hind foot is preserved to show the characters of 
the darsus. There is a considerable astragalo-cuboid facet visible 

on the cuboid, but not on the astragalus." The calcaneum had a 

broad flange for the fibula outside the external ,astragalar facet ; 

the heel was not so long as in Zuprotogonia, hardly as long as in 
Dissacus. The first metatarsal was reduced in length, but not the 

fifth. An ungual phalange preserved is high and compressed, 

much like that of a bear but rather longer and without basal 

sheath. It is very different from the small wide semi-ungulate 
type seen in Oxyena or Mesonyx. 

1 Judging by yar ng A from the Mesonychidz and others, this character would be constant 
within the limits of a family. 1 have therefore placed it in the definition of the Arctocyonide 
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_ ?Clanodon protogonioides (Cvpe) 
yy a, Am. Nat. 1882, 833; Tert. Vert. p. 340, 

VE. 9, xxv/, 17: Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 329; 
! Score, Proc. Acad. 1892. 

pe of this species is from the Puerco, and consists of 

1, and, coneideving the laipeitection of the type and 

ability of a species passing through to the later forma- 

: ro. and considerably less specialized species than 
watus. The molar cusps are higher, the transverse width 

The last lower molar is long-heeled, as in C. ferox and 
atus, but the trigon of m; is not unusually small, nor the 

uconid advanced as in those species. The third and fourth 
f premolars have small anterior and posterior cingular cusps. 

ates perhaps the approaching fusion of the scaphoid and 
lunar. Yet the primitive character of the carpus is shown by its 
strong resemblance in many points to that of the Condylarths, 
especially Euprotogonia and Pantolambda. This is seen in partic- 
ular in the large triangular trapezium, and in the shape of the 
unciform, lunar and magnum. The reduction of the first digit 
only, the shape of the claws, the thoroughly plantigrade foot, the 
shape and proportions of the scaphoid and lunar, and various 

& minor characters of the skeleton, strengthen the resemblance to 

— * As opposed eo the seduction and Snel disappearance of the centrale in the early ungulate 
types. 

‘ 
i 

ne ome 
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the Bears which the teeth at once suggest. Were the lunar to fuse 
with the scapho-centrale, the resultant bone would be very like 
the scapho-lunar of Ursus. The reduction of the trapezium and 
loss of fibulo-calcanear facet might be expected. The non-serial 

tarsus of Clenodon, and the chain of more or less intermediate 
forms between the Miocene Canidz and the Ursid, are serious 

objections ; nevertheless I believe that the Arctocyonide are 
probably ancestral to the modern Urside. 

INCERTZ SEDIS. 

Oxyacodon Osborn & Earle.’ 

Additional material enables me to add another species to the 
typical form, and amend the description as follows : 

Lower premolars laterally compressed, high and trenchant with minute talons, 

deuteroconid on pz minute or absent. Molars short and wide with high angu- 

lar cusps, trigonid somewhat elevated above talon, paraconid reduced. Hypo- 

conulid on mg high and sharp. Premolars not crowded, the anterior ones not 

reduced in size. Upper teeth unknown. It may belong to the Anisonchinz, 

but the molars do not show the closed basin of the heel peculiar to that group, 

and are wide instead of compressed. 

Oxyacodon apiculatus Osborn & Larle. 

Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. 1895, p. 25, fig. 6. 

Premolars strongly compressed, deuteroconid absent. 

Dimensions : P3-mg, .0258; my-g, .0123. Six specimens. Puerco. 

Oxyacodon agapetillus (Cope). 

Anisonchus agapetillus Cope, Proc. Am. Phil. 
Soc. 1883-4, p. 320; Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 
1888, 305. 

. 

» ’ 

c = 
~—<, 

‘we 

Premolars moderately compressed, minute 
deuteroconid on py. 

Dimensions : Ps-m,, .0210; My-.g, -O103. 
Fig. 10.—Oxyacodon agapetillus : 

Cope. Three halves natural size. Four specimens. Puerco, 
Crown and internal views of lower 
jaw. No. 3547¢. 

1 Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., 1895, p. 25. 
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Carcinodon Scott.’ 

jus is characterized, besides the points of difference 
by Scott, by a small trigon and long heel on the molars. 
$ are much like those of the Chriacidz, to which it 
z. Only the lower teeth of a single species and speci- 

CONDYLARTHRA Cope. 
pe Ungulates retaining many unguiculate features, including in par- 

ar i iecdoet sctraquians, with distinct neck and convex head. Podials 

ged wholly or in part in serial order. Humerus with entepicondylar fora- 
. third trochanter on femur. Teeth short crowned, bunodont or 

tritubercular or developing quadrituberculy. Canines small, dental 

mula plete in all known forms. Plantigrade or digitigrade, toes 5-5, the 
I ones reduced in digitigrade forms. 

$ group comprises the primitive Ungulata of the Basal 
¢, together with certain inadaptive forms which persisted 

ugh the Lower Eocene (Wasatch and Wind River). It in- 
the ancestors of the later Ungulates, not yet sufficiently 

alized to require removal to separate orders. It does not 
line as do the divisions of the more advanced 

ay represents the first stage of ungulate evolution. The 
up is nearly related to the early Creodonta, and its hypo- 
a ancestral type or types would be strictly Creodont. The 

Sond hra therefore do not form a homogeneous suborder. 
‘members had diverged more than they had progressed. 
To Cope’s three Condylarth families, the Phenacodontide, 

‘Periptychide and Meniscotheriidx, Osborn and Earle have added 
a fourth, the Mioclenide, with the single genus and species 
Mioclanus turgidus. To the last I add several small species 

' Proc, Phila. Acad. Nat. Sci., rig, p. 323. 
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referred to Mioclenus, although probably meriting generic dis- 
tinction, and one which certainly must be separated. 

As thus constituted, the Condylarthra include four divergent 
lines. The first leads into Phenacodus, developing digitigradism 
and quadrituberculy, and related to the Perissodactyla. The 
second was strictly tritubercular, plantigrade, but with a non- 
serial tarsus, and related to the Amblypoda in skeletal structure. 
The third, with a peculiar type of selenodonty, retained a very 

primitive tarsus, and may perhaps be ancestral to the Litopterna 
and Hyracoidea, as suggested by Cope’ and Wortman,’ or to the 
Chalicotheres according to Osborn.” The fourth retained the 
most primitive type of teeth, but in the absence of any satisfac- 
tory evidence as to its skeletal structure, can be placed here only 

provisionally. If this family was truly condylarth, it was perhaps 
related to the Artiodactyls. In the first two groups the develop- 
ment of the teeth was mainly in the addition of cusps, and but 
little in the direction of altering theirshape. In the fourth group 

we have a pronounced selenodontism; in the third there is a 
multicuspid tendency in JZ. turgidus, while in P. opisthacus there 
is a tendency towards selenodontism. 

The four families are contrasted in the following table : 

Of Amblypod affinities, 

PERIPTYCHID. 

Of Perissodactyl affinities, 

PHENACODONTID. 

? Of Artiodacty] affinities, 

MIOCLANIDA. 

? Affinities with the Litop- 
terna or Chalicotheres, 

MENISCOTHERIID. 

Molars with persistent- 
ly tritubercular sym- 
metry. 

Molars early develop- 
ing quadritubercular 
symmetry, 

Molars with trituber- 
cular symmetry. 

Molars with quadri- — 
tubercular symmetry. _ 

Bunodont multicuspid. Selenodont. 

Premolars generally 
enlarged. 

Premolars not en- Premolars not usually, 
enlarged. 

Premolars not en- 
larged. 

Tarsus not serial. Tarsus practically 
serial. 

Tarsus unknown. Tarsus serial. 

Carpus unknown,prob-| Carpus becoming Carpus unknown. Carpus serial, with 
ably alternating. serial. centrale. 

Plantigrade. Digitigrade. Unknown. ? Plantigrade. 

The Pantolambdide might well be placed among the Condy- 

larthra with the above definition of the term. ‘Their evident re- 

“1 Am, Nat., 1891, 688. 
2 Com tive Anatomy of the Teeth of the Vertebrata, 1886, p. 476. Science, Dec. 11, 

1896 and Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., 1896, 262. 
Am. Nat. » 1891, 911; 1892, 507, and 1893, 127. 
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akiypods. If they are so considered it involves some 

y as to the position of the Periptychide. In the Peripty- 
ye skeleton, as Osborn and Earle have pointed out,’ is 

ie that of Pantolambda ; in the Anisonchine, it seems to 
ermediate between Pantolambda and Euprotogonia. The 
in both Periphychinz and Anisonchinz are entirely distinct 

ither, and show resemblances which almost surely indicate 
relationship of the two sub-families. 

orn has given this resemblance in foot-structure as a reason 
moving the Periptychide to the Amblypoda,’ and Prof. 
‘in his last published words adopted this view.’ If we 
e to Cope’s original definition of the Condylarthra, this, 
j, is the only possible solution. But I do not think it the 
natural arrangement ; the resemblances to the Amblypods, 
case of the Anisonchinz at least, are only technical, and as 

he Periptychinz, it seems reasonable to consider that Panto- 
lambda retained the primitive Condylarth skeleton while develop- 
ing an Amblypod dentition. Osborn‘ has shown that Cope’s 
classifi of the Ungulates cannot be accepted without some 

as re-defined above, the order Condylarthra covers 
a number of types which have much in common, and are very 
difficult to place in any of the specialized groups. 

PERIPTYCHID. 

< a met 

aks 
: In foot-structure this family shows a marked resemblance to 
the Pantolambdide, and through them to the Amblypoda proper. 
Astragali and many skeletal bones of Periptychus rhabdodon and 
Pantolambda bathmodon are almost indistinguishable. The dental 
characters, on the other hand, show no resemblance except in the 

_ persistent tritubercular symmetry. The Anisonchine, as far as 
__ known, stand in an intermediate position as regards the foot, 

between Periptychus and LEuprotogonia. \n Ectoconus the foot 
G was much like that of Peripiychus, but somewhat more Primitive." 

’ * Lace Mus. Nat. Hist., 1895, 47- 

he ®t 

: Trams. ‘Aim hil, Soe Scscrited by Cope in 1888, 
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Subfamily PERIPTYCHIN &, 

Periptychus Cope. 

This is one of the few genera that pass through from the Puerco 

to the Torrejon. I recognize only one species from the Puerco, 
P. coarctatus, The second one described from that horizon, 

P. brabensis, was based on specimens somewhat crushed laterally, 
so that the apparent proportions and outline of the teeth are 
changed. 

Periptychus coarctatus Cope. 

Periptychus coarctatus Corr, Tert. Vert. Pl. xxixd, explanation and figs. 7-8; 
Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 354; OsBporN & EARLE, Am, Mus. Bull. 
1895, 54. 

Periptychus brabensis Cork, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 354. Not P. 
brabensis O. & E. Am. Mus. Bull. 1895, p. 55. 

There is a wide difference between this species and its succes- 

sors; the teeth are much less specialized. The antero-internal 

cusp of the lower premolars is entirely wanting; it is always 
strongly developed in the Torrejon species. The premolars, both 
upper and lower, are more pointed and less inflated. The molar 

cusps are higher and rounder, and -no subsidiary cusps appear 

besides the six normal ones. Molars and premolars show more 

or less obsolete external cingula. 

This species, with its synonym /. dradensis, occurs only in the 

lower beds. The specimen described as P. dradensis in the 1895 
Bulletin, is the milk dentition of P. carinidens. 

Periptychus rhabdodon (Coe). 

Catathleus rhabdodon Cork, Am, Nat. 1881, 830; Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1881, 
487 ; 1882-3, 564 (brain-cast), 

Periptychus rhabdodon Corr, Tert. Vert. 1885, 391, Pl. xxiiif and g, lvii, figs. 
rand 2; Am. Nat. 1884, 801, figs. 1-2 and 6-g; SCHLOSSER, Morph. 
Jahrb. XII, 35 ; OsBorn & EARLE, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. 1895, 53. 

The most abundant species of the Torrejon. It does not occur 

in the lower beds. ‘The dentition and all that is known of the 

skeletal structure have been fully described by Cope. 
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Sriniyches-casinidens Cope. 

gorinidens Corn, Am. Nat. 1881, 337; Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1881, a 
eo ; Tert. Vert. 403, Pl. xxva, fig. 16, xxiiid, figs. 14-15, fe 

is Osporn & Earte, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. 1895, 55. Not 7. 
is of Cope. 

‘cies appears to be good, although not very well de- 
differs from P. rhabdodon in its smaller size, narrower 

ith longer heel on the third, and less robust premolars. 
mediate specimens are known, but are less common 

» extreme types. The species is common but not nearly 
ndant as the larger form. 

Subfamily ANISONCHIN#. 

lc and habits of the two seem to have been widely differ- oe 4 
The astragalus is flat and wide, with short neck and wide i. 

0 fl t as in Periptychus, nor the neck so short. The flange (for 

the outer side of the astragalus is 
also prominent and sharp-pointed, 
as in Euprotogonia. 

Osborn and Earle have already 

a 
ing a considerable cuboid facet ; but the trochlea is not =. 

Se “i 

described the skeletal characters of i ; 
Haploconus lineatus of the Torre- eee 

jon. I figure an unusually perfect og 
calcaneum and astragalus which ae 
were found in the lower beds asso- ae 
ciated with jaws and parts of the 
skeletons of two individuals ; the 1s 

anus, The figured specimens belong to the smaller individual ; to 
it belongs also a slender tibia with very high cnemial crest and 

_ small head with a rather large semilunar fibular facet perpendicu- 
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lar to the axis of the bone. To the larger specimen belong the 
distal ends of a tibia and fibula much like those of Periptychus, 
except that the fibula is larger, has a prominent external process 

just above the outside of the facet, and the tibia has a facet less 
oblique antero-posteriorly, and with sharper and more prominent 

internal hook. 

Osborn and Earle consider that the primary division in this 

subfamily should be made rather on the shape than on the com- 
plexity of the premolars. Cope’s separation is nevertheless an 
entirely constant one for the Puerco-Torrejon species, which fail 

to show any evidence of evolution in cusp-building. We may 
therefore make a second division based on the complexity of the 
premolars. This gives four well-defined types, which should rank 
as distinct genera. They may be classified thus : 

A,.—With flat premolar cusps. 
1. Third upper premolar with internal cusp—Axnisonchus Cope. Two 

species—A. sectorius Cope, A. gillianus Cope. 
2. Third upper premolar simple—/ap/oconus Cope. Two species—/. 

lineatus Cope, /. corniculatus Cope. 

&.—With round premolar cusps. 
1. Third upper premolar with internal cusp—/emith/eus Cope. One 

species—H, howalevskianus Cope. 
2. Third upper premolar simple—Conacodon, gen. nov. Two species, 

C. entoconus Cope, C. cophater Cope. 

A number of other species are described by Cope, but all ap- 

pear to be synonyms of the above, except Avnisonchus agapetillus, 

which we remove from the Anisonchine and place under the 

genus Oxyacodon O. & E., of doubtful affinities. The species 
considered invalid are : 

1. Haploconus xiphodon Cope. Founded on the milk dentition 
of H. lineatus, the fourth milk premolar being taken for the first 

molar. By cutting into the jaw of specimens referred by Cope 

to this species, I have exposed the third molar, proving the denti- 
tion to be temporary. 

2. Haploconus angustus Cope. The type and one other indi- 
vidual are considerably smaller than A. /ineatus ; the other 
specimens are intermediate in size, and as there is no other con- 
stant distinction, the species may best be considered as an indi- 
vidual variation of H. lineatus. 
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hus coniferus Cope. The type is a worn upper jaw 

tof Conacodon entoconus, the third eed sO worn as 

, n mostly to Hemithieus kowalevskianus Cope. 

RS es apiculatus Cope. The species is indistinguish- 

I, being the only species with flat premolar cusps found in the 

er beds. The species with round premolar cusps, on the 
r hand, are entirely confined to the lower beds. 

duals, one being a single fourth lower premolar, the other, 
parts of both jaws not well preserved. I am unable to see in it 
more than an unusually large individual of A. sectorius, which is 

a n abundant species, varying considerably in size. 

a a: Zetodon gracilis Cope. The two specimens representing this 
* species are suspiciously like crushed jaws of small Amisonchi, 

= such as 4. gillianus. In the absence of an uncrushed specimen, 

Bos the existence of this extraordinary type of tooth can hardly be 
considered as proven. 

Family PHENACODONTID® Cope. 

‘The three genera of this group, Protogonodon of the Puerco, 
__—s- Buprotogonia of the Torrejon, and Phenacodus of the Wasatch and 
Wind River, appear to stand in direct ancestral relationship. 

“s _ Unfortunately we have no skeletal material of Protogonodon ; it is 

__ probable that it would show a synthetic type, Creodont by defini- 
tion, Ungulate in relationship. 

_---~-—sS- The advance noted in the family is especially in the following 
__ characters: The manus and fes developed from a plantigrade 
____ pentadactyl unguiculate to a digitigrade functionally tridactyl 

ie. ungulate type. Preceding the reduction of the digits we find 

'___ alternation in the podials, the lunar reaching over on the unci- 
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form, and the scaphoid probably on the magnum, and the astra- 

galus very slightly on the cuboid, This was not continued and 
tended to disappear in Phenacodus, for reasons noted later. A 
characteristic feature found in both Zuprotogonia and Phenacodus 
is the depression of the cuboid with reference to the navicular 

and ectocuneiform, and of the fourth metatarsal with reference 

to the third,’ an inheritance probably from unguiculate ances- 
tors whose paws were used for grasping and striking. The char- 
acter is found in the Cats and in some of the Primates. The 
teeth developed from simple molars and premolars of the primi- 

tive creodont type to sexitubercular molars above and quadri- 

tubercular below, the premolars tending to become molariform, 

and the molars developing additional cusps (multicuspid). In 
short the family passed through the same changes which we 

suppose to have occurred in the earliest unknown stages of 
development of the Perissodactyla, but with certain limitations 
and retention of ancestral features... They were not able to change 
the molar tubercles into crests ; and they did not develop alter- 

nating podials. This is true, however, only for the known mem- 
bers of the family ; a ¢endency towards both of these changes is 

seen, and it may have been stronger in species as yet unknown 

or insufficiently known. While we are unable to consider Zupro- 
togonia as the direct ancestor of the Perissodactyla, yet it had many 

characters approximating it to them. It is probable that the com- 

mon ancestor of the typical Ungulata was thoroughly an ungui- 

culate, and that the first separation into the phyla of Phenaco- 

donts, Perissodactyls and Artiodactyls accompanied or preceded 

the development of hoofs from claws. 

1 7. ¢., the navicular, ectocuneiform and Mt.III overlap the cuboid and Mt.IV. 
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Protogonodon Sco/. 

Earle has suggested’ this genus as an ancestor of the Artiodactyla, 
and in the Puerco paper of 1895 attention is called to the incipi- 
ent selenodontism observed in a specimen of upper teeth refer- 
red to it. I believe, however, that its relations were rather with 

Euprotogonia, and that the Puerco ancestor of the Artiodactyls 

should be a form with teeth like those of the smaller species of 
Mioclenus or Protoselene. The points connecting Protegonodon 

with Luprotogonia are: the presence in most specimens of an 
incipient deuteroconid on the fourth lower premolar, the short 

stout premolars, whose proportionate size and shape do not differ 
much from the Torrejon genus, the presence of a small hypocone 

on the upper molars, and especially the general shape of these 
teeth, which recalls strongly that of Auprotogonia. The described 

species, P. penfacus Cope, is rather larger than Z. puercensis, and 
shows but small range of variation. There is a smaller unde- 
scribed form, indicated on labels by Prof. Cope as P. stenognathus, 

which fulfills more nearly the requirements for the direct ancestor 

of £. puercensis. 

Protogonodon stenognathus, n. sp. (Cope, MSS. name only.) 

The type No. 3198 consists of fragments of the lower jaw with 

the three true molars, which are smaller than in P. penfacus and 

somewhat narrower. The third is much narrower, with compressed 
heel. The cingula are obsolete on all the molars. With the type 
I associate No. 761, an upper jaw with the last four molar teeth 

and the root of p®. The fourth premolar has a very strong inter- 

nal cusp but apparently no trittocone. The molars have well 

developed intermediates, large protocone, small but distinct hypo- 

cone on m+ and m®%, and strong cingula encircling three sides of 

the tooth. The transverse width of the teeth is greater than that 

of Euprotogonia, but their outline otherwise much resembles it. 
Nos. 822 and 3566a probably belongs to this species. 

1 Am, Nat., 1893, 377- 
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No. 3198. No. 761. 
= .029 p?-m* = .040 

Ms t. =.or1o1 m-* = .025 
““ transv. =. m#* longit. =.o102 

longit. =.0093 m® transv. —.0069 
OLLI 

mainly on progressive characters, which naturally are ex- 
mely variable. As all the material comes from a single level 

: we ¢ cannot recognize in these any stages of evolution, and they are 

too inconstant to denote more than individual difference. The 

- disting from Phenacodus is based on the fourth upper premolar 
“which in Phenacodus has two subequal external cusps, while in 

rotogonia the posterior external cusp or trittocone is rudimen- 

| as or absent. 

Euprotogonia puercensis (Cofe). 

| Phenacodus puercenss Cope, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1881, 492 ; Am. Nat. ae, 
goo, fig. 22; Tert. Vert. os Pl. xxve, figs. 12 and 13, lvii/, figs. 8 
andg; (Protogonia) Cork, 

wot Morph. Jahrb. Bd. XII, 1887, p. 11; (Zuprotogonia) Corr, Am. Nat. 
1893, 378; Ostorn & Earve, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. 1895. p. 64, 

a MeO WorTMAN, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. 1896, p. 106, fi 
aeee—ah calceolatus Core, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1883, 561 ; Sag Vert. 

' ; (Protogonia) Core, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 359. 
rata Core, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1881, 492; Tert. Vert. 

p. 426, Pl. lvii/, figs. 11 and 12; (? Mioclanus) OSBORN & EARLE, Bull. 
Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. 1895, 64. 

Protogonia plicifera Corr, Am. Nat. 1882, 833; Tert. Vert. p. 424, Pl. 
__xxv/, figs. 2 and 3; Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, p. 359 ; (Zupretogonia) 

WortMan, Bull. ‘Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. 1896, p. 106, fig. 17. 
_ Mioclenus floverianus Corz, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, 1888, 330; (7¢tracle- 

nodon) Scott, Proc. Phila. Acad. 1892, p. 299. 

rans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 359 ; SCHLOSSER, 

The collections in the Museum contain nearly two hundred 

_ Specimens now referred to this species. Although a rather wide 
range of variation is thus included within its limits, it does not 
seem practicable to make any separation. The variation in size 
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is: My=y=.024 to.o3om. The mesostyle is usually present though 

small, on the first molar, and frequently appears on the second, 

sometimes on the third. The fourth premolar has usually an 
antero-intermediate cusp (paraconule) and sometimes a postero- 

intermediate (metaconule). The postero-external cusp on p* 

(trittocone) is small or absent. Other very variable characters are 

the size and shape of the last upper and lower molar and of the 

heel of the third lower premolar, and the prominence of the 
paraconid, which is usually almost obsolete on mg and mg, but 

sometimes rather clearly marked. The trittoconid is developed 
to a variable extent on pz, sometimes being as far separated from 
the other cusps as in P. primevus. The deuteroconid on p* is 
occasionally present though very small. None of these variations 
show any degree of constancy or any association one with another. 

Protogonia calceolata. This species was founded on a single 

fragmentary individual, differing from fpuercensis only in that a 
lower premolar, the third or fourth according to Cope, has a flat- 
tened heel. The premolar in question is very like the third pre- 
molar of puercensis, with which the remaining teeth and the 
skeletal fragments agree entirely, and in view of the variability in 
this character the species must be discarded till better evidence 

of its distinctness appears. 

Protogonia subguadrata, In his last reference to this species, 
in 1888, Cope makes it a synonym of pwuercensis. Osborn and 
Earle have revived it, placing it nearer to Mvoclenus than to 

Euprotogonia. It does not appear to the present writer to be a 
valid species. 

Protogonia plicifera. The main distinction between this form 
and puercensis is the prominence of the paraconid on the last two 
molars. Cope in 1888 considers the species as doubtfully valid, 

as “ specific difference cannot be predicated on the presence or 
absence of this cusp.” Additional material fails to confirm the 
separation ; most specimens of puercensis have some trace of the 

paraconid on all three molars, and a smaller number exhibit it 
more prominently in varying degree. 

Mioclenus ( Tetraclenodon) floverianus. ‘This species was foun- 

ded on jaw fragments and skeletal bones of an old individual of 
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1st , in which the fourth lower premolar was mistaken 

_vertebrz, all which are fully described by Prof. 

SKELETON OF EUPROTOGONIA, 

le of £. puercensis, found by Mr. Granger of the 
n | Museum Expedition of 1896, contains both hind limbs 

t complete, the greater part of the pelvis, the centre of 
al the vertebrae, most of the AA fore- limb and parts | of 

their exact relations can be clearly seen. 

The foot was semi-plantigrade, five-toed, 
h extremely narrow hoofs very like claws. 

le side toes are reduced, but not as much 

att esa flattened head. The astragalar 
foramen is present and clearly cut, sur- 

ea is situate mainly in front of this, not ex- 
tending as far back as in Phenacodus. 
_ The calcaneum is longer than in Phena- 
codus, the end of the tuber calcis less oblique. 
‘The calcaneal side of the tarsus and meta- 
‘tarsus is depressed below the level of the 

 astragalar side, the third metatarsal overlap- 
_ ping the fourth. This is likewise the case in © 

[November 1897.) 20 
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Phenacodus, in some specimens if not all, and is «panel an 

inheritance from unguiculate ancestry. The second cuneiform 

is shortened and Mt.II pushed up between the first and third. 
The entocuneiform is larger than in Phenacodus. The first and 
fifth digits are much less reduced, the metatarsals being about 
three-fifths the length of Mt.III, the first somewhat slenderer 
and considerably curved, having a large proximal facet which 
allows considerable lateral play of the digit, and a smaller 

internal facet for Mt.II. The fifth metatarsal is slightly curved, 
and has a flattened head with strong external hook project- 

ing under the calcaneum; it has two small facets for the 

cuboid and Mt.1V. These two lateral digits appear to have been 
somewhat separate from the rest, and were erie, undergoing 

a rapid reduction. 

The distal end of the féu/a has its plane at right angles to the 
distal tibial facet ; the proximal end is widely flared, the shaft 
quite slender. The “dia is slender, with a prominent sharp 

crest ; the proxinial end of the bone is bent backwards and the 

plane of the cotyli is at an angle of about 60° to the axis of the 
shaft. The patella is ovate, not high, rather small. The femur 

is slender but with well-developed trochanters ; the sides of the 
rotular groove do not project above the plane of the shaft ;’ the 

distal end is less enlarged than in Phenacodus, and is bent back- 
ward so that the plane of the middle of the condyles is.not far 
from being parallel to the axis of the shaft.. This, in connection 
with the position of the tibial cotyli, I believe indicates customary 

great flexure of the knee ; crushing of the bones might account 

for part, but not for all of it. The great trochanter is higher than 

the head of the femur, wide and truncate, enclosing a deep fossa ; 

the lesser trochanter is rather sharp and thin, the third somewhat 

larger and placed about two-fifths of the length. from the proxi- 

mal end. 

The pelvis is of the same general type as that of Phenacodus 

but longer and slenderer ; it is not sufficiently well preserved for 

exact comparison. 
The vertebre preserved are the centra probably of seventeen 

cervicals and dorsals, seven lumbars and eighteen caudals, the 
sacrum being weathered into fragments. ‘The cervicals are short 

1 Other individuals how that there was considerable variation in this respect. 
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aliquely proceelous ; the dorsals, probably the eleven poste- 

$, are small, the anterior ones having triangular sections, 
erior transversely oval. The lumbars are much longer 
*r, with flattened oval section and a hypapophysial keel 
ng on the posterior ones. Six or seven are preserved ; 
no indication of any more, and the lumbar formula was 

; the same as in P. primevus. The caudals appear to be 
nt except a few posterior ones. Eighteen are preserved, 
th regularly increasing in the first few and not sensibly 

hed till the eighteenth. The neural arches are complete 
, the eighth and then break up into open grooves. The 

h of the part of the tail preserved is about fourteen 
; to this must be added two or three inches for the tip. 

extreme length therefore was not less than sixteen or seven- 
although the animal stood only a foot high at the 

jeep ; the entepicondylar foramen is well marked, the epi- 
es not prominent.' The ulna has a large truncate olecra- 

Only t lal bones of the carpus are preserved, the right magnum 
left unciform. The unciform shows a considerable lunar facet 

1 fifth metacarpals are of equal size, indicating a less reduction 
the fifth digit than in PAenacodus. The magnum has a com- 

aratively small upper surface, and is extended proximally into a 
keel separating two nearly equal facets, one for the lunar, the 
other supporting the scaphoid, or as may be suspected, a centrale, 

or both (the surface is not well enough preserved to be certain on 
_ this point). The trapezoid facet is small, and does not reach the 

“upper surface of the magnum. . 

F Descitbed by Cope from a somewhat less crushed bone, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc., 1888, 591. 
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The trapezium, cuneiform and unciform are preserved in another 
specimen (No. 2547@); the trapezium is rather large, fits closely 
to the carpus, has two equal external facets for Mc.II and the 
trapezoid, a somewhat larger proximal facet for the scaphoid, and 
a distal facet for Mc.I, not much smaller than the facets for 

Mc.III and Mc.IV and V on the magnum and unciform, The 
first digit was therefore not greatly reduced, nor did it project out 
from the rest of the foot as a dew-claw. 

POSITION OF EUPROTOGONIA. 

In every detail of its skeletal structure, Auprotogonia shows a 

most striking resemblance to the Creodonts. The customary 

bend of the knee and elbow, the long heavy tail, the semi-planti- 
grade five-toed foot are general points of likeness, and when we 

compare the separate limb-bones, the close relationship becomes 
apparent, especially close to the more primitive types. As in 
Pachyena,' the fore-limbs were comparatively short, so that the 
animal seems to have been higher at the rump than at the shoul- 
der—how far this might have been modified by the flexure of the 
limb it is not possible to say. 

The carpus is much like that of Déssacus in several respects. 

The carpals, it will be observed, are a/ternating, not serial. The 

keeled magnum with small upper surface, the trapezoid small and 

nearly crowded away from the magnum, and the alternation of 

the two rows of podials, are characters shown by all of the four 

Basal Eocene forms in which the carpus is known (Diéssacus, 

Clenodon, Pantolambda and Euprotogonia, Psittacotherium being 

here excluded from consideration). The centrale was certainly 

present in Dissacus, quite probably in uprotogonia, and 

perhaps in Pantolambda. It should be observed that the dis- 
placement is greater in the short-footed plantigrade Pantolamébda, 

Clenodon and Dissacus than in the more digitigrade, long-toed 
Euprotogonia. This evidence, though not conclusive, points un- 

mistakably towards an alternating carpus as the primitive one. 
In Phenacodus the carpus is more nearly serial, although it varies 

1 Cope, Tert. Vert., p. 366. The humerus figured by Prof. Cope (Pl. XXVIIIc, fig. 1), prob- 
ably belongs to Phenacodus nunienus. 
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ent individuals, and there is always a lunar-unciform con- 
ut if Phenacodus is a direct descendant of Luprotogonia, 

| se alism must be secondary. As to Meniscotherium, not 
) is known of its ancestry to say whether its carpus, serial 
red by Marsh, is primitive or not. 

ese reasons I do not consider the interlocking carpus of 
Za as a bar to its being ancestral to Phenacodus, 

1 it involves some breaking away from the generally ac- 
view on this point. 

humerus and other skeletal bones of Zuprotogonia (in the 

dont, and as “not presenting any but specific differences 
Clenodon and Triisodon." The pelvis is distinctively 

rather than Ungulate in type, as is that of Phenacodus, 
long and slender with ilia narrow and curved, not expanded 

| y. These characters are primitive, their possession by 

eodonts and Condylarths serving to show how closely we 
aching the common origin of the two groups. 

ty point where Zufrofogonia differs from Phenacodus, it 
hes the Creodonts—or rather approaches that hypothetical 

from which descended both Creodonts and Condylarths. It 
ls therefore in a strictly’ intermediate position, and warrants 
. believing that its Puerco ancestor, Protegonodon, was in all 

s a true Creodont, of generalized type, except as to the 

which had already started on their development towards 

protogonia stands nearer to the early Horses than does Phe- 
us, but I do not think that it can be considered the direct 

of Hyracotherium. It has the distinctive cusps of Phe- 

Sey - macodus i ina petimentaey stage ; it does not exhibit any tendency 

ra 

skeleton exhibits no indications of an advance from the primitive 

f Mioclenus floverianus) were described by Cope as those of - 

SS 
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of development as a hoofed mammal, and shows very little else of 

the ungulate type of skeleton. In the Torrejon representatives 

of the horse family, one would expect to find the molars showing 
some trace of approaching lophodonty, the last one of full size, 

and the astragalus with some indications of a perissodactyl 
development. In most other respects it might well approximate 

Euprotogonia. 

Euprotogonia minor, n. sp. 

Proto = Sen suniensis Cope, Trans. Am. Phil, Soc. 1888, 305, name ret 
ot on p. 359 foc, cit.; nor Phenacodus zuniensis Cork, Proc. Am 

Soc. 1881, 492; 1882-3 (1881) 180, and Tert. Vert. p. 491, pl. lviif, 
fig. 10. 

The type and all the specimens originally referred to Z. sunti- 

ensis Cope are identical with 7yicentes subtrigonus, and are cer- 
tainly not Luprotogonia, They are all lower 

jaws. Two specimens containing fragments 

B® of both upper and lower jaws, Nos. 3896 and 

3897, were subsequently referred by Prof. — 

Cope to the same species. These two seem 

 @ a to indicate a small species of Zuprotogonia, 

though they cannot be determined with 
i certainty in the absence of the fourth pre- 

molar. They are very distinct from the type 
c 4pane> of Z. suntensis, being larger and with a differ- 

pha). Sa Fy ent style of lower molar. In 1888 Prof. Cope 

(Fig, 13~—Euprotogenia referred “three individuals ” to this species, 
upper and lower molars presumably the type and Nos. 3896 and 

N : ea 3 
2 booer molaes eaters 3897. This original type is, however, 7. sub- 

Gwidual, Now rte ae Ail ¢rigonus, and the species represented by Nos. 

crown views, natural size. 5806 and 3897 must be re-named. No. 3896, 
which contains upper and lower molars of 

the permanent dentition, may be taken as type. No. 3897 is a 

young individual with milk dentition. To these may be added 
No. 3904. The definition of the species will be: 

Upper true molars sextubercular, differing from those of Z. puercensis in the 

smaller size, the series measuring .OIgI as against .0222 to .0255. Last upper 

and lower molar disproportionately small, the upper (.0048 X .0062) more rounded 

than in Z. puercensis, and not appressed against the second molar. (The shape 
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* in the common species is quite variable, so that this is not a very good 

__ The paraconid is well developed in the three specimens referred to 

tiensis. Fourth permanent premolar unknown, the last lower milk pre- 

cn eee operas saree Se See The trigon is 

d strong, not quite equalling the proto- and metaconid, and 

icreurd. The tooth is in this respect not unlike the permanent fourth 
tof Phenacodus. The proto- and metaconid are well separated, and all 

} Strongly trihedral, with a crest curving forward and inward from 

The heel is like that of the first molar but considerably 

. Dimensions of the tooth in this species: Length, .0073, width of 

Saigo, of heel, .0042. The corresponding measurements in £. puer- 

# (No, 3833) are, .0100, .0057, .0063. 

ba Condylarthra. They are known almost exclusively by 
a cters of the teeth, and these are very unsatisfactory. 

ed and well-worn in old individuals, the premolars 

ag cusps inflated to a varying extent. Such dhabeovny as 

hidze so far as these last are known. The teeth are tri- 
, but not persistently so as in the Periptychide and 

for when the hypocone appears in the upper molars 

ina position to develop quadrituberculy.’ They differ like- 
e from the Periptychidz in having a basin-like heel on the 
; - molars opening inward instead of being closed internally as 

all that family by the entoconid. The premolars are more or 
| s inflated and sometimes enlarged, but this is not constant even 

% _ The group may not be homogeneous ; the teeth of some of its 
ee members have a vague resemblance to the Wasatch Monkeys, 

1 That ‘the position of the hypocone 5 or, less internal than in the Perl 
in the postion of the hy-pocone is more posterior lew internal than | the tooth. iad 
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Hyopsodus and Pelycodus, some to the Artiodactyl Pantolestes. 

Neither of these likenesses is supported by skeletal characters. 
Under the type genus Mioclenus 1 place, besides AZ. turgidus, 

several small species of less aberrant form, but whose characters 
are not very well known. J. opisthacus Cope is so far different 
from the others that it must be separated generically. 

Mioclenus Cope. 

Premolars inflated more or less strongly. Third and fourth upper premolar 

similar, each with internal cone. Lower premolars with small heels. Last 

molar reduced. No entoconid on lower molars. 

Prof. Cope referred a large number of the Basal Eocene species 

to this genus, and regarded it as a Creodont of generalized type, 
a starting point to which the various groups of flesh-eaters might 
be traced back. Prof. Scott in 1892 restricted the name J/io- 

clenus to the type and other species with low massive premolars 

equalling or exceeding the molars in size, and speaks apparently 

with favor of Schlosser’s suggestion’ that AZvoclenus is a Condy- 
larth. Osborn and Earle in 1895 quote the history more fully 
than I have done, and propose the Mioclenidz as a fourth family 

of Condylarths with the single genus and species MMioclenus 

turgidus Cope. The relations of the species now added are : 

A. Premolars and molars very much inflated. 
1. Last molar reduced. My-s=.019.........---: M. turgidus Cope. 
2. Last molar unreduced.... 3.2.22. - seer: M lydekkerianus Cope. 

B. Smaller species with premolars less inflated. 
1. Last molar somewhat reduced. My-s=.013......-- M. lemuroides, 
2. Last molar somewhat reduced, molar cusps much higher than 

in the preceding species. My-g=.0118..4/. turgidunculus Cope. 
3. Last molar greatly reduced. Cusps low. My-s=.0113.... 

M., inequidens Cope. 
4. Last molar scarcely reduced. Cusps rounded. My-s=.0105. 

_ M., acolytus Cope. 

Mioclenus turgidus Cope. 

Mioclenus turgidus Corr, Am. Nat. 1881, 830; Tert. Vert. 325, pl. lvii/,_ 
figs. 3-4, xxve, figs. 19-20; Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, 1888, 321; Scott, 
Proc. Phila. Acad. 1892, 321; OsBorN & EarLe, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. 
Hist. 1895, 50. 

Mioclenus zittelianus Cope, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 334. 

1 Morph. Jahrb., Vol. XII (1886), p. 37, foot-note. 
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th this is an abundant species, we have almost no 
wwledge of the skeleton. A sacrum asociated with teeth of 

dus is described by Osborn and Earle as of ungulate 
) carnivore type. A calcaneum is associated with No. 
mined as M. turgidus by Prof. Cope. This is more 

; a are closely similar. It is much less like Periptychus 
wtolambi 2 A nen with part of the shaft missing, is asso- 

af more curved and probably shorter, the distal end kid 
ved, while the distal facets are quite different in shape, the 
tact being apparently quite small, though not well 
d from the lunar facet. The distal end of a tibia with 

The outline of the jaw is Condylarth, very like that of 
, less like any Periptychid. 

of the matrix from the type specimenof M. si/telianus 

‘upper premolars. It does not show any other important 
nces from the common species. 

Mioclznus turgidunculus Cope. 

Miche targdancaa Corr, Trans. Am, Phil. Soc, 1888, 334, type speci- 

al eben og loc. cit., one specimen doubtfully referred. 

> ‘The additional material now at hand shows that the Torrejon 
specimens referred by Prof. Cope to M. turgidunculus belong to 

) Trans. Am, Phil, Soc., 1888, 338. 
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an allied but distinct species, and that the true /urgidunculus is a 

Puerco species only. ‘To it I refer specimen No. 3212, a Puerco 

specimen which Prof. Cope referred doubtfully to AZ. acolytus. 

This specimen shows py-q and m,, and part of the upper molar 

series. ‘Thé upper molars are not well exposed, and I am unable 
to distinguish them from the Torrejon species except that they 
were somewhat smaller and the last molar slightly less reduced. 

The cusps were probably higher. The lower incisors and canine 

must have been very small and without diastema ; the first pre- 

molar is small, probably one-rooted, the second 
is two-rooted, larger than p,;, the third and 

Oe Cy Ore a8 fourth are much larger, moderately inflated. 
Pay Pes Rae GO All four are recurved and heeled, the heel of 

; the fourth larger than the others. The first 
tonkath cn Cane molar has a small but well-defined paraconid, 
pion poi iy abt ‘he rather high rounded cusps, heel scarcely lower 

de ee than trigon and somewhat constricted off from 

it. Hypoconid strong, well-defined, the inter- 

nal shelf of the heel breaking up into small cusps without a dis-. 

tinct entoconid, basin deep, opening forward and inward. Differs 

from the species described below in its smaller size, smaller 

pms;.3, molar smaller and much less turgid, with higher cusps 
and more rectangular outline. 

The above description is from specimen No, 3212. The type, 
No. 3291, shows the fourth premolar and first two molars of the 
upper jaw, and can be distinguished from the Torrejon form only 

by the somewhat smaller size and higher cusps and a little differ- 

ence in the shape of p*. In specimen No. 3314, p® or p® is seen 

to be simple, without internal cusp, and mg reduced to nearly the 
same extent as M. lemuroides. Nos. 3300 and 3474a are also 

probably this species. 

Mioclznus lemuroides, sp. nov. 

Mioclenus turgidunculus Core, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 334, part. 

The type of this species is No. 2421, a nearly complete pair of | 

lower jaws, showing pg—mz and alveoli of all the front teeth. It is 
represented by fifteen other specimens, al] from the Torrejon 

beds, including two referred by Prof. Cope to M/. turgidunculus, 



three small incisors; the canine was somewhat larger, about the 
st premolar ; the first premolar was one-rooted, the second is two- 

, recurved, and minute-heeled. The third and fourth are still 

r, Fecurved and moderately inflated, the heel of the fourth larger 
s ee ee ce ae 

n in the preceding species. The type is from the Rio Torrejon, San 

; lanus lemuroides Matt. Lower w, crown and outside views, T oN ming oa ype speci- 

lemuroides Matt. Upper eo, crown view. No. 4025. Natural 

r specimen (No. 4025) shows the upper teeth with part 
lower jaw containing the last premolar. The third upper 

‘is subtriangular with a well-separated internal cusp ; 
is wider transversely, more nearly oval, the internal 

as large as the protocone. The first and second 

minute intermediates. The third molar is but two-thirds the 
eter of the second. All the teeth have low rounded cusps, 

e cingula obsolete except on m+ and m*, Length, 
=.019; m43=.o11. 

Mioclznus inzquidens (Cope). 

mies inaquidens Cove, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1883-4, 317; Trans. Am, 
Phil. Soc. 1888, 336, fig. 8; (Zilipsodon) Scor, Proc. Phila. Acad. 1892, 

minimus peng Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 335. Not 7, gan 
Core of Proc. Am. . Soc. 1882-3, 468, and Tert. Vert. 327, pl. xxve, 
‘figs. 22-24. 
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The type specimen (No. 3095) is a palate partly buried in very 
hard matrix, The front teeth are very vaguely indicated and 
might be interpreted in at least two ways. Either the first pre- 
molar is minute or absent, as Prof. Cope believed, and the canine 

moderately large, or the first premolar is spaced (displaced prob- 
ably) and the canine unknown. The latter view brings the front 

Fig. 17.—Mioclenus inequidens (Cope). A. Outline of upper teeth. Type, No. 3095. 2B. 
Upper and lower molars, crown view, No. 3298. 

teeth into harmony with the other Miocleni. The upper molars 
and last two premolars are quite of the type of 47. /emuroides but 

more simple, the molars trituberculate with no internal cingulum 
and obsolete external one, intermediates minute or absent, no 

hypocone. Third and fourth premolar with strong internal cusp, 

others apparently simple. Last molar minute, transversely oval. 

Lower molars very simple, paraconid absent, ptotoconid and 
metaconid approximated, opposite, blunted ; small hypoconid on 

heel, basin very much depressed internally, no entoconid. Last 

molar much reduced, oval, cusps low and flattened, basin shallow 

and nearly as high as the cusps. The characters of the lower 
molars are taken from No. 3298. Nos. 3096, 3296 and 3299 also 

belong to this species. 
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| Mioclznus acolytus (Cope). 

rolytus Core, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1882-3, 462. Tert. Vert. p. 
Xxiiid, figs. 5-6; (Mioclenus) Core, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 

inimus Core, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc, 1882-3, 468; Tert. Vert. 
xxve, figs. 22-24. Not A/. minimus Corr, Trans. Am. Phil 
8 335. See also Scort, Proc. Phila. Acad. 1892, 323. 

the smallest of the Torrejon species, the three lower 
yeasuring only ten and a half millimetres in length. The 

ye molar cusps is like those of 

s, but the cusps are lower and MKLORD 
nal crest lacking ; the postero- “ 

anterior cusps are opposite, not 
ig. The premolars are quite 
being entirely simple with small 
moderately inflated. Upper 
urcely known; an upper jaw 
specimen, No. 3208) with two 
partly exposed indicates that 
I were rather large with obso- 

external cingula, the fourth with a large interior cusp, the 
d with a small one or simple. 

Protoselene, gen. nov. 

emolars not much inflated, lower ones trenchant. Fourth upper premolar 

‘strong internal cusp (deuterocone) and distinct postero-external cusp 

ycone). Third premolar nearly simple. Last lower premolar with strong 
anterior ones simpler. Entoconid well developed on lower molars, 

: Protoselene opisthacus (ofc). 

ioclanus opisthacus Covt, Am. Nat. 1882, 833; Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 
1883-4, = asap Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1888, 332, fig. 5; Scorr, Proc, Phila. 

_ Acad. 1892, 321 ; (Hemithieus) Corr, Tert. Vert. 407, pl. xxv/, figs. 8 
and 

Womithiows baldwini Core, Am. Nat. 1882, 853; Tert. Vert. 328, pl. xxv/, 
oo) mg. 26. 
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This species has rather advanced molars combined with pre- 
molars of the simple type found in AZzoc/enus, but more trenchant. 

The molar cusps show a departure from the rounded form in the 
direction apparently of selenodontism. The type of selenodontism, 

if such it be, does not appear to be one that led up into any later 

form, for it was tritubercular in the upper molars, the protocone 

combining with the intermediates while the hypocone is left out- 
side. This is not marked, how- 
ever. The lower molars have the 

outer cusps quite strongly cres- 

centic, the inner ones still round- 

ed. The last molar is long with 
a strong hypoconulid projecting 
backward medially. The para- 

Fig. 19. — Prostoselene opisthacus conid is present on all the molars, 
(Cope). A. Lower teeth, crown view, No. * 
3278. B. Lower jaw, outside view, No. although small, entoconid strong 

MS See and hypoconulid distinct. Lower 
premolars rather compressed, trenchant, their width varying; in 
some specimens they are moderately inflated. A rudimentary 

heel on ps, a rudimentary anterior cusp and small heel on pg, and 

small anterior cusp and strong two-cusped heel on pg. Upper 

molars with distinct, though very small, parastyle and mesostyle, 

small intermediates tending to fuse with the protocone into a 

crescent, and small hypocone. 

Specimen No. 2435, from which the above description is taken, 
has some skeleton fragments preserved, as well as upper and 

lower jaws. A calcaneum is in general proportions like that of 

Euprotogonia, but the shape of the sustentacular is different, being 
less sharply triangular and projecting less internally —in this the 
bone resembles the Anisonchinz. There is no roll facet for the 
fibula, but facing quite externally is a small concave oval facet, 

whose peculiar shape and position I cannot explain —it may be 

some accidental peculiarity. The calcaneum has an oblique ectal 
astragalar facet, and thus forbids any near relationship to the 

Artiodactyla. The proximal part of a humerus shows a moder- 

ately well developed greater tuberosity, the lesser one being small. 

The head is somewhat rounder and more elongated antero- 

posteriorly than in Zuprotogonia. ‘The deltoid ridge is flat- 
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| continued well down on the shaft but not prominent. 
‘metacarpal is rather long and slender and has a small, 

facet for the unciform and a small nearly proximal 
1e overlapping second metacarpal. Fragments of the 
is and of several vertebrz are preserved, but I recog- 

; characteristic about them. 

leton is slightly smaller than that of 
is, No. 823, described in this Bulletin 

th the teeth are one-half larger. There 
iapate about the correctness of the asso- 

\ far as it goes, it indicates a Condylarth, cuacopey, Head 
of humerus, 

seein from such Rotini as Plesiarctomys, in 

is a high compressed flange. The ridge was probably 
/ but is not preserved in No. 823. 

variation occurs in premolars of this species, as to 

3 _ The type specimen is a large individual; the rest of 
mens referred to this species by Prof. Cope are smaller 

s robust, as is also the type of Mioclenus baldwint. One 
is recorded as coming from the lower beds, but shows 

from the rest. 

____AMBLYPODA Cofe. 

Family PANTOLAMBDID Cope. 

Pantolambda Cope. 

_ The collections of the Museum Party of 1896 contain a num- 
ber of fine specimens of both species of this interesting genus, 
but their description is reserved for the present, and will be inclu- 

ded in a forthcoming paper by Prof. Osborn, As already ob- 

319 
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served, Pantolambda comes very near to being a Condylarth, 
under the definition given in this paper, but on account of its 

undoubted connection with the Amblypoda it is better to remove 

it from the group of undifferentiated Ungulates. 

EDENTATA. 

Suborder GANODONTA Wortman. 

The Basal Eocene members of this group have been fully dis- 
cussed and illustrated by Dr. Wortman in previous papers,’ and 

call for no further mention here. 

Foot STRUCTURE OF BASAL EOCENE MAMMALS. 

On theoretical grounds it has been generally expected that the 

feet of the Puerco Ungulates and Creodonts would show for the 
most part a serial podium, perhaps a serial metapodium. This 
expectation has not been realized, as is shown by a list of Basal 
Eocene species in which the foot is more or less known : 

CARPUS, TARSUS. 

Primates . ....Indrodon malaris......... Unknown... . Serial. 
Creodonta. ....Triisodon heilprinianus. . . ee Non-serial. 

“e oe Dissacus navajovius...... 
‘*  saurognathus . .. Non-serial. . 

Clenodon ferox ........ te 
of corrugatus. ... = 

Condylarthra ..Euprotogonia puercensis. . - Serial (approx’ly). 
Periptychus rhabdodon. .. Unknown. . . . Non-serial. 
Ectoconus ditrigonus. ... ¢ es 

ae 

Anisonchine ... ... .-. i: 
Amblypoda ....Pantolambda bathmodon..Non-serial. .. gs 

is cavirictus. .. 5 F 
Edentata._....Psittacotherium multifragum. ‘‘ - Unknown. 

All these species have much in common about foot structure, - 

and the rest of the skeleton offers but few characteristic points of 

distinction. In all the known forms the magnum is very small, 

keeled and facetted for lunar and scaphoid or centrale, the lunar 

‘of moderate size, keeled and facetted for magnum and unciform, 

the trapezoid small and trapezium large. Metacarpals II and III 

1 Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., 1896, 259, and 1897, 59- Also ‘ Science,’ Dec. 11, 1896, p. 865. 
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proper facets for trapezoid and magnum. The centrale is 
te in one Creodont, fused in another; in the Condylarths 

r s its presence may be suspected, but it was prob- 
ot large if it had not already disappeared (by absorption, 
fusion). In the hind foot the astragalus is but little 
with round head, and neck of varying length. The calca- 
only two astragalar facets, the ectal being oblique to 
of the bone and convex internally, the sustentacular of 

equal size slightly concave. The heel is straight and long. 
ce in Euprotogonia, the most progressive Condylarth, and in 

+? Primate Indrodon, the cuboid has a considerable astragalar 

” : primitive condition of the carpus was alternating, with a: 

eeenent: By absorption of the centrale a serial carpus, 

d be maintained. That this primitive alternating carpus was 
by an entirely serial carpus of the type of Afeniscothe- 

sis quite possible, but there i is no evidence of it. 

— side toes. The drift of all the evidence is towards rele- 

_ gating the primitive serial carpus and tarsus back into the 
unknown Cretaceous. 

re Note on THe Use or tHe Term CONDYLARTHRA. 

Cope proposed the term Condylarthra (1881) with Phenacodus 

as the type genus, as a suborder of Perissodactyla distinguished 

[ December, 1897.) 21 
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by (1) astragalus with convex head, (2) astragalus articulating 
with navicular only, (3) a third trochanter on the femur. In this 

group he placed the Phenacodonts, Periptychids and (later) 
Meniscotherium, Subsequently (1885) he altered the arrangement | 

making a new Order Taxzeopoda, to include the Condylarths and 

Hyrax, defining it as with serial carpus and tarsus, 7yrax being 

placed in a separate suborder distinguished by the blunt hoofs 

and peculiar astragalo-fibular articulation, Riitimeyer, Osborn 
and others have shown that this later conception is by no means 

strictly applicable, and our present knowledge enables us to state 
definitely that none of the forms referred to the Condylarthra 

have an entirely serial carpus, except perhaps AMeniscotherium, of 

which the carpus is figured by Marsh as serial. Phenacodus has a 
serial tarsus and a carpus which, though not entirely serial, is not 
interlocking. But this condition is secondary, for in Luproto- 

gonia, its direct ancestor, the carpus is partly interlocking, and 

the tarsus is not quite serial. In Pantolambda the carpus is inter- 
locking, and the tarsus strongly displaced; in Periptychus the 
carpus is not known, but the tarsus is extremely close to Panto- — 

/ambda, and from this and many other resemblances I believe it 
‘safe to consider that the carpus was also interlocking. In Hap/o- 

conus the carpus is unknown, the tarsus moderately displaced. 

We may note that the short-toed plantigrade Pantolambda shows 

the greatest departure from the serial type, while the longer-toed 

semi-digitigrade Phenacodus and LEuprotogonia show the closest 
approach. In fact, whatever may be the force of the theoretic 

arguments in favor of the serial foot being the primitive ungulate 
type, it receives no support from what we know of the foot- 

structure of the Condylarths. If it was the primitive structure, 

the first departure from it must have long antedated the separa- 

tion of Creodonts and Ungulates. . 

It is convenient, however, to use a term which will include 

these primitive Ungulates, some of which gave rise to the later 
orders, while the great majority have left no descendants. 
The earlier conceptions of Kowalevsky and other European scien- 

tists do not furnish any satisfactory basis for a clear definition of 
the Protungulata (Urungulaten), as the group must now be 

understood. Marsh’s re-definition (1884) is more complete, 
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izes more nearly their proper position—but it is hypo- — 
inapplicable to the forms here considered in — 

h centrale present, and is antedated by Cope’s Condy: 
The latter was based on actual skeletons, and its first 
, the round-headed astragalus, is the one most charac- 

f all the forms of the group. Osborn’s modification of 
classification (Trans. Am. Phil. Soc., 1889, 559) is 

plicable to most of the forms here included. 
-re-define it, then, as including primitive Ungulates 

ling many unguiculate characters, among which the most 
‘istic is the convex-headed astragalus with distinct neck. 

ers found in the known members of the group are : 

series complete, usually without diastemata, teeth 

d, canines not large. : 

1 to, brain small and smooth. 

| 7 ir with third trochanter. 

la complete, articulating with astragalus and barely 

calcaneum. 

1 Am. Nat., 1881, tor8 





By W. Scuaus. 

Metanastria clementsi, sp. nov. 

margin pale brown; the median space gray ; the postmedial space 

ad and more in the nature of a spot ; an antemedial and a postmedial 
y brown line, the latter followed by a series of large brown spots between 
from 2 to 8; a brown discal spot ; the postmedial space crossed by a 

shade, and separated from the pale brown outer margin by the sub- 
line, which is white, lunular, and very irregular, receding from the outer 

in between veins 4 and 6. Secondaries grayish, becoming white along the 

Taragama postalbida, sp. nov. 

line. ier ieidind brows ded gray. Abdomen above whitish, shaded 
and subdorsally with brownish yellow. Primaries reddish brown, the 

Expanse, $, 50 mm.; %, 82 mm. 
Habitat: Sierra Leone. 

¥ 7 yee; te Coll. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. 

(325) 

|; the basal space crossed by two reddish brown bands, the inner band 

at 

~ 



In this species the antenne are more evenly pectinated, and 
veins 9 and ro are on a shorter stalk than in the typical species of 
the genus. 

Trabaloides citrina, sp. nov. 

é. Olivaceous yellow ; head and thorax yellowish brown. Primaries with a 

small white spot near the base; a straight brown antemedial line, touching on 

the inner margin a postmedial brown line which is angled below the costa; an 

indistinct discal line ; a subterminal irregular whitish band inwardly shaded with 

grayish. Secondaries with the basal half yellow, the outer half tinged with — 

olivaceous. 

9. Bright yellow ; the primaries with the two lines wavy, indistinct, reddish ; 

a large red discal spot ; a subterminal row of red spots. Secondaries with the 

commencement of a subterminal row of red spots near the apex. 

Expanse, ¢, 49 mm.; ?, 80 mm. 

Habitat : Sierra Leone. 

Types, in Coll, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. 



e -XXIV.—NOTES UPON NEW YORK FISHES 

:ECEIVED AT THE NEW YORK AQUARIUM, 

By TarvLetron H. Bean. 

> May 1, 1895, the Aquarium has received 165 species of 
ies of New York, of which 124 species are marine or ana- 
as, and the rest fresh-water forms. The marine fishes have 
lected chiefly in Gravesend Bay, Long Island, in the traps 
er fishing apparatus belonging to John B. De Nyse, a 

| fisherman, whose knowledge of the migrations of coast 
and of the history of the fishery in that bay is extensive 

ate. Many rare species that would escape the notice of 
we observer are recognized and sent to the Aquarium, 

y alive, by Mr. De Nyse and his sons. 
write, has made occasional excursions to Shinnecock and 

¢ Bays, Sandy Hook and the ocean beach at Southampton, 
Island, the Bronx River, and to several lakes in Central 

id Prospect Park, Brooklyn. ‘The New York Commission 
ies, Game and Forest, has contributed many species, 

living and dead, for exhibition or identification, and addi- 

| materials have come from the South Side Sportsmen’s Club 
ig Island, and from James Annin, Jr., of Caledonia, N. Y. 

is well known that systematic seining along the shores in the 
ty of New York City would add many species to this list, 

“the present exhibit will serve to indicate the wealth of the 
varine fish fauna at least, and, at the same time, introduce a 

‘number of species of rare occurrence or new to the region. The 
- Short-nosed Sturgeon (Acipenser brevirostris) has been living in 
one of the pools since May, 1896, and has taken hard clams 
_ (Venus mercenaria) regularly for food. 
A species of farengula was caught at Gravesend Bay in 1895. 
No species of the genus has been known to occur north of the 
' Gulf of Mexico before. Hoy’s Whitefish (Argyrosomus hoy’) has 
been taken only in Lake Michigan until Mr. Annin found it in 

(327) 
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Canandaigua Lake, N. Y., where it is abundant. The Fresh-water 

Silverside (Menidia beryllina), previously known and rather rare 

in the Potomac River, is common in a little stream at Water Mill, 

Long Island. The Thread-fin (Po/ydactylus octonemus), which has 

not been observed in our waters for thirty years, was secured in 

Gravesend Bay, Sept. 24, 1896. Three examples were obtained. 

The Surmullet (A/u//us auratus), an occasional visitor from 
southern waters, ranging north to Cape Cod, was reported 
abundant at Sandy Hook in September and October, 1897, by 

fishermen. Three individuals were seined for the Aquarium 
Oct. 8, and, at the time of writing, one of them is alive. 

A large Amber-fish (Serio/a sp.) was captured in August, 
1896, at Gravesend Bay, Long Island, and brought in for 

identification ; its measurements are given in the proper place. 

The Runner (Z/agatis dipinnulatus), belonging to the West Indian 
fauna, was once before recorded from Long Island; a single 

example was taken in Gravesend Bay, in August, 1895. The 

Banded Larimus (Zarimus fasciatus), which is not a common 
species, has been reported from Chesapeake Bay to the Gulf of ~ 

Mexico. Two individuals were brought alive from Gravesend 

Bay in August, 1895, and lived in the Aquarium until December, 

when they succumbed to the cold water at a temperature of 43° 

Fahr. They fed freely upon shrimp. The Parche (Chefodon 

ocellatus), a West Indian species, occasionally found in summer in. 
Rhode Island and New Jersey waters, was obtained in Gravesend 

Bay. 

A young Surgeon-fish (Zeuthis hepatus) was captured in 
Gravesend Bay, Oct. 20, 1897; this occurs in the West Indies 

and Gulf of Mexico; it was previously known as far north as 

Charleston. Young Trunk-fish (Zactophrys trigonus), belonging 

to the West Indian fauna, are carried occasionally by the Gulf 

Stream northward as far as Massachusetts. An example was 

found in Gravesend Bay, Aug. 28, 1897; it could not be kept 

alive long in a balanced jar, but it fed regularly for about ten days 

on minced clam. The Spotted Codling (PAycis regius) is not an 
uncommon fish in Gravesend Bay in October ; several individuals 
were obtained this year. The species often lies upon its side very 
much like the Tautog and many Flounders. 
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histrio was found floating in New York Bay in 
1897 ; it occurs occasionally in summer as far north as 

xd, but belongs to the tropical parts of the Atlantic. 
i paper the species are arranged in the order in which 
given in ‘A Check-list of the Fishes and Fish-like Verte- 

of North and Middle America,’ by David Starr Jordan and 
Warren Evermann. The names, almost without exception, 

jitten as they stand in that work. The notes were made from 
© time during the entire period mentioned in the title when- 
uitable dead fishes became available for observation ; and 
nal data were secured by a study of living individuals. I 
er obligations to Mr. L. B. Spencer and Mr. W. I. De Nyse 

important notes upon the feeding habits. Most of the 
here recorded have been presented to the American 
» of Natural History. 

z Petromyzon marinus Zinneus. Sea Lamprey ; Lam- 
ty Eet.—The Lamprey has been obtained in Gravesend Bay in 

nh, April and June in small numbers. It has never been 
ve long in the Aquarium because of the impracticability 

ishing it with proper food. 
aa 

_ 2. Mustelus canis (Mitchil/). Smoorn Docrisu.—The 
s has been brought alive from Gravesend Bay in August, 
mber and October. In the Aquarium it is restless and deli- 

3 ‘Sphyrna zygena (Linneus). HAMMER-HEADED SHARK. 
—Not common in Gravesend Bay ; occasionally taken in August 
a \d. September, but never brought alive to the Aquarium because 

of oie great liability to injuries of the eyes. 

A ' Carcharias littoralis (AM/i/chi//). Sanv SHark.—A 
Pace male received from Gravesend Bay, Long Island, on June 
- 26, 1895, died in the Aquarium Dec. 19, 1895, when the tempera- 
ture of the water in the pool containing it was 53° Fahr. The fol- 
_ lowing notes were made upon the specimen in the fresh condition : 

Color, bronze gray with light brown blotches, the largest about as long as the 

eye. Belly and other lower parts white. Eye yellowish. ‘Tips of pectorals, 
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ventrals, dorsals, anal and caudal above and below with a narrow black streak. 

Numerous minute dark specks on the under surface of snout and suborbital region, 

extending back to angle of mouth, 

Two rows of teeth in function above and three below. Length of longest 

tooth in lower jaw, 1¢ inch ; in upper jaw, 3¢ inch. . 

MEASUREMENTS. 
RCRD skip nl och bins 0 WP Red gina iele 9,5 Wes > eee 3 ft. 6 in. 

ERE GUNN Fn wie sip than cad d veh 0 19-6 5 one dp eels Re 66 in, 
Least depth of caudal peduncle................ cece ee eee . 1 in. 
Tip of snout to perpendicular through last gill-opening .... ... 10 in. 
From first to last gill-opening. ..............04. secrecceeee 216 in. 
Depth of gill-openings.................. Bn Pn 4 iS Saleen 2 in. 
SOME hin ad 0 nt ins hee bay \iguastigte © # én der tale alk oSe waiakoas Eee 2h¢ in. 
EVG20 SOWIE ais nc dd at ok hohdnet © -r'nvade ae b swicg Rag ee 144 in. 
WG rick ste cde. rks eee ee aeb ine aoe 16 in. long, 3¢ in. Cary 
SHont 6 mostel. 5... ..0i ann pccs gees olipae sae ee Adee 14 in. 
Width Of potted. oo eee eases ves’ one se pee eeees Senne 5¢ in. 
Distatice between: nostriless 6-565 cs ee ea ee 1 in, 
Nostril to front of mouth.... -..2.....60.6 eee 5 im” wi gk in. 
Length of mouth opening. «6-36. 6 vies cess caens sawase OAnee 256 in. 
Width of mouth, including labial folds.....................4.- 4in. 
Length of-Jablal fold | .)o5s85. . 2a Rea a ae ee Tin, 
Labial fold to first gill-opening.....+5. 2.2.0... ..200--eeceee 3% in. 
Smout to Girat Gorwal 0s o yikes iciy sees pas e's 5 cos ee 16 in, 
Pigat cma ye seis oss - Zohn Abc cs ue pee .... 3% in, 
Middle of dorsal base to top of fin ...... 0.6.0 ccc eee eae eee 3 in. 
Length of posterior margin of dorsal..............02..00.04- 1l4 in. 
From first to.second dorsal .....3 i... tsie.<. 1x00 2 Wa oled eR pee 5 in. 
Length of second dorsal base... .. .......2. .eesnee- ..-.2% in, 
Middle of second dorsal base to top of fin....... eRe 2l¢ in. 
Posterior margin of second dorsal ......... <.608 14 Wikis wid eta 1} in. 
Second ‘dorsal to caudal pit. 302.0550 530 Ve Ae eee 3 in. 
Capathal f2ep tt «6 «<0: 4 asisava's Verner tse Sr mehod oie 12 in. 
LOWES CHUGRY ODO: oo as a jas vee ieee (a5 ce ones be ranean 93% in. 
Terminal caudal lobe... 4.5). ies ae eae cae sek Vee 3 in. 
Snout to pectoral, obliquely. :...-. 055s 0.6 3 cise bstea-n Cecman 10l¢ in. 
Length Of DORtOENs oy iso d ods ane edges abc a6 566 5 in. 
Lower margin of: pectoral, 224) 32. Foe Ass 5s ks cee & ie 2% in. 
Extended pectoral not quite reaching to perpendicular through 

front of dorsal. 
Ventral origin slightly behind end of first dorsal base. 
Length of -wentend 5555) ssa F3.50% se eaide ks os BOM Ee Py 3) in. 
Inner margin of ventral.... ... Ne apie hAbG 004 »md-«e age 1% in. 
Vent to tip of claspet isis ss seiess tir yhe wels dhe caee reer. 114 in. 
End of ventral base to origin of anal.... ....... ....... Meek ee 
Anal bade. ...5.42 5 sivtadeve ss Cen e OMB ees +0 b's vcs eee eae .3 in. 
Hind margin of anal....... .......... d9-» ve $2 kb I in. 
Depth:of anal = 3... o.s/ss:ees vx wees Wee's ie ele. wae os 0.02’ eae 2in. 
Anal base to origin of lower caudal lobe......... .. ........ 1% in. 

5. Squalus acanthias Zinneus. Hornep Docrisu.—The 
Spined Dogfish has been brought from Gravesend Bay in October 

only ; it iscommon on the fishing banks off the New Jersey coast. 

The species is not hardy in captivity. 
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uatina squatina (Zinneus). SHARK Ray; MoNnkKFIsH.— 
k Ray has not been received alive, and is to be found 

‘the bays adjacent to the Atlantic. It appears occasionally 
send Bay in summer. 

ja erinacea Mitchill, Common Sxate.—The Prickly . 
s received from Gravesend Bay in November, 1897, and 

's came from there in March, 1896. The species has de- 
eggs in the Aquarium in winter. It will not live in the 

a summer, but endures the spring, fall, and part of the 

Raia levis Mitchill. Barnpoor Skate.—This Skate has 
o the Aquarium from Gravesend Bay in October, 1896 and 
t is short lived in captivity because of the want of sand 
d, and the difficulty of providing suitable food. Individu- 

re been kept alive three or four months. 

centrura (Mitchill). Stine Ray.—The Sting 

. Pteroplatea maclura (Ze Sueur). Burrerrity Ray.— 
ry rare species in Gravesend Bay, and does not endure a 

amply bonasus cried Cow-nos— Ray.— 

ee a “Acipenser sturio Linnaeus. StTuRGEON.—A_ female 

_ River and placed alive in a pool on May 20, 1897. At this time 
(Dee. 7) it is still apparently in good condition. Rock crabs, 
soft clams and opened hard clams have been used for its food, 
_ but it seems to have eaten little or nothing until December first, 
_ when it began to feed freely upon opened hard clams, The species 

appears every spring in Gravesend Bay, and sometimes in the fall. 
It is hardy in the Aquarium. 
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13. Acipenser brevirostris Ze Sueur. SHORT-NOSED STUR- 
GEON.—The species was obtained in Gravesend Bay May 14, 
1894, and a single example was brought alive to the Aquarium on 

May 13, 1896. It has taken food regularly, and is now living - 
(Dec. 7, 1897). It came in company with five young individ- 
uals of A. sturto. ‘The species has proved. to be well adapted to 

aquarium life. It is rarely seen in Gravesend Bay. 

14. Ameiurus nebulosus (Ze Sueur). BuLLHEap.—The 

young were seined in the Bronx in August, 1897. Larger ex- 

amples were forwarded by the New York Commission of Fish- 
eries, Game and Forest, from Canandaigua Lake in November, 

1896, and November, 1897 ; also from Saranac Lake in November, 

1897. The fish feed freely upon hard clams and earth-worms ; 

liver is given to them occasionally. Several albinos were obtained 
from Hackensack Meadows, N. J., in August, 1897. They are 

now (Dec. 7) six inches long, and have grown to that length 
from three inches in three months. 

15. Catostomus commersonii (Zacépede). SucKER.—This 

Sucker was obtained from Canandaigua Lake in November, 1896, 

and November, 1897 ; from the Bronx young individuals were 

received in August, 1897 ; from Saranac Lake the New York 

Commission forwarded the small mountain form, distinguished 
by its size and red color, in November, 1897. The Canandaigua 
Lake Suckers thrived in the Aquarium until July, 1897, when 

they were all killed by warm water. The food is chiefly hard 
clams, with earth-worms occasionally. 

16. Erimyzon sucetta (Zacépide). CHuus. SucKER.—The 

Chub Sucker was seined in the Bronx in August, 1897, and 

Prof. Ulric Dahlgren sent one example from near Princeton, N. J., 

in September, 1897. The latter, when it arrived, had the broad, 

longitudinal, median band well developed and the vertical bands 
obsolete ; but soon after it was placed in the Aquarium it ob- 
scured the longitudinal band entirely and developed the vertical 

bands. 
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yer of Carp, none of them dias two pounds in wie 
presented by the U.S. Fish Commission. During the last 

two female Leather Carp died as a result of retention of 
zs. In October, 1897, several large examples were seined 

e lake at Prospect Park, Brooklyn. The food of this species 

rd clam, earth-worms, wheat, corn, lettuce and cabbage. 
Cereth i is remarkable. A Leather Carp has fully doubled 
ght in one year. 

8. Carassius auratus (Zinneus). GoLprisH.— Goldfish 
‘been obtained from lakes in Central and Prospect Parks, 

m fountains in Gramercy Park and Bryant Park. A speci- 
as kept in a fountain at the Old Reservoir (42d Street and 

sented to the Aquarium. The triple-tail variety was a 
“am Mr. E. G. Blackford. From the Cold Spring Harbor 

sry of the New York Fish Commission a number of re- 
y large goldfish were obtained. One was a typical fan- 

he a Semotilus atromaculatus (Mifchi//). Cuus ; Fa.- 
Fish ; Dace.—A number of large Chub were sent by Mr. Annin 

from the Fish Commission station at Canandaigua Lake in Nov- 
ember, 1896, and again, in the same month, in 1897. Some of 
a the first lot were 14 inches long in July, 1897. All of the first 

shipment died in July, 1897, from the effects of warm water. 
They fed freely on hard clam and earth-worms and, occasionally, 

be live killifish. 

20. Abramis crysoleucas (Mifchi//). Roacn; GoLpen 
Suiner.—Abundant in the lakes of Central Park and in the 
Bronx ; not found in the large lake of Prospect Park, Brooklyn, 

in seven hauls with a large seine. They feed freely upon chopped 
hard clam, and do not like earth-worms. The species spawned in 

’ their tank in May, 1897, and their young are now 134 inches long. 
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21. Abramis crysoleucas, variety. Irish Roacn.—About 
the end of June, 1896, two females and one male were found to 

be ready to spawn. The females cast their eggs, but they were 

immediately eaten by the fish. The fish is always extremely shy. 
It takes hard clam readily, and does not care for earth-worms. 

This variety is distinguished by its short and deep body, uniform 
size of scales and permanent vermilion color of the pectorals, 
ventrals and anal. The example studied has D.i, 7; A. i, 12; 

V.i, 8; scales 1o-48-4; teeth 5-5, hooked, crenate, and with 

grinding surface. It is found in Central Park. 

22. Anguilla chrysypa Rajinesgue. Eri.—The Eel is par- 
ticularly liable to attacks of fungus, which do not always yield 
to the treatment with salt or brackish water. By placing the Eel 

in a poorly-lighted tank the parasite can be more safely and surely 

overcome. 

23. Leptocephalus conger (Zinneus). Concer Er..— 
This species has never thrived in the Aquarium, but the individu- 
als received were generally caught with hooks and badly injured. 

The fish suffers greatly from fungus attacks which cannot be 

relieved by changing to fresh water. It is sometimes caught in 

summer in Gravesend Bay. , 

24. Elops saurus (Zinneus). Bic-EyeEp Herrinc.—An 
adult example was caught in Gravesend Bay Oct. 5, 1896. It is 

known to the fishermen as the ‘ seering’ and ‘ sisco.’ 

. 25. Etrumeus sadina ((/7chi//). Rounp HeErrinc.— 
Young individuals were taken in Gravesend Bay July 30, 1896, 

varying in total length from 4% to 4% inches. They were asso- 
ciated with young Mackerel of slightly larger size in bunches and 

schools. John B. De Nyse saw some schools that he estimated to 

* contain 25,000 fish. 

26. Clupea harengus (Zinnmeus). Sea Herrinc.—On April - 
30, 1896, Mr. John B. De Nyse brought to the Aquarium from 

Gravesend Bay some small Clupeids known as ‘shad bait,’ which 
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eved to be Sea Herring. The following notes were made 
—- 

transparent fish of the genus C/ufea, a little under two inches 

s, low down, from pectoral to anal. Iris silvery ; top of eye very 

ese nd Bay. Only about one hundred or two hundred are 
during fall and winter. On Nov. 23, 1897, an individual 

ory Shad is caught in Gravesend Bay during September, 

r and November, but not in such numbers as were found 

ay inches long. The Shad are large, weighing from % 

d to 2% pounds. They were shipped from nearby waters. 

8. - Pomolobus pseudoharengus (/Wi/son). Brancu Her- 
oy -RING.—This Alewife is the first to make its appearance in Graves- 
end Bay. It comes with the Shad. No attempt has yet been 
made to keep it in captivity here, but there is no reason to doubt 
‘that it would do as well as the Shad, Menhaden and Herring now 

_ (Dee. 7, 1897) living in the central pool. On Nov. 30, 1897, 
. examples above 7 inches long were brought from Gravesend Bay. 

29. Pomolobus ezstivalis (A/itchil/). Giur Herrinc.— 
ee On Nov. 23, 1897, Mr. De Nyse sent from Gravesend Bay a Glut 
____ Herring 634 inches long and 134 inches deep, evidently the young 
of the year. It is known in the Bay as Shad Herring. On Nov. 
___- 30 two individuals, evidently fish of the year, measuring about 7 
inches, were brought in from the same bay. 
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30. Alosa sapidissima (Wi/son). Suap.—Mr. W. L. De 
Nyse says it isa common thing in the fall of the year to take 

large quantities of young Shad in nets set off shore in Gravesend — 

Bay—sometimes a ton anda half in a haul; that is during the 
migration seaward. They are usually about 6 to 8 inches long. 
In John B. De Nyse’s pound sixty or seventy were caught Oct. 

17, 1895. A male 11 inches long and 2% inches deep, and a 
female 12 inches long and 3 inches deep were brought to the 

Aquarium. None were taken after Oct. 31 in 1895 ; but on that 

date a male 13 inches long and 3% inches deep, and a female 

13% inches long and 3% inches deep, were secured. The male 

had two lernzan parasites on its back just below the dorsal fin. 

Mr. W. I. De Nyse states that this parasite is always found along 

the backbone. 

On Oct. 8, 1896, a Shad about 4% inches long and one about 
9 inches were taken in Gravesend Bay. Apparently the Shad do 

not all remain at sea after their first migration until they are sex- 

ually mature, l 

Mr. John B. De Nyse informs me that in the first spring run of 
small Shad, fully ninety per cent. are males. 

31. Harengula sp—An individual about 9 inches long 
was brought in dead from Gravesend Bay in 1895. This was the 

only one observed in that locality, and it is the only record 
known of the occurrence of this genus north of Florida. The 

specimen is not now available for study. 

32. Opisthonema oglinum (Ze Sueur). THreap Her- 
RING.—Known as ‘ Sprat Herring’ in Gravesend Bay. Appears 

there in July and August, and is sometimes so abundant as to fill 
the nets. The great run lasts two weeks, beginning towards the 
end of July. 

33. Brevoortia tyrannus (Zafroje). MENHADEN. — The 
species comes into Gravesend Bay in May and through the sum- 

mer; occasional individuals are seen in the fall as late as Novem- 

ber. At the end of November, 1897, some examples are alive 

and feeding well in the great pool of the Aquarium. 
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: Stolephorus mitchilli (Cue. & Val). Ancuovy; 
- Barr.—This Anchovy appears in Gravesend Bay in May 
ains until October. It is frequently shipped to the mar- 

simens for identification from Hoel Pond and Big Clear 
2 Franklin County, N. Y., and from the third lake of the 
hain. He states that the fish spawns in the little inlets 
the sand beaches. It never appears until about the time 

+ begins to chill and freeze about the edges. On the 
hain of lakes the spawning season of 1895 was practi- 
ed about Nov. 20. 

: Frost-fish, according to Mr. Annin, is “a delicious 

c following notes were made upon fresh examples received 
the third lake of the Fulton Chain, Nov. 26, 1895 : 

EE ete tases: maxilla, 36 inch ; eye, 3¢ inch; gill-sakers, 5 
us 10, the longest 1 as long as the eye ; scales, 884-8. A female 117% inches 

‘ca ar faces Ged ak foslee, sh inch : depth of body,.sik techen': need, 286 
= eer oo 36 ich: gill-rakers, 5 plus 10, the longest ly as 

In the male, 1334 inches long, from Hoel Pond, the back and sides were dark 
_ Steel gray ; the belly white; pectoral, ventral and anal orange ; dorsal and cau- 

dal chiefly yellow. A male 12 inches long, from Big Clear Lake, had the back 
and sides silvery gray, darker between the lines of scales; the lower fins 

© (December, 1897.) 202 
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orange ; the dorsal and caudal with traces of yellow. A male 11} inches 

long, from Big Clear Lake, showed the same colors as the last. The following 

measurements in inches and notes were taken : 

Hoe! Pond, Big Gear Big Clear 
$ é é 

St ay eee eres te « 13% 12 1g 
Caudal lobe, horizontally. ............ 25 4 1% 
Middle caudal rays.... .....-.+000e- 4 
Deptet OF BONG i) 60. 6. 6 ces ane pean 246 "3 
Least depth of caudal peduncle....... % 
PIGMS 54 -o0 sarod (es sces cate btuenee 2 1% I 

SONONIE 59:2’ sg o's 4p’ Pe Ub a> Feehan Me ae o> 
BG tien soos capa cinbayads'es geet eds i 
PERRO. soko p cath ocigs cn tee Was aeee 

In all, the gill-rakers are minute, and number: 5 plus 10, 5 plus 10, and 5 

plus 9. The scales are: 10-86-9, 10-76-9, and 9-86-8. — 

An example sent by the New York Commission of Fisheries, 
Game and Forest, from Saranac Lake, Nov. 23, 1897, showed the 

following characters : 

MEASUREMENTS. 

Length, including caudal.......... esau +0 n¥bin yi biee exe 13 in. z 
Length 0 end of scaled. so... i~ <6 do henced sins ha seehenn "2 in. 
Length of middle caudal rays (from end of scales)....... eda igh in. 
Length of upper caudal lobe (obliquely)............+..+-+0+- 21 in. 
Depth of body at dorsal. «o..0:5 5005. Gav. ocsss0d vreadae ste Oy .- -23¢ in, 
Least: depth of caudal peduncle. 2. iyie's oi'escy0ss ab ps eae esenape in. 
Length of heed. 5.23.6 ccivecnege ee ie wate ole'x ks hele tbe 2g in. 
Diameter OF C96... 0) 6. sis’. Sade ape bo we ped bee de obaw ony hee fs, in. 
Length of maxilla (does not reach GUNES. widis b.dav'iea dee eae in. 
Length OF MUO 8s 0S is avagha y aw tho wean oe ers 
Distance from snout to dorsal origin. .......-....00eeeeeeee 51% in. 
Length of doweal Ones. «ons sa\ce's> awd yt aes ss ers oeuke cee Iz in. 
Length of longest Gorsal 107.0... 032. sheccevoterechevwen +. 19% in. 
Length ‘of last doreal tay si oo. 40. See 8 Teh eat be cae in. 
Distance from snout to ventral origin...........++++e00+ ses -5% in. 
Length Of Yentenl..«'sis's0 ays sa edad ode Kinch bso 0.0 650. <0 Fe 17% in. 
Length of ventral appendage.... .. ‘ahieteceedee cre ces keWent 4g in. 
Distance from snout to anal origin. ...........0.eee+seeneeee 834 in. 
Lehgth of anal taae 3) Asia xvas 6 58 ginwce ca o'e. «Wee 17, in. 
Length of longest anal ray............... Yass. s'p wal viniae Saco 17% in. 
Length of last anal ray. <2 550.2 sceyyiieees sce .ssanenen eee in. 
Length of pectoral = 5.) 2h ss sseweses Obese esi.o,67-0h seen 2 in. 
Distance from snout to adipose Gil): dic. vine diese ov ba he ee 94 in. | 
Length of base of adipose Gms. oss «2 iwc ick ssn tweepen eae 4; in. 
Width of ailipote fin. . 05 (cciss sine ss ce sbiys ees vssudepas eae in. 
Length of adipose fit: . 6. 25.5005 cdee ss) < innees Sb sebum 3 in. 
Length of longest gill-raker .. (sis ns 5009 wh stn 80 cen taeeee in, 

D. 11; A. 11; V.i, 10; P. i, 14. Scales, 10-84-8. Géill-rakers, 6 + 10, 

the longest 1 inch. 
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iden. aid adam tained dc one shied dt oak paiia 
idal was chiefly vermilion in life. 

us clupeiformis (Jitchil/). Wuirerisu.— 

> Coregonus labradoricus Richardson. LABRADOR 
sH.—This species is frequently confused with the com- 
itefish of the Great Lakes (C. ¢c/upeiformis), especially in 

n sometimes for the Blackfin Whitefish Saisiones’ 
pinnis); but a glance at the jaws should correct that 

: iy. From the common Whitefish it may readily be 
ished by the lingual teeth (unfortunately not always 
and its compressed back, as well as its small size. 
» and a female were received through Mr. Jas. Annin, Jr., 

pper Saranac Lake on Nov. 16, 1895. Both fish were 

r. On June 17, 1896, a female 195% inches long was shipped 
. Annin from Canandaigua Lake. Its stomach is pear- 

aped with walls more than 14 inch thick ; it contained numer- 

small shells of several genera, not yet identified. 
_ The species is reported by fishermen to be very abundant in 

that lake, and to be destructive of eggs of other fish. They say 
it comes i in great numbers into shallow water near the shore in 

early summer when the water is roily, and can be caught on set 
lines. Mr. Annin saw men baiting their set lines with small 
-Minnows on Canandaigua Lake, and when they were taken up in 
the morning the Labrador Whitefish was found on the hooks. It 
is claimed that one of them so taken weighed 6 pounds, Super- 

_ intendent O. H. Daniels, of the New Hampshire Fish Commis- 
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sion forwarded a specimen from Lake Winnesquam, at Laconia, 

19g inches long, weighing 46 ounces, and he wrote that individ- 

uals weighing 74 pounds had recently been taken. ‘The species 

was called ‘ Blue-fin’ and ‘ Whitefish.’ 

The fish-eating habit of the Labrador Whitefish was fully veri- 

fied in the Aquarium upon examples obtained in Canandaigua 
Lake in November, 1896, by Mr. Annin. Knowing that the 

species usually subsists upon small mollusks and crustaceans, 
efforts were made to provide the fish with Physa and Gammarus ; 
but this became difficult in winter, and an experiment was made 

with small Killifish (/usdulus heteroclitus and majalis), which 
proved satisfactory during the cold months. In summer, how- 

ever, it was found necessary to return to the use of Gammarus. 

The Whitefish at first took the Killifish without any eagerness, 
but they soon learned to chase their prey and take it much as 

trout do. 

A female received from Canandaigua Lake on June 17, 1896, in 

a fresh state, showed the following colors: Membrane of pectoral 

fins dusky; that of the pectorals tinged with lemon yellow ; ven- 
trals dusky at the tip; anal pale; caudal pale except a narrow 

dusky portion of the middle rays; eyes pearly with golden irides- 

cence. The maxilla reaches about to front of eye. The adipose 

dorsal extends straight backward, and its base is covered with a 

sheath of small scales 3%; of an inch wide. The gill-rakers are 

9 plus 17, the longest 34 of an inch. Very small teeth are present 

on the tongue. The eggs are minute. 

In a male example, 174 inches long, received Nov. 16, 1895, 

from upper Saranac Lake and nearly spent, no tubercles could be 

seen upon the scales ; but several of the males from Canandaigua 

Lake had them well developed. There is a great difference in 

the development of the lingual teeth, some of our individuals 
showing only a trace of them, and it seems as if there may be 

some relation between their condition and the sexual maturity of 

the fish. For example, in a male 14 inches long, sent from the 

fourth lake of the Fulton Chain, Nov. 9, 1897, the lingual teeth 

were present in a large patch; in three males, only a little smaller 

but sexually immature, from Saranac Lake, Nov. 11, 1897, the 

teeth on the tongue could be perceived by the touch only. The 
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"measurements, in inches, and additional notes, were 
9m the fresh fish : Canandai- Upper Chazy 

see gua Lake, 
June 17, _ L., Nov. Nov.aa, 

1896. 16,1895. 1895. 
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the fish in the order above given, the gill-rakers are : 9 plus 17, 10 

gplus17. The scales are: 10-76-8, 10-87-9, and 11-81-10, 
chiostegals in various specimens examined are g to 10; divided dorsal 

ays, 10 to 11; anal rays, 10 to 11. 

Ey a 

A male was received from Mr. Annin Nov. 22, 1895, and a 
Nov. 25 of the same year. The male had spermaries 

derately developed. The female agrees very well with the 
ty cisco. Both are from Three-mile Bay, Lake Ontario, The 

allowing measurements, in inches, and notes, were made upon 

fresh examples : smile Bay, nati ey, 
y 8 
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In the female above mentioned, the maxilla reaches to the front of pupil ; 

the lower jaw projects a little ; the dorsal and anal each have ten divided rays ; 

the dorsal has a black tip; the pectoral is dusky above ; the ventral and anal 

are pale ; the caudal is dusky towards the margin. According to Mr. Annin it 

lives in deep waters and spawns in brooks in December. 

40. Argyrosomus hoyi Gi//. Lake Suiner; MOoon-EyYE 
Cisco.—This species is recorded with certainty from Lake Michi- 

gan only. It is taken in gill-nets in deep water and, notwith- 
standing its small size, has become commercially important. It is 

here for the first time announced as a member of the New York 
fauna, and the description following below leaves no doubt of the 
correctness of the identification. The fish examined, a female 

with ripe eggs, was taken in Canandaigua Lake, Dec. 19, 1896, by 

Mr. Annin’s men. It was the only one caught, and was captured — 

by becoming gilled in the funnel’ of the net. Mr. Annin is satis- 

fied that this is the Lake Shiner of the fishermen, which they 

sometimes see in immense schools at the surface, and kill for 

trolling bait by shooting them. 

Description.—Head, 4; depth, 44 ; eye, 5 (nearly); snout, 3'4 ; maxillary, 
nearly 3 in head, reaching to vertical through front of pupil. D. 10; A. 11; 

scales, 8-7o-9. Gill-rakers, 14 + 28, left side, 40 on right side, longest about 

14 inch, about 2 in eye. Branchiostegals, 8. Body rather elongate, compressed, 

the back little elevated. Mouth rather large, terminal, the lower jaw slightly 

longer than upper when the mouth is closed ; tip of muzzle conical as in 4. 

artedi ; mandible nearly reaching vertical through posterior edge of eye, nearly 

2in head. Head rather long and slender, with pointed snout ; interorbital 

width equal to eye. Supraorbital and preorbital long and narrow. Distance 

from tip of snout to occiput, 2 in distance from occiput to origin of dorsal fin ; 

dorsal rays much longer afteriorly than posteriorly, the longest ray nearly equal 

to distance from front of pupil to end of head, the last ray only \% as long; 

longest anal ray 21g in head, last anal ray ? as long as the longest Pseudo- 

branchiz well developed ; tongue with evident teeth. 

Color in spirits silvery, with purplish iridescence on back ; scales without 

punctulations ; belly whitish ; dorsal and caudal fins dark on terminal half, pale 

at base ; other fins all pale. 

Length, without caudal, 8 inches ; total length, 94¢ inches ; depth, 4 in-— 

ches; head, 214 inches; eye, ; inch; maxilla, }} inch ; interorbital width 

equal to diameter of eye. 

Mr. Annin wrote me that the people at Canandaigua Lake told 

him that there were large quantities of small Lake Shiners, as 

a 
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: called, in the lake. A fisherman said that they are seen 
ense schools at the top of the water occasionally, and by 
= loaded with shot into them they can stun them so 
ycan pick up quite a number. They are eagerly sought 

ae tullibee Richardson. TuLtweer.—The 
e occurs in Onondaga Lake. A female was sent from 
y Mr. Annin Nov. 18, 1895, and another of the same sex 
;, 1896. Mr. Annin wrote that the fish commenced run- 

0 the shoals about Nov. 15, and were spawning in the 
WV. 25. They come up to the banks or gravelly shoals and 
their eggs in from three feet to seven feet of water. The 

cies has never been caught with the hook in that lake, al- 
h almost every kind of bait, the finest and smallest hooks, 

d with Gammarus and other natural foods, were tried. 
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Length of longest gill-raker ............ ..20:2002 20 -es : in. 
(von Sv eieAible projects slightly B. 8; Dow: Ai: V. 11; scales, 8- 
75-8; gill-rakers, 17 + 27. 

eet The female received Nov. 25, 1896, is 15 inches long. 

‘New York is well supplied with Coregonide, having eight of the 
_ sixteen North American species. C. guadrilateralis is the Frost- 
fish of the Adirondacks and the Great Lakes. C. c/upeiformis, 
the common Whitefish, inhabits the Great Lakes and Lake Cham- 

plain. C. labradoricus, the Labrador Whitefish, is very abundant 
_ in the Adirondacks, and is found also in the Great Lakes, Argy- 

____— rosomus osmeriformis is a shapely little Herring of Seneca and 
_ Skaneateles Lakes. A. artedi is the common Lake Herring or 
Cisco of the Great Lakes and Lake Champlain. A. /oyi, the 

_ Lake Shiner, or Hoy’s Whitefish, is above recorded from Canan- 

 daigua Lake. A. prognathus, the Long-jaw, the only summer 
spawning Whitefish so far as known, lives in Lake Ontario, and, 

finally, 4. ¢ud/ibee, is the fine Whitefish of Onondaga Lake. 
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42. Salmo salar Linneus. AvLantic SALMoN.—Although 
this is again a New York fish, it is represented in the Aquarium 

by the young hatched here from eggs taken from the Restigouche 

River, Canada. Eggs just on the point of hatching were received 

about May 1, 1897, from Mr. Percy Baker, and in a few days 

several hundred healthy fry were set free. ‘These were reared 

almost without loss until June 18, when the temperature of the 

water had reached 76 degrees Fahrenheit. ‘The refrigerating 

plant was not completed until July 7, and then only three of the 

young survived. One of these was subsequently lost by the dis- 

placement of astrainer. The larger of the two is now (Nov. 27) 33% 
inches long. Liver has been the principal food of these Salmon. 

43. Salmo salar sebago Girard. LaNnp-LOCKED SALMON. 
—This Salmon has been introduced into our waters from Maine, 

and appears to have become established in several localities. A 
very fine example was obtained from the South Side Sportsmen’s 

Club of Long Island, but it was injured in transportation and 

never recovered. In April, 1896, several individuals from Maine 
were presented by Mr. Eugene G. Blackford. One of these lived — 

in a tank on the salt-water side for nineteen months, and was then 

frightened by visitors when the water was drawn low for cleaning, 

and injured itself so badly that it died after a few hours of struggling. 
The following measurements were obtained from the fresh fish : 
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Length of pectoral. :.265.cncicee hao +045 ae dh eae 314 in. 
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has about 28 dark spots, the largest on the gill-cover, oblong, 5g 
Body with many large and small black spots, a few with a pale ring 

, and some as large as the largest on the gill-cover; one on the 
nele* of one side distincly X-shaped. General color dark bluish 
and lower parts iridescent silvery. Fins all dusky: the dorsal with 

3, 9+ 11, the longest , inch. B.11; D. 10; Scales, 21-123-20. 

mykiss Walbaum. BLACK-SPOTTED Trout ; 

¥ and reared at his establishment. Young individuals 
it by him in November, 1896, and thrived in the Aqua- 
ti the latter part of June, 1897, when they were overcome 

g deep salmon-colored eggs, while in the same pond and 
g the same food as other females which furnished very 

it-col jored, almost white, eggs. Some of the females also differ 

—Itis ‘now known also that the McLeod contains a small- 

pe of the Rainbow, known to the Indians as the No-Shee, 

and this also may easily have been sent to the East under the 
time of Rainbow. Striking differences in the appearance and 
habits of so-called Rainbows introduced into the various States, 

vol The Steelheads now in the Aquarium were obtained in Novem- 
ber, 1896, from the U.S. Fish Commission. They were hatched 
from eggs shipped from Fort Gaston to the Craig Brook station 
in Maine. The length of the Trout ranged from four to four and 
one-half inches ; they are now ten inches long on the average, 
and weigh many times as much as they did a year ago. None of 

_ them have at any time yet shown a red lateral band such as is 
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present in the Rainbow, and they are further distinguished by the 
presence of white tips on the ventral and anal fins; the dorsal 
also has a small white tip. They have been kept almost from their 

arrival in salt water, and could not have been kept in the warm — 

Croton water in June. The salt water never rose above 714 de- 

grees Fahrenheit, and continued at this high temperature only 

ten days. 

46. Salmo irideus Gidtons. Ratnsow Trour.—Trout of 
this species have been received from the South Side Sportsmen’s 
Club at Oakdale, Long Island, the New York Hatchery at Cold 
Spring Harbor, Long Island, and the Caledonia station of the 
New York Fish Commission. The large fish never stand trans- 

portation well when ice is used to cool the water. They frequently 
injure their eyes so that they become blind soon after the end of 
the trip. They are inveterate fighters, and the strongest invari- 

ably rules the rest. Contrary to what has been stated heretofore, 
they will not endure high temperatures as well as brook trout. 

47. Salmo fario Zinneus. Brown Trout.—This is one of 
the earliest species of trout to be placed in the Aquarium, and has 
shown remarkable hardiness in captivity. A large female was 

received from Mr. E. G. Blackford in April, 1896, and placed in 
a salt water tank where it remains now (Nov. 27, 1897), and gives 

every indication of perfect health. During most of the time the 
fish has been in salt water, but at certain intervals fresh water is 

substituted for a short time, especially when symptoms of fungus 

make their appearance. Liver and live Killifish have been used 
for her food. Last November she excavated a shallow depression 

in the gravel bottom and deposited a lot of eggs. The species is 

extremely shy, and never seems to lose its fear of the attendants. 

48. Salmo (Hysrin=fario-+fontinalis). Hysrip Trout. 
—In a paper published seven years ago the writer stated, as a 

result of his studies, that when a large-scaled trout is crossed 

with a small-scaled one, the hybrid will be large-scaled which- 

ever way the cross be made. The hybrid between the Brown 

Trout and the Brook ‘is a large-scaled form, and it is sterile as 

i i 
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eported. The Aquarium has had this hybrid from the 
de Sportsmen’s Club, and from the New York Hatcheries 

ald Spring Harbor, Long Island, and Caledonia. It is always 
trikingly handsome fish, and grows to a large size; but it is far 
hardy than either of its parents. The cross has always been 
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: Caledonian specimen has no hyoid teeth ; the vomerines are in a very 
| patch on the head of the bone only. The gill-rakers are 4 plus 10, the 

_ about one-half diameter of the eye. It has about 124 tubes in the 

teral line. Branchiostegals, 10. The following color-notes were taken from 

: these very indistinct. Lower half of sides pink ; ventral, anal and caudal pink; 

ventral and anal with a milk-white front margin, that in the anal limited behind 
by a dark line as in Brook Trout. Sides reticulated with large meshes of lemon 

___ yellow interspersed with darker purplish or olive. Dorsal blotches are mingled 
ae 

__ with pale lemon. Pectoral pale vermilion. Eye silvery white with yellowish 

The specimen from Oakdale, Long Island, weighed 20 ounces. 
_ It has a triangular patch of vomerine teeth, as found in fontinadis, 

but continued behind by several teeth in a single row, the entire 
length of the vomerine series being seven-sixteenths of an inch. 
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49. Cristivomer namaycush (/Va/baum). Lake Trout; 
SaLtmon Trout.—The only New York examples of Lake Trout 

were received from Mr. James Annin, Jr., Caledonia, in the fall 

of 1896. ‘They lived and grew rapidly until the warm water killed 

them in June, 1897. They could not endure transfer to salt water 

of a lower temperature, as so many other ‘Trout will do, and noth- 

ing else could be utilized to tide them over until the completion 
of the refrigerating plant. 

Owing to the extensive individual and race variation among 
Trout referred to this species, it seems desirable here to give some 

notes and measurements made from individuals obtained from 
New Hampshire and Vermont. ‘Two Lake Trout weighing about 
434 pounds each were shipped in a can, only a few inches longer 

than the fish, from Roxbury, Vermont, on Nov. 17, and after an 

express journey of 20 hours without an attendant one of them 
survives in good condition, while the other was nearly dead upon 
arrival and died within one hour. ‘The latter was a female, and 

appears to have injured itself severely by jumping in the can ; it 
was not in good condition when it left Vermont. ‘Twelve large - 
Brook Trout shipped with the Lake Trout in two cans arrived 

without injury ; these and the Lake Trout were presented by Mr. 

John W. Titcomb, Fish and Game Commissioner. 
Commissioner N. Wentworth, of Hudson Center, N. H., for- 

warded the New Hampshire Lake Trout, one from Newfound 

Lake, the other from Lake Winnepesaukee. ‘They were sent to 

determine whether the trout of the two lakes, which the fishermen 

claim are different species, really are distinct. The Commissioner 

wrote that “ The Newfound Trout has darker flesh, more like the 

Sea Salmon. ‘This is not caused by their food, as both lakes are 

alive with Smelt. The Winnepesaukee Lake Trout are better 

biters; tons of them are caught through the ice every winter. 

The Newfound Trout are hardly ever caught through the ice. A 

few were caught last winter for the first time to my knowledge. 

I am sure there is but one variety of Lake Trout in Newfound 

Lake. We had one in our tanks this fall that would weigh 25 
pounds.” The only differences to be found upon examination 
were such as relate to the depths at which the two races habitually 

live ; one is the slim, dark-colored /u/adi, and the other the com- 

mon Lake Trout of the Great Lakes region. 

—_— ee a 
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< , however, to call attention to the Lake Trout 
ern Vermont which furnished one of the series of 

ents given below. The gill-rakers in that example are 
n number and unusually short, four or five on each side 

seduced to mere spiny tubercles. 

_ MEASUREMENTS IN INCHES. 
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_ _B. 11; D.11; A. 10 (counting divided rays only) ; V. i, 8; P. i, 12; scales, 

 26-195-34 (about 150 tubes) ; gill-rakers, 9 + 13, the longest a little more than 

one-half length of eye, the one in the angle club-shaped at the tip. It is a 
male with spermaries moderately small but soft. The body is gray, darker on 
the back. The outer edge of the pectoral and ventral and the front margin of 
_ the anal are white as in fontinalis. A white tip to the lower caudal lobe and a 
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very small one at the top of the dorsal. Otherwise the coloration is like that of 

ordinary lake trout which have the pectoral, ventral and anal chiefly vermilion 

in the breeding season. 

The male from Winnepesaukee Lake has : 

B. 12 to 13; D. 10; A. 10; V. i, 8; P. 12; gill-rakers 8 + 12, the longest 

about one-half as long as the eye The ground color is a little lighter than in 

the Newfound Lake trout, and the vermilion of the pectorals, ventrals and anal 

is less intense. The spermaries are larger than in the specimen from Newfound, 

and in about the same stage of development ; the body is considerably stouter. 

The female from Roxbury, Vermont, shows the following addi- 

tional characters : 

B. 12; D. 10; A. 10; V.i, 8; gill-rakers, 8+12, the longest exactly one-half 

as long as the eye. The eggs and ovaries are small as in young females. The 

pectorals, ventrals and anal are chiefly vermilion as in the male from Newfound 

Lake. The body is silvery gray with numerous small, whitish spots, these pres- 

ent also upon the dorsal. 

50. Salvelinus fontinalis (J/itchi//). Brook Trout; SPpEcK- 
LED Trout.—Brook Trout have been received from New York 

Fish Commission stations at Caledonia and Cold Spring Harbor, 

from the private establishment of Jas. Annin, Jr., the preserve at 

Oakdale, Long Island, of the South Side Sportsmen’s Club, the 
Maine Fish Commission, from Mr. John W. Titcomb, President, 

Vermont Fish and Game Commission, Mr. E. G. Blackford, New 

York, and Mr. A, N. Cheney, State Fish Culturist of New York. 

The only Brook Trout that endured the high temperature (76°) 
of the Croton water in June, 1897, was one young individual from 

Caledonia. The Vermont Trout were saved by sending them to 

Cold Spring Harbor in May. 

The food of the Trout in the Aquarium consists alinoat entirely 

of chopped hard clams and liver for the young, and hard clams, 

live killifish, and occasionally earth worms for the larger ones. 

Their increase in weight has been remarkable ; an individual from 
Caledonia, for example, received in November, 1896, as a finger- 

ling not above 3% inches long, is now (Dec. 10, 1897) 12% inches 
long, and 3% inches deep. ‘This species will live indifferently in 

ol , . ee a Ye 
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sh and salt water of the Aquarium. When attacked by 
in fresh water the parasite is easily killed by keeping the 
salt water, and the Trout is not at all injured or inconven- 

d by this treatment if the transfer be made gradually, that 

d (about 1.017). A Trout so treated and cured has prac- 

munity from fungus attacks thereafter. The Brook Trout 

; Osmerus mordax (Mitchill). SmeLt.—The Smelt is 

remaining during cold weather. In the spring it ascends 

he The eggs are small and adhesive. The fry are 

iene without permanent injury. 

+53. Lucius americanus (Gmelin). Banpep PickereEL.— 
On Dec. 30, 1895, Mr. James Annin, Jr., sent from Rockland, 
en. Y., a small Pickerel which had attracted his attention on 
account of its colors and markings. It was taken in a small spring 
_ brook, tributary to the Beaverkill, which, about ten or fifteen miles 
_ below, unites with the Delaware. Subsequently two examples 
were forwarded alive from the same place, and one of them is 

still living in the Aquarium. The following notes and measure- 
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ments, in inches, relate to the first individual of undetermined 

sex, the organs being undeveloped : 

Length, including caudal fin. .........0-+..seeeeees gb) Bitata in. 
External caudal lobe (horizontally)... .........--..000 - -+-T44 in. 
Middle caudal rays (from end of scales)...........-..+. mAs in. 
Langthof bnad.:< ovods0 4s Se gans tuuens eek reeds dike 0st 134 in, 
Greatest depth of body... 50:6. iss pesinens scutes ese nase eieee 1}¢ in. 
Least depth of caudal peduncle ......-....... on eticicpiavaly ave eaea 16 in. 
Length of snout; <\0 csicesinnG¥ abd exsaie dhe denn as een . 5% in. 
Length Of maxilla. ci o.2 ches eee ons sneered a anseees eee in. 
Lenioth of mandible 365.000 'Gn os in hiv nce oe ed eee 1 in. 
Diameter of “eye «5 fovescwie bbacnib cbs sss (44s game nee in, 
Distance from snout to dorsal... ............-.00-000 waren 5;%, in. 
Length of dorsal bas@s5 Geese obs Ui vc coe e's aye ele een in. 
Length of longest dorsal rays... 22sec ect ces samkes Seem in. 
From end of dorsal to caudal origin. ..........2...000eeceeee % in. 
Distance from snout to pectoral... .......-.ccsede sews ecues 15¢ in. 
Length of pectotal is5'2:.e53 sud i's pnw ie a 9 Oe in. 
Distance from snout to ventral........ sie \a'biet he isle ee 3°% in. 
Length of ventral’ .5c, 6 Sidon ees 8 hs eon. Uo a yA in. 
Distance from Snott 10-a0aliiy eins. oh Scie ass ok vats op meteor 54 i 
Length of anal Geet fess dchinics hark c's os 095 8 0 ee ee 34 in. 
Length of longest anal tay. noi ise bb os hie tae cap Bae in. 
From end of anal base to origin of lower caudal lobe.......... in. 

B. 12; D. 12; A. 118; V. 9; scales, 24-110. 

The maxilla reaches to below the middle of the pupil. The mandible pro- 

jects of an inch when the mouth is closed. The diameter of the eye is con- 

tained 524 times in length of head. The stomach was empty, but insect remains 

were voided from the vent. 

Colors.—About 20 oblique, interrupted, dark bands on the body. <A narrow 

oblique dark band under the eye and four rather large dark blotches on the 

cheek and opercle. Pectorals, ventrals and anal orange. A tinge of orange 

on the dorsal and caudal. General color olivaceous gray, with golden reflections; 

lower parts creamy white. Iris lemon mingled with pale brown. Peritoneum 

silvery. ; 

All the Pickerels are liable to fungus attacks without apparent 
cause, but, as a rule, they can be cured by the salt water treat- 

ment. Their food consists of small live killifish, which they ap- 
proach slowly and deliberately until within five or six inches, 
when they rush, seize, and stop as abruptly as if stopped by an 
obstruction. 

54. Lucius reticulatus (Ze Sueur). CHAIN PICKEREL.— 
Living Pickerel were sent from Canandaigua Lake by Mr. James 

Annin, Jr., and small examples were seined in the Bronx. Others 

were given to the Aquarium by Charles A. Shriner, Chief Game 
and Fish Protector of New Jersey, and Prof. Ulric Dahlgren of 

— tC CO Oe 
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on University. The Chain Pickerel is always hard to keep 
i condition in captivity, but the losses here have been very 

1 owing to the success of the salt water treatment for fungus. 

d naturally, but they died when about 34 inch long because 
uld not be induced to feed. The feeding habits of this 

‘I are the same as stated concerning Z. americanus. 

Aquarium were from Chautauqua Lake, N. Y., which 
$ to the Ohio River drainage system. It appears that the 
spotted form also inhabits the Ohio basin, but occurs rarely. 

Annin sent one individual Dec. 4, 1895, and two on May 4, 
from these three were obtained the following notes and 
ments in inches : 

Dec. 4, 1895. May 4, 1896. May 4, 1896. 

é rs} 

caudal fin .......... 23% 271, 25% 
SHE ane ee a 23,8 23 

neue 5 e ay 
Se 1} es 
ne 3 3% 

Be ccecese 1 134 158 
head.... eer en eee este eeee 534 655 61, 

MERE RC dpnen secs access 236 24 2g 
See 2} 23% 2! 

aS an “a 34 4\4 374 
ee 7 “a 

to dorsal.......... . rl wl 
MERE nscacccas os. at 2 

a Poe 2? 
: ventral......... I3hg 12" 
2 _ Length of Peer eee eee ew rneee as 246 2 

, Length of Ee ona oc ced pa oc cce ** 24 2 

_ Length of longest anal ray............  -. 2% 

PRMCMIONUDIMA Sa taecéwsecesssrceses 29 18 19 
Dorsal rays (developed).............-. 18 16 17 
Anal rays (developed)..............-.. 16 15 15 
SUOW OF GCMs eect nateconcec +cas- CR. ISG a us 
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In all the specimens the maxilla extends to below the front edge 
of the pupil. The gill-rakers are mere clumps of spiny tubercles. 
In the two males the diameter of the eye is contained from 4% 

to 5 times in the length of the snout, and from ro to 11 times in 
the length of the head. 

In the individual of Dec 4, 1895, the lateral line tubes are 
distributed over various parts of the sides without much regularity 
except in the median line. There are no black spots. About 

twenty entire, blotch-like, irregular cross bands and several parts 

of bands and blotches intervening. ‘The lower third of the pec- 

toral is pink. The dorsal, caudal and anal with dark blotches 
making pseudo bands. Iris lemon yellow overlaying silvery white. 
The general color is olive green with golden tints. 

The two males of May 4, 1896, furnished the following color- 

notes : 

Olive green tinged with golden bronze. Sides with about 23 irregular dusky 

blotches resembling interrupted bands. Dorsal, caudal and anal with numerous 

large dusky blot¢hes, those on dorsal and anal almost forming bands. Iris 

lemon yellow and silvery in the larger ; almost vermilion and orange in smaller. 

A dark blotch at upper edge of opercle. 

The Chautauqua Lake Mascalonge, according to Mr. James 

Annin, Jr., who sent the specimens, is a very fine food and game 

fish, and attains to the weight of fifty pounds. In the spring of 
1895 it was not unusual to -capture individuals weighing from 40 

to 50 pounds, and 20 to 30 pounds was a very common weight. 

In winter the fish frequent nearly the same localities as in sum- 

mer, being found in the vicinity of water-plants. When the lake 
becomes very clear in February, they go into deep water, but they 

live in deep water more or less all the year. 

For the fish-cultural operations the nets are set as soon after 
the first of April as the ice leaves the lake. ‘The fish begin to 
spawn a few days after and continue until the latter part of April. 

They go into shallower water for spawning ; most of them spawn 

in from ten to fifteen feet of water. They do not resort to the 

gravel like many other fish, but to mud, generally going into bays. 

The eggs are placed in boxes, all of which are provided with 
screens at top and bottom. The bottom has an extra screen, to 

prevent minnows from injuring the eggs. ‘The boxes are sunk 

a a 
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ae from one foot to two feet under the surface of the water. Every 
____ day or two they are drawn up, the covers removed, and all bad 

_ eggs and sediment cleaned out. 

57. Fundulus majalis (Wa/baum). Bass Minnow ; KiLt1- 
be FISH.—This large Killifish is found all the year in Gravesend Bay. 
a has proved less vigorous in captivity than all the other marine 

ae _ killifishes. In the winter it is found in deep, muddy holes at the 
- mouths of creeks. 

ee 58. Fundulus heteroclitus (Zinneus). Kivvirisa.—A per- 
manent resident in Gravesend Bay, going into deep, muddy holes 

_ near the mouths of creeks in winter. This species forms the 

__ principal supply of live food for the larger fishes in the Aqua- 

ie 59. Fundulus diaphanus (Z¢ Sueur). Fresu-waTer KiLui- 
_ FisH.—This is usually a most difficult species to keep in health. 

_____ The individuals now in the gallery were seined in the lake at 
By oi ‘troth Street and 5th Avenue, Central Park, in August, 1897. As 

i Sa a tule the fish is attacked and killed by fungus before the salt- 
_ water treatment can take effect. Its food is chopped hard clams 

chiefly. Occasionally it takes liver. It cannot be considered 
hardy in captivity. 

60. Lucania parva (Baird & Girard). RAINWATER-FISH.— 
This Killifish is abundant in Peconic, Shinnecock and Great South 

_ Bays, and in a fresh-water stream at Water Mill, Long Island. 
Although small it is always interesting because of its translucent 
body and its graceful movements ; it is hardy and takes chopped 
clams very freely. The fish does not exceed 1% inches in length. 

61. Cyprinodon variegatus Lacépide. Lepias; Suort 
Kitiirisu.—Mr. Spencer has kept a male and two females in a 
balanced jar nearly two years. They have bred at least once, and 

the young were reared to a length of 54 inch when they disap- 
peared suddenly, and it is probable that they were eaten by the 
adults. This is one of the best of the Cyprinodonts for aquarium 

purposes. 
Se ee Oe One aS oe ee 
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62. Tylosurus marinus (/Va/baum). Sitver GAR; NEEDLE- 
FIisH.—The Silver Gar is to be found in Gravesend Bay from June 

to September. It never stands transportation, and cannot be kept 

long in captivity. 

63. Eucalia inconstans (X’rV/and). Brook STICKLEBACK. 
—Living examples were obtained from Mr. James Annin, Jr., at 

Caledonia, N. Y., April 10, 1896. For some unexplained reason 

it is difficult to keep the fish alive either in balanced or circula- 
ting tanks; it does better in the former. One individual of the 
lot above mentioned is now alive in a balanced tank. It has 

always been shy, but feeds readily upon hard clams and Gammarus. 

64. Pygosteus pungitius (Zinneus). NiNE-SPINED STICKLE- 
BACK.—Less abundant in Gravesend Bay than the following two 
species. In the Aquarium it is not difficult to keep alive. 

65. Gasterosteus bispinosus Wa/baum. STICKLEBACK.— | 
The adults have been kept in a balanced marine tank many 
months, and young were obtained and reared to the length of 

about % inch, but they were then eaten by the adults. All of 
this species were killed by warm water in the summer of 1896. 

66. Apeltes quadracus (Mitchill ). THurer-spINED STICKLE- 
BacK.--A hardy species in circulating tanks ; but none have ever 

been known to breed in captivity. Their food consists of chop- 
ped hard clams, and broken shrimps. . 

67. Siphostoma fuscum (.S/rer). Pipre-risH.—The Pipe- 
fish is moderately common in summer in eelgrass and sea lettuce 

in Gravesend Bay. It is difficult to find suitable food for it in the 
Aquarium, and, as a consequence, it is short-lived. The species 

likes shrimp with eggs and small Gammarus. Several examples 

taken at Sandy Hook, Oct. 8, 1897, are still alive in a slightly 

circulating tank in the Aquarium, in a temperature of 54° 

Fahrenheit. They feed well upon Gammarus, and seem to be 

in good condition. 

Ee - 
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: %, 68. Hippocampus hudsonius De Kay. Sea-norse.—The 
Sea-horse is sometimes found in large numbers in the nets at 

Gravesend Bay, but has not been abundant since 1895. It en- 

dures captivity for a few months only; individuals have been 

_ kept eight months in a ‘ balanced ’ tank, where they thrive best. 
The food consists of Unciola and shrimp eggs. 

Pi 69. Aphredoderus sayanus (Gi//iams). Pirate Percu.— 
Common in a lake at Patchogue, Long Island, where it has some- 

times been mistaken for young Carp. The individuals in the 
_ Aquarium were sent by Prof. Ulric Dahlgren from Princeton, 
__N_J., in October, 1897. They have never been observed to feed, 

and do not look well. 

70. Menidia beryllina (Cofc). FRresH-waTeR SILVERSIDE. 

- —This small Silverside, heretofore found only in the Potomac 
River, is abundant in a little mill stream at Water Mill, Long 

____ Island, where the writer seined it, Sept. 14, 1897, in company with 
Fundulus diaphanus, Lucania parva, Eupomotis gibbosus, and 

' Lucius reticulatus. ‘The largest of the individuals are 234 inches 
long. Owing to high temperature the shipment to New York was 

unsuccessful, none of the fish having lived in the Aquarium longer 
than a few days. Following are some of the characters : 

'D. V, 1,10; A. I, 16-17; scales, 8-40. 

71. Menidia notata (AM7/7tchil/). Sitversipe ; SPEARING.— 
This species is found in Gravesend Bay almost all the year, in- 
habiting spring holes in winter. Individuals brought into the 
Aquarium in the winter of 1895 are still living (Nov. 28, 1897). 
They endure the summer temperature, which has sometimes 

reached 71% degrees Fahrenheit in the salt-water tanks. They 
feed here upon hard clams and shrimp. 

72. Labidesthes sicculus Cofe. Brook Sitversipe; Skip- 
jack ; GLAss-FisH.—The name Glass-fish is used for the species 

on Chautauqua Lake. Mr. Annin sent some living examples 

April 22, 1897, but they were in a very weak condition after the 

twelve hours’ journey by rail, and soon died. 

73. Mugil cephalus Zinneus. Srrirep Mutier.—The 
young Mullet are abundant in Gravesend Bay in midsummer ; 
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larger ones appear in September and October. One winter, some 
years ago, they hibernated in the mud in Sheepshead Bay and 

were taken with eel-spears. It feeds and thrives most of the 
year, but cannot survive the heat of summer. Food in the 

Aquarium consists of hard clam and shrimp. 

74. Mugil curema Cuv. & Val. Waite MuLtietr.—This 
appears with the foregoing, but is less abundant in Gravesend 
Bay. 

75. Sphyrzena borealis De Kay. BAarracupa.— Several 
young individuals were captured in Gravesend Bay in September, 
1896. The species is not common in that locality. An individual 
5% inches long was seined at Sandy Hook Oct. 8, 1897; it 
lived only until Oct. 31, and was never observed to take food. 

The species never has been successfully reared in the Aqua- 
rium. 

76. Polydactylus octonemus (Girard). Tureaprin.—On 
Sept. 24, 1896, three specimens were obtained by Mr. John B. 

De Nyse in Gravesend Bay and sent to the Aquarium dead, as | 

they would not endure captivity. The fish agrees in coloration 
and in every other respect with P. octofi/is Gill, and is believed to 

be the adult form of P. octonemus Girard. This is probably the 

first record of its occurrence in New York waters for more than 

thirty years. 
MEASUREMENTS, i 

Length, including. candal. .:.:5 scikawaaw «e'eed 0's ccs eels bews 834 in. 
Length to end of middle caudal rays..:............-e-.0005- 7% in. 
Length to origin of middle caudal rays............2...0.000- 6% in. 
Greatest depth of body... <i: canseepict: «+. 3s «sss eens Re 2 in. 
Least depth of caudal peduncle 050.0. is0. Fe. oe ee ss enews in. 
Length of. head)... ¢i:ca5.i5 ef -9 a Gan bE as)» xo beth 1% in. 
Length of snout........... ais Spihb gietaihs +. © ;- (90.05 006 na a in. 
Diameter'of eye... iets Setesaratep ee ha ds 555 505 COCRIEE in. 
Length of° upper. jaw sini ssc dade Beles od 25:5 NYS ee 34 in. 
Length of mandible: .).20 0.55 e sah v9 epee 2 )~'s.0 06 6 ee 34 in. 
Length of longest pectoral filament ..................0---0: 23¢ in, 
Length of upper and lower caudal lobes...............02+++- 214 in. 
Length of pectoral... .. viscp cae Meves “Vadine- >t asvehboeie 146 in. 
Length of longest (third) dorsal spine Savane 2. <b 6 shake 14 in. 
Length of second dorsal tay se + sesh ss os daw sence see 2tupnet 14 in. 
Length of ventral. .°..).cssscvuae peeee din) Sth's.dankes Shen in. 
Length of longest anal ray.) ces. she. sce che eee eee I in. 
Length of anal base.......° «c'su.) teaches sss dees so Stee eee Iy’, in. 
Length of base of first dora cali. ses. seo, ocean se yer anne 4 in. 
Length of base of second dorsalis... 2.0.3). 0.5 sos ec eakones 14 in. 



n the two dorsals and slightly past the vent. The diameter 
ye equals the length of the snout and one-fifth the length 

; but is is ‘ate pleneiful 4 in winter. In the Aquarium it will not 
for want of sand and proper food. It swims continually 

dies. The fish buries itself in sand and sometimes, 

Three individuals of a Mu//us were captured in a seine at 
ang N. J., Oct. 8, . and brought alive to the Aqua- 

h the description of that species. Their endurance of water 
‘temperature of 50 degrees Fahrenheit is unexpected. JM. 
atus is recorded upon our East Coast from Cape Cod to 
i la, but it is rare as a rule in the north. Fishermen at Sandy 

i me were the fist for the year, They come about the time of 
"the appearance of Anchovy and Weakfish. They are often seen 
swimming at the surface of the bay in small bunches of 18 or 20, 
occasionally 100, in the latter part of May or early in June. 
‘They are always split up into small bunches, probably by the 
attacks of weakfish and other predaceous species which are pres- 
ent at the time. Flukes attack them also in shallow water ; flukes 
_are very destructive to young fish. A fluke will often have 8 or 

_ 10 little tautogs in its stomach. They frequent the flats for the 
purpose of feeding on little fishes. 
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80. Scomber colias Gmelin. THimBLe-EYE MACKEREL ; 
Cuus MACKEREL,—This species was not found in large numbers 
in Gravesend Bay in 1897, but in 1896 it abounded in all the 

little creeks, and in some instances the fish could be dipped up by 

the boat loads with scoop-nets. The fish reached ten inches in 

length before the end of the summer. 

81. Sarda sarda (Bloch). Bonitro.—The fish is generally 
scarce in Gravesend Bay. Five were taken in one day in a pound 
net in October, 1897, an unusual number for that species. The 

fish will not live in captivity. 

82. Trichiurus lepturus Zinneus. ScapBBarp-FisH.—One 
young example was caught in John B. De Nyse’s pound, Gravesend 

Bay, in August, 1897. It had been captured by another fish while 

in the pound, but was rescued in good condition. The species is 
rarely seen in that bay. 

83. Oligoplites saurus (2loch & Schneider). LEATHER 
Jacket.—An example 934 inches long and 2% inches deep was 
‘secured in De Nyse’s pound in Gravesend Bay in the summer of — 

1896. It is rarely seen there. 

84. Seriola zonata (JM/itchil/). Banprep Pitor.—The spe- 
cies does not endure close confinement, but thrives in the great 

pool of the Aquarium. Two examples, taken in September in 

Gravesend Bay, are living at the end of November, 1897. They 
feed on small killifish, which they take with a rush much the same 

as the brook trout. 

85. Seriola lalandi Cuv. & Vai. (?). Amber-risH.—A large 
Amber-fish was captured by Mr. De Nyse in Gravesend Bay, 

July 15, 1896, and was brought alive to the Aquarium Aug. 8, but 

it never recovered from the effects of the journey. ‘The large 

Seriolas are too active and shy to stand transportation, and they 

rarely live in captivity, but a species received from Bermuda early 

in July, 1897, is alive in the Aquarium (Dec. 10), and still feeds 

regularly upon pieces of herring and live killifish. 



ws are equal. The maxilla reaches to below the middle of the pupil. 
oral and ventral origins are in the same vertical. 

26; A. 1, 24; V.6; P. 21; scales, about 24~160-30 ; gill-rakers, 
the longest 114 inches, very thin, much wider at base, and tapering 
toa small, rounded point, very finely toothed on inner margin. 

h in broad, villiform bands in both jaws; an arrow-shaped patch with 
slender backward process on vomer. Similar bands on palate and pharynx. 
e ground color is gray with purplish iridescence. A golden bronze stripe 

aning on the snout and continued behind the eye to the caudal in a nearly 
ht line, slightly above the median line. Another bronze stripe begins 

e the eye and extends to the first dorsal. In life, two dark bands showed 

_ between the eyes and extended to the first dorsal. Sides and lower parts much 
—s with pees white. Iris gray overlaid with golden yellow. Pupil 

RUNNER, % 86. Elagatis bipinnulatus (Quay & Gaimard), 
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brought from Mr. De Nyse’s pound in Gravesend Bay. This 

tropical species has once before been recorded from Long Island. 

87. Decapterus punctatus (Agassiz). Scap; Rounp 
Rosin.—The Spotted Scad is not recognized in Gravesend Bay. 
It was found abundant, Aug. 31, 1897, in the ocean at South- 

ampton, Long Island. 

88. Decapterus macarellus (Cuv. & Val.). MACKEREL 
Scap.—-The Mackerel Scad has not yet been recorded in Graves- 

end Bay, but was found common at Southampton, Long Island, 

in the Atlantic, Aug. 31, 1897, associated with the preceding 

species and young Scomber, Pomatomus, Rhombus, Clupea, Etru- 
meus, Clupea, two species of Stolephorus and Paralichthys. 

89. Trachurops crumenophthalmus (Ach). Bic-Evep 
Scap.—This is taken in the fall in Gravesend Bay. It is another 
fish that soon dies when closely confined, but will live within 
suitable ranges of temperature in the large pool. The food is 

small killifish, chopped clams and shrimp. Found Aug. 31, 

1897, in the surf at Southampton, Long Island. 

go. Caranx hippos (Zinneus). YeLLow MACKEREL ; CRE- 
VALLE.—The remarks made concerning the Big-eyed Sead will 

apply to the two species of Crevallé. 

gt. Caranx crysos (Mitchil/), CrevaLit.—At the end of 
November, 1897, several Crevallés of this and the preceding spe- 

cies are living and feeding in the large pool. Occasionally they 

school together under the Sand Shark and follow it about. 

92. Alectis ciliaris (4/och). Turean-risu.—This species is 
occasional in summer in Gravesend Bay. In the Aquarium it 
usually lives about three months, dying when the tein peeeeynn 

falls much below 60 degrees. 

93. Vomer setipinnis (A/itchi//). Horse-rish ; SHINER.— 
An example was brought from Gravesend Bay, Oct. 21, 1896. 

The young, called ‘ Dollar-fish’ here, was brought from the bay 

Oct. 22, 1896, for examination. 
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94. Selene vomer (Zinneus). Moon-risH.—On Sept. 8 
and 29, 1897, three examples of the Moon-fish were taken in 

Gravesend Bay. In November these were transferred to a tropi- 
_ cal tank, in which the water is kept at a temperature of 68 to 70 
Sy degrees Fahrenheit, and they are taking their food regularly. 

_ 95. Trachinotus carolinus (Zinneus). Pompano.—The 
young are summer and fall visitors in Gravesend Bay. Twenty- 
_ two individuals were placed in the Aquarium in August, 1897, 
and thrived until the temperature of the water fell below 60 de- 

"grees Fahrenheit, in November, during which month all of them 

- died. 

96. Trachinotus falcatus (Zinnezus). Rounp Pompano.— 
_ The young are occasionally taken in summer in Gravesend Bay. 

Early in September, 1897, a small individual was placed in the 

- Aquarium and lived more than two months ; it died in November 

on account of the low temperature of the water. As long as the 

___ temperature was suitable it fed and grew rapidly. , 

___—««g7.~-Pomatomus saltatrix (Zinneus). BiverisH; SNap- 
-__— per.—This is usually regarded as a difficult species to keep in the 

te Aquarium. On Oct. 8, 1897, five young were brought from 

_ Gravesend Bay and Sandy Hook, and three of them are now 
living (Nov. 30) and feeding freely. 

98. Coryphzna hippurus Zinneus. Do.ruin.—A fine ex- 
ample, 17 inches long and 2% inches deep, was brought in from 

off Sandy Hook late in August, 1897. It was caught by a trolling 
= line while fishing for bluefish, and so badly injured in one of the 

——s eyes that it could not be kept alive. 

a 

7 

99. Palinurichthys perciformis (A/i/c/i//). Rupper- 
risH.—Rare in Gravesend Bay. Some years none are seen, but 

usually one or two will appear during the summer. 

100. Rhombus triacanthus (7ec*). Harvesi-risu; Bur- 

TER-FisH.— This is found in Gravesend Bay from April to 
November. It is not a hardy fish in the Aquarium, ee Mee ie 

| ‘Oe a 
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101. Rhombus paru (Zinneus). Harvest-rish; Pappy- 
FISsH.—A summer visitor in Gravesend Bay and sometimes rare, 
but formerly abundant. Not well adapted to Aquarium life. 

102. Eupomotis gibbosus (Zimneus). Sunrisu.—The 
common Sunfish abounds in the parks, and living individuals have 
been received also from Canandaigua Lake, the Adirondack lakes 

and elsewhere. It is hardy but subject to fungus attacks, which 

yield readily to treatment with brackish water. 

103. Micropterus dolomieu Zacépide. SMALIL-MOUTHED 
BLack Bass.—Fourteen young of the year were received from 
James Annin, Jr., Caledonia, N. Y., on Oct. 6, 1896. On the 

approach of cold weather they remained nearly dormant and took 

almost no food during the winter, but when the spring was s ad- 
vanced they fed eagerly and grew rapidly. 

104. Micropterus salmoides (Zaccpede). LARGE-MOUTHED 
Biack Bass.—Three individuals, about 4 inches in length, were 

received from Mr. Annin, at Caledonia, Oct. 6, 1896. They 
hibernated and almost always refused food in the winter, but fed 

ravenously in spring, summer and fall. Young fish from 1% to 2 

inches long were seined in Bronx River in August, and they prove 
hardy in captivity. 

105. Stizostedion vitreum (M//t-/i//). Pike Percu ; WALL- 
EYED Pike; Pike.—Mr. James Annin, Jr., of Caledonia, sent two 

individuals, April 23, £896, for identification. ‘They furnished 

the following notes and measurements in inches : 
ge $ 

Length, including caudal.......-...-..--es.e05 1834 
Length to end of middle caudal rays............ 18 171g 
Depth of bodly: ics o rcs .iiae Ws se eae seen asec 36 36 
Least depth of caudal peduncle ...........- eae 14 14 
Length of head... 0... ccecseccsctevce veces 44 436 
Length of snout... ..605 coe cec cee sesbingine cess 14 I 
Diameter of eye... 6.20. cssccescerbesecccess 13 
Length of masilla. 2... cesecsesccesss * ; 2 I 
Length of mandible. 25). baiawicestcees cedneet® 234 246 

Dorsal ic ais igo cas sca: sat a a ee a ee hee alae XIV, I,.25: MiVy eae 
Amal si) ose e oc aw ce eke aa bigs ao wea et Ill, 11. AH | OD eo ee 
Scales: 'ss.. #ebsics ese ees be pp eek ee enens Ss 92 93 

The pyloric cceca are long and loaded with fat. The male is brassy; the 

female gray and whitish. 
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Bs In November, 1896, and again in the same month of 1897, 

_ Mr. Annin had living adult Pike Perch shipped by express from 
e Canandaigua Lake, and a fish was seldom lost in transportation. 

_-—«-* 106. ~Perca flavescens (Mitchil/). Ye1tow Percu.—The 
Ae _ Species is abundant in the parks of New York and Brooklyn. It 
isa fairly good aquarium fish, somewhat susceptible to fungus 

attacks but easily treated with salt water. Its food is chiefly 
hard clam ; sometimes live killies are used. 

«107. Boleosoma olmstedi (Storer). TesseLLATED DarTER. 
__ —The species was found sparingly in Bronx River in August, 
Sehr 1897. A number of individuals were placed in a balanced tank 
_ and are still living at the end of November. ‘They are fed prin- 

_ cipally on hard clam, Gammarus, and, occasionally, earth-worms. 

_ 108. Roccus chrysops (Rajfinesgue). Wuire Bass.—Mr. 
____ Annin obtained a specimen in Oneida Lake Sept. 4, 1896, and 

__ sent it for identification. Its length is 1214 inches, and its weight 
ap _ 16% ounces. The following additional measurements in inches 

3 a 

were taken : 

Length to end of middle caudal rays...... gard’ eee ay e's 114g in. 
cha fk Gk etabbhowdesccsnvecyad o¢'es ro in, 
I ERAN GST xe tn eSks Vaesccce cslesivaceds ove 4 in. 
Least depth of caudal peduncle. .....-.. 2... 262. e seen eeeees 13¢ in. 
Ea ws k co cennbe sen. oes scder versace ees 3 in 
CESS SLU e sass sosccccoseccvecercesaceces 5¢ in. 
ERS EL UsGui6s.4 vie sac svcep ccscbicevencsocas sé i in, 
Length of fourth dorsal spine...........--..00+ cee eeeenes 13 in. 
Length of second dorsal ray... ..........2scesesccsssessoes zy) in, 
Length of second anal ray..... .. 2.5 .scccecesccccesecees 134 in. 

109. Roccus lineatus (/och). Srripep Bass; Rockrisn. 
—A permanent resident, but the height of the fishery in Graves- 
end Bay occurs from Oct. 10 to Nov. 10. Large fish, up to 45 

pounds, are caught in May, but the fall fish will range from 9 to 
24 inches in length. In the Aquarium the species is hardy and 

grows rapidly. Its food consists of killifish, pieces of herring, 
shrimp and, occasionally, chopped clam, Many examples have 
been kept here 3% years, and are still alive. 

—— 
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110. Morone americana (Gmelin), Wuire Percu.—This 
species is never plentiful in Gravesend .Bay; it is abundant in 
fresh-water lakes of Central Park, New York, and Prospect Park, 

Brooklyn. Near Montauk, Long Island, individuals weighing two 
to three pounds and more are reported. In the Aquarium the 

White Perch is very susceptible to fungus attacks, but the para- 
site is readily killed by changing the water* supply from salt to 

fresh, or vice versa. 

111. Centropristes striatus (Zzmneus). Sra Bass.—The 
Sea Bass makes its appearance in Gravesend Bay in May, It is 

not abundant. The young in October are found in the eel grass, 

measuring from 1% to 2 inches in length. ‘The species is well 

adapted to life in the tanks during all but the coldest months. 

112. Orthopristis chrysopterus (Zinneus). PiGc-FrisH.— 
Several examples were taken in Gravesend Bay, Oct. 24, 1894. 

113. Stenotomus chrysops (Zinneus). Scur; PorGy.— 
The Scup comes into Gravesend Bay in May, and is taken as late 

as November. In the Aquarium it lives until December, and in 

warmed water can be kept indefinitely. It is thrifty, and is 

seldom out of condition. 

114. Lagodon rhomboides (Zinneus). SaiLor’s CHOICE.— 
Not a common fish in Gravesend Bay; it is found occasionally 

in summer. 

115. Archosargus probatocephalus ( /Va/baum).—SHEEPs- 
HEAD.— Very unusual in Gravesend Bay. A large example, 

weighing 13 pounds, was caught Sept. 16, 1897, at Coney Island, 

and brought to the Aquarium, but was badly injured and never 

recovered. The species is well adapted to Aquarium life. 

116. Kyphosus sectatrix (Zinneus). Bermupa CauB.— 
This rare species was taken in Gravesend Bay in October, 1896, 

and again in September, 1897. It is hardy in the Aquarium, but 

cannot endure the winter temperature. 
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7. Cynoscion regalis (Bloch & Schneider). WeaxFisu ; 
AGUE.—An adult example, now living in the Aquarium, 

n kept in good condition during two winters, and is now 
quarters in the great central pool. At one time a white 

ne covered both eyes, and the fish was supposed to be 

Larimus fasciatus Holbrook. Banpep Larimus.— 

one Aug. 2 of the same year. These fed freely, and were 
a healthy condition until Jan. 16, 1896, when the low 

ure of the water killed them. The fish is not common 

€, and has not before been recorded north of Chesapeake 

mp net’ in eel grass back of the flats at extreme low tide. 
containing two feet of water are common here, and many 

of fish become imprisoned in them. In August Mr. W. 
: De Nyse has captured a half-dozen adult Hippocampus in such 

Ks 120. Ci seeisine ocellatus (Zinnzus). Rep Drum; CHANNEL 
‘Bass.— A Red Drum, or Spotted Bass, weighing 14 pounds, was 
obtained by Mr. E. G. Blackford from New Jersey, and was pur- 

. chased alive for the Aquarium. At the time of writing (Dec. 11, 
1897) it is in the central pool, and is, apparently, in periest 
health. It swims sometimes immediately under the sand shark. 
Is food consists of large pieces of herring, which it takes readily. 

_ I21. Leiostomus xanthurus Zacépide. Spor; LAFAverTe. 
__ —Rather common in Gravesend Bay from July to as late as De- 
_cember, and is well adapted to captive life. It is most abundant 

hg 

xe usually in September. 
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122. Micropogon undulatus (Zivneus). CRoAKER.—A 
very uncommon species in Gravesend Bay. 

123. Menticirrhus saxatilis (Bloch & Schneider), Kine- 
FisH.—This was formerly abundant in Gravesend Bay, but it 

seldom makes its appearance there now. - 

124. Pogonias cromis (Zinneus). Drum.—The Drum is 
an occasional summer visitor in Gravesend Bay. In the fall of 

1896, fourteen young individuals, 8 inches long, were brought 

from there alive to the Aquarium, and lived until Feb. 10, 1897, 

when the low temperature (38°) overcame them. In the fall of 
1897 none were seen in the bay. 

125. Tautogolabrus adspersus (/Va/baum). BERGALL; 
CunNER.—Found throughout the year. Hardy in the Aquarium. 

Individuals have been kept three years or longer. The food is 

chiefly hard clam. 

126. Tautoga onitis (Zinnzus). BuiackrisH ; TAUTOG.— 
Found during the entire year. An excellent aquarium fish. Ex- 
amples now here have been kept longer than three years, and their 

growth in some cases is remarkable. They are fed upon chopped 

hard clams, live killifish, shrimp and, occasionally, fiddler-crabs. 

127. Chztodon ocellatus A/och.—Very rare in Gravesend 
Bay. 

128. Teuthis hepatus Zinneus. -SuRGEON ; DocTorR-FIsH. 
—A young individual, about three inches long, was caught in Mr. 

John B. De Nyse’s pound, Oct. 22, 1897. It was injured when 

captured, and lived only a few days in the Aquarium. The spe- 

cies has not been known before north of Charleston. 

129. Balistes carolinensis Gmelin. Triccrer-FisH ; TurR- 
bot.—An uncommon species in Gravesend Bay, but seen occa- 

sionally in the bays opening into the Atlantic. 
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lonacanthus hispidus (Zinneus). Fiterisa.—This 
en in Gravesend Bay in moderate numbers occasionally 
. Individuals have been sent from there in September 
mber, 1897. Some are now (Dec. 11) living in a tropical 

idual taken in Gravesend Bay was found in August, 
was three-eighths of an inch long. The fish lived a 
time in a balanced jar, although it appeared to feed 
m minced hard clam. It is seen oftener in Vineyard 
neighboring waters in the summer. 

Lagocephalus levigatus (Zinneus). Raverr-Fisu; 
Purrer.—Occasionally taken in the fall in Gravesend 

© young were obtained in October, 1897, but all of them 

November, notwithstanding that they had been taking 
ly. The temperature could not be endured. 

‘Spheroides maculatus (A/och & Schneider), Purrer ; 
risH.—The species is found in Gravesend Bay at all times 
the cold months. It is hardy, but cannot be kept with 

1 because of its predatory habits. 

_Chilomyterus schoepfii (Wa/éaum). Spiny Boxrisu ; 
RRFISH.—The species is found occasionally in small numbers 
May to October in Gravesend Bay, but no very small ones 

seen, It lives in the Aquarium in winter only in water heated 
a temperature of 68 to 70 degrees Fahrenheit. 

136. Acanthocottus zneus (MZjiécAi//). Mircuity’s Scut- 
 PIN.— This little Sculpin spawns in winter. The eggs have a 

beautiful green color. The fish is practically a permanent resi- 
dent of Gravesend Bay. 
December, 1897.) 24 
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137. Acanthocottus octodecimspinosus (J//#chil/). Scur- 
PIN; HACKLEHEAD.— Taken only in winter and early spring in 
Gravesend Bay. It will not live in the warm water of summer in 
the Aquarium. 

138. Hemitripterus americanus (Gmelin). Sea Raven.— 
The Sea Raven spawns in November. The eggs are amber or 

yellow. 

The eggs of Hemitripterus in the Aquarium, Nov. 29, 1897, are 
in masses sticking tightly together. The egg is ys inch in diameter, 

and showing the form of the fish distinctly. The color of the 

egg is pale salmon, but is brighter when just deposited. 

139. Cyclopterus lumpus Z/vnezus. LumprisH.— Found in 
Gravesend Bay in May. It never lives in the Aquarium longer 
than a few weeks, 

140. Rissola marginata (De Xay). Suiippery Dick.—A rare 
fish in Gravesend Bay. A specimen was obtained there Oct. 
24, 1894. 

141. Gobiosoma bosci Zacépide. Gosy.— Taken in the 
oyster dredge at Eaton’s Neck, Long Island, in the fall of 1896. 

The fish lived all winter in a balanced tank, and took food 

greedily ; but on the approach of summer all perished. It seizes 

its food with a snap, and immediately rushes off to conceal itself 
in a rock crevice or behind plants. 

142. Astroscopus guttatus 4éé0/7. STrar-GazerR.—An ex- 
ample was caught in Gravesend Bay Oct. 24,1894. It did not live 

longer than a month in captivity, and was killed by the cold water. 

143. Opsanus tau (Zinneus). ToaprisH.— Not present in 
the hot summer months in Gravesend Bay, but can be kept in the _ 

Aquarium by careful treatment. Most of the individuals brought 
from there to the Aquarium have come in August, September and 

October. 

144. Pholis gunnellus (Zinmneus). Rock-reL; BUTTER- 

FISH.— Taken in the oyster dredge at Eaton’s Neck in the fall of 

Ee a we es 
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and brought alive to the aS It did not live long 

: -Zoarces auguillaris (eck). Murron-rish; Eet- 
-Found in fall and winter on the fishing-banks. It never 
s the warm water in summer. 
Pp linus (Linneus). Sea Roein.—This appears in Gravesend Bay in May, and is caught in the 

s. It is the earliest of the Sea Robins to arrive. 

EPridnotus strigatus Cw. & Val. Rep-wincep Sea 
—Makes its appearance later than ?. carolinus. 

Prionotus evolans (Zinneus). Srripep SEA Rosin.— 
his arrives in Gravesend Bay later than P. carolinus. 

9. Cephalacanthus volitans (Zinneus). Fivinc Gur- 
RD.—An uncommon fish in Gravesend Bay. An example sent 

ere Oct. 30, 1897, lived only two days. 

Echeneis maucrates Zinneus. REMORA; SUCKING- 

The Remora is found in Gravesend Bay in summer only, 

att d to sharks, usually the sand shark, Carcharias Jittoralis. 

example obtained July 28, 1897, lived and fed until Nov. 13, 
‘it ceased feeding, and on Nov. 23 it died because of the 

temperature of the water. In the Aquarium the fish is usually 
nary on the bottom, but will often rise to the surface to take 
of fish or clam. 

‘51. Merluccius bilinearis (Mitchil/). Wuvrinc.—Found 
in Gravesend Bay in spring and fall. A poor fish for the Aqua- 
rium. One individual lived in a large pool two months. 

5 152. Pollachius virens (Zinneus). Powtack.—The Pollack 
appears in the fall. It prefers cool water, and will not endure 
the summer temperature. It is a ravenous feeder. 

| | 153. Microgadus tomcod (/Va/baum). Tomcop.—A fall 
and winter species that does not live in captivity in summer, 
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154. Gadus morrhua Zinneus. Cop.—The Cod is abun- 
dant in Gravesend Bay in November, 1897, and thrives in the 

tanks during the winter and spring, but cannot be kept later than 

June without refrigeration of the water. 

155. Melanogrammus eglefinus (Zinneus). Happock. 
—This species is not at all adapted to aquarium life, 

156. Lota maculosa (Ze Sveur). Burror; Linc; Law- 
YER.—Perhaps one of the most difficult of the fresh-water fishes 

to transport. It is easily overcome by fungus. An individual 
obtained by Mr. Annin in Canandaigua Lake in November, 1897, 

is now alive, but may not recover from the effects of the journey. 

157. Phycis regius (Wa/baum). Sporrep Copiinc.— This 
fish is found in small numbers in Gravesend Bay in the fall. It 
lives in water below 60 degrees Fahrenheit, and is a good aquarium 

species, but cannot be kept in summer without artificial cold. Its 
habit of lying upon the side in imitation of the tautog, and other — 

Labroids, is often observed here. 

158. Phycis tenuis (M/7tchill). Hake.—As a rule, the com- 
mon Hake does not live in water above 60 degrees Fahrenheit, but 

one example survived during last summer, and is now in plump 
condition. In the hot weather it was emaciated, and suffered 

greatly from attacks of fungus. 

159. Phycis chuss (Wa/baum). Squirre. Hake.—Found 
only occasionally in Gravesend Bay ; it lives in the deeper water 

off shore. 

160. Paralichthys dentatus(Zinneus). FLUKE; FLOUNDER. 
— A summer visitor in Gravesend Bay, arriving in May or June, 

and leaving when cold weather sets in. It does not live in the 
Aquarium in winter. 

161. Bothus maculatus (Mitchil/). SporreD FLOUNDER— 
The Spotted Flounder, or Window Pane, is not adapted to 

aquarium life ; it delights in cold water. 
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-Pseudopleuronectes americanus (/Wa/baum). Fuar- 
A permanent resident, and a good aquarium fish. Indi- 
| have lived two years or longer in captivity, and their 
has been remarkable. 

_Achirus fasciatus Zacepéde. American Sore; Hoc 
¢.— This species has been brought from Gravesend Bay 
nth, except the first four, of the year. It is a hardy and 

ng animal for the Aquarium. Its habit of clinging to the 

(64. Lophius piscatorius Zinneus. ANGLER ; GooserisH.— 
Angler is moderately abundant on the fishing banks, and 
ones are sometimes taken in Gravesend Bay. It has never 

in the Aquarium in summer, and no individual has survived 
than four months at any season. The species seems to 

sand, which cannot be provided for it in our tanks. 

-Pterophryne histrio (Zinneus). Movuse-risH. — An 
ual caught off the Long Island shore in August, 1897, was 

ht to the Aquarium in a dying condition. It is not un- 
ommon in the floating masses of gulf weed in the Gulf Stream. 

of t Jobe B. De Nyse, and in the small nets employed by pre 
brothers for obtaining fish food, young fish and other marine 

_ animals for the Aquarium. The number of species included in 
the list is 87, which is far from the total of forms known to occur 

in that bay. Mr. De Nyse intended to include chiefly the species 
that were delivered alive at the Aquarium, and purposely omitted 

some species forwarded for examination dead. The statement is 
the only one now available for publication, and it will be found 
very useful as the beginning of a systematic record of the fish 

faunal conditions, 
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jodecimspinosts, 370, 375. 
brevirostris, 327, 332, 
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i 1 i 
ie 

(377) 

Alosa sapidissima, 336, 374. 
Alutera schoepfii, 369, 375. 
Ameiurus ne’ 332. 
Ammodytes americanus, 359, 374. 
Akodon frustrator, 20, 29. 

olivaceus, I17. 
teguina, 35. 

chi, 19, 29. 
Amber-fish, 328, 360. _ 
Anchippodus, 61. 

Anguilla chrysypa, 334, 374- 
Anisonchide » 297, 320. 

sectorius, 264, ” 
47- 

Apeltes quadracus, 356, 374. 
Aphredoderus sayanus, 357. 
Archosargus probatocephalus. 

375- 
Argyrosomus artedi, 341, 343. 

hoyi, 327, 342. 
osmeriformis, 343. 

nathus, 343. 
tullibee, 343. . 

Artibeus bilobatus, 15, 29. oe 
carpolegus, 3, 4. 

, 16, 29. 
icillatus, 3, 4, 16, 29. 

planirostris, 15. 
Arvicola (Hemiotomys) mexicanus, 

207. 

(Pitymys) pinetorum, var. 
ter, 207. 

i (Pitymys) = ki 
guttatus, 370. Atalaphe borealis fresh, $2. 
48., 

Ateles royi 32. 
rosus, 47. 
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BAIRDIELLA chrysura, 367, 375. 
Balistes carolinensis, 368, 374. 
Barracuda, 358. 
Barrettia, 233, 244. 

monolifera, 233, 244. 
multilirata, 244. 
sparcilirata, 245. 

Bass, Channel, 367. 
Large-mouthed Black, 364. 
Sea, 366. 
Small-mouthed Black, 364. 
Striped, 365. 
White, 365. 

Bassaricyon gabbii, 34. 
Bassariscus sumichrasti, 34. 
Bathyurus perkinsi, 183. 
Bean, Tarleton H., notes upon 

New York fishes received at 
the New York Aquarium, 
1895-97, 327-375, 

Bembesia marginata, 218. 
Bergall, 368. 
Beutenmiiller, William, notes on 

some species of North Ameri- 
can Moths, 209-212 ; notes on 
North American Sesiidz, with 
descriptions of new species, 
213-216; food-habits of North 
American Sesiidz, 217-220. 

Blackfish, 368. 
Blarina brevicauda, 34. 

costaricensis, 34. 
nigrescens, 34. 
orophila, 34. 

Bluefish, 363. 
Boaz, Franz, the decorative art of 

the Indians of the North Pa- 
cific Coast, 123-176. 

Boleosoma olmstedi, 365. 
Bonito, 360. 
Bothus maculatus, 372. 
Box-fish, Spring, 369. 
Bradypus castaneiceps, 42. 

infuscatus, 42. 
Brevoortia tyrannus, 336, 374. 
Bucania champlainensis, 181. 
Bullhead, 332. 
Burbot, 372. 
Burrfish, 369. 
Butterfish, 363, 370. 

CALAMODON, 60, 61, 88, I10, 254. 
simplex, 89. 

Caprina jamaicensis, 192. 
Caprinella gigantea, ro4. 

quadrangularis, 193. 
occidentalis, 193. 

Caranx crysos, 362, 374. 

; 

; 
; 
: 
/ 
; 

Caranx hippos, 362, 374. 
Carassius auratus, 333. 
Carcharias littoralis, 329, 374. 
Carcinodon, 293. 

filholianus, 264, 293. 
Cariacus toltecus, 2. 

(Coassus) nemorivagus, 22, 29. 
Carp, 333. 
Catathlzus rhabdodon, 296. 
Catocala californica, 210. 

cassandra, 211. 
electilis, 211. 
faustina, var. carlota, 212. 
irene, var, virgilia, 211. 
meskei, 211. 
rosalinda, 211. | : 
stretchii, var, sierra, 212. 

Catopsalis foliatus, 263. 
Catostomus commersonii, 332. 
Cebus hypoleucus, 32. 
Centropristes striatus, 366, 375. 
Cephalacanthus volitans, 371, 375. 
Cercoleptes caudivolvulus, 13, 29, 

Cervus nemorivagus, 22. 
rufinus, 22. 
toltecus, 11. 
yucatanensis, IT. : 

Cheetodon ocellatus, 328, 368. 
Chilomycterus schoeppfii, 369, 375. 
Chilonycteris rubiginosa, 48. 
Chirox, 265. 

plicatus, 263. 
Choice, Sailor’s, 366. 
Choker, Hog, 373. : 
Cholcepus didactylus, 13, 29. 

hoffmanni, 42. 
Chub, 333. 

Bermuda, 366. 
Cisco, 341. 

Moon-eye, 342. 
Clenodon, 288, 291. 

corrugatus, 264, 290, 320. 
ferox, 264, 289, 320. 
protogonioides, 264, 291. 

Clupea harengus, 334, 374. 
Cod, 372. 
pone: Spotted, 328, 372. 
celogenys paca, II, 42. 

Panncoinn. 2098. : 
cophater, 264, 298. : 
entoconus, 264, 298, 209. 

Condylarthra, 293. 
note on use of the term, 321. 

Conepatus marpurito, 35. 
Conoryctes, 61, 101, Tog. 

comma, 101, 264. 
crassicuspis, 279. 
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43- 
oon 367, 375- 

variegatus, 355, 374- 
carpio, 

minis, 

287. 
curtidens, 287. 
haydenianus, 364, 286, 287. 
Jeptomylus, 264, 287. 

compressus, 

Echeneis naucrates, 371, 375- 
Echimys centralis, 42. 

semispinosus, 42. 
trinitatis, 21. 

Ectocion, 301. 

Ectoconus ditrigonus, 264, 320. 
Ectoganus, 60, 61. 
Edentata, 108. 

origin of, 105. 
Eel, 334. 

Conger, 334- 

Lamprey, 329. 
Rock, 370. 

Eelpout, 371. 
Elagatis bipinnulatus, 325, 361, 

374. 
Elops saurus, 334, 374- 
Eremyzon sucetta, 332. 
Esthonyx, 60, 62. 

acutidens, 62. 
Etrumeus sadina, 334. 
Eucalia inconstans, 356. 

Eupomotis gibbosus, 364. 
Euprotogonia, 299, 30%, 303. 

minor, 264, 310. 
rcensis, 264, 303, 305, 320. 

skeleton of 305; position of 308. 

EccuLiIoMPHALUS 
180. 

FALL-FISH, 333. 
Felis eyra, 2 

onca, 49. 
pardalis, 34, 49- 
tigrina, 17, 29, 49. 

ndi, 49. 

Filefish, 369. 
Orange, 

Flatfish, 373. 
Flounder, 372. 

Spotted, 372. 
Fluke, 372. 



380 INDEX. 

Foot-structure of Basal Eocene 
Mammals, 320. 

Frost-fish, 337. 
Fundulus diaphanus, 355. 

heteroclitus, 355, 374. 

majalis, 355, 374. 

GADUS morrhua, 372, 375. 
Galictis barbara, 2, 17, 35. 
Gallus bankiva + Numida melea- 

gris, 225-230. 
Ganodonta, 59-110. 

incisor and canine dentition 
of, 64; relationship to 
the Edentata, 102. 

Gar, Silver, 356. 
Gasterosteus bispinosus, 356, 374. 
Geomys hispidus, 2. 
Glass-fish, 357. 
Glossophaga soricina, 15, 33, 48. 
Goat-fish, 359. 
Gobiosoma bosci, 370. 
Goby, 370. 
Goldfish, 333. 
Goniacodon, 278, 281. 

levisanus, 263, 278, 282. 
Goosefish, 373. 
Gurnard, Flying, 371. 

HACKLEHEAD, 370. 
Haddock, 372. 
Hake, 372. 

Squirrel, 372. 
Haploconus, 298. 

angustus, 298. 
corniculatus, 264, 298. 
lineatus, 264, 298. 
xiphodon, 298. 

Harengula sp., 336. 
Harpes cassinensis, 182. 
Harvest-fish, 363, 364. 
Hemiderma brevicauda, 15, 33. 
Hemiganus, 61, 109. 

otariidens, 64, 67, 264. 
vultuosus, 67. 

Hemithlznus apiculatus, 299. 
kowalevskianus, 264, 297, 298. 

Hemitripterus americanus, 370, 

375. 
Herring, Big-eyed, 334. 

Branch, 335. 
Glut, 335. 
Lake, 341. 
Round, 334. 

Sea, 334. 
Thread, 336. 

Hesperomys caliginosus, 37. 
(Habrothrix) caliginosus, 37. 

7 

Hesperomys ( Vesperimus) affinis, 7. 
sonori- (Vesperimus) leucopus 

ensis, 35. 
Heterogeomys hispidus, 208. 

torridus, 11. 
Heteromys adspersus, 57. 

anomalus, 21, 57. 
albolimbatus, 57. 
alleni, 57. 
bicolor, 57. 
bulleri, 57. 
desmarestianus, 57. 

eis eh 9, 57: 
ispidus, 56, 57. 

irroratus, 57. 
longicaudatus, 42, 57. 
melanoleucus, 57. 
salvini, 57. 
salvini nigrescens, 57. 

Hippocampus hudsonius, 357, 374. 
Hodomys alleni, 56. 
Horse-fish, 362. 
Huerfano Lake Basin, faunas of, 

247-258. 
Hyopsodus powellianus, 254, 256. 
Hyrachyus, 254. 

IcHTHYOMYs stolzmanni, 116. 
Indians of the North Pacific Coast, — 

decorative art of, 123-176 
Indrodon, 265. 

malaris, 263, 320. 

JAcKET, Leather, 360. 

KILLIFISH, 355. 
Fresh-water, 355. 
Short, 355. 

King-fish, 368. 
Kyphosus sectatrix, 366, 375. 

LABIDESTHES sicculus, 357. 
Lactophrys trigonus, 328, 369, 

375. 
Lafayette, 367. 
Lagocephalus levigatus, 369, 375. 
Lagodon rhomboides, 366 
Lambdotherium popoagicum, 254, 

256. 
Lamprey, Sea, 329. 
Lant, 359. 
Larimus fasciatus, 328, 367, 375. 
Larimus, Banded, 328, 367. 
Launce, Sand, 359. 
Lawyer, 372. 

Lebias, 355- 
Leiostomus xanthurus, 367, 375. 

Leptocephalus conger, 334, 374- 

PES oy 

a 
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aS, 273. 
22, 28, 29. 

uS, 373, 375- 

Microtus . 207. 
Minnow, ‘ 355. 

Mud, 351. 
Mi idz, 311. 
Mioclenus, 312. 

acolytus, 264, 312, 317. 
bucculentus, 270, 271. 

corrugatus, 290. 
ferox, 289. 
filholianus, 293. 

lemuroides, 264, 312, 314. 
lydekkerianus, 264, 312. 
minimus, 315, 317. 
opisthacus, 317. 
subtrigonidens, 270, 272. 
turgidunculus, 264, 312, 313, 

314. 
turgidus, 264, 312. 
zittelianus, 312. 
(Oxycleenus) cuspidatus, 276. 
(Sarcothraustes) gaudrianus, 

280. 
(Tetraclenodon)  floverianus, 

304. 
Mixodectes, 265. 

crassiusculus, 263. 
pungens, 263, 265, 266. 

Molossus nasutus, 115. 
obscurus, 14. 
rufus, 14, 33. 

Monacanthus hispidus, 369, 375. 
Moon-fish, 363. 
Morone americana, 366, 375. 
Mouse-fish, 373. 

Mugil cephalus, 357, 374- 
curema, 358. 

Mullet, Red, 359. 
Stri , 357- 

White. 358. 
Mullus auratus, 328, 359. 
Murchisonia 179. 
Mus alexandrinus, 21, 30, 35, 49. 

brevirostris, 116. 
decumanus, 30. 
musculus, 35, 49, 116. 
musculus var. flavescens, 116. 
musculus jalapa, 198. 
rattns, 2, 9, 21, 30, 35, 49. 

Mustelus canis, 329, 374. 
cba 371. 

ctes palliatus, 32. 
ie seniculus, i Boe 
yrmecophaga » 13, 29. 

Mylodon robustus, 79. 

NASUA narica, 2, 5. 
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Nautilus perkinsi, 182. 
Nectomys palmipes, 17. 
Needle-fish, 356. 
Neoplagiaulax, 365. 

americanus, 263. 
sp. ind., 263. 

Neotoma ferruginea, 56. 
Nileus striatus, 184. 
Nomarthra, 109. 
Numida meleagris + Gallus ban- 

kiva, 225, 230. 
Nyctinomus brasiliensis, 33, 48. 

OIKETICUS davidsonii, 209. 
Olene plagiata, 210. 
Oligoplites saurus, 360. 
Onychodectes, 61, 97, 109. 

rarus, 97, 264. 

tissonensis, 97, 264. 
Opisthonema oglinum, 336. 
Opsanus tau, 370, 375. 
Orthopristis chrysopterus, 366. 
Oryzomys alfaroi, 36. 

baroni, 117. 
brevicauda, 18. 
bulleri, 53. 
cherriei, 38. 
chrysomelas, 37. 
costaricensis, 36. 
couesi, 36, 52. 
delicatus, 19, 29. 
fulvescens, 294. 
jalapez, 206. 
melanotis, 205. 
mexicanus, 52. 
speciosus, 18. 
stolzmanni, 117. 
talamance, 36. 
trinitatis, 18. 
velutinus, 18. 
sp. nov., 117 

Osborn, Henry Fairfield, the Huer- 
fano Lake Basin, southern 
Colorado, and its Wind River 
and Bridger fauna, 247-258. 

Osmerus mordax, 351, 374. 
Ovis cervina, 112. 

dalli, 112. 
stonei, III. 

Oxyacodon, 292. 
agapetillus, 264, 292. 
apiculatus, 264, 292. 

Oxyeena huerfanensis, 254, 255. 
Oxyclznus, 276. 

cuspidatus, 263, 276. 
simplex, 263, 277. 

PALZOSYOPS paludosus, 254. 

INDEX, + 

Palimerichthys eu ioe: 
375- 

Pantolambda, 319. 
bathmodon, 264, 295, 320. 

Pantolambda cavirictus, 264, 324. 
Pantolambdide, 319. 
Pantolestes secans, 254. 
Pappy-fish, 364. 
Paralichthys dentatus, 372. 
Paramys, 254. 
Parche, 328. 
Parharmonia pini, 219. 
Parorgyia clintonii, 210. 
Patriofelis ulta, 254, 256. 
Pelycodus pelvidens, 274. 
Pentacodon inversus, 464. 
Perca flavescens, 365. 
Perch, Pike, 364. 

Pirate, 357. 
Silver, 367. 
White, 366. 
Yellow, 365. 

Periptychidz, 294, 295. 
Periptychus, 296. 

bradensis, 296, 297. 
carinidens, 264, 297. 
rhabdodon, 264, 295, 296, 

320. 
Perognathus bicolor, 57. 
Peromyscus affinis, 7. 

aztecus, 5, 204. 
banderanus, 51. 
cherriei, 35. 
furvus, 201. 
melanotis, 203. 
mexicanus, 50. 
musculus brunneus, 203. 
nudipes, 35. 
spicilegus, 50. 
yucatanicus, 8. 
sp. ind., 35, 51. 

Petromyzon marinus, 329, 374. 
Phenacodontidz, 299, 301. 
Phenacodus, 299, 301. 

calceolatus, 303. 
puercensis, 303. 
zuniensis, 270. 

Philander trinitatis, 26, 29. 
lanigera, 44. 

Pholis gunnellus, 370. 
Phycis chuss, 372, 375. 

regius, 328, 372, 375- 
tenuis. 372, 375. 

Phyllostoma hastatum, 15. 
perspicillatum, 16. 

Pickerel, Banded, 351. 
Chain, 352. 

Pig-fish, 366, 



ti . ’ forename tecien 356, 374. 

prestans, 216, 

RABBIT-FISH, 369. 
Radiolites, 185-196. 

adherens, 188. 

Raia erinacea, 331, 474. 
laevis, 331, 474- 

Rainwater-fish, 355. 

Ray, Butterfly, 331. 
Cow-nose, 331. 

co 371. 
inopora prima, 177. 

Rhi bonasus, 331. 
Khipidomys couesi, 18, 29. 

sumichrasti, 51, 204. 
Rhogeéssa parvula, 32. 
Rhombus paru, 364. 

triacanthus, 363, 375. 
Rhynchonycteris naso, 32. 
Rissola marginata, 370. 
Roach, 333. 

Irish, 334. 
Robin, Round, 362. 

Sea, 371. 
Red- winged Sea, 371. 

Runner, 328, 361. 
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SACCOPTERYX bilineata, 14, 
canina, 14. 
leptura, 14. 
plicata, 48. 

Salmo fario, 346. 
fario+fontinalis, 346. 
gairdneri, 345. 
irideus, 346. 
mykiss, 345. 
salar, 344. 
salar sebago, 344. 

Salmon, Atlantic, 344. 
Land-locked, 344. 

Salvelinus fontinalis, 350. 
Sannina uroceriformis, 217. 
Sanninoidea exitiosa, 2109. 

opalescens, 219. 
Sarcothraustes, 278, 282. 

antiquus, 263, 278, 282, 283. 
bathygnathus, 278. 
conidens, 278. 
coryphzeus, 278, 279. 
crassicuspis, 278. 
sp. ind., 263. 

Sarda sarda, 360, 374. 
Saville, M. H., an ancient figure 

of terra cotta from the Valley 
of Mexico, 221-224. 

Scabbard-fish, 360. 
Scad, 362. 

Big-eyed, 362. 
Schaus, W., three new species of 

Heterocera from Sierra Leon, 
Africa, 325, 326. 

Scizenops ocellatus, 367. 
Sciapteron dollii, 218. 

dollii, var. castaneum, 213. 
denotata, 218. 
polistiformis, 218, 
robiniz, 218. 
simulans, 214, 218: 
tricincta, 213, 218. 

Sciurus cestuans, 116. 
zestuans hoffmanni, 17. 
alstoni, 49. 
aureogaster, 49. 
carolinensis, var. yucatanensis, 

5. 
cervicalis, 49. 
chrysurus, 116. 
deppei, 198. 
leucops, 198. 
nayaritensis, 49. 
niger melanonotus, 198. 
rufoniger, 116. 
rufonigra, 116. 
yucatanensis, 2, 5. 
(Microscurus) peruanus, I15, 

Scomber colias, 360, 
_ _Scombrus, 359, 374. 
Sculpin, 370. 

Mackerel, 362. 
Mitchill’s, 366. 

Scup, 366. 
Sea-horse, 357. 
Selene vomer, 363, 374. 
Semotilus atromacuilatus, 333. 
Seriola lalandi, 360, 

zonata, 360, 374. 
.  SPss 328, 374. 
Sesia acerni, 220. 

albicornis, 219. 
bassiformis, 219. 
corni, 220, 
culiciformis, var, SN, 

219. 
ithace, 215. 
pictipes, 220. 
prosopis, 220, 

pyri, 220. 
querci, 220. 
rubristigma, 220. 
rubrofascia, 215, 219. 
rutilans, 21g. 
scitula, 220. 
sigmoidea, 214, 220. 
tipuliformis, 220. 

Shad, 336. 
Hickory, 335. 

Shark, Hammer-headed, 329. 
Sand, 329. 

Sheepshead, 367. 
Shiner, 362. 

Golden, 333. 
Lake, 342. 

Sigmodon bogotensis, 121. 
boruce, 4o. 
colime, 55. 
fulviventer, 54. 
hispidus toltecus, 9. 
mascotensis, 54. 
peruanus, 118. 
toltecus, 54, 207. 

Sigmodontomys, 38. 
alfari, 39. 

Silverside, 357. 
Brook, 357. 
Fresh-water, 328, 357. 

Siphostoma fuscum, 356, 374. 
Skate, Barndoor, 331. 

Common, 331. 

Skipjack, 357. 
Smelt, 351. 

Snapper, 363. 
Sole, American, 373. 

Spearing, 357. 

a . 



stalbida, 325. 
pert, SQ. 
agg aes 2, 23, 43, 

crassicollidens, 263, 272. 
subtrigonus, 263, 270. 

Trichiurus lepturus, 360. 
Trigger-fish, 368. 
Triisodon, 278. 

gaudrianus, 263, 280. 
heilprinianus, 263, 278, 279, 

20. 3 
levisanus, 282. 

tibiale, 218. 
Trout, Black-spotted, 345. 

» 350. 
346. 

Trunk-fish, 328, 369. 
Turbot, 368. 
Tullibee, 343. 
Tylomys couesi, 18, 29. 
Tylosurus marinus, 356. 

UINTATHERIUM, sp. ind., 254, 
258. 

Umbra limi, 351. 
Urocyon cinereo-argenteus, 2. 

cinereo-argenteus fraterculus, 
2, 49. 

VAMPYROPS lineatus, 34. 
Vampyrus Spectr um, 15, 

Vespamima sequoi, AN 



Fowl, 225-230. Z 
Vomer setipinnis, 302. 
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